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Automotive Lockout Kits, Auto Entry Tools, Tryout
Keys, Jigglers

Euro-Strip Auto Opening Tool

EURO-STRIP AUTO OPENING TOOL  The EURO-STRIP is a flexible auto-opening
tool that allows you to bypass doors on Mercedes, BMW, Volvo and other vehicles.
Machined cutout with heavy-duty rubber band for extra strength. Another Must-Have
for your pro auto opening tool kit.

$24.95

The UnLocker- Steering Bar Un-locker

Steering Bar Unlocker  Used to pick the vast majority of after market steering wheel
locking bars. Perfect for when the lock is facing away from you. "The UnLocker"
is simple and easy to use. Replacement picks are available.

$49.95
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The Unlocker Replacement Pick

The Unlocker Replacement Pick  Replacement pick for LT115 "The Unlocker".  It's
a good idea to always have an extra pick on hand...just in case!

$7.95

Long Reach Tool for Cars

Long Reach Auto- Opening ToolAcross the car entry tool. Allows you to reach
inside a car to an activator on the opposite side of the car to retrieve the keys.
Extends up to 76". Middle section optional.We've just added an optional accessory
kit to the long-reach tool which is ideal for reaching inside pull handles that are
located in recessed, tight spots, curved or rounded pull handles. This item is not
shipped outside of the USA, sorry.

$39.95
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3 - Cell Hardbody Locksmith Auto Light

Lights are necessary, not
optional, when opening
today's cars. This
hardbody locksmith light
allows you to find the
linkage rod guard plates,
identify sensitive
components inside the
car door, determine your
target area, minimize the
chance of damage or
wire tangles, make your
job go quicker and
maximize your ability to
open a car
professionally. After
purchasing one of these
lights you'll find MANY
other uses for it besides
car opening. Safe work,
auto repair work, general
machine inspection, and
confined space
illumination are only a
few of the wide range of
applications for these
lights. See what you've
been missing. We

designed the Krypton Hardbody light with the locksmith in mind. The machined high-grade heavy-duty aluminum body with a durable,
glossy black, powder coat finish is mated with a flexible 18" coaxial wand through a simple RGA connection.The elimination of a switch
means a trouble-free light for you. The slim Krypton bulb allows you into tight spots to avoid wire tangles and trouble spots. This light
comes complete with a brighter gas filled Krypton slim bulb, suction cup clip and protective storage case. Lifetime warranty through
manufacturer(excluding bulb). Batteries not included

$65.95

Clip Zip Car Door Panel Tool

Clip Zip Door Panel Tool - Removes Car Door PanelsA must have for the automotive
locksmith. This tool has changed the way locksmiths remove car door panels. The
Clip Zip makes the removal of the panel easy and trouble free. This is a tool that
works quickly and effortlessly with no training or practice. Removes clips on the
door panel without damage. Separates the door panel from the door body without
damage to the panel or the clip. No more broken plastic clips or torn door panels.
Every locksmith that services automobile locks should have this tool. All of our lock
picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$44.95
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Pro Auto Tension Tool - RL-10D

Professional Auto Tension WrenchStainless steel, standard tension wrench. Our
superior quality Dino professional Auto Tension Wrench is especially designed for
car opening. It is designed to provide the locksmith or recovery agent with very
steady tension. The tip of the tension tool features 2 necessary size gaps so it's a
fit for every type of car door cylinder. It is very flexible, which sets it apart from most
similar tools on the market. We use the newest high technology carbon steel and
construction methods to produce an exceptional tension tool! Item #RL-10D

$19.95

Vent Window Tool - AO14

Vent Window Tool - 2 piece set Operate the vent windows on car, truck and van
doors. Comes with 2 tools. Item#AO14

$15.95

Small Vinyl Auto Tool Case

Small Vinyl Case 3" x 30" vinyl storage case with snap closure. Fits standard slim
jim and super slim jim and protects them from the elements. Great case to store
your jims in the car or van. Police departments call us asking for something they
can keep loose auto opening tools in so they won't get destroyed in the trunk of
their cruisers...we'd recommend this as a low-cost option. Need a replacement
case for the AK75 Slim Jim Kit or the AKSJ Slim Jim Kit? This is the proper
replacement case for both!

$7.95
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Large Vinyl Auto Tool Case

Large Vinyl Case8" x 27" vinyl storage case with Zip-lock type closure. This is a
replacement case for the  AK04 lockout kit, fits many other slim jim sets as well as
other auto opening tools, protecting them from the elements. Great case to store
your jims in the car or van. We often receive calls from law enforcement officers
asking for something to keep their tools in because the rattling around in the trunk
is making them crazy. This would be the case you're looking for guys! Isn't it time
to replace your old, worn out jim case?

$10.95

Long Reach Tool-Accessory

AO42A1 - Long Reach Tool-AccessoryIdeal for reaching inside pull handles that are located in recessed,
tight spots, curved or rounded pull handles. This tool can be used as stand alone tool or with the AO42
Long Reach Tool to reach even longer lengths. 2 pc set. This is a great non-destructive tool for security
and law enforcement officers thaqt are always helping John Q out of a jam! This item is not shipped outside
of the USA, sorry.

$25.95

Auto Tool Instruction Booklet

Auto Tool Instruction BookletResource booklet for understanding different auto's
locking systems and how to use our tools on them. This is an excellent resource
for the locksmith that concentrates on his lockout business. 42 pages.

$19.95
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Slide Lock Auto Opening Tool

Slide Lock Auto Opening Tool&nbsp-Two tools in one! This double-ended tool has very broad usage.
Opens both horizontal locking devices and vertical buttons. Our wire tools have "memory" which
means that they won't lose their shape in the door. Our wire tools are strong and durable, yet small
in diameter to allow you easy entry into those vehicles with tight weather-stripping. All of our tools
are field tested by our technicians. Made in the USA. Full Color Instructions included. Lifetime
warranty against manufacturer's defect. This item ships to the USA and Canada only

$19.95

Loop-D-Loop Auto Lockout Tool

Loop-D-Loop Auto Opening ToolThis unique double-ended tool offers a new
approach to lockouts on many BMW's, Mercedes, Volvos and Volkswagens among
other. Fed in under the window, the "loop" is fixed around the straight or mushroom
style button head and pulled tight, then lifted up to unlock. Heavy duty coated wire,
securely crimped. Our wire tools have "memory" which means that they won't lose
their shape in the door. Our wire tools are strong and durable, yet small in diameter
to allow you easy entry into those vehicles with tight weather-stripping. All of our
tools are field tested by our technicians. Made in the USA. Full Color Instructions
included. Lifetime warranty against manufacturer's defect.

$24.95
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2 Cell Hardbody Locksmith Auto Light

2 Cell Hardbody Light Lights are necessary, not optional, when opening today's
cars. This hardbody locksmith light allows you to find the linkage rod guard plates,
identify sensitive components inside the car door, determine your target area,
minimize the chance of damage or wire tangles, make your job go quicker and
maximize your ability to open a car professionally. After purchasing one of these
lights you'll find MANY other uses for it besides car opening. Safe work, auto repair
work, general machine inspection, and confined space illumination are only a few
of the wide range of applications for these lights. See what you've been missing.We
originally designed the Krypton Hardbody light with the automotive locksmith in
mind. The machined high-grade heavy-duty aluminum body with a durable, glossy
black, powder coat finish is mated with a flexible 18" coaxial wand through a simple
RGA connection.The elimination of a switch means a trouble free light for you.The
slim Krypton bulb allows you into tight spots to avoid wire tangles and trouble

spots. This light comes complete with a Brighter gas filled Krypton slim bulb, suction cup clip and protective storage case. Lifetime
warranty through manufacturer(excluding bulb). Batteries not included

$49.95

3V Broad Spectrum Bulb-AL12100

AL12100 - 3V Broad Spectrum Bulb Broad Spectrum slim replacement bulb for
AL10500 - 2-Cell Krypton Hardbody Light.Broad spectrum light bulbs are described
as being a pure white light.

$11.95
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4.5V Broad Spectrum Bulb-AL12110

AL12110 - 4.5V Broad Spectrum Bulb

Replacement brighter krypton bulb for AL15500 -  3-Cell Krypton Hardbody Light.

$18.95

LAB Auto Disc Tool

LAB Auto Disc Tool for Locksmiths Item number LTT005

$1.95

Back Flip Tool

Double ended auto opening tool. The Back-Facing tip reaches above and behind
the plastic guard plates on newer Hondas and successfully opens a variety of new
GM cars.The Flip end opens late Toyota models. Xacto-Grip Knurled and Flattened.

$19.95
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Window Crank Tool

Window Crank Tool   Slips behind window crank and removes spring clip. Makes
manual crank removal easy and risk free. A must-have in the locksmith toolbox for
(some) auto unlocks.

$10.95

Auto Shutter Tool Set

Auto Shutter Tool Set   These tools that hold open the dust covers of automotive
locks were designed by automotive locksmiths, for the automotive locksmiths!
These three quality tools have the following outstanding features: Color coded thick
dipped handles not only protect your customers automobile, but the extra weight
stabilizes the tool, and very importantly, the bold colors allow you to quickly reach
for the tool you need. Double notching allows usage of these tools in normal lock
situations, while not ignoring your tool positioning needs with the deeper seated
locks.

$27.95

76" Extra Long Arm Tool

The AO42-LAXL Extra-Long Arm Auto Opening Tool is approximately 76" in length
and is designed to enter into the passenger compartment of vehicle through the
door using wedges and/or door jack type tools. $10.00 oversize item charge is
automatically added to standard shipping charge.   Sorry, this tool is not shipped
outside of the upper 48 US states. This tool is not shipped to Alaska or Hawaii.
Oversize shipping fee of $10.00 added to regular shipping charges.

$49.95
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Binder for Car Opening Manuals

MABDBIN - Binder for Car Opening Manuals   Replacement Binder for The Best
Damn Car Opening Manual Period! Dimensions 8 3/8"(w) x 9"(h) x 3 1/2"(d) D-Ring
Black color. Holds 5 ½" x 8 ½" page size.

$19.95

58" Long Arm Auto Opening Tool

The AO42-LA Long Arm Auto Opening Tool is approximately 58" in length and is designed to enter
into the passenger compartment of vehicle through the door using wedges and/or door jack type
tools. In our opinion is is a much easier and safer entry tool than any slim jim, particularly when you
have to open late model autos. Sorry, this tool is not shipped outside of the upper 48 US states.This
tool is not shipped to Alaska or Hawaii.  Oversize shipping fee of $10.00 added to regular shipping
charges.

$37.95
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Universal Gas Cap Key

Universal Gas Cap KeyA universal gas cap key, effective for most gas cap
applications. Essentially it's a jiggler key for gas caps. These days, with the cost
of a gallon of gas rising almost daily you can't be too careful...especially if you live
in a major metropolitan area or a busy apartment complex. If you've lost the key
to an existing locking gas cap this will do the job nicely!

$4.95

Chevy Astro Car Opening Tool - GM

Astro Tool - Car Opening Tool for Chevy Astro, GMThe AO07, Astro Tool, is a double ended car opening
tool designed to open the Chevy Astro Van, Safari Van, and several other GM cars. The hook and reach
make this double ended tool extremely useful. Xacto-Grip Knurled and Flattened. Full Color Instructions
included. Made in the USA. Lifetime warranty against manufacturer's defect.

$14.95

PRO-GLO Hands- Free Locksmith Light

PRO-GLO Hands - Free Locksmith Light The Pro-Glo, AL6000, utilizes a hands
free suction cup design that rests on the exterior of the windshield of the vehicle
illuminating the desired work area and allowing the vehicle entry technican to
manipulate the interior locking mechanisms. A great accessory to any Long Reach
Tool, the Pro-Glo features 6 powerful and uniquely angled LCD lights.The Pro-Glo
is designed to aid with Auto Entry and is a terrific help to locksmiths needing to
light a vehicles interior.

$59.95
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Quick Change Long Reach Tool

Quick Change Long Reach Tool The AO42-QC1, Quick Change Long Reach Tool, gives you the versatility
to unlock many vehicles on the road. The multi-piece Quick Change tool is designed to enter into the
passenger compartment of the vehicle through the door using wedges and/or door jack type tools. The
specialty formulated Glow-in-the-Dark tip comes in handy on some openings at night. When extra length is
needed, simply use the 18" "extension" between the rigid "handle" and rigid tool "body". Our seamless
design, not needing a bulky coupler, can reach up to 67" and can be stored easily. The  AO42-QC2 is a
convenient accessory offering even more accessibility.Made in the USA. Lifetime Warranty against
manufacturer's defect. Sorry, this tool is not shipped outside of the upper 48 US states. This tool is not
shipped to Alaska or Hawaii.  Oversize shipping fee of $10.00 added to regular US shipping charges.

$39.95

Long Reach Tool Accessory

Quick Change Long Reach Tool Accessory Set The Quick Change Long Reach 2 piece accessory
tool set are excellent companions to the AO42-QC1 long reach tool set. The thin diameter tool bodies
screw directly into the rigid "handle" or 18" "extension" without the use of a bulky coupler.The thinner
material may provide less wedging or stress on the vehicle. It is easy to slightly bend the thin diameter
bodies to pull or push on the desired unlocking feature. Lifetime Warranty against manufacturer's
defect Made in the USA. Please Note:This tool is not shipped outside of the upper 48 US states.This
tool is not shipped to Alaska or Hawaii.  Oversize shipping fee of $10.00 added to regular US shipping
charges.

$29.95
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Peterson Auto Entry Tools

Three-Wire Auto Opening Kit Peterson Manufacturing has incorporated into three tools an auto opening
kit that will not only simplify your auto opening efforts but will make you efforts easier to perform. The tools
are made with aggressive intentions. From their angular bends to their point-grabbing teeth, successful
openings will occur on horizontal and vertical linkages, bell cranks, and interior locking door buttons.
Handles are made of stainless steel, rubberized coatings, and thumb rests for ease of applying gentle
linkage leverage. We are proud to add these wonderful 43 inch long opening instruments to our long list
of professional locksmithing tools.

$99.95

GM Ring Clip Removal Tool

GM Ring Clip Removal Tool This tool makes quick work of removing the ring clip on older GM/Chrysler/Jeep
steering columns. Instead of juggling an ice pick and a small screwdriver and spending 5 minutes or longer struggling
to remove the ring clip, this tool makes clip removal a matter of a few seconds. Place the tool in the shaft spline
and underneath the ring clip and pull back to quickly lift the clip out of its seat.

$16.95

Spring-L Auto Opening Tool

This is one of the most versatile auto opening tools ever made! The Spring-L tool is used to lift and
push bell cranks and lazy pawls on many different cars.

$14.95
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Dual Tool - Auto Opening Tool

Dual Tool - Double Ended Auto Opening ToolThe Dual Tool opens many different types of both
foreign and domestic vehicles. Xacto Grip knurled and flattened.

$19.95

HONDA Auto Opening Tool

The Double Ended Hook and Lift Tool, is designed to make car opening easy. This tool can be used on foreign & domestic
vehicles with either horizontal or vertical linkage. Xacto-Grip Knurled & Flattened. Full Color Instructions included. Made in
the USA. Lifetime warranty against manufacturer's defect.

$17.95
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Automotive Pick Sets, Tools

Master Auto Super Pick Set

Automotive Lock Pick SetThe AutoMaster lock pick set is an extensive set of lock
picks designed to open the doors and start the ignition of a large variety of cars
and trucks...in other words, a lock picking kit for cars. It contains special picks for
Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge, Ford, Lincoln, Mercury, Toyota, Nissan, Honda, Mazda,
Subaru, Isuzu, Hyundai, Yugo, Volkswagon, and Mitsubishi. It also can pick most
pin tumbler and wafer tumbler locks. Comes complete with tension wrench, broken
key extractor and gas cap pick. Carry case and instructions included. Parts List:
Deluxe Tri-Fold Carrying Case AutoMaster Lock Pick Set Instruction Manual F-Ford
Rocker Lock Pick Set - Includes picks F-1 to F-5 C-Chrysler Rocker Lock Pick Set-
includes picks C-1 to C-6 J- Foreign Auto Lock Pick Set - includes picks J-1 to J-6
Lock Pick Tension Wrench Gas Cap Tool LockPickShop carries a wide variety of
automotive entry tool kits, tools for the recovery and automotive locksmith industries.
You'll find them in our  automotive entry tools section. All of our Lock Picks are

Made in the USA

$129.95

Euro-Asian Rocker Lock Pick Set

Our European & Asian rocker lock pick set A six piece set of rocker picks designed for European and
Japanese vehicles. Not for use on transponder based anti-theft ignition systems.

$64.95

Ford Auto Rocker Lock Pick Set

Our Ford auto rocker lock pick set is a five piece pick set that opens door and trunk locks of Ford, Lincoln
and Mercury cars, vans & trucks for model years 1969-1999. To start ignitions with 10-cut locks (1984 ½
- 1996)see the LT-78 on page 10. Not for use on transponder based passive anti-theft systems.

$64.95
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Chrysler Auto Rocker Pick Set

The Chrysler auto rocker pick set is a six piece lock pick set that will open door & trunk locks and start
Chrysler vehicles from 1969-1999, including tilt columns. Not for use with the Smart Key antitheft ignition
systems.

$64.95

Euro-Asian Auto Lock Pick Set

European & Asian Automotive Lock Pick Set A six piece lock pick set designed for foreign wafer locks
found in most Japanese and European vehicles. Includes Harpoon pick to remove broken keys from auto
locks. Not for use on transponder based antitheft ignition systems.

$64.95

Grand Master Lock Pick Set

The Grand Master is the ultimate pick set containing 35 picks, including the GM Rocker Lock Pick Set, LT-290
European & Asian Rocker Lock Pick Set, , Ford Auto Rocker Lock Pick Set, LT-310 Chrysler Auto Rocker Lock
Pick Set, the LT-320 European & Asian Automotive Lock Pick Set, as well as the LT-330 tension wrench and the
106-gas cap pick tool packaged in a custom leatherette case.

$149.95
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Premium European Slim line Picks- Reinforced Metal
Handles

Slim Line L Rake Pick with Metal Handle

Slim Line L Rake Pick Reinforced metal handleNice weight, very sturdy. Our superior
quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred
and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and
construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with
smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks
available. If you need a complete Slim Line lock pick set (designed for European
and Japanese manufactured locks) you'll find a good selection here. Made in the
USA

$4.95

Slim Line Single Ball Pick - Metal Handle

Slim Line Single Ball Pick With with reinforced metal handle.Nice weight, very
sturdy. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered
stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high
technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard
spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest
most durable lock picks available. If you need a complete Slim Line lock pick set
(designed for European and Japanese manufactured locks) you'll find a good
selection here. Made in the USA

$4.95
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Slim Line Small Diamond Pick with Metal Handle

Slim Line Small Diamond PickWith reinforced metal handle. Nice weight, very
sturdy. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered
stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high
technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard
spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest
most durable lock picks available. If you need a complete Slim Line lock pick set
(designed for European and Japanese manufactured locks) you'll find a good
selection here. Made in the USA

$4.95

Slim Line Large Diamond Pick - Metal Handle

Slim Line Large Diamond Pick - Metal Handle-Large Diamond Pick with reinforced
metal handle. Nice weight, very sturdy. Our superior quality individual lock picks
are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft
luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our
picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction
making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. If you need a complete
Slim Line lock pick set (designed for European and Japanese manufactured locks)
you'll find a good selection here. Made in the USA

$4.95

Slim Line Double Ball Pick with Metal Handle

Slim Line Double Ball Pick with Metal HandleSlim Line Double Ball Pick with
reinforced metal handle. Nice weight, very sturdy. Our superior quality individual
lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished
to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods.
Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. If you
need a complete Slim Line lock pick set (designed for European and Japanese
manufactured locks) you'll find a good selection here. Made in the USA

$4.95
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Slim Line Short Hook Pick - Metal Handle

Slim Line Short Hook Lock Pick With reinforced metal handle.Nice weight, very
sturdy. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered
stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high
technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard
spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest
most durable lock picks available. If you need a complete Slim Line lock pick set
(designed for European and Japanese manufactured locks) you'll find a good
selection here. Made in the USA

$4.95

Slim Line Short Hook Pick 2 - Metal Handle

Slim Line Short Hook Pick 2Slim Line Short Hook Lock Pick 2 with reinforced metal
handle. Just a slightly different curve to the hook. Nice weight, very sturdy. Our
superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel;
deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels
and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel
with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock
picks available. If you need a complete Slim Line lock pick set (designed for
European and Japanese manufactured locks) you'll find a good selection here.
Made in the USA

$4.95

Slim Line Medium Hook Pick - Metal Handle

Slim Line Medium Hook Pick with reinforced metal handle.Nice weight, very sturdy.
Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless
steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless
steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable
lock picks available. If you need a complete Slim Line lock pick set (designed for
European and Japanese manufactured locks) you'll find a good selection here.
Made in the USA

$4.95
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Slim Line Short Hook Lock Pick 3 - Metal Handle

Slim Line Short Hook Lock Pick 3Tool head is very fine and much slimmer than
other hook picks with reinforced metal handle. Nice weight, very sturdy. Our superior
quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred
and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and
construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with
smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks
available. If you need a complete Slim Line lock pick set (designed for European
and Japanese manufactured locks) you'll find a good selection here. Made in the
USA

$4.95

Slim Line Small Diamond Hook with Metal Handle

Slim Line Small Diamond Hook With reinforced metal handle.Nice weight, very
sturdy. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered
stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high
technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard
spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest
most durable lock picks available. If you need a complete Slim Line lock pick set
(designed for European and Japanese manufactured locks) you'll find a good
selection here. Made in the USA

$4.95

Slim Line Half Round Ball Hook - Metal Handle

Slim Line Half Round Ball Hook - Metal HandleSlim Line Half Round Ball Hook
with reinforced metal handle. Nice weight, very sturdy. Our superior quality individual
lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished
to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods.
Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. If you
need a complete Slim Line lock pick set (designed for European and Japanese
manufactured locks) you'll find a good selection here. Made in the USA

$4.95
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Slim Line S Rake 2 - Metal Handle

Slim Line S Rake 2 with reinforced metal handle. Nice weight, very sturdy. Our
superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel;
deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels
and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel
with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock
picks available. If you need a complete Slim Line lock pick set (designed for
European and Japanese manufactured locks) you'll find a good selection here.
Made in the USA

$4.95

Slim Line C Rake - Metal Handle

Slim Line C Rake Pick with reinforced metal handle.Nice weight, very sturdy. Our
superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel;
deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels
and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel
with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock
picks available. If you need a complete Slim Line lock pick set (designed for
European and Japanese manufactured locks) you'll find a good selection here.
Made in the USA

$4.95

Slim Line C Rake 2 with Metal Handle

Slim Line C Rake 2 with Metal HandleSlim Line C Rake 2 with reinforced metal
handle. Nice weight, very sturdy. Our superior quality individual lock picks are
manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.
We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks
are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction
making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. If you need a complete
Slim Line lock pick set (designed for European and Japanese manufactured locks)
you'll find a good selection here. Made in the USA

$4.95
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Slim Line Lock Pick 15 - Metal Handle

Slim Line Lock Pick with reinforced metal handle.  Slim Line picks are line of lock
picks designed especially for European and Japanese made locks, which have
longer, narrower keyways than most pin tumbler locks found here in the U.S. Slim
Line picks also work well on all U.S. made pin tumbler locks, particularly locks with
narrow keyways. These are a nice weight, very well made. Our superior quality
lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished
to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods.
Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. If you
need a complete Slim Line lock pick set (designed for European and Japanese
manufactured locks) you'll find a good selection here.

$4.95
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Lock Picks - European Slim Line

Slim Line Lock Pick 01

Slim Line Lock Pick 01  Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European and
Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made locks.
They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection of slim line

picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45

Slim Line Single Ball Pick

Slim Line Single Ball Pick Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European
and Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made
locks. They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high
technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth
rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection

of slim line picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45

Slim Line Double Ball Lock Pick

Slim Line Double Ball Pick  Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European
and Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made
locks. They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high
technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth
rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection

of slim line picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45

Slim Line Small Diamond Pick

Slim Line Small Diamond Pick Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European
and Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made
locks. They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high
technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth
rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection

of slim line picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45
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Slim Line Large Diamond Pick

Slim Line Large Diamond Pick Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European
and Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made
locks. They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high
technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth
rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection

of slim line picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45

Slim Line Lock Pick 06

Slim Line Lock Pick 06 Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European and
Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made locks.
They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection of slim line

picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45

Slim Line Lock Pick 07

Slim Line Lock Pick 07 Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European and
Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made locks.
They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection of slim line

picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45

Slim Line Lock Pick 08

Slim Line Lock Pick 08 Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European and
Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made locks.
They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection of slim line

picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45
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Slim Line Lock Pick 09

Slim Line Lock Pick 09 Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European and
Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made locks.
They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection of slim line

picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45

Slim Line Lock Pick 10

Slim Line Lock Pick 10 Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European and
Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made locks.
They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection of slim line

picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45

Slim Line Lock Pick 11

Slim Line Lock Pick 11 Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European and
Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made locks.
They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection of slim line

picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45

Slim Line Lock Pick 12

Slim Line Lock Pick 12 Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European and
Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made locks.
They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection of slim line

picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45
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Slim Line Lock Pick 13

Slim Line Lock Pick 13 Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European and
Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made locks.
They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection of slim line

picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45

Slim Line Lock Pick 14

Slim Line Lock Pick 14 Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European and
Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made locks.
They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection of slim line

picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45

Slim Line Lock Pick 15

Slim Line Lock Pick 15 Lockpickshop's superior quality individual slim-line lock picks are designed for European and
Japanese manufactured locks with narrow keyways. Our slim line picks will also work very well with US made locks.
They are made of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. We have an excellent selection of slim line

picks with reinforced metal handles you should take a look at. All of our slim-line lock picks are made in the USA.

$2.45
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Standard Lock Picks - Dependable & Economical

Short Double Ended Pick

Short Double Ended Pick Stainless steel short double ended hand lock pick.
Rivetless construction, smooth grip. Our superior quality individual lock picks are
manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.
We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks
are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction
making them the strongest most durable lock picks available.You may want to
think about purchasing our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the
extra money for their durability and longevity. All of our lock picks and lock picking
tools are made in the USA.

$1.95

Long Double Ended Pick

Long Double Ended Pick Stainless steel long double ended hand lock pick. Rivetless construction, smooth grip. Our
superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft
luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring
stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. Think
about picking up some of our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the extra money for their durability

and longevity. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95

Double Ball Lock Pick

Double Ball Lock Pick Stainless steel double ball lock pick. Rivetless construction, smooth grip. Our superior quality
individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use
the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel
with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available.You may want to
think about purchasing our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the extra money for their durability and

longevity. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95
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Single Ball Lock Pick

Single Ball Lock Pick Stainless steel single ball hand lock pick without reinforced handle. Rivetless construction,
smooth grip. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and
burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust
proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock
picks available. Think about picking up several of our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the extra

money for their durability and longevity. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95

Large Diamond Pick

Large Diamond Pick Stainless steel large diamond hand lock pick without reinforced handle. Our superior quality
individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use
the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel
with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. Invest in a few of our
picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the extra money for their durability and longevity. All of our lock

picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95

Small Diamond Lock Pick

Small Diamond Lock Pick Stainless steel small diamond hand lock pick without reinforced handle. Rivetless construction,
smooth grip. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and
burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust
proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock
picks available.You may want to think about purchasing our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the

extra money for their durability and longevity. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95

Long Hook Lock Pick

Long Hook Lock Pick Stainless steel long hook hand lock pick without reinforced handle. Smooth grip, rivetless
construction. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and
burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust
proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock
picks available. Choose a few of our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the extra money for their

durability and longevity.All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95
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Short Hook Lock Pick

Short Hook Lock Pick Stainless steel short hook lock pick without reinforced handle. Smooth grip, rivetless construction.
Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a
soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard
spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available.
Choose a few of our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the extra money for their durability and

longevity.All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95

C Rake Lockpick

C Rake Lockpick Stainless steel C rake lockpick without reinforced handle. Smooth grip, rivetless construction. Our
superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft
luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring
stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. Choose
a few of our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the extra money for their durability and longevity.All

of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95

S Rake Lockpick

S Rake Lockpick Stainless steel S Rake lockpick without reinforced handle. Smooth grip, rivetless construction. Our
superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft
luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring
stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. Choose
a few of our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the extra money for their durability and longevity.All

of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95

L Rake Lockpick

L Rake Lockpick Stainless steel L Rake lockpick without reinforced handle. Smooth grip, rivetless construction. Our
superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft
luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring
stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. Choose
a few of our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the extra money for their durability and longevity.All

of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95
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Key Extractor Lock Pick

Key Extractor Lock Pick Stainless steel Key Extractor pick without reinforced handle. Smooth grip, rivetless construction.
Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a
soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard
spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available.
Choose a few of our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the extra money for their durability and

longevity.All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95

W Rake Lockpick

W Rake Lock Pick Stainless steel W Rake pick without reinforced handle. Smooth grip, rivetless construction. Our
superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft
luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring
stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. Choose
a few of our picks with reinforced handles. They are well worth the extra money for their durability and longevity.All

of our lock pick sets and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$1.95

Nine-Piece Grips for Standard Picks

Set of 9 textured PVC handles for SP series picks - as seen in the PXS-14 lockpick
set and the PXS-17 lockpick kit. These work great on all stainless steel lock picks!
Get a grip! All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$3.95
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Lock Pick Tension Tools - Turning Tools

Tension Wrench - Standard

Tension Wrench - StandardStainless steel, standard tension wrench. What's a tension wrench used for? Wikipedia
tells us that a tension wrench is a tool used in picking locks. Typically shaped like a letter "L" (although the vertical
part of the letter is much elongated in comparison to the horizontal part), it is used to apply tension to the inner cylinder
of a lock, in order to hold any picked pins in place, while the other pins are shifted. The tension wrench is then used
to turn the inner cylinder and open the lock.  Our superior quality hand tools are manufactured of tempered stainless

steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our tension tools
are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel making them some of the highest quality locksmith tools available. All of our tension tools
and are made in the USA.

$1.95

Tension Wrench - Short Twist Flex

Tension Wrench - Short Twist FlexStainless steel, short twist flex tension wrench. Interesting Fact: When lockpicking
is shown in movies and television shows, the tension wrench is almost always omitted. Picking a pin and tumbler lock
without torsion is impossible unless there is a major defect in the lock. In some modern dramas (such as FOX's 24)
in which realistic depiction of events is favored, the pick-and-wrench technique is fully shown (albeit often executed
in a second or two, which doesn't accurately reflect the luck involved with raking an unfamiliar lock). Our superior

quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest
high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. All of our tension tools are made in the USA.

$1.95

Tension Wrench - Long Twist Flex

Tension Wrench - Thin Line StandardStainless steel, long twist flex tension wrench. Our superior quality individual
lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest
high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth
rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. All of our Tension Tools are made
in the USA.

$1.95
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Tension Wrench - Thin Line Standard

Tension Wrench - Thin Line StandardStainless steel, thin line standard tension wrench. Our superior quality individual
lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest
high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth
rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. All of our tension tools are made
in the USA. If you're wondering what it is exactly a tension wrench does here's a bit of insight from the folks at

Wikipedia: The Tension wrench, or torsion wrench as it is more accurately described, is used to apply torque to the lock plug to keep
pins from being pushed back down by springs after they are correctly set at the shear line. A tension wrench is a tool used in picking
locks. Typically shaped like a letter "L" (although the vertical part of the letter is much elongated in comparison to the horizontal part),
it is used to apply tension to the inner cylinder of a lock, in order to hold any picked pins in place, while the other pins are shifted. The
tension wrench is then used to turn the inner cylinder and open the lock. Despite its popular name, the tool provides torsion, not tension.

$1.95

Tension Tool - Double Wishbone

Tension Wrench - Double sided WishboneStainless steel, double sided wishbone tension wrench. Our superior quality
individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use
the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel
with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. All of our tension
and turning tools are made in the USA. If you're unsure what a tension (or torsion) tool is used for here's a brief

explanation from our friends at Wikipedia: A tension wrench is a tool used in picking locks. Typically shaped like a letter "L" (although
the vertical part of the letter is much elongated in comparison to the horizontal part), it is used to apply tension to the inner cylinder of
a lock, in order to hold any picked pins in place, while the other pins are shifted. The tension wrench is then used to turn the inner
cylinder and open the lock. Despite its popular name, the tool provides torsion, not tension. A tension wrench would be, by definition,
a tool that stretches something. A torsion wrench would be a tool that twists.

$2.25

Tension Wrench - Double-ended

Tension Wrench - Double-ended Stainless steel, double-ended tension wrench.
Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless
steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless
steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable
lock picks available. All of our tension tools are made in the USA. If you're wondering
what it is exactly  a tension wrench does here's a bit of insight from the folks at
Wikipedia:The Tension wrench, or torsion wrench as it is more accurately described,
is used to apply torque to the lock plug to keep pins from being pushed back down
by springs after they are correctly set at the shear line. A tension wrench is a tool
used in picking locks. Typically shaped like a letter "L" (although the vertical part
of the letter is much elongated in comparison to the horizontal part), it is used to
apply tension to the inner cylinder of a lock, in order to hold any picked pins in

place, while the other pins are shifted.The tension wrench is then used to turn the inner cylinder and open the lock. Despite its popular
name, the tool provides torsion, not tension.

$1.95
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Spring loaded Circular TensionTool

Spring Loaded Circular Tension Tool Spring loaded circular tension tool with
pressure button, brass.

$74.95

Feather Touch Tension Tool

Feather Touch Tension Tool Feather Touch turning wrench with coiled spring head
applies pressure from a fraction of an ounce up to 4 oz. Tension wrenches called
"Feather Touch" wrenches, are coiled into a spring at the bend in the "L", which
helps the user apply constant torque. Some users, however, maintain that such
wrenches reduce torque control and the feedback available to the user.

$9.95

Tulip Tension Tool Straight

Tulip Tension Tool- StraightStainless steel, standard tension wrench. Our superior quality individual lock picks are
manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.We use the newest high technology
steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless
construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools
are made in the USA.

$1.95
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Medium Turning Tool .078

Medium Turning Tool Turning Tool with .078 Tip - Medium Flex Item number LTTM 001 Take
a look at our selection of torque, tension and turning tools before completing your shopping
today.

$1.95

Medium Turning Tool .093

Medium Turning Tool .093 Turning Tool with .093 Tip - Medium Flex Item number LTTM 002
Take a look at our selection of torque, tension and turning tools before completing your shopping
today.

$1.95

LAB Medium Turning Tool .125

LAB Medium Turning Tool .125 Turning Tool with .125 Tip - Medium Flex unique twist on one
end and a half twist on the other. Item number LTTM 03 Take a look at our selection of torque,
tension and turning tools before completing your shopping today.

$1.95
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Flat Five Pro Tension Tools

Flat Five Pro Tension Tools  The serrated teeth provide a locking grip between
your tension tool and the key way -- even with a feather touch! These five tools are
built as 3 sets: One tool has no teeth and is a European type that is ideal for smaller
locks.The other two are paired -- one thin, one thicker. One end of each is a shallow
reach as we would normally like to use, but the other end has a longer reach for
recessed locks or mortise cylinder with a protective rim around them.  In any case
the people who see them at trade shows and touch them inevitably buy them.They
have excellent soft and medium tension capabilities. A complete set of FLAT-5
tension tools come standard with our M2 lock pick set as well as our E2 pick set.

$39.95

Tension Tool for Everest locks

Tension Tool for Everest Locks  This pair of Peterson ET-2 Specialty Tension Tools
is designed for picking Schlage Everest cylinders.These heavy duty tools are finely
machined and polished to allow a “no drag” high performance fit, and have the
strength and optimal design to allow for maximum performance that you expect
from Peterson Tools The long finger will lift the Schlage “check pin” located at the
rear of the cylinder’s key way, while the second finger seats into the top of the key
way at a distance that avoids contact with the lock’s first tumbler.You can pick in
either a clockwise or counterclockwise rotation using these tools. We offer these
tools as a pair because of the varied orientations of lock installations encountered.

$54.95

Double Prong Tension Tools

Double Prong Tension Tools- Sold in a set of 2  Many people like this style of
tension tool for better stability. It's also referred to as the 2-Finger Tension Wrench.
We offer it in two popular widths: you get one of each. These are tools you will
never want to be without.

$14.95
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Thin Stainless I-Core Tension Tool

Peterson Thin Stainless I-Core Tension Tool This is our thinner "Type A" stainless
steel I-Core Tension Tool that we developed with assistance from Tom Lynch. It
is proven to work the best on A, C, DD, M, TR, Q, and R keyways.

$16.95

Peterson Pry Bar - 0.050

Peterson Pry Bar - 0.050 This tension tool is for OUR many locksmith friends who have asked for a strong
and solid tension tool. At 0.050 the "Serrated Pry Bar" is about the width of the key blade segment of most
keyways. It is notched to keep it off the first pin, flat to fit in your pick set, and of course it has our serrated
edge technology applied to lock it in the keyway! Made of Government Stainless Steel of course!

$9.95

Peterson Pry Bar - Lite 0.040

Peterson Pry Bar - Lite 0.040This tension tool is for our many locksmith friends who felt that the original
pry bar was too thick for thier needs. At 0.040 the "Serrated Pry Bar Lite" is about the width of the key
blade segment of most keyways. It is notched to keep it off the first pin, flat to fit in your pick set, and of
course it has our serrated edge technology applied to lock it in the keyway! Made of Government Stainless
Steel of course!

$9.95
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Three Serrated Tension Tools

Three Serrated Tension Tools You are going to love this set of three tension tools. The STT-3
is another example of tools you will never want to be without! These three tools provide the
firm option to the above listed "Flat 5 Tension Tools." Some customers have mentioned that
this may not be a cheap price, and based on the work process involved, the price can't be
"cheap." But as soon as these same folks try the tools, the wallet comes out for an immediate
purchase. These are tools you will never want to be without. And these tools are hardened
into shape, don't try to reform them, just enjoy the hardened spring tension of the differing
widths of tools.

$25.95

Tulip Tension Tool - Twist Flex

Tulip Tension Tool - Twist Flex Stainless steel - made in the USA

$2.45

Euro Standard Tension Tool

Euro Standard Tension ToolStainless steel. Made in the USA

$1.95
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Euro Double Ended Tension Tool

Euro Double Ended Tension ToolStainless steel. Made in the USA

$1.95

Peterson Bending Tool

Our "U-Bend-it" TENSION TOOL BLANKS allow the locksmith to make a perfect tension tool in SECONDS. Many
of these spring steel selections come with a Peterson Bending Tool, but if you already have a tool select a "refill"
which comes without the tool. Keep in mind that the Peterson Steel is not like the common spring steel that breaks
when you bend it.While the Peterson Steel is as strong and resistant to bending as the other steels, when you reach

the bending point with Peterson Steel you are allowed to make the bend you desire. And our bending tool has a built in radius forming
element that will assist you with any steel you may want to bend. The Peterson Bending Tool is made of thick slabs of hardened spring
steel laser cut to perfection, de-burred to provide you with the tough hard working tool you deserve.Did you notice the hole in the end
of the tool so that you can put it on your key chain? We have provided a wider version tension strip for you in the UBI - Assorted kit.
Our panel of locksmiths advised us that this width is not only better for automotive work, but the width has not interfered with any other
locks they have tried out with it. And yes they have tried the smaller key way locks. Locksmiths have a reputation for taking an existing
tension wrench and adjusting it to meet their personal specifications. With our "U-Bend-it" kit series, the locksmith can make a special
personalized tension wrench in minutes, to perfection, every time. Each of our tension wrench sets come with a Peterson Wrench
Bending Tool. This special tool will allow the user to place a quality radius in each bend allowing our special steel to take the bend
while maintaining the steel's strength and integrity.

$12.95

U Bend It Tools- Assortment

U Bend It Tools- AssortmentThis sampler of each blank thickness is popular with locksmiths who want to try each
one.The U-Bend-IT Assortment Kit includes (5) 0.015" Blanks, (5) 0.020" Blanks, (5) 0.025" Blanks and 1 Peterson
Bending Tool packaged in handy, re-usable plastic tube.

$35.95
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U Bend It Tools - Large Assortment

U-Bend-IT Tools - Large Assortment Our Deluxe Set! Peterson's U-Bend-IT Large Assortment contains 5 blanks
each of 5 different tension tool materials, plus 2 wire cut premium 0.030" thick shims and our state-of-the-art
Bending Tool. This should keep you busy for quite a while...

$49.95

U Bend It

U-Bend-IT USA Assorted Kit - Flat stock with Bending Tool Peterson's U-Bend-IT USA kit equips you with the
normal width tension tools typically used in the USA. Set contains 1 Bending Tool, (5) 0.020" Blanks, (5) 0.025"
Blanks and (2) 0.030" Deluxe Blanks.

$33.95

Spring Loaded Circular Tension Tool

Spring Loaded Circular Tension Tool - with Dial Incorrect tension is one of the most common causes of lock
picking failure. With this tool and a little practice your lock picking and raking will become greatly improved!
Provides you with a method of selecting proper tension time after time. The TNT-2 tension tool is designed
for regular house cylinders. With black dial, aluminum. Made in the USA

$33.95
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Circular Tension Tool

Basic Circular Tension ToolOur circular tension tool is a basic tool that enables greater control when turning
the plug of a lock. Simply insert the pick through the hole in the center. A circular tension tool is very helpful
when space is too restricted to use a standard tension tool. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are
made in the USA.

$25.95

Spring Loaded Circular Tension Tool

Spring Loaded Circular Tension Tool - Aluminum Our circular tension tool enables greater control
when turning the plug of a lock. Simply insert the pick through the hole in the center. A circular
tension tool is very helpful when space is too restricted to use a standard tension tool.Pressure
button, aluminum contruction

$41.95
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Premium Lock Picks - Reinforced Stainless Handles
- Tough & Economical

Long Hook Pick with Metal Handle

Long Hook with Metal HandleStainless steel long hook hand lock pick with reinforced handle. Comfortable weight,
very strong. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and
burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust
proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock
picks available. Take a look at our entire selection of individual reinforced picks.

$3.99

Large Diamond Pick with Metal Handle

Large Diamond with Metal HandleStainless steel large diamond hand pick with reinforced handle. Nice weight, very
sturdy. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished
to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full
hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks
available. All of our lock pick sets and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$3.99

Small Diamond Pick with Metal Handle

Stainless steel small diamond hand lock pick With reinforced handle.Nice weight, very sturdy. Our superior quality
individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use
the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel
with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. All of our lock picks
and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$3.99

Double Ball Pick with Metal Handle

Double Ball Pick with Metal Handle Stainless steel double ball hand pick with reinforced handle. Nice weight, very
sturdy. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished
to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full
hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks
available. All of our lock picksare made in the USA.

$3.99
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Single Ball Pick with Metal Handle

Single Ball Pick with Metal HandleStainless steel single ball hand pick with reinforced handle.Nice weight, very sturdy.
Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a
soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard
spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available.
All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$3.95

Short Hook Pick with Metal Handle

Short Hook Pick with Metal HandleStainless steel short hook hand pick with reinforced handle.Nice weight, very
sturdy. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished
to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full
hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks
available. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$3.99

C Rake with Metal Handle

C Rake Pick with Metal Handle Stainless steel C rake hand lock pick with reinforced handle. Nice weight, very sturdy.
Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a
soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard
spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available.
All of our lock picks are made in the USA.

$3.99

W Rake Pick with Metal Handle

W Rake Pick with Metal Handle Stainless steel W rake hand lock pick with reinforced
handle. Nice weight, very sturdy. Our superior quality individual lock picks are
manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.
We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks
are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction
making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. All of our lock picks
and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$3.99
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L Rake with Metal Handle

L Rake with Metal HandleStainless steel L rake hand pick with reinforced handle. Nice weight, very sturdy. Our superior
quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster.
We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless
steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. All of our lock
picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$3.99

S Rake with Metal Handle

S Rake with Metal Handle Stainless steel S rake hand lock pick with reinforced handle. Nice weight, very sturdy. Our
superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft
luster. We use the newest high technology steels and construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring
stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the strongest most durable lock picks available. All of
our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$3.99

Key Extractor with Metal Handle

Key Extractor with Metal HandleThis is one tool that will come in handy over and over again! Every one of us has, at
some point broken a key off in either a car door or house door lock. A broken key extractor comes in very handy when
you are faced with getting a piece of broken key out of a lock. Our stainless steel key extractor is designed with a
heavy reinforced handle. Nice weight, very sturdy. Our superior quality individual lock picks are manufactured of
tempered stainless steel; deburred and burnished to a soft luster. We use the newest high technology steels and

construction methods. Our picks are rust proof, full hard spring stainless steel with smooth rivetless construction making them the
strongest most durable lock picks available. All of our lock picks are made in the USA.

$3.99
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Locksmith Training Tools, Cut Away Locks -
Innovative & Affordable

Lock Picking School In A Box

Lock-Picking School in a Box   For years, we've said that the easiest way to learn
the art of lock picking is to begin by removing a few pin sets from a lock, and one
by one, add them back as your picking skills increase. We're pleased to offer a
"Lock Picking School in a Box" to help the beginning locksmith develop all the skills
needed to master pin-tumbler lock picking. The kit consists of a table-top "door"
practice stand with 5 interchangeable brass pin timbler lock cylinders. Each lock
has 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 pins and is numbered 1 through 5. The set includes five lock
cylinders, the first of which has a single pin set in place, with each lock becoming
progressively more difficult, the last lock containing a full number of pin sets. All
necessary tools and fittings and a learning guide are included with the kit. The
progressive learning system utilized is based on positive reinforcement of learned
skills as the student progresses rapidly from picking a 1 pin lock up to a standard
5 pin lock. The "Lock Picking School in a Box" is a unique and ideal system for

learning basic lock picking skills as well as being a great testing ground for new lock picks and products. This Progressive Learning
System is a proven method of learning and mastering the art of lock picking , and we highly recommend it! Practice really does make
perfect! Also included are 4 picks, 1 tension tool, and the instructional book, "Easy Pickings" After you've mastered the Lock Picking
School in a Box you may want to pick up a great set of picks. We highly recommend the MPXS-20 lock pick set.  It contains sturdy
metal-handled picks and a top quality leather case is included free of charge.  Please note: This item weighs nearly 5 lbs - it's heavy.
It costs more to ship than most of our other products. An additional $10.00- $20.00 is added to the shipping charges when it ships
outside of the continental USA and $7.50 is added for domestic shpping. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the
USA.

$95.95

Clear-Cuff Handcuff Cut-Away

Clear Cuff Training Handcuff  The see through design of this special training
handcuff allows you to view what is really happening when a handcuff is being
locked, unlocked, double-locked, etc. It is a fully functional handcuff that lets a
student see and understand the inner mechanical workings of a handcuff. Both the
strengths and weaknesses inherent in ALL handcuffs become apparent. It is also
a useful tool for learning unconventional handcuff opening methods, such as the
shim pick.Civilian police officers, military police, special agents & prison guards
amongst others must use handcuffs in the course of their duties. The Clear Cuff
helps them to stay one step ahead.

$24.95
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Level 2 Lock Picking Kit - Intermediate

Lock Picking Kit - Intermediate:Level 2  Lock Picking Skill Required -
Intermediate SHORTEN The Learning Curve! Our exclusive Lockpicking
Practice Kits and Workstations dramatically reduce the amount of time
required to acquire a high level of lock picking skill - by as much as 50%!
We pin the practice locks for maximum effectiveness (challenging enough
to hone true picking skills), and our exclusive CUT-AWAY cylinders further
shorten the learning curve by allowing the student to see inside the upper
pin chamber! We highly recommend that you purchase a Tri-Pik holding
fixture (or better yet, the full Lockpick Station Plus), as this device makes
using any of our Practice Cylinders quick and easy, and will be one of your
most used shop tools over time. Level 2 Lock Picking Starter Kit Includes:

1- 5-pinned Standard Practice Cylinder - If Purchased Separately - $23.95 1- 5-Pinned Cut-Away Practice Cylinder - If purchased
Separately - $55.95 1- Standard 3-Pinned Practice Cylinder - If purchased separately - $23.95 A  Quality 14-Piece LOCK PICK SET
with leather case - If Purchased Separately - $36.95 The MASSIVE "Locksmith's Master Resource" CD-ROM - If Purchased Separately
- $55.00

$109.95

Cyclops Practice Lock Stand

The Cyclops Practice Lock Stand The Cyclops is a super adjustable, multi-positional
practice lock stand. It's perfect for working with cut away locks as it gives a totally
unobstructed view of one side of the cylinder. The Cyclops works equally well for
right or left-handed cut away locks. Durable PVC head can be locked into any
desired position, including upside-down & sideways thanks to the nifty ball/socket
joint. Sturdy, stable aluminum base.

$89.95
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Locksmith Training Courses and Certification

Basic Locksmithing - for Beginners

Basic Locksmithing: Beginners Training Course A Training Course for the Beginning
Locksmith. Here is your chance to learn locksmithing for less than the cost of a
carton of cigarettes! Covers subjects such as Tools & Supplies, Pins, Key
Duplicating, How a Pin Cylinder Lock Works, Lock Picks, Pick Guns & Snaps, How
To Fit Keys By Impression, Fitting Keys By Reading Locks, Master Keying, List of
Suppliers & more.Thinking of starting your own locksmith business? This is a great
source of info. 8 1/2"x11", 47 pgs, softcvr. All of our lock picks and lock picking
tools are made in the USA.

$26.95
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Lockout Specialist Locksmith Course

Lockout Specialist Locksmith Training Course - Become a Locksmith  Become a bona-fide, licensed, bonded
locksmith quickly and easily! How many times have you gone into work thinking "I should be the boss! I do all the
work and HE gets all the credit! Certainly I don't speak for everyone reading this, but I hated my boss, and, as a
result, I hated my job. I got so tired of being underpaid and under-appreciated that I decided it was time to try
something on my own. I had a keen interest in the locksmith trade and a 20 year background in sales and marketing
and that's how LockPickShop was born over 9 years ago! We are fortunate to have many of the best locksmith

tools, lock picking tools and training videos available today. Recently I came across the Lockout Specialist's Course, a complete
locksmith training course to starting, promoting and operating a home and auto lockout specialty business. I was impressed with all
the rave reviews my associates in the field gave The Lockout Specialist's Manual. I'd wanted to offer a quality lockout specialist course
to our customers but had never been impressed by others that were available. The author and designer of the course, Chris Pearcy,
was kind enough to send us the complete course to review. THIS course far exceeded my expectations! Chris is a professional writer
with 15 years experience designing and writing technical instructional material for readers all over the world. He received his first formal
training in emergency locksmithing and building entry techniques more than 20 years ago, as a Military Policeman for the U.S. Army.
Since then, he's devoured any locksmithing information he could get his hands on, including one-on-one training, books, locksmithing
trade publications, emergency locksmithing manuals for police and fire personnel, and even the well-known home-study courses. Chris
has thousands of hours of locksmithing experience and from the moment I started studying his course it was clear that this course was
worth it's weight in gold. His on-the-job experience as a lockout specialist, the locksmithing courses he's mastered as well as the tricks
and techniques learned from other locksmiths are all represented in his manual. I've never seen another locksmith training course or
lockout manual that contains as much specialized information as this one. This manual will show you how to: Become a bona-fide,
licensed, bonded locksmith quickly and easily; Get easy access to reasonably priced locksmithing tools and equipment; Learn the
basics of lock picking and keyless auto entry; Learn techniques for bypassing locks to gain entry; Find customers who will gladly pay
a lot of money for the skills you've learned; Get paid more as you gain more experience Set up partnerships with other locksmiths
(usually full-time locksmiths) that will be profitable for both of you; and finally Streamline your business so that you automatically get
as many customers as you want and do only the work you really want to do. I know that it sounds like a lot of information for one manual
but I guarantee that graduates of the course will be able to sucessfully start lockout services after completing it. The manual is a
combination business manual and locksmithing techniques manual, with a lot of "insider" information that you need to know about
locksmithing, and, especially lockouts. Chris has included every "trick of the trade" that he's picked up over the years since he's operated
his own lockout business. He also includes plenty of resources for anything you might need, whether it be information or tools. The
manual flows very smoothly and is organized in the same order as the steps you'll need to follow to get started. Chris takes a step-by-step
approach that will allow you to get your lockout specialist business started immediately. Within a very short period of time, as little as
30 days, you'll be able to start your own lockout service and earn between $60-$80 per hour! What's Included with the Course? You
get a 100+ page manual that is actually two manuals in one: a no-holds-barred locksmithing manual that covers lock picking, lock
bypass techniques, and auto openings, combined with a very detailed, full-blown business operations manual. Also, you get a one-hour
instructional video that shows the lockout skills and techniques applied in real-world situations.You'll also receive a professional-quality
lock pick set, practice lock, along with a Resource Guide that will put you in contact with suppliers for locksmithing tools, equipment,
and information. Perhaps best of all, you'll get Chris' personal help by e-mail whenever you need it. Lockout Specialist's Manual Here's
just a partial list of what the manual will show you: Basic and advanced lockpicking techniques Car opening techniques Little-known
insider secrets and tricks for gaining entry into buildings without picking the lock (lock bypasses) How to become a licensed, bonded
locksmith for about $50 (and get a subscription to a restricted locksmithing journal at the same time, for free) How to get all the restricted
locksmithing tools and equipment you need, without the hassles (including the professional auto lockout set I've used for six years)
How to expand your business, if you decide to, totally from profits How to locate and enroll in courses on specialty subjects that are
restricted to locksmiths only How to establish a free "dial-in help" network for instant assistance or technical info, any time you need
it How to make a tool for less than a dollar that will open up to 90% of all vehicles on the road today The secret Chris learned from a
locksmith in a golf cart: How to make more than $1,000 in a single weekend How to get free advertising How to set up a "customer
funnel" How to trade the locksmithing work you don't want for big profits and other benefits How to easily sell duplicate keys for $6.00
or more each to customers who will literally beg you for them How to set up a "back end" business that brings in as much money as
your first business The Lockout Specialist DVD Seminar This one-hour DVD will never win awards for fancy effects or slick camera
work, but it's absolutely crammed with locksmithing information and techniques. It's literally a locksmithing seminar on DVD. Chris
shows you, face to face, how to: Pick locks Open cars Gain entry into buildings without picking the lock Use special picking techniques
to open resistant locks Use the "ace in the hole" vibrating pick tool And much, much more! Professional Lock Pick Kit All the basic
picks that professional locksmiths use including: Diamond point, hooks, rakes, etc. Tension wrenches Everything you need to learn
lockpicking immediately! Practice Pin-Tumbler Lock and Plug Follower Tool This set, with the instructions provided in the manual, will
allow you to take the lock apart and reconfigure it for lock picking practice.You'll be able to set up the lock to be as easy or hard to
pick as you want, and learn a lot about how locks work in the process. Resource Guide Included are the names, addresses and phone
numbers for locksmithing tools and equipment, restricted trade publications, and other locksmithing information that I personally use.
The Resource Guide is your passport to all the tools and information you'll ever need to start a high-profit lockout service. So what are
you waiting for??? Don't let the chance to start and own YOUR OWN business pass you by. Select one of our easy payment methods,
and see how easy it is to enter the fascinating lockout specialty field. Please note: The Lockout Specialist course is not eligible for
return unless defective. If either dvd or the tool kit is defective this may be exchanged for replacement only.

$259.95
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The Tactical Lock Opening Course

Covert, FAST, No-Damage Entry Techniques,Tools, and Tactics for Law
Enforcement Lock Picking and Lock Bypass Techniques for Police and First
Responders About the Entry Course: A few weeks after the United States was
attacked by terrorists on September 11, 2001, The U.S. Customs Service conducted
training for its agents in covert entry techniques. Customs routinely requires its
agents to perform covert entries into buildings, aircraft hangars, aircraft, and other
locked areas to install court-ordered listening and recording devices that will later
be used in court cases against drug smugglers, terrorists, and other criminals.This
manual and the accompanying DVD are the result of that training, and are intended
to serve as a training tool for other law enforcement officers, police departments,
and first responders who must enter locked areas to perform their duties. Although
the information in this course was originally intended to provide instruction in covert
entries, the techniques apply equally well to many law enforcement and public

safety situations. Many police, fire, medical, and other emergency response teams could better protect the public if one or more
members of each team was an "entry specialist," someone with knowledge and skill in opening and bypassing locks. This course is
aimed at training such specialists. "The Tactical Lock Opening Course" is extremely useful and beneficial to Police, Ambulance, Fire,
Private Detectives, Military, Undercover Drug Agents, SWAT Teams, Special Forces, CIA, FBI, DEA, NSA, NTA, US Customs and
Border Patrol, Homeland Security, etc., Subjects Covered in this Course are: Lock Picking Techniques for Law Enforcement Personnel
Lock bypass techniques Auto openings Instant padlock openings Specialized tools and equipment and much more This unique training
gives you the skills necessary to quickly and effectively pick locks, bypass locking systems, open automobiles, and gain entry into
locked areas without damaging property or leaving any sign that might alert criminal suspects of your passing.The Covert Entry Course
was originally developed for federal agents who routinely perform covert entries for intelligence gathering, but the skills taught in the
course are important tools for many other areas of law enforcement, including SWAT, investigations, and even routine patrol. The skills
taught in the course are relevant to any situation where fast, no-damage entry is required. The instructor is a former law enforcement
officer and has trained thousands of civilian locksmiths. He developed the course to be easy to understand, interesting, and effective
in the real world, where results count. The course is designed for students with no previous locksmithing training and is easy to
understand.You'll get a 100-page course manual that explains all the entry techniques step by step, with plenty of photos and drawings.
Also, you'll get a 60-minute training video that shows the techniques in detail, including close-up video sequences with cut-away locks
that show you what's happening inside the lock. Many segments of the video were taken from live training at a national law enforcement
training center. Every course is backed with the instructor's personal support, either by telephone or e-mail, to ensure that every student
gets the most from this training. When you order the course, he'll be happy to answer your questions or help you with any special
needs. The following course overview will give you a detailed look at course contents and the subject areas covered. If you have any
questions about the course, feel free to contact us by e-mail at customerservice@lockpickshop.com Course Summary The Covert
Entry Course includes a 90-minute training video with the same video clips used to train federal law enforcement agents, plus video
taken during the training seminar. The Course also includes an easy-to-understand, 100-page course manual filled with photographs
and easy-to-understand, step-by-step instructions that make expert entries quick and easy. With the course, you'll also receive a
professional lock pick set. The Professional Pick Kit includes all the basic picks that professional locksmiths use, including: Diamond
point, hooks, rakes,etc. Tension wrenches Everything you need to learn lock picking immediately! The Covert Entry Training DVD The
Course DVD contains every film segment used to train federal agents in covert entry techniques and tactics. This hour-and-a-half-long
dvd is crammed with expert entry information and techniques. It's literally the Covert Entry Seminar on DVD.You'll be shown how to:
Pick locks Gain entry into buildings without picking the lock Use alternate picking tools for extra-fast lock picking And much, much
more! The Covert Entry Manual The manual includes the following sections: Overview of Entry Techniques About the Entry Course
Introduction to Entry Techniques The Pin Tumbler Lock Introduction Pin Tumbler Construction Pin Tumbler Operation Lock Picking
Tools Introduction Manual Picks Pick Guns and Vibrating Picks Alternate Pick Types Specialized Picks Tension Wrenches Basic Lock
Picking Techniques Introduction Five General Rules of Lock Picking Evaluating a Lock for Picking Determining Plug Tension Pick
Orientation The Pin-by-Pin Technique Over-Picking a Pin Stack Advanced Lock Picking Introduction The Scrubbing Technique The
Raking Technique Combination Techniques The Pick Gun and Electronic Vibrating Pick Introduction The Pick Gun The Electronic
Vibrating Pick Picking Locks with the Electronic Pick Wafer Lock Opening Techniques Introduction Wafer Lock Construction Auto
Opening Techniques Introduction Auto Entry Points Auto Locking Systems Auto Entry Tools Auto Entry Techniques Padlock Opening
Techniques Introduction Using Codes to Open Padlocks Picking Padlocks Rapping Padlocks Shimming Padlocks Warded Padlocks
Lock Bypass Techniques Introduction Lockset Construction and Operation Jimmying a Door Manipulating a Latch Using Wire Tools
to Bypass Locks Bypassing Kwikset Locks Resource Guide - Included! The names, addresses and phone numbers for locksmithing
tools and equipment.The Resource Guide is your passport to all the tools and information you'll ever need. Upon Completion of Course
- Please email us at specialist-testing@lockpickshop.com You must include your order number, full name and address and the agency
you are affiliated with. We will then mail you a test to complete along with a pre-addressed and stamped envelope. When you complete
the test please send it back to our headquarters. Upon passing the test (we'll notify you with the results) we will send your certification
by email in a Microsoft Word document that you may print out. Please note: Only one (1)certificate will be issued per course purchased.

$264.95
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Bump Keys & Hammers

Dimple Lock Bump Gun with DVD

Dimple Lock Bump Gun This sturdy dimple lock bump gun comes complete with
nine dimple bump keys, and a durable plastic carrying case. - Manufacturer's
product description: - This bumping Gun is specially designed for the Dimple Lock.
- The set includes 9 different pick sizes and instructions. - Dimensions: 6.69 in x
4.72 in x 0.67 in - Weight: 45.15 oz (just under 3lbs) Imported

$159.95

Bump Hammer - Black

Bump Hammer - Black Once you have your bump key, you need to hit the back of
the key with something that applies the proper amount of power. It has to be light
enough so it won't do any damage to the bump key or the lock. This is what bump
hammers aka "Tomahawk" are used for. Bump hammers are made of plastic and
have the proper density and right amount of flex in the handle to create sufficient
energy to bounce the lock pins while allowing control by the operator.

$20.95
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Bump Hammer - Blue

Bump Hammer - Blue Once you have your bump key, you need to hit the back of
the key with something that applies the proper amount of power. It has to be light
enough so it won't do any damage to the bump key or the lock. This is what bump
hammers aka "Tomahawk" are used for. Bump hammers are made of plastic and
have the proper density and right amount of flex in the handle to create sufficient
energy to bounce the lock pins while allowing control by the operator.

$20.95

Bump Hammer - Grey

Bump Hammer - Grey Once you have your bump key, you need to hit the back of
the key with something that applies the proper amount of power. It has to be light
enough so it won't do any damage to the bump key or the lock. This is what bump
hammers aka "Tomahawk" are used for. Bump hammers are made of plastic and
have the proper density and right amount of flex in the handle to create sufficient
energy to bounce the lock pins while allowing control by the operator.

$20.95
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Bump Hammer Weight Kit

Bump Hammer Weight Kit Two corks and enough lead shot to put under them in
both chambers. Here's some info about weighting your hammer:YOUR BUMP
HAMMER WEIGHT -- YOUR NATURAL SWING: An important secret to bumping
keys is consistency.You want to apply a standard "THUMP" to the key that imparts
the correct kinetic energy to raise all the pins at once. On some locks you strike it
harder - sometimes softer, but your blows are centralized around some standard
swing. Do you need to strike the key more firmly or lightly at times as a normal
approach to bumping? Of course! But the comfort of swinging slightly softer or
harder than your natural swing can yield great results in bumping. It is pretty simple:
Force = Weight x Velocity. So if your natural swing is rarely striking the bump key
hard enough, what do you do? Add some weight and let the tool centralize at your
"normal" striking speed. In that way you can go slightly greater or softer with your
speed, but you start out closer to the normally required "bump". We made our

hammers slightly lighter than the other folks by adding two compartments in the hammer heads. These compartments allow you to
precisely match your hammer weight with your natural swing. Tests show that lead shot is the best medium to transmit impact. We
have supplied lead shot and "corking" material to let you find YOUR natural hammer weight. We supply two corks and a maximum
load of bird shot. Experiment and add our lead shot to the hammer compartments to precisely match your hammer weight with your
natural swing. When you are satisfied, glue the corks in permanently.

$5.95
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By-Pass Tools

Shovit Tool

Shovit ToolThe Shovit Tool can open many door locks by using the old credit card
technique.  Just shove the device behind the plunger and and push down and
forward, forcing the plunger back into the lock housing.The Shovit is an inexpensive
device that belongs in your tool box.

$12.95

Knife Tool in Leather Case

Peterson Knife Tool - leather caseWhy pick a lock when our knife tool will do the job in no time
at all? Better Steel, Better Handle = More Effective!: Many padlocks and file cabinets can be
by-passed by reaching through their keyway and tripping the release feature within the lock
housing. Our knife tool opens many toe, heel, (and some toe & heel) padlocks, and common
file cabinet locks. Our handy and rigid knife tool has a comfortable textured plastic handle
comes with a snap-over lambskin case. Complete instructions included. Need more than one
knife tool? Take a look at the Mini Knife Tool Value PackProudly made in the USA

$24.95
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Flexible Bypass Shim

Flexible Bypass ShimThe Flexible Bypass Shim is a very unique and helpful tool. It is not
unique with for what it is, rather the material is unique. Instead of a brittle plastic, this tool is a
six-inch square made of plastic impregnated fabric.These nifty 6" X 6" squares of plastic filled
fiber shims are a terrific solution to opening locks that have only latching features.You've seen
it work in movies and tv shows... doors opened with just a small piece of plastic, well there is
actually a product manufactured for the purpose and used by most professional locksmiths.They
can be worked without breakage around doorjambs opening most latches that do not incorporate
a deadlocking feature or where this feature is no longer working.We believe the increased
flexibility of this material will provide a strong but more flexible solution to your latch bypass
activities. This product will open virtually any sprung live latch bolt. Fits most tight fitting doors
and also works on window latches. Once in your hands you will be opening most problem

situations. Each piece lasts longer and performs better than anything you've ever seen before. We think it's better than shim steel.It's
sure not much to look at - but it works very well in tight situations!

$9.95

Pro 7 Piece Peterson Bypass Tool Set

Pro Dames 7 pc Peterson Bypass Tool Set This set would make a nice companion
for our G-1 (or any other) pick set in that it provides a great arsenal of bypass tools
for when the need strikes. In addition to our standard  4-PBS bypass kit contents
are included:Our wafer breaker for defeating the American Padlock security
waferThe contents of our Adams Rite Deadbolt (swing bolt) tool setOne really
luxurious leather case!This is a handsome and powerful stand alone bypass
set. However with the addition of our Flat-5 serrated tension tools , a "C" type I-core
tool and a set of Stainless Slender Picks, any one currently possessing a G-1 Pick
Set would be effectively upgraded to our latest configuration G-4 Pick Set.

$219.95

American Padlock Bypass Tool

American Padlock Bypass Tool This tool is designed to fit down the key way of an
American Padlock series 700 and 1100, (plus some clone designs), and open it
as easily as with a key!  This bypass tool quickly and effectively opens many
non-retaining American Brand padlocks where the protective wafer has not been
retained in the back of the cylinder. The spoon slides down the keyway and with
a turn pops open the shackle! You will find that some of these padlocks have a
protective disk that prevents this type of attack, but this will work well on: Older
locks, Locks with riveted keepers, and many locks that have been previously
serviced or re-keyed. Detailed instructions included.

$24.95
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American 2 Piece Wafer Breaker Kit

American 2 Piece Wafer Breaker Kit   Both of our wafer breaker kits offer tools for breaking the wafer at
the back of the American padlock cylinder. There are full instructions on using the key and wedge to make
an opening in the wafer to allow the AD-B entry tool to seat itself behind the wafer and open many of the
American brand padlocks. This set is sold in 2 versions since many of our customers already have the
AD-B opening tool and only need the cutting tool set. The 3 piece set can be found here:

$54.95

American 3 Piece Wafer Breaker Kit

American 3 Piece Wafer Breaker Kit Both of our wafer breaker kits offer tools for
breaking the wafer at the back of the American padlock cylinder. There are full
instructions on using the key and wedge to make an opening in the wafer to allow
the AD-B entry tool to seat itself behind the wafer and open many of the American
brand padlocks. This set is sold in 2 versions since many of our customers already
have the AD-B opening tool and only need the cutting tool set. The 2 piece wafer
breaker set can be found here

$74.95

Mini Knife Tool Value Pack

Mini Knife Tool Value Pack - Set of 3 Our mini knife tools are made of high strength steel setting them
apart from others that the steel is just not strong enough to do the job. We've overcome that problem with
a steel that lasts longer and actually operates the locks in ways others didn't envision! Our mini knife
decodes and/or opens multi-wheeled combination locks such as those found in many padlocks and
briefcases. The Mini-Knife also can be used to slip the ratchet and bypass most handcuff locks including
pearless type handcuffs. This is possible on single locked cuffs even if they have been retrofitted with
another lock system. The Mini Knife Tool Value Pack includes three mini knife tools in a plastic
tube. Instruction sheet included - Leather case not included.

$45.95
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Mini Knife Tool in Case

Mini Knife Tool  Our mini knife tools are made of high strength steel setting them apart from others that
the steel is just not strong enough to do the job. We've overcome that problem with a steel that lasts longer
and actually operates the locks in ways others didn't envision! Our mini knife decodes and/or opens
multi-wheeled combination locks such as those found in many padlocks and briefcases.& It also works on
General Motors combination glove box locks. Locks that this tool works on include Sesame, Presto, and
Master 175. The Mini-Knife also can be used to slip the ratchet and bypass most handcuff locks including
pearless type handcuffs. This is possible on single locked cuffs even if they have been retrofitted with
another lock system. The Mini Knife Tool comes with an instruction sheet and includes a snapover leather

case.

$21.95

Adams Rite Deadbolt ByPass Kit

Adams Rite Deadbolt Tool Set - Push Wires   The Peterson Deadbolt bypass kit
overcomes problems encountered using other tools. The five varying wire designs
allow egress into key ways as narrow as 0.035, while the memory in the Peterson
quality wire allows extended use of the tools. Named for the short in and out pushing
action required to deflect the wires down off the apposing cylinder, these tools plus
a little practice can allow entry into a door with an Adams-Rite type hook or deadbolt
in as little as 15 seconds! Peterson's tool handles provides the leverage you need
to control and manipulate the tool, while the selection of five push wire tools insures
you that you always have the right tool for the job. The selection of wires allows
the locksmith to fine tune the configuration of the wires to work the way they the
locksmiths need them. Learning this valuable lesson about adjustment allows
intimate knowledge of these tools, and insures competency in use, and the skill
for continued professional success. IT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED THAT THE

LOCKSMITH GAINS PRACTICE AND EXPERIENCE WITH THIS FINE SET OF TOOLS PRIOR TO A SERVICE CALL! While they
will faithfully perform as advertised, familiarity and practice on a lock and cylinders assembled out of the door is very important, and
will lead you to immense satisfaction...and happy customers!

$109.95

4 Pc Peterson Bypass Tool Set

4 Piece Peterson Bypass Tool Set - DAMES Our Bypass Kit contains one of each of the following tools: The P-Knife
Tool for shimming open some combination padlocks and suitcase locks - reg. priced at $24.95 P-Knife-C mini knife
which opens file cabinet locks like HON as well as some foreign padlocks - reg priced at $19.95 1 AR-TW trip wire for
the 4700 series Adam Rite latch locks AD-B American padlock opening tool- reg. priced at $24.95 Full instructions for
appropriate methods of by-pass included

$85.95
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Adams Rite Replacement Trip Wire

Adams Rite Trip Wire  Frozen tumblers? Seized plug? No Problem! Peterson's Adams-Rite Latch Trip Wires go
right through the keyway and retract the latch with the greatest of ease. No picking; no wrenching! One turn
duplicates the action of the cylinder tailpiece, making the lock's design work for you. Made from the highest grade
steel available, these professional grade wires are thin enough to fit through the tightest keyway and strong enough
to hold their shape, trip after trip. The tools with black composite handles are what we call our Adams Rite Trip
Wire. We use the trip wire to enter the keyway and initiate the withdrawal of the locks latch. This initiation actually
unlocks the deadlocking feature of the 4700 series lock.  Now, if the wire can continue to rotate, you will pull the
latch back opening the door. If however, the door is in a slight of severe bind, the wire will release the deadlocking
feature allowing the (Adams Rite) Slim Jim (*not included) to move behind the latch, pushing the latch back and
opening the door lock. The Adams Rite Slim Jim is also very useful when there is a latch guard covering the latch.

$23.95

Adams Rite Slim Jim

The Adams Rite wire tool will trip the locking latch feature of the Adams Rite locks that have screw-in type
cylinders. These locks are commonly found on aluminium storefront doors. The Adams Rite Slim Jim will
help to retract the latch if necessary.

$19.95

Adams Rite DL Latch Kit

Adams Rite DL Latch Kit   1 trip wire plus a Adams Rite Slim Jim. Use the Trip wire
to trip the locking latch feature of the adams rite door hardware Will independently
open an adams rite, but use of the Adams Rite Slim Jim extends the wire life.

$38.95
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Government Steel Warded Lock Picks

Government Steel Warded Lock Picks - Riveted   Finally a small set of by-pass tools for warded padlocks.
They easily fold up when not in use. The post type rivet maintains the smallest profile for storage.You may
be wondering exactly what warded locks are...here's a simple explanation. A warded lock is a type of lock
that uses a set of obstructions, or wards, to prevent the lock from opening unless the correct key is inserted.
The correct key has notches or slots corresponding to the obstructions in the lock, allowing it to rotate
freely inside the lock. Large warded locks are still in use today in the UK and Ireland for internal and external
doors. Warded locks in the US are most commonly used in inexpensive padlocks, cabinet locks, and other
low-security applications, since a well-designed skeleton key can successfully open a wide variety of

warded locks.

$25.95

Silver Bullets Bypass Set with DVD

Silver Bullets with Instructional DVD(NTSC video format) Master Lock padlocks can be tough...real tough! Hit them,
pierce them, or pry them; they keep on living with almost supernatural resolve. So how do you defeat the lock with
the resilience of the Undead? The Peterson Silver Bullet Bypass Set is just the weapon you need. Inserted through
the keyway, our government steel tools release the shackle in two easy steps. Silver Bullets open Master Lock
Model #1, #2, #3 & #4 padlocks in seconds. Withdraws the locking teeth on most Model #5 and # 6 padlocks far

enough to insert standard butterfly shims. Get right to the heart of Master Locks with our Silver Bullets! Training DVD included.

$39.95

Silver Bullets Bypass Set- with PAL DVD

Silver Bullets with Instructional DVD(PAL video format) Master Lock padlocks can be tough...real tough! Hit them,
pierce them, or pry them; they keep on living with almost supernatural resolve. So how do you defeat the lock with
the resilience of the Undead? The Peterson Silver Bullet Bypass Set is just the weapon you need. Inserted through
the keyway, our government steel tools release the shackle in two easy steps. Silver Bullets open Master Lock
Model #1, #2, #3 & #4 padlocks in seconds. Withdraws the locking teeth on most Model #5 and # 6 padlocks far

enough to insert standard butterfly shims. Get right to the heart of Master Locks with our Silver Bullets! Training DVD included.

$39.95

Euro Thumb Turn - 4 pc Set

There's a new game in town! Narrow profile European style cylinders with a thumb turn on the back side have
become common encounters for many North American locksmiths. From storm doors to manufactured security
doors, we see them more each day. The inverted layout of these cylinders can make them hard to pick. So why
bother? Peterson's Euro Thumb Turn 4 piece set makes quick work of international negotiations. Patterned after
our popular American Padlock Tool, our new design features longer stems that reach through the deepest keyways.

Two wire thickness choices give you everything you need to get through any keyway and turn the tailpiece with the greatest of ease.

$83.95
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Euro Master DAMES Bypass Kit

Over the past eleven years we have built a solid reputation for providing to security
professionals around the world some of the best quality tools available. Our Euro
DAMEs Bypass Kit is one we are proud to carry. Designed to give our professional
customers in Europe and the UK the very best in bypass tools, our specially
designed set is perfect for anyone who deals with Euro style security hardware, at
home or abroad. This select kit contains 2 Push Wires for Adams Rite Deadbolts,
the Peterson Knife, Mini Knife and Adams-Rite Latch Tools from our popular DAMEs
Bypass Kit, plus two 2 1/2" x 5" bypass shims in a quality leather bi-fold case. We
also include our four-piece Euro Thumb Turn Set plus the American Padlock bypass
tool, and our new two-piece Silver Bullets" set that enables you to defeat Master
Lock model's 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. (#'s 5 & 6 require you to have padlock shims).
Choose Peterson tools and put the security world at your fingertips!

$264.95

Super Mica Bypass Shims - 6 Pack

This pack of 6 pieces of "Super Mica" plastic will open virtually any spring live latchbolt. Once in your
hands you will be opening most problem situations. Each piece lasts longer and out-performs anything
you've ever seen. We think it's better than shim steel! Package of 6

$23.95

U-Change Bypass Kit

The U-Change Bypass kit allows the user to quickly remedy rekeying failures, or to open a locked
door in an emergency. In addition to the ability to open a locked door in the matter of seconds, the
included space and depth keys allow the locksmith to recycle the customer's existing change key
sets. All of this without having to send locks that became "locked up" by a failed re-key attempt back
to the factory.

$124.95
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Gate Bypass Device

The Gate Bypass Device is designed to bypass most common styles of gates found at many apartment complexes,
courtyards, marinas and other low or mid-level security areas. Includes one large tool and one small tool for maximum
deployment capabilities. Works in just seconds (see demo video above). Steel construction. Made in USA. CLICK
HERE to watch the video!

$36.95
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Change Your Own Door Lock

Yale - Tru-Bolt Change-A-Lock Rekey Kit

YALE & Tru-Bolt (5 Pin) Rekey Kit Change Your Own Door Lock! The YALE & TRU-BOLT(5-pin) Rekey Kit by
CHANGE-A-LOCK contains everything necessary (except for a common screwdriver) to rekey Entrance, Lever
Entrance, Single & Double cylinder Deadbolts, and Handlesets type locks. EACH KIT CONTAINS: Two precut keys,
6 sets of color coded pins for rekeying single and/or double cylinder type locks, detailed step-by-step instructions in
both ENGLISH & SPANISH, and all specialty tools needed to rekey lock. All you may need is a common screwdriver

to remove lock from door. This rekeying kit is to be used only with YALE & TRU-BOLT type locks; however, this rekey kit is not for the
YALE FORTITUDE (5 pin cylinder) and/or the YALE Y/H COLLECTION (6 pin cylinder) TYPE LOCKS. This rekey kit is not designed
to work with other manufacturer's type locks. NOTE: OLD KEY is needed to take out cylinder plug then new key is used to rekey lock.
Old keys can not be used to rekey locks using the CHANGE-A-LOCK rekey kit for the cylinder pins will not work with old key. Atención:
Rekey instrucciones en Español e Inglés

$19.95

Weslock Change-A-Lock Rekey Kit

WESLOCK (5 pin) Rekey KitChange Your Own Door Lock! The WESLOCK (5 pin cylinder system) Rekey Kit, by
CHANGE-A-LOCK, contains everything necessary (except for the common screwdriver) to rekey Entrance, Single &
Double cylinder Deadbolts, and Handleset type locks except for a common screwdriver. EACH KIT CONTAINS: Two
precut keys, 6 sets of color coded pins for rekeying single and/or double cylinder type locks, detailed step-by-step
instructions both in ENGLISH & SPANISH, and all specialty tools needed to rekey lock. All you may need is a common

screwdriver to remove lock from door. This rekeying kit is to be used only with WESLOCK type locks. Kit is not designed to work with
any other manufacturer's type locks. Weslock rekey kit does not include instructions for WESLOCK KEYED LEVER ENTRANCE lock.
NOTE: OLD KEY is needed to take out cylinder plug then new key is used to rekey lock. Old keys can not be used to rekey locks using
the CHANGE-A-LOCK rekey kit for the cylinder pins will not work with old key. Atención: Rekey instrucciones en Español e Inglés

$19.95
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Combo Kits - Save 15 - 35%

Lock Pick Set &amp; Beginners Guide

Complete Lock Pick Set & Beginners Lockpicking Guide We are pleased to offer
our best-selling lock pick tool kit, the PXS-14 along with the beginners lockpicking
guide  Easy Pickings at the reduced price of $29.95. We've had many students
tell us that they picked their first lock in UNDER an hour simply by following the
text and diagrams offered in this booklet! Easy Pickings is a self teaching manual
in the technique of lockpicking. This is THE most simple to understand beginners
guide on the market...great for students of the trade!  The PXS-14 lockpick tool kit
contains everything you need to compromise most pin tumbler locks. Opens
deadbolts, doorknob locks, most auto locks, and padlocks. Includes nine picks, a
broken key extractor, four tension tools, nine slip on vinyl sleeves, and a FREE top
grain snapover leather case.

$29.95

14 pc Lock Pick Set &amp; Instruction Guide

Complete Guide to Lock Picking & 14 piece Lock Pick KitRegularly $55.00! The Complete Guide to Lock Picking is
still one of the most precise, detailed books ever. This illustrated manual has very nearly become the professional
locksmith's bible. Locksmiths will find it essential. Hobbyists will find it a joy. Sixty diagrams highlight easy to read
text that unlocks the secrets used by professionals. If you're interested in lock picking, this book will be the key to
your success!You'll learn how to open all kinds of locks, plus how to thwart tampering with locks (to protect your

valuables). Of course, this book is intended for legal entry only, but you'll gain confidence knowing that you can get in through any
door without a key! A true classic text in the art of picking locks! The PXS-14 is by far our most popular lock pick set. It contains
everything you need to compromise most pin tumbler locks. Opens deadbolts, doorknob locks, most auto locks, and padlocks. Includes
nine picks, a broken key extractor, four tension tools, six slip on vinyl sleeves, and a FREE top grain leather case. The combination of
these 2 items will have you on your way to learning the art of lockpicking in no time at all! Regularly $55.00!

$42.95

7 Pin Tubular Lock Pick &amp; Guide

KEYS to Understanding Tubular Locks is a self-teaching manual covering three basic tubular locks. The tubular
lock, in the form of the regular 7 pin version, has been around for many years; having been invented in the mid 1930's.
It was named "tubular" because of it's key being a tube with the tumbler cuts cut around it. This type of lock has found
great usage on vending machines, coin-op washing machines and dryers as well as coin changers. It is the most
common type of tubular lock in use today If you're new to the trade it would be wise for you to learn about tubular

locks by purchasing a tubular training lock as well as some instructional material that covers the basics of picking a tubular lock. We
also carry a dvd "Lock Picking for the New Millenium" that has a section on picking tubular locks and is chock full of lock picking
information.

$89.95
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Lock Pick Combo Kit 1

Lock Pick combo Kit 1Lock Pick combo Kit 1 includes 1 of each of the following
lock pick sets/tools: MPXS-14 Lock Pick Set - If purchased separately $37.95
SJG-10 Auto Jigglers - If purchased separately $24.95 A-2 Feather Touch Tension
Tool - If purchased separately $9.95 Price of lock pick combination kit after discount:
ONLY $72.85! **Please include a physical street address if you are ordering tryout
keys, or auto jigglers (aka car lock picks). **Auto jigglers and/or auto tryout keys
cannot be shipped via the US Postal Service. It is against Federal regulations.
These orders MUST be shipped via UPS. International customers should be aware
that taxes and duties can be excessive when orders are shipped via UPS (United
Parcel Service) and that they are responsible for all charges associated with
shipping. *Please note: Our combo kits are sold at a substantial discount. Coupons
or discounts may NOT be used on combination kits. All of our Combo Kits are
made in the USA.

$59.95

Lock Pick Combo Kit 2

Includes 1 of each of the following lock pick sets and tools: MPXS-20 Lock Pick
Set - if purchased separately $48.95 Lockaid Lock Pick Gun - if purchased
separately $54.95 SJG-10 Auto Jigglers- if purchased separately $24.95 When
purchased separately - $128.85 Kit Price - ONLY $94.95 - A 26% savings! **Please
include a physical street address if you are ordering tryout keys, or auto jigglers
(aka car lock picks). **Auto jigglers and/or auto tryout keys cannot be shipped via
the US Postal Service. It is against Federal regulations. These orders MUST be
shipped via UPS. Residents of HI, AK and PR: UPS shipping charges may be an
additional $20 or more for any orders containing tryout keys (auto jigglers).
International customers should be aware that taxes and duties can be excessive
when orders are shipped via UPS (United Parcel Service) and that they are
responsible for all charges associated with shipping. *Please note: Our combo kits
are sold at a substantial discount. Coupons or discounts may NOT be used on

combination kits. All of our Combo Kits are made in the USA.

$94.95
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Lock Pick Combo Kit 5

Lock Pick Shop Combo Kit 5 Includes 1 of each of the following lock pick sets and
tools: MPXS-32 Lock Pick Set E500XT Electric Lock Pick Lockaid - Lock Pick Gun
Universal Gas Cap Key DSS-4 Double Sided Pick Set WP-10 Warded Pick Set
When tools are purchased separately at full price they'd cost $355.70 Save BIG
when buying this lock pick combo kit! *Please note: Our combo kits are sold at a
substantial discount. Coupons or discounts may NOT be used on combination kits.
**Please include a physical street address if you are ordering tryout keys or auto
jigglers (aka car lock picks). **Auto jigglers and/or auto tryout keys cannot be
shipped via the US Postal Service. It is against Federal regulations. These orders
MUST be shipped via UPS. International customers should be aware that taxes
and duties can be excessive when orders are shipped via UPS (United Parcel
Service) and that they are responsible for all charges associated with
shipping.  *Please note: Our combo kits are sold at a substantial discount. Coupons

or discounts may not be used on combination kits.  All of our Combo Kits are made in the USA.

$279.95

5 pc Euro Lock Pick Set &amp; Guide

5 Piece Euro Lock Pick Set and Lock Picking Guide  Our best-selling hobbyist slim
line lock picks set, the C500 along with the beginners lock picking guide Easy
Pickings are now available as a set. We've had many students tell us that they
picked their first lock in UNDER an hour simply by following the text and diagrams
offered in this booklet! Easy Pickings is a self-teaching manual in the technique of
lock picking. This is THE most simple to understand beginners guide on the
market...great for students of the trade! The C-500 lock picks set contains everything
you need to compromise most pin tumbler locks. Opens deadbolts, doorknob locks,
most auto locks, and padlocks. Includes 4 picks, a broken key extractor, a tension
tool and a FREE top grain leather case. Designed for European and Japanese
locks, Our Slim Line lock picks work beautifully on all U.S. pin tumbler locks with
small or narrow keyways.This basic (starter) Euro/Japanese lock pick set includes
all four basic lock pick designs - hook, ball, diamond, and rake, all with metal

handles, plus a tension tool, neatly housed in a top quality snapover leather case.

$27.95
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Lock Pick Combo Kit 3

Lock Pick Shop Combo Kit 3  Some of our best-selling lock picking tools including
our stainless jackknife lockpick set, the EZ Snap lock pick gun, auto jigglers, warded
picks, and the MPXS-32 lock pick set - at an incredible savings!  JPXS-6 Jackknife
Lock Pick Set MPXS-32 Lock Pick Set SJG-10 Auto Jigglers WP-10 Warded Pick
Set Lockaid Lock Pick Gun When purchased separately - $219.75 - Buy the Combo
Kit at a SAVINGS of nearly $55.00! Combo kit Price - $164.95 - You'd be crazy to
pass on this deal! Our lock picking combo kits have their own category on the
website. Take a look at all the other combination kits that LockPickShop has!
**Please include a physical street address if you are ordering tryout keys, or auto
jigglers (aka car lock picks). **Auto jigglers and/or auto tryout keys cannot be
shipped via the US Postal Service. It is against Federal regulations. These orders
MUST be shipped via UPS or Fedex Int'l. *Please note: Our combo kits are sold
at a substantial discount. Coupons or discounts may NOT be used on lock picking

combination kits.

$164.95

Lock Pick Combo Kit 4

Lock Pick Shop Combination Set 4 MPXS-32 Lock Pick Set Lockaid Lock Pick Gun
SJG-10 Auto Jigglers WP-10 Warded Pick Set DSS-4 Double Sided Pick Set
Universal Gas Cap Key When purchased separately - $217.70 Combo Kit Price -
$164.95 **Please include a physical street address if you are ordering tryout keys,
or auto jigglers (aka car lock picks). **Auto jigglers and/or tryout keys cannot be
shipped via the US Postal Service. It is against Federal regulations. These orders
MUST be shipped via UPS. International customers should be aware that taxes
and duties can be excessive when orders are shipped via UPS (United Parcel
Service) and that they are responsible for all charges associated with shipping.
*Please note: Our combo kits are sold at a substantial discount. Coupons or
discounts may not be used on lockpick combination kits.

$164.95

Lock Pick Combo Kit 7

Lock Pick Shop Combination Set 7 MPXS-62 Lock Pick Set High Output Electric
Lock Pick DSS-4 Double Sided Pick Set A-2 Feather Touch Tension Tool TPXA-78
Tubular Pick Set SJG-10 Auto Jigglers When purchased separately - $535.70
Combination Kit Price: $454.95 **Please include a physical street address if you
are ordering tryout keys, or auto jigglers (aka car lock picks). **Auto jigglers and/or
auto tryout keys cannot be shipped via the US Postal Service. It is against Federal
regulations. These orders MUST be shipped via UPS. International customers
should be aware that taxes and duties can be excessive when orders are shipped
via UPS (United Parcel Service) and that they are responsible for all charges
associated with shipping. *Please note: Our combo kits are sold at a substantial
discount. Coupons or discounts may NOT be used on lockpick combination kits.

$454.95
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Lock Picking 101 Kit with DVD

Lock Picking 101 Kit - Save on Our MOST Popular Combo Kit!  This is one of the most valuable instructional
courses available! We've taken one of our Best-Selling instructional books, A just released, comprehensive Lock
picking DVD course and our complete 14 Piece Lock pick set, and combined it into a complete lock picking
training course.This is not a "crash" course, and it will take some time and effort on your part to complete. When
you've read the "Basics" book, watched the DVD and worked your way through the exercises, you'll be ready
for all kinds of challenging locks! Our Lock Picking 101 Kit Includes: Lock Picking Basics - Regularly $19.95
This book makes learning the art of lock picking fun and easy.You don't have to waste your time guessing how

it's done, reading some amateur's theories, or trying to learn from the movies. (They always get it wrong). Now, you can get accurate
information that the professionals use.Whether you are interested in becoming a locksmith, need to know how to bypass security locks
for your job in law enforcement or emergency services, interested in lock picking as a hobby, just want to be prepared in an emergency,
or for whatever reason, Lock Picking Basics will get you started off right! The Visual Guide to Lock Picking DVD Course - Regularly
$29.95 This DVD explains several types of locks and lock picking techniques. Modern computer graphics and animations allow for
cutaway views that were never before possible. This DVD not only makes lock picking possible, but clearly shows you how, so that
you can get started today! Our PXS-14 lock pick set with FREE leather case - Regularly $37.95 The PXS-14 is by far our most popular
lock pick set. It represents quality and value, and contains everything you need to compromise most pin tumbler locks. Opens deadbolts,
doorknob locks, most auto locks, and padlocks. Includes nine lockpicks, a broken key extractor, four tension tools, six slip on vinyl
sleeves, and a FREE top grain leather case. Our Best-Selling, complete "starter" lockpick Set!

$69.95

Guide to Lock Picking-with Picks

Visual Guide to Lock Picking, MPXS-14 Combo Kit When our customers make a
GREAT suggestion...We follow up on it!Thousands of customers have purchased
our MPXS-14 lock pick set over the years because of the quality of our American
made tools as well as the reinforced metal handles this lock pick set comes
with. The MPXS-14 comes with nine lock picks and a broken key extractor, all
manufactured of tempered stainless steel and all with our exclusive rivetless
stainless steel handles, four tension tools and a top grain leather snapover
case.  Just of many of you have purchased The Visual Guide to Lock Picking the
leading guide for learning the art of lock picking. We've had numerous requests
from our customers to combine these items together into a "kit" with a discounted
price tag. We listened and are now making these 2 very  popular products available
as a twosome!

$49.95
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Combo Kit 7C - w/ Euro Picks

Lock Pick Combination Set 7C With Slim Line Lock PicksThis value priced combo
kit was designed with our international customers in mind. Many European and
Japanese designed locks have narrow keyways. The SouthOrd C6010 lock pick
set that is included in this combo kit contains lock picks specifically designed for
these locks. What's even better is the fact that our slimline picks work on American
made locks as well! Includes all of the following Lock Picking Tools: C-6010 74
Piece Lock Pick Set -Opens US, European & Japanese made locks. High Output
Electric Lock Pick DSS-4 Double Sided Pick Set A-2 Feather Touch Tension Tool
TPXA-78 Tubular Pick Set SJG-10 Auto Jigglers When purchased separately -
$618.50 Combination Kit Price - $494.95 **Please include a physical street address
if you are ordering tryout keys, or auto jigglers (aka car lock picks). **Auto jigglers
and/or auto tryout keys cannot be shipped via the US Postal Service. It is against
Federal regulations. These orders MUST be shipped via UPS. International

customers should be aware that taxes and duties can be excessive when orders are shipped via UPS (United Parcel Service) and that
they are responsible for all charges associated with shipping.

$464.95

Lock Pick Combo Kit 6

Lock Pick Combination Kit 6 MPXS-62 Lock Pick Set - if purchased separately >
$169.95 LOCKAID Snap Gun - if purchased separately > $49.95 DSS-4 Double
Sided Pick Set - if purchased separately > $25.95 Pocket Plug Spinner - if
purchased separately > $39.95 A-2 Feather Touch Tension Tool - if purchased
separately > $9.95 TPXA-78 Tubular Pick Set - if purchased separately > $159.95
WP-10 warded pick set - if purchased separately > $9.95 SJG-10 Auto Jigglers -
if purchased separately > $24.95 If all items were purchased separately they'd cost
$489.60...You save nearly $110.00 by purchasing the combo kit! **Please include
a physical street address if you are ordering tryout keys, or auto jigglers (aka car
lock picks). **Auto jigglers and/or auto tryout keys cannot be shipped via the US
Postal Service. It is against Federal regulations. These orders MUST be shipped
via UPS. International customers should be aware that taxes and duties can be
excessive when orders are shipped via UPS (United Parcel Service) and that they

are responsible for all charges associated with shipping. *Please note: Our combo kits are sold at a substantial discount. Coupons or
discounts may NOT be used on lock pick combination kits.

$379.95
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Lock Picking 101 Kit - International

Lock Picking 101 Kit - (International Version) Save $$$!  This is one of the most valuable instructional courses
available! We've taken one of our Best-Selling instructional books, A newly released, comprehensive Lock
picking DVD course and our complete 15 piece slim line lock pick set, and combined it into a complete lock
picking training course.This is not a "crash" course, and it will take some time and effort on your part to complete.
When you've read the "Basics" book, watched the DVD and worked your way through the exercises, you'll be
ready for all kinds of challenging locks! Our Euro Lock Picking 101 Kit Includes: Lock Picking Basics - Regularly
$19.95 This book makes learning the art of lock picking fun and easy.You don't have to waste your time guessing

how it's done, reading some amateur's theories, or trying to learn from the movies. (They always get it wrong). Now, you can get
accurate information that the professionals use. Whether you are interested in becoming a locksmith, need to know how to bypass
security locks for your job in law enforcement or emergency services, interested in lock picking as a hobby, just want to be prepared
in an emergency, or for whatever reason, Lock Picking Basics will get you started off right! The Visual Guide to Lock Picking DVD
Course - Regularly $29.95 This DVD explains several types of locks and lock picking techniques. Modern computer graphics and
animations allow for cutaway views that were never before possible. This DVD not only makes lock picking possible, but clearly shows
you how, so that you can get started today! Our C1500 lock pick set with FREE leather case - Regularly $37.95 The C1500 slim line
lock pick set is ideal for opening locks manufactured in the UK, Australia, Japan that have smaller, more narrow keyways than US
locks. Our slimline lock pick sets are designed to open US locks as well and the C1500 contains everything you need to compromise
most pin tumbler locks. Opens deadbolts, doorknob locks, most auto locks, and padlocks. Includes The C1500 lock pick set includes
five lockpicks with metal handles, six standard lockpicks, and four tension tools in a FREE top grain leather snapover case. It's one of
our lower priced, best-selling complete "beginner" lockpick sets!

$69.95

YouTube Deluxe Lock Pick Kit

YouTube Deluxe Lock Pick Practice Kit - It's an Internet SENSATION! This is Hands-Down the Best Lockpicking Practice Kit
We Offer! Watch the video on YouTube NOW! Save over 55% off of regular retail pricing! If you were to buy these items
separately this kit would cost you $326.60! This is the most talked about lock picking training kit on the Internet! We've created
it for students and hobbyists new to the art of Lock picking. To learn lock picking skills you need a professional grade lock pick

set, along with high quality tools and instructional materials. Learn Lockpicking quickly and easily with the YouTube Deluxe LockPicking
Kit.While books & other training materials certainly help, only practice can help you acquire skill - and this set is perfect! Why? Because
it's got everything you need for easy Lockpicking including Practice Locks, a GREAT Guide, a professional Lock Pick Set & our best
stand. It will help you learn to pick 90% of the locks on the planet! Here's whats included with your Deluxe You Tube Practice Kit: (1)
The UltimateTriPik Stand - The best practice lock holder, sold individually for $84.95 (1) Cut-Away 5-Pinned, Kwick Set lock, sold
individually for $39.95 (1) Cut-Away 5-pinned, Schlage lock - sold individually for $47.95 (2) Standard 5-pinned, Kwikset practice lock
- sold individually for $27.95 each (2) Standard 5-pinned, Schlage practice lock - sold individually for $29.95 each (1) C1500 SouthOrd
Slim Line Professional Lock Pick set - sold individually for $37.95 (Regularly $44.95 or more on our competitors website!) The MIT
Guide to Lock Picking - FREE - on CD-ROM in .pdf format!

$149.95
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Key Decoders - Compact and Convenient

Tubular Decoder

TUBULAR DECODER This little gadget is for decoding tubular keys

$7.95

Kwik,Schlage,Weiser,Weslock Decoder

Heavy Duty Stainless Steel Kwikset, Schlage, Weiser, Weslock Key DecoderKey
Decoder for Kwikset, Schlage, Weiser and Weslock. Top quality stainless steel
provides strength and durability for these individual key decoders. Designed with
"Sure Stop" steps, each increment reflects factory specifications & tolerances.
Decode cut depths on the most popular keys. For rekeying & code cutting. All of
our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$24.95

Decoder -Medeco,Master, American

Heavy Duty Stainless Steel Key DecoderKey Decoder for Medeco small pin, Medeco
large pin, Master Padlock and American Padlock. Top quality stainless steel
provides strength and durability for these individual key decoders. Designed with
"Sure Stop" steps, each increment reflects factory specifications & tolerances.
Decode cut depths on the most popular keys. For rekeying & code cutting. All of
our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$24.95
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GM, Ford, Chrysler Key Decoder

Key Decoder for GM, Ford, Chrysler and Ford 10 cut.Top quality stainless steel
provides strength and durability for these individual key decoders. Designed with
"Sure Stop" steps, each increment reflects factory specifications & tolerances.
Decode cut depths on the most popular keys. For rekeying & code cutting. All of
our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$24.95

Key Decoder for ASSA

Key Decoder for ASSA.Top quality stainless steel provides strength and durability
for these individual key decoders. Designed with "Sure Stop" steps, each increment
reflects factory specifications & tolerances. Decode cut depths on the most popular
keys. For rekeying & code cutting. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are
made in the USA.

$24.95

Decoder -Best/Falcon &amp; other I/C Keys

Key Decoder for Best/Falcon and other I/C keys  Top quality stainless steel provides
strength and durability for these individual key decoders. Designed with "Sure Stop"
steps, each increment reflects factory specifications & tolerances. Decode cut
depths on the most popular keys. For rekeying & code cutting.sing standard A2
increments. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$10.95
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Schlage Key Decoder

Schlage Key Decoder  Key Decoder for all Schlage and other Schlage type keys
using factory increments.Top quality stainless steel provides strength and durability
for these individual key decoders. Designed with "Sure Stop" steps, each increment
reflects factory specifications & tolerances. Decode cut depths on the most popular
keys. For rekeying & code cutting. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are
made in the USA.

$10.95

Key Gauge - LAB 5 IN 1

Key Gauge - LAB 5 IN 1  For Kwikset, Schlage, Weiser, Weslock, and Master
 Small size (3-3/8" x 2-1/8") Made in the USA Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin,
Russwin, Best, Falcon, Master, Weslock, Yale, National, Sargent, Ace, Dexter,
CCL,and other tradenames and trademarks used in this website are owned by the
respective manufacturers of such lock products.

$9.95

GM Decoder

GM DECODER   The GM DECODER decodes all tumblers in one step without
complete disassembly of the lock. Press the MK-4 firmly into the six chambers of
the lock. Read cuts with gauge provided. Made of Lexan. Stainless steel fingers.
Durable aluminum card. Complete instructions and case are included. Guaranteed
for life! Made in the USA!

$24.95
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Kwikset &amp; Schlage 2-N-1 Key Gauge

LKGKS - 2-N-1 Key Gauge Locksmith Rekeying (Repinning) tool For Kwikset &
Schlage Small size

$9.95

LAB Decoder for Medeco Biaxial Pins

LAB Brand Pin Decoder for Medeco Biaxial Pins Identify and Sort, Medeco Biaxial
bottom pins according to Length, Angle & Skew. Measure/identify master and driver
pin lengths. Identify fore and aft key cut positions. Determine key cut depths.

$69.95

Interchangeable Core Key Gauge

LKGIC - Interchangeable Core Key Gauge For A2, A3 and A4 systems Small size
(3-3/4" x 2") Stainless steel

$15.95
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Diversion Safes

Remastered Soviet KGB Hollow Bolt

Spy Bolt Weather-Proof Diversion Safe The Spy Bolt from Shomer-Tec is an
updated and improved version of the old Soviet KGB "dead drop" hollow bolt used
during the Cold War. It features an O-ring seal for weather-proof storage of small
valuables, communications, etc. It has reverse threading on the bolt head for
additional security. This new version utilizes a 3/4" diameter bolt providing a larger
storage area than the original. Its secret storage compartment has a diameter of
.49" and a maximum depth of 2.7". Overall length is 3.43".

$27.95

Ajax Cleanser Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Ajax cleanser because
it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are
designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the
container.The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled
by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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ScotchGard Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Scothgard Spray because
it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are
designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the
container.The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled
by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Bon Ami Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of BON AMI cleanser because it was
remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless
screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container. The are the SNEAKIEST
Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by imitators.We use Genuine USA made product
containers You will notice the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A
note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Spray Starch Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Spray Starch because it
was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed
with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container.
The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by
imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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Magic Fabric Sizing Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Magic Fabric Sizing Spray
because it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™
are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside
the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice
the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about
shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Spray Paint Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Spray Paint Enamel because it was
remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless
screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container. The are the SNEAKIEST
Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made
product containers You will notice the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed!
*A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Jollytime Popcorn Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Jollytime Popcorn because
it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are
designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the
container.The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled
by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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Heinz Beans Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Heinz Beans because it
was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed
with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container.
The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by
imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Kibbles n Bits Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Kibbles n' Bits Dog food
because it was remanufactured from an original container.Your dog won't even
notice the difference! All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off
top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container. The are the SNEAKIEST
Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA
made product containers You will notice the difference...and thieves will never
know what they missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE®
products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will
arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Del Monte Fruit Cocktail Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Del Monte fruit Cocktail
because it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™
are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside
the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice
the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about
shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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Del Monte Potatoes Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Del Monte New Potatoes
because it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™
are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside
the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice
the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about
shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Del Monte Corn Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Del Monte Corn because it was remanufactured
from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to
allow concealment inside the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the difference...and thieves
will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are
packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Cruex Can Safe

cruex (Jock Itch Spray) Can Safe Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a
real can of Cruex because it was remanufactured from an original container. All
our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow
concealment inside the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will
Never Find! Don't be fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product
containers You will notice the difference...and thieves will never know what they
missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are
packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely
wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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Suave Hairspray Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Suave Hairspray because
it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are
designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the
container.The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled
by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Rave Hairspray Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Rave Hairspray because
it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are
designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the
container.The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled
by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Desenex Foot Spray Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Desenex Foot Spray
because it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™
are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside
the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice
the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about
shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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Aquanet Hairspray Can Safe - LG

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real large can of Aquanet Hairspray
because it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™
are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside
the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice
the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about
shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Aquanet Hairspray Can Safe - SM

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real purse-size can of Aquanet Hairspray because it was
remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off top
or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container.The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find!
Don't be fooled by imitators.We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the difference...and
thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products
are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are
shipped.

$19.95

Barbasol Shave Cream Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Barbasol Shaving Cream
because it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™
are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside
the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice
the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about
shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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Finesse Hairspray Can Safe
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Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Finesse Hairspray because it was remanufactured from an original container.
All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container. The are the
SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will
notice the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products
are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Desenex Jock Itch Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Desenex jock itch spray because it was remanufactured
from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to
allow concealment inside the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the difference...and thieves
will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are
packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest assured they safely whewill arrive rever they are shipped.

$19.95

Liquid Wrench Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Liquid Wrench because
it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are
designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the
container.The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled
by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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Puncture Seal Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Pucture Seal because it
was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed
with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container.
The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by
imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

JB Engine Degreaser Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of JB Engine Degreaser because it was remanufactured
from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to
allow concealment inside the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the difference...and thieves
will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are
packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Lift -Off Adhesive Remover Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Liftoff Adhesive Remover because it was
remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off top
or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container.The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find!
Don't be fooled by imitators.We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the difference...and
thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products
are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are
shipped.

$19.95
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JB Oil Treatment Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of JB Oil Treatment because
it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are
designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the
container.The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled
by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

JB Radiator Stop Leak Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of JB Radiator Stop Leak
because it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™
are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside
the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice
the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about
shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

JB Brake Cleaner Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of JB Brake Cleaner because it was remanufactured
from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to
allow concealment inside the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the difference...and thieves
will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are
packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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RC Cola Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of RC Cola because it was
remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed
with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container.
The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by
imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Dr. Pepper Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Dr. Pepper because it
was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed
with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container.
The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by
imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Diet Rite Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Diet Rite soda because
it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are
designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the
container.The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled
by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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7up Beverage Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of 7UP because it was remanufactured from an original
container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment
inside the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by imitators.
We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the difference...and thieves will never know
what they missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

A &amp; W Rootbeer Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of A & W Root Beer because
it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are
designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the
container. These are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice
the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about
shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Canada Dry Ginger Ale Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Canada Dry Ginger Ale
because it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™
are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside
the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice
the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about
shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty
clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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Canada Dry Club Soda Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Canada Dry Club Soda because it was remanufactured
from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to
allow concealment inside the container. The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the difference...and thieves
will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are
packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Old Milwaukee Beer Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Old Milwaukee because
it was remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are
designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the
container.The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled
by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Pabst Blue Ribbon Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Pabst Blue Ribbon because it was remanufactured
from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to
allow concealment inside the container. These are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be
fooled by imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the difference...and thieves
will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping - All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are
packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95
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Strohs Light Beer Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Stroh's because it was
remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed
with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container.
The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by
imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Schlitz Bull Beer Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of Schlitz because it was
remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed
with a seamless screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container.
The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by
imitators. We use Genuine USA made product containers You will notice the
difference...and thieves will never know what they missed! *A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell
packaging. Rest assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Book Diversion Safe

Our Book Diversion safes are made from first run, hard cover books. A variety of
real books ranging from novels, biographies and non-fiction titles are used to make
these very unique USA made products. Store your valuables covertly & discreetly
right on a bookshelf or nightstand, anywhere you keep your other books.Your
Book Safe will look like a real book because it IS a real book! The Book Safe is
the perfect storage container for jewelry, passports, documents, credit cards,
keepsakes and datacards, perfect for home or travel. Great for use in your dorm
room, apartment, RV, or hotel room.You've probably seen them featured in your
favorite travel magazines and web sites.Gain peace of mind and order your Book
Safe today! Inside storage space is 6 1/2" X 4" X 1".

$19.95
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Double Book Vault Safe

Our Book Vault Diversion safes are made from first run, hard cover books and
have THREE TIMES more storage than the standard Book Safe.Two books conceal
a large, hidden storage compartment to conceal your valuables. A variety of real
books ranging from novels, biographies and non-fiction titles are used to make
these very unique USA made products.Store your valuables safely and covertly.
The Book Safe is the perfect storage container for jewelry, passports, documents,
credit cards, keepsakes and data cards, perfect for home or travel. Great for use
in your dorm room, apartment, RV, or hotel room.You've seen the Book-Vault
featured in your favorite travel magazines and web sites.Gain peace of mind and
order your Book Vault today! The (very large) inside storage comparment measures
6 1/2" X 4" X 3".

$39.95

Stash Stone Diversion Safe

How many times have you wished there was a spare key at your home...just in
case? Late last spring I was on vacation with my family, thousands of miles away
from home when I received an urgent call from a neighbor. We'd had 2 days of
really bad rain and a lot of homes in the neighborhood were getting flooded. "If you
have a spare key, I'll go in a check the basement, make sure everything is OK" he
said. Unfortunately I didn't have a spare key that was accessible to him. By the
time we got home, 5 days later, the basement was destroyed by water damage.
We had to hire a professional cleaning company to come in and take care of things.
The damage caused by the rain had left a HUGE mess. If only there had been a
key hidden outside for emergencies... The Stone Safe is the secret alternative to
"under the mat" for your spare key or money. Molded concrete with rugged look
and color Special "pop up" display box It's the perfect gift for any homeowner!

$19.95

CD Diversion Safe

Your CD DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real stack of CD's because it
was remanufactured from original CD jewel cases. All our DIVERSION SAFES™
are designed with security in mind. Conceal your valuables inside the felt-lined
hidden compartment secured with a lid. Our CD DIVERSION SAFE® is perfect for
dorm rooms, apartments, travel, school, RV's, boats...anywhere you might have
cd's! The are the SNEAKIEST Safes a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by
imitators.We use Genuine USA made products.You will notice the difference...and
thieves will never know what they missed!

$24.95
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Candle Diversion Safe - Green

Why do YOU need a Candle Diversion Safe? It's Made of 100% vegetable candle
wax with a wick. It has the "look and feel" of a real candle because it IS a real
candle. It stands about 5 1/2" tall with a 4" diameter.You can't tell it apart from any
other candle - it's indistinguishable. Each Candle Safe is in a shrink wrap package
with a four color insert. The Candle safe appears to be un-opened with no signs
of tampering Easy to use design allows you to access contents quickly Our Candle
safes are weighted to feel the full weight of a normal wax candle. There is a metal
container with threaded insert hidden inside candle. Nobody would ever suspect
this candle is anything but what it appears to be, an ordinary household candle.
The Candle Safe deters criminals and people in search of your valuables Each
Candle Safe is available in Red or Green

$24.95

Candle Diversion Safe - Red

Why do YOU need a Candle Diversion Safe? It's Made of 100% vegetable candle
wax with a wick. It has the "look and feel" of a real candle because it IS a real
candle. It stands about 5 1/2" tall with a 4" diameter.You can't tell it apart from any
other candle - it's indistinguishable. Each Candle Safe is in a shrink wrap package
with a four color insert. The Candle safe appears to be un-opened with no signs
of tampering Easy to use design allows you to access contents quickly Our Candle
safes are weighted to feel the full weight of a normal wax candle. There is a metal
container with threaded insert hidden inside candle. Nobody would ever suspect
this candle is anything but what it appears to be, an ordinary household candle.
The Candle Safe deters criminals and people in search of your valuables Each
Candle Safe is available in Red or Green

$24.95

Thermometer Key Safe

Have you locked yourself out of the house? You don't have your keys, no one else
is home; so what do you do? We all know how frustrating this can be, not to mention
the time wasted trying to figure out a solution. Walk up to your porch and check
the temperature...your problem is solved! This thermometer key safe is a fully
functional thermometer - put it contains a secret compartment just the right size
for hiding a house or spare car key. With the thermometer key safe you'll never be
locked out again. Only you and your family will know the secret place where your
key is hidden.

$15.95
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Picture Box Frame Safe

The Picture Frame Safe lets you display a favorite photograph, but it smartly
conceals a secret hiding place. Keep your valuables, secret stash of cash or
anything that you want to keep away from prying eyes safely hidden away. No one
will suspect that your prized possessions are hanging on the wall, right in front of
them! Features: Diversion safe that unfolds Disguised as a picture box frame Will
blend in with other pictures and portraits Cleverly conceals interior storage
compartment The Picture Box Frame Safe contains a secret storage container
measures 5 x 6 x 1.

$15.95

Flower Pot Diversion Safe

The Flower Pot Diversion Safe keeps money, credit cards, jewelry and important
papers out of sight while decorating with a beautiful potted or artificial plant. Flower
Pot Safes make the perfect gifts for your family and friends. The flower pot screws
off the base revealing the secret compartment, specially designed to keep out dirt
and moisture. The best place to hide anything is in plain sight. The Chicago Crime
Commission states that a burglar spends an average of 8 minutes in the victim's
home. Put the odds in your favor... hide your valuables in plain sight. Diversion
safes are a unique home-security product.We offer a wide variety of personal care,
household products and food containers with removable tops and bottoms.
Valuables can be discreetly stored inside these look-a-like containers and kept in
their seemingly rightful places. Each is indistinguishable from the genuine product
and is even weighted to feel full.

$29.95

Hidden Wall Outlet Safe

Conceal your Valuables in your Home or Office with this BRILLIANT product! Our Hidden Wall Outlet Safe
comes complete with cutout saw and template for easy installation in just minutes. It looks like an ordinary
plug socket, boring and unremarkable...designed to fool the smartest thief! Store currency, Small Documents,
Jewelry, Credit Cards, Account Numbers and other personal valuables in plain sight! This looks like any
other wall outlet in your home. Conceal your Valuables 24 Hours a Day. Container Size: 7 x 2.5" x 2

$19.95
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Travel Belt-Hidden Storage Compartment

Escape/Travel Belt If you're anything like I am, you worry about the possibility of losing money (or other
small valuables) when you travel. Our travel belt helps to put your mind at ease.This BDU style belt contains
a hidden compartment that can hold escape and survival gear or money. It will discreetly hold over two
thousand dollars (in hundreds) without a trace. Made from 1.75" military specification nylon webbing and a
subdued military parachute buckle. Color: black. Fits up to 44" waist (cut down to size as necessary). This
is the perfect belt for travel. Keep your valuables safe and on your person. Made in U.S.A.

$14.95

S&W Blueberries Can Safe

Your DIVERSION SAFE® looks exactly like a real can of S & W Blueberries because it was
remanufactured from an original container. All our CAN SAFES™ are designed with a seamless
screw-off top or bottom, to allow concealment inside the container.They are the SNEAKIEST Safes
a robber will Never Find! Don't be fooled by imitators.We use Genuine USA made product containers
You will notice the difference...and thieves will never know what they missed!*A note about shipping
- All of our DIVERSION SAFE® products are packaged in heavy-duty clamshell packaging. Rest
assured they will arrive safely wherever they are shipped.

$19.95

Euro Covert Coin

Covert Coins are expertly precision hand-machined from actual coins to create a
secret interior compartment. Once closed, they are absolutely indistinguishable
from regular coins to the naked eye. They can be handled normally without any
chance of an accidental opening. An opening device is supplied with each covert
coin, without which it's next to impossible to open up the coin. Made in USA.
Available in: Quarter, Half-Dollar, and Nickel (designed to precisely hold a microSD
card). Also now available in a Euro, for our European customers or for those who
will be traveling in Europe. The Euro Covert Coin is perfect for travel through and
around the European Union with hidden data. It's manufactured from uncirculated
.50 Euro coins, and when completed it is indistinguishable from a solid coin to the
naked eye, and you will have peace of mind knowing that the encapsulated Micro
SD card, and your data, is safe from obtrusion. It will vary by EU country depending
upon availability

$29.95
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The Brief Safe

The "Brief Safe" is an innovative diversion safe that can secure your cash, memory cards, documents, and other
small valuables from inquisitive eyes and thieving hands, both at home and when you're traveling. Items can be
hidden right under their noses with these specially-designed briefs which contain a fly-accessed 4"x10" hidden
compartment with Velcro closure and realistic "special markings". Leave the "Brief Safe" in your laundry basket
or washing machine at home, or in your suitcase in a hotel room - even the most hardened burglar or curious
snoop will skid to a screeching halt as soon as they see these. Color white (and brown). Comes in retail packaging,
clear plastic as shown here:

$17.95

Australian Roo Covert Coin

$32.95
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Broken Key Extractors

Broken Key Extractor Set

Broken Key Extractor SetMost of us have had the unfortunate experience of
breaking a key off in a lock.You may have broken a key in your front door lock or
your car door lock. Besides being really frustrated you wondered how exactly you'd
get the broken key OUT of the lock! If you were lucky you could look into the keyway
and see where the broken key was lodged and you knew it shouldn't be all that
difficult to get out. At least you probably wouldn't have to call a locksmith. Broken
key extrators are THE tools you need for the job. This set will get the broken key
out of the lock at less that half the cost it would be if you had to call a locksmith.
This set of broken key extractors is simply excellent. Many of our customers agree!
Made of hard, thin spring steel with teeth that grip like a pit bull. This extractor kit
just what a pro needs to get the job done quickly and efficiently! I just had the
opportunity to use the broken key extractors last week when my trunk key broke
off in the lock. I had the broken key out of the lock in 10 seconds! These work

great!  A MUST-HAVE for your locksmith tool kit. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$27.95

3 Piece Extractor Scissor Set

3 Piece EXTRACTOR SCISSOR SET Peterson Extractor Scissors are a one-of-a-kind creation. The task
of removing automotive keys has been greatly changed by the aggressive grabbing power of these jawed
tools.The handles are dipped in special composite materials making hand slippage nearly impossible.This
makes these hard biting, easy handling scissors a must for any locksmith that deals with broken key
extraction from double-sided keyways.We have provided three different designs for the varying key profiles
that you will encounter in today's marketplace and have wrapped them in a fine snap-over sheepskin case.
The ESS-B is a 3 piece set containing one of each of our 3 Peterson extractor pliers: ICE-1BT:ICE TONGS,
SAW-RBT: Right over Left Jaws and SAW-LPT: Left over Right Jaws. Replacement Policy:The manufacturer
is so convinced that their scissors are indispensable to the locksmith's extraction arsenal that they make
an unusual offer. Should you break, wear out, mangle or destroy one of their scissor extractors Peterson
will replace it when you send your worn out scissor extractor to the manufacturer with a $15.00 check
enclosed. They will send the replacement promptly.

$74.95
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Peterson Automotive Extractor Pliers

Peterson Automotive Key Extractors  Double Sided The task of removing removing automotive keys has been
greatly changed by the addition of Peterson's (Patent Pending) extraction pliers. Combine this biting edge with our
new heavy duty permanently dipped on handle that has a textured finish which provides the all weather grip required
for the job and do we have a product you will enjoy. These hard biting, heavy pulling tools are currently available
in three configurations which allow for the various key milling profile. Some locksmiths prefer to bend the tips of
these pliers so that they are fully apposed, some prefer them "as is".Your choice. These two sided "pliers" or
"scissors" are tremendous in terms of the job they do. These patent pending tools will out-grip and outperform any
other pliers type product on the market today. Period. And while they were designed for automotive work, we've
heard that they also work very well on many single sided key ways. Caution:This tool is designed to help you rotate
cocked key tips at the far end of the key way. Due to the slender (fragile) design, you can easily apply more handle
pressure than the tips will accept. Use care when using this tool.

$24.95

Peterson Sidewinder Shim Extractors

Sidewinder Shim Extractors - 3 in tube   Named for the sideways movement of the bent finger, this tool is
inserted along side the key blade of the broken key. The tapered nose of the 0.004 thick shims lift the
lock's pins or wafers up out of the way allowing the bent finger to enter the key cut. With the pins lifted up
and the finger woven into the key cut there is nothing left to do but pull the key out!HELPFUL HINT:
(Remember that when you are in a situation where the key part is in the back of a keyway, put another
key in the lock so that the sidewinder is guided to the broken key part).We've also been told that our original
Sidewinder is a valuable tool for high security automotive locks. Works best on pin tumbled cylinders. Set
of three in leather case.

$27.95

3 Piece Peterson Extractor Set - Blue

3 Piece Peterson Extractor Set - Blue  Maybe you got a bit too aggressive with your car door or front door
lock and broke your key off inside it? Before you call a locksmith, try to extract the broken key yourself.
Here's a try-out set of three high quality extractors that will make your life easier. Packaged in a slide
together plastic tube. It's sure to include one of our famous Patent Pending Saw Profiles! Peterson Tools
has taken the task of broken key extraction very seriously. Because of their designs, the use of better steel
and production techniques they have single sided extractors with delightful key gripping power plus the
incredible "wet or dry" hands on holding power of the tool handles. They listened to you, the locksmith. Go
ahead and order a set. Aren't you tired of using the back door?

$22.95
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6 Piece Extractor Set

Peterson 6 Piece Extractor Set  Six high quality extractors that will make life easier for you. Packaged
in a Slide together plastic tube at a low price, with the textured grip handles you love! You'll receive
2 of each type extractor pictured.

$31.95

Two Steel Saw Extractors

Two Steel Saw Tooth Extractors Two spring steel saw toothed extractors with dipped grip handles. Heavy duty!
These are terrific for ease of use, gripping power and their ability to reach the top of the broken key blank. They
are really excellent locksmith tools! Looking for a set of mini extractors to get into small locks and padlocks? Our
Mini Saw Tooth Extractors are just what you need for the job.

$29.95

P1 Stainless Saw Tooth Extractor

Stainless Saw Type ExtractorGovernment Stainless Steel Saw-toothed extractor with a dipped grip handle. The
folks at Peterson have taken the task of broken key extraction very seriously. Because of their designs, the use of
better steel and production techniques they have single sided extractors with excellent key gripping power plus
the incredible "wet or dry" hands on holding power of the handles. Due to popular demand, Peterson has just made
available their individual saw tooth extractors. Get a set of two extractors and save BIG!

$19.95
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Broken Drill Bit Extractors

Broken Drill Bit Extractors This innovative tool is three layers thick. Our patent pending saw configuration packed
in alternating layers allows significant gripping and pulling power in the case where removal of a broken drill bit is
required.

$44.95

Broken Drill Bit Unwinders

Broken Drill Bit Un-WindersThis set of 4 spring steel tools will allow a person to
apply reverse force on a wedged broken drill bit. Applying tapping from a LIGHT
hammer just might solve the problem! Designed for 3/16 and 1/4 inch drill bits.

$39.95

Long Drill Bit Extractor

Long Drill Bit ExtractorDue to popular demand we have found a way to make longer
drill bit extractors! Using our government steel we now offer a tool able to extend
your reach to four inches into a drilled hole. (We recommend use of this tool for
holes deeper than 1.5 inches only.)

$54.95
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Sidewinder Shim Extractors - Series 2

Sidewinder Extractor Kit Series 2 Peterson has taken a great thing and made it better. The original
Sidewinder Shim Extractor provided a powerful method of sliding in along side a broken key and catching
the tip of it with the bendable sharp tip as you draw the extractor back out. We have been told that those
tools have even been used to remove broken keys from high security automotive ignitions (caution advised).
Now there are two additional profiles that target the actual key cuts. Not only do they work well, they solve
the problem encountered when the broken key tip is up solid against the back of a closed cylinder and you
can't get the original sidewinder's sharp tip past the front of the key. **Price includes 1 SET of 3 Extractors
QUESTION:The Sidewinders are designed VERY thin: when a broken key is pushed back into the keyway,

do they have enough strength to lift the cylinders pins out of the way? ANSWER: Simply insert another key into the key way behind
the broken piece. This lifts the pins and provides sufficient guidance to allow for immediate success!

$49.95

Peterson Extractor Kit-2

PETERSON Extractor Kit - 2   Many of you wanted a single kit with all of our extractor tools. We've taken your
request seriously and compiled this broken key extractor kit at a true bargain price!  Solve your problems with
broken keys! By laser cutting these tools from 1095 Carbon Steel you get tools that are tougher, sharper and
longer lasting than any our competitors can provide to you. The kit contains our 3-piece double-sided extractor
pliers, a set of our three single-sided extractors, our three styles of sidewinder extractors (that slip along the
side of a key) plus a free bonus miniature saw blade extractor made just for this set all packaged in our full grain
calfskin bi-fold case. We are very pleased with this key extractor kit. It contains fine USA made tools and we

know that you will be very pleased with your purchase.

$139.95

Broken Key Extractor Set -KE7

Our Mini Broken Key Extractor Set is great for removing broken keys from lock
cylinders.The small tips can grip in tighter spaces than conventional key extractors.
The extractors in our new Mini Broken Key Extractor Set are excellent for use with
both US and internationally made locks.

$24.95
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2 Mini Saw-Tooth Extractors

Peterson's "saw-tooth" broken key extractors are reportedly the best in the world for ease of use, gripping power and the ability to
reach the top of the broken key blank. The "Mini" extractor is a smaller version that gets into very small locks and padlocks, but has
in the past only been sold in the PEKs (Peterson Extractor Kits). If you're in need of a set of the full size Peterson extractors you'll find
them here: 2 Steel saw extractors

$27.95

2 Pc SawTooth Extractor Set

2 Piece SawTooth Extractor Set - 1 Long and 1 Mini The Peterson "saw-tooth" extractors are reportedly the best in the world for a
variety of reasons. We try to be humble, but they are really great. The "Mini" broken key extractor is a smaller version that gets into
small locks and most padlocks, but has in the past only been sold in the PEKs (Peterson Extractor Kits). In response to many requests
we are making this kit available: Set includes 1 Long Extractor + 1 Mini Extractor.

$28.95

High Quality Spiral Extractors

High Quality Spiral Extractors - 10 pack Lockpickshop is proud to present:The best damn Cheaper, Thinner,
Stronger, Sharper, Made for pulling, Won't pull out of the handle spiral extractors in the world! Peterson's
exclusive "CORE LOCK" design insures that our spirals will not twist or pull out of the handle - EVER Our
innovative button head makes pulling easy. Wires are just a little bit thinner - to fit a whole lot better! Did we
mention better steel? WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS QUALITY? MADE WITH PRIDE IN THE USA!

$29.95
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Plug Followers

Corbin Plug Follower

Corbin Plug Follower (.550) Dia. Part number LFT003 Light Weight Very Durable
White Delrin* Reflects Light for pinning Also Available: LFT005 - Complete set of
All Five Followers above "Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin, Russwin, Best, Falcon,
Master, Weslock, Yale, National, Sargent, Ace, Dexter, CCL,and other tradenames
and trademarks used in this website are owned by the respective manufacturers
of such lock products." *Delrin is a product of Dupont Industries.

$7.95

Small Plug Follower

Small Plug Follower (.398) Dia.- part number LFT004 Light Weight Very Durable
White Delrin* Reflects Light for pinning Also Available: LFT005 - Complete set of
All Five Followers above "Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin, Russwin, Best, Falcon,
Master, Weslock, Yale, National, Sargent, Ace, Dexter, CCL,and other tradenames
and trademarks used in this website are owned by the respective manufacturers
of such lock products." *Delrin is a product of Dupont Industries.

$7.95
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Plug Follower Set

Plug Follower Set  Complete set of All Five Followers above.  Part number LFT005
Light Weight Very Durable White Delrin* Reflects Light for pinning "Schlage,
Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin, Russwin, Best, Falcon, Master, Weslock, Yale, National,
Sargent, Ace, Dexter, CCL,and other tradenames and trademarks used in this
website are owned by the respective manufacturers of such lock products." *Delrin
is a product of Dupont Industries.

$34.95

Schlage Plug Follower

Schlage Plug Follower(For 3 types of cylinders - Part number LFT000 Light Weight
Very Durable White Delrin* Reflects Light for pinning Also Available: LFT005 -
Complete set of All Five Followers above "Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin,
Russwin, Best, Falcon, Master, Weslock, Yale, National, Sargent, Ace, Dexter,
CCL,and other tradenames and trademarks used in this website are owned by the
respective manufacturers of such lock products." *Delrin is a product of Dupont
Industries.

$7.95

Universal Plug Follower

Universal Plug Follower .498 Diameter - Part number LFT001 Light Weight Very
Durable White Delrin* Reflects Light for pinning Also Available: LFT005 - Complete
set of All Five Followers above "Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin, Russwin, Best,
Falcon, Master, Weslock, Yale, National, Sargent, Ace, Dexter, CCL,and other
tradenames and trademarks used in this website are owned by the respective
manufacturers of such lock products." *Delrin is a product of Dupont Industries.

$7.95
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Weslock Plug Follower

Weslock Plug Follower .515 Diameter - Part number LFT002 Light Weight Very
Durable White Delrin* Reflects Light for pinning Also Available: LFT005 - Complete
set of All Five Plug Followers above "Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin, Russwin,
Best, Falcon, Master, Weslock, Yale, National, Sargent, Ace, Dexter, CCL,and
other tradenames and trademarks used in this website are owned by the respective
manufacturers of such lock products." *Delrin is a product of Dupont Industries.

$7.95

Master Pin (MP) Follower Remover

Master Pin (MP) Follower Remover  Versatile follower that can be used for removal
of upper chamber master pins (up to .100)with a quick twist. Can also be used for
rekeying most common commercial and residential lock cylinders. . Red anodized,
machined aluminum to exacting tolerances. Add it to your toolbox!

$18.75

Follower - Small Pin and Peanut

Follower-Small Pin & Peanut   Used for most small pin tumbler rekeying jobs. Uses
include Corbin small pin, Eagle small pin, Yale small pin and Ilco "peanut" cylinders
and others. Diameter = .395 If you're in need of a follower that's a bit larger try the
 Large Oversize Follower with a Diameter of .555

$10.95
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Follower - Rim Cylinder

Follower-Rim Cylinder   Standard rim cylinder rekeying tool with two different end
configurations. Uses include Ilco, Keil, Eagle, Lockwood and other rim
cylinders. Diameter = .500

$10.95

Follower- Large Oversize

Follower-Large Oversize   Plug followers are very useful tools that are necessary
for re-pinning. In order to remove the plug, you will need a plug follower. There are
a variety of plug diameters, so you will need a variety of plug followers as a working
locksmith. In general, the most common plug diameter for locks in the US is 1/2
inch. The purpose of the plug follower is to replace the plug, trapping the driver
pins in the bible of the lock. The plug follower must be inserted from the back of
the lock, and pushed forward to push the plug out the front of the lock leaving you
ready to change the key pins in the plug. This oversize plug follower is a large
diameter rekeying tool with two different end configurations. Uses include Corbin
& Russwin oversize commercial-industrial cylinders and others. Diameter = .555

$10.95

Kwikset Plug Follower

Kwikset Plug Follower LFT008 Kwikset Light weight Very Durable White Delrin*
Reflects Light for pinning

$7.95
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4pc Follower Set

The LT371, Follower Set, is comprised of 4 different colored aluminum follower
tools to easily identify diameter. Two standard size followers, one small and one
large diameter combine to offer a set that will service almost any pin tumbler lock.
Followers are also available individually.

$39.95
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HOME SECURITY PRODUCTS

Affordable-Security

Affordable Security A Do-It-Yourself Guide to Protecting Your Home, Business and AutomobileIn this complete,
hands-on guide, security expert Steven Hampton, author of Modern High-Security Locks and Security Systems
Simplified, tells you everything you need to know to secure your home, business, car and more - without breaking
the bank! Affordable Security offers all the tips and insider advice of the top-notch security seminars at a fraction of
the cost, from basic, practical, low-tech security measures that have withstood the test of time to sophisticated

commercial perimeter alarm systems and motion detectors. Hampton walks you through a thorough evaluation of your security status,
using "security review checklists" that will help you assess your property's vulnerability from every angle, just as a security professional
- or a professional burglar - would. Once you've identified the holes in your security, Hampton shows you how to shore it up, from
securing doors, windows, yards, sheds and garages using simple but little-known tricks of the trade to creating safe and effective indoor
and outdoor lighting solutions to selecting the right type of perimeter alarm system and motion detectors to meet your needs. Finally,
he examines the pros and cons of professional versus do-it-yourself alarm installation, including a complete crash course in installing
your own system for those so inclined. Steven Hampton became interested in locks and electronics at an early age. At 17 he was
making his own lockpicks and was considered a master lockpicker, and at 18 he'd invented the magnetic padlock, which is still on the
market today. After a stint in the navy, he studied digital electronics and worked in a variety of technical fields. He is the author of four
other books, including our best-selling lock-picking title of all time, Secrets of Lock Picking. Steven Hampton also authored Improvised
Lock Picking and Advanced Lock Picking Secrets. If you're a homeowner, a business owner, a property manager or a landlord that
lives off site, or if you have a seasonal vacation property you need to protect - YOU NEED THIS BOOK! 8 1/2 x 11, softcover, photos,
illus., 312 pp. Nov, 2004

$29.95
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TV Simulator - Break-In Deterrent

TV SIMULATORBrand New! What is a "TV Simulator" and why would anyone want
such a thing?  Well, it's possibly the most effective home break-in deterrent ever
invented. This TV simulator, aka "Fake TV" makes would-be burglars think you're
home watching TV. It's a fact that 99% of burglars will not attempt to enter a home
if the think someone is inside. The new TV Simulator leads even the most
experienced burglar to believe that a house is occupied.  It accomplishes this by
accurately producing the visual effects of a TV when viewed from outside the house.
Using super-bright LEDs, it simulates the light and flickering of a real TV while
consuming up to 50 times less power. An operating TV leads to an automatic
assumption by a potential burglar that there's somebody inside the house. Lights
that are connected to timers were a breakthrough burglar deterrent when they
came out about 80 years ago, and they still are effective today.  But they're so
commonplace that they don't fool burglars much.  Plus, lights are static; the light

from an operating TV is entirely different- it's dynamic and gives the impression of "alive".  A TV that's on clearly says to an aspiring
burglar "THIS HOUSE IS OCCUPIED - GO BREAK IN SOMEWHERE ELSE!" When you watch TV, you see images on a screen.  But
when you look at the light it casts in a room, the light from the screen melds to a uniform glow that changes with the changing images
on the TV. The TV Simulator is a result of extensive research and development and is not just a random light source; real TV signals
are not random, they are highly characteristic.  It utilizes a built-in computer, latest generation super-bright LEDs of various colors,
advanced optics and an opalescent diffuser lens to produce light of varying intensity and color that lights up a room just like a real TV
does. The light effects of real TV programs- scene changes, camera pans, fades, flicks, swells, on-screen motion, etc. - are all
accurately simulated. Just like a real TV, this device fills a room with color changes, both subtle and dramatic, in thousands of possible
shades, constantly shifting among more and less dynamic periods, more vivid and more monochromatic, and brighter and darker
scenes. The TV Simulator is completely unpredictable, and it never repeats. Its effects viewed from outside the house are essentially
indistinguishable from those of an actual TV. Even though the TV Simulator is only a tiny 3"x3"x2" in size and weighs only 2.4 ounces,
its advanced technology allows it to produce effects equivalent to a 27" LCD television.  But it draws less power than a typical night
light!  Just plug it into a wall outlet (AC adapter is included), and it's ready to go.  In addition to a manual on/off switch, it even has a
built-in light sensor option that can turn it on and off automatically according to light levels.  Or, since it uses almost no electricity and
the LEDs could last for decades, you can just leave it on all the time. The best location to place the TV Simulator is in a dark upstairs
room where its light output is visible but the unit itself cannot be seen from outside.  For ground floor locations, you should have blinds
or drapes that are translucent or are adjusted to allow a little light through. The new TV Simulator is a combination of innovation and
technology that can significantly lessen the chances of your home being broken into.

$54.95

Home Security - Protect your Home from Burglars

Home Security - Protect your Home from Burglars Home Security -How to Select
Reliable Locks & Alarms for Your Home, Office or Car by Carl Hammer. This book
reveals how burglars actually target and break into buildings and offers proven
techniques and tactics for thwarting would-be burglars, from neighborhood vandals
to the most sophisticated art thieves and government agents. The advice includes
dozens of low-tech, low-cost, low-maintenance measures to safeguard your home
or office inside and out. An extensive section on alarms shows you the best way
to install a secure system that meets your protection needs, as well as how even
the most expensive of these systems can be circumvented if you're not careful.
The last part of the book details reliable home safes, gun storage, vehicle alarms
and other special situations, including how you can protect yourself and family
members when you are away from home. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, illus., 264 pp.
ISBN 0158601212You may also be interested in reading Affordable Security which

details measures anyone can take to secure their home, auto and business effectively but on a budget. Written by security expert
Steven Hampton, author of and Security Systems Simplified.

$23.95
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Space Emergency Blanket

This is the original Emergency Blanket that is used around the world by military, medical personnel, search
& rescue, etc. It is the perfect emergency product because the tough polyester and aluminum blanket
retains the body's radiated heat and acts as a waterproof/windproof barrier. It can be wrapped around the
body, used as a tarp, ground sheet, windbreak, radar reflector, or large signal mirror. EVERYONE should
have one of these in their car in case of emergency, especially in cold weather regions. It could literally
save your life by keeping you warm and providing you with a way to draw attention to yourself in the event
of a breakdown. Provides compact emergency protection in all weather conditions. Made of durable

insulating mylar material designed by NASA for space exploration. Retains/reflects back 90% of body heat. Reusable, waterproof and
windproof. Size: 56" x 84". Color: silver

$6.95

Large Electronic Safe

The Electronic Large Safe is ideal for homes, offices, R.V.'s, autos, boats, closets, dorm rooms and as an
affordably priced gift idea. "These are California approved firearms safety devices that meet the requirements
of California Penal Code Section 12088 and the regulations issued thereunder". These safes have passed the
following tests: Picking, Manipulation, Forced Removal, Tensile, Shock, Plug Pulling, Plug Torque, Sawing,
Dropping. Includes free steel lock box. The safe is made from solid steel for added security, has 2 chrome bolts
of 3/4" of an inch diameter for extra security, a manual override key, and is easy to program with a changeable
3-8 digit code. Includes 4 bolts to anchor the safe, removable interior shelf, and 4AA batteries to operate the
keypad. Shipped to addresses in the continental US only direct from the CA manufacturer via UPS Ground
Service. *Extra shipping charges may apply

$194.95

TV Timer - Burglar Deterrent Device

The TV Timer is a home burglar-deterrent device. This simple device makes would-be burglars think you're at
home watching TV. It allows your TV to turn on and off at times of your choosing while you're away from home.
Burglars almost never attempt to enter a home if they think it's occupied. Lights connected to timers are so
commonplace that they don't fool burglars much anymore. Plus, lights are static, but the light and sound from
an operating TV is entirely different - it's dynamic and says to an aspiring burglar: "This house is occupied - go
break in somewhere else!" The TV Timer can be easily programmed to provide up to 20 on/off cycles per day,
and each day of the week can have its own unique schedule. It also offers a "random" feature, which will
automatically turn your TV on and off with no set pattern. It has a manual override button, which allows you to
turn the TV on or off normally, without affecting the programming. Installation is simple - just plug the TV Timer

into the outlet and then plug your TV into the TV Timer. It comes with a pre-installed back-up battery to save your programming in case
of a power failure and to enable you to program it even when it's not plugged into an outlet. The unit's LCD display always shows the
current time. In addition to using this as an anti-burglary device, you can also use it as an alarm clock that lets you wake up to your
favorite TV show instead of an alarm or the radio. The TV Timer is 120VAC and can handle any device with loads up to 15 amps/1875
watts. Size: 2" x 2.9".

$27.95
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Fire Resistant Document Safe

Safeguard your important papers and documents with this convenient & portable chest safe. No one likes to
think about fire but it CAN happen...why not be prepared and put your mind at ease? Offers 30 Minutes of
Fire Resistance Tubular Key and Lock for added security Holds 8-1/2" X11" sized documents Convenient
handle for easy transportation Textured Finish External Size: W=15-1/4" D=12-1/2" H=6-1/2 Internal Size: W
= 13" D = 8-1/2" H = 4 This item is shipped ONLY to addresses in the continental US.There may be additional
shipping charges.

$89.95

Large Door Viewer-160deg 1" Diameter

Large Door Viewer - 160deg 1" diameter - Polished Brass Home Security Hardware Super wide
view lens Fire proof and scratch proof lens Moist/water proof For doors 1-3/8" to 2" thick 1"
barrel diameter Entry Armor™ is fully engaged in providing high quality commercial and residential
security hardware options to protect all entry access points. "Secure Today, Protect Tomorrow"
is not just their motto, it's their mission. We believe that security should be taken seriously to
protect the things that are most important.

$8.45

Door Viewer - 160 deg. 1/2" Diameter

Door Viewer - 160deg. 1/2" Diameter Home Security Hardware Clear Glass Lens Fire proof
and scratch proof lens Moist/water proof For doors 1-3/8" to 2" thick 1/2" barrel diameter Polished
Brass Finish Entry Armor™ is fully engaged in providing high quality commercial and residential
security hardware options to protect all entry access points. "Secure Today, Protect Tomorrow"
is not just their motto, it's their mission. We believe that security should be taken seriously to
protect the things that are most important.

$7.95
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Door Viewer - 190deg. 1/2" Diameter

Door Viewer - 190deg 1/2" Home Security Hardware Wide Angle Clear Lens Fire proof and
scratch proof lens Moist/water proof For doors 1-3/8" to 2" thick 1/2" barrel diameter Entry Armor™
is fully engaged in providing high quality commercial and residential security hardware options
to protect all entry access points. "Secure Today, Protect Tomorrow" is not just their motto, it's
their mission. We believe that security should be taken seriously to protect the things that are
most important.

$7.95

Door Guard - Swing Bar

Door Guard - Swing Bar - Chrome Finish Size: 2-1/2" x 4" Works on in-opening doors Entry
Armor™ is fully engaged in providing high quality commercial and residential security hardware
options to protect all entry access points. "Secure Today, Protect Tomorrow" is not just their
motto, it's their mission. We believe that security should be taken seriously to protect the things
that are most important.

$8.95

Window Lock - Wood Sash Keyed

Residential Security Window Lock - Wood Sash Keyed Key prevents breaking the glass and easily
unlocking the window Locks and unlocks quickly Prevents young children from pushing the window
up. 2 keys included Brass Finish Entry Armor™ is fully engaged in providing high quality commercial
and residential security hardware options to protect all entry access points. "Secure Today, Protect
Tomorrow" is not just their motto, it's their mission. We believe that security should be taken
seriously to protect the things that are most important.

$7.95
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Window Lock - Lever

Residential Security - Lever Window Lock Easy to use Lever Works on most sliding windows
No tools required for installation Aluminum Finish Entry Armor™ is fully engaged in providing
high quality commercial and residential security hardware options to protect all entry access
points. "Secure Today, Protect Tomorrow" is not just their motto, it's their mission. We believe
that security should be taken seriously to protect the things that are most important.

$5.95

Large Cash Box

The Large Steel Box is constructed from steel and features a 5 compartment, removable plastic coin and bill tray
allowing you to keep your money, valuables and documents safe and secure. The steel box is ideal for use as a
petty cash box, storing ammunition, or other appropriate items. Equipped with a carrying handle and 2 keys.
External Dimensions: Width: 11-3/4" -Depth: 9-1/4 -Height: 3-1/2"

$29.95

Small Locking Cash Box

Small Locking Cash Box The Small Steel Cash Box, is constructed from steel and features a 5 compartment,
removable plastic coin and bill tray allowing you to keep your money and documents safe and secure. The steel
box is ideal for use as a petty cash box, storing ammunition, or other appropriate items. Equipped with a carrying
handle and 2 keys. External Dimensions: Width: 7-3/4" Depth: 6-1/4 High: 3-1/2" Sorry, this item is not shipped
outside of the Continental US

$19.95
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Medium Cash Box

The GLCB-250R, Medium Steel Box is constructed from steel and features a 5 compartment, removable plastic coin
and bill tray allowing you to keep your money and documents safe and secure. The steel box is ideal for use as a
petty cash box, storing ammunition, or other appropriate items. Equipped with a carrying handle and 2 keys. External
Dimensions: Width: 9-3/4" Depth: 7-3/4 High: 3-1/2" Weight 4.5lbs

$24.95

Small Fingerprint Safe - FREE Shipping!

Affordable Fingerprint Safes are here! Need added security without the inconvenience of memorizing a combination?
The GLSF-08FP Fingerprint Safe utilizes affordable fingerprint safe lock recognition technology to do just that. The
GLSF-08FP, Fingerprint Safe (commonly referred to as a biometric safe), stores up to 29 fingerprints and is ideal
for securing valuables in the home, dormitory, hospital, boat, RV, or office with a simple touch. The safe is made
from solid steel for added security, has 2 chrome bolts of 3/4" of an inch diameter for extra security, and has a
manual override key. Includes 4 bolts to anchor the safe and a removable interior shelf. Packaged in colorful retail
packaging. This item is shipped directly from our manufacturer in California, not from our East Coast warehouse.
External size W=13 - 3/4"D=10" H=10" Internal size W=13 1/2" D = 9 1/2" H = 8 3/4" Item GLSF-O8FP This item
sells regularly for $385. Our Sale price INCLUDING shipping to anywhere in the continental US is only $144.95

$144.95

LARGE Fingerprint Safe-FREE Shipping!

Affordable Fingerprint Safes are here! Need added security without the inconvenience of memorizing a combination?
The GLSF-10FPM Fingerprint Safe utilizes affordable fingerprint safe lock recognition technology to do just that.
The GLSF-10FPM, Large Fingerprint Safe (commonly referred to as a biometric safe), stores up to 29 fingerprints
and is ideal for securing valuables in the home, dormitory, hospital, boat, RV, or office with a simple touch. The safe
is made from solid steel for added security, has 2 chrome bolts of 3/4" of an inch diameter for extra security, and
has a manual override key. Includes 4 bolts to anchor the safe and a removable interior shelf. Packaged in colorful
retail packaging.This item is shipped directly from our manufacturer in California, not from our East Coast warehouse.
External size W=15" D =12" H =12" Internal size W= 14 3/4" D= 11 1/2" H= 10 3/4" Item GLSF-10FPM This item
sells regularly for $485. Our Sale price INCLUDING shipping to anywhere in the continental US is only $174.95

$174.95
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Fire Resistant Safe - FREE Shipping!

Our Fire Resistant Safe offers approximately 30 minutes of fire resistance for burglary and fire
protection. Regularly priced at $335 Our Sale price INCLUDING shipping to anywhere in the continental
US is only $159.95 Unique Features Include: Offers 30 minutes of fire resistance Easy user changeable
3-8 digits codes Removable interior shelf Emergency manual key override Double chrome plated
locking bolts Durable epoxy powder coated finish Solid steel construction for extra protection Buzzer
Feedback for each operation 4-replaceable AA batteries included Pre-drilled mounting holes Colorful
retail packaging that will create impulse sales! External size W= 18-1/4" D= 16" H= 12-1/4" Internal
size W= 14" D= 11" H= 9" Item # GLSF-FR31

$159.95

Carbon Fiber Ventilator

With what appears to be no more than a standard cheap pen in your shirt pocket, you can now have a devastating
last-ditch self-defense implement that you can take most anywhere with you.The Ventilator is constructed from ultra-stiff
hollow carbon fiber tubing, and has a penetrating point that is protected and concealed by a standard pen cap with a
pocket clip. The opposite end is covered with a slightly tacky material to enhance the grip. Carbon fiber is a high-tec
material which is completely non-metallic, extremely strong, rigid, and way lighter than fiberglass. It's used in advanced
aircraft, boats, sports equipment, etc. where performance is everything and cost is secondary. Length: 6". Weight: 0.2
oz. Color: all black.

$18.95
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I-Core Tools

Small Format I-Core Drill Jig

Small Format I-Core Drill Jig   You asked for it - You got it! Bill of Plainview, NY
complained about needing an I-CORE drill-jig that was easy to use, and would
allow him to NOT DAMAGE DOOR HARDWARE, plus it must ALLOW HIM TO
DECODE the lock so he could make a control key for larger jobs. Here it is: The
small format I-CORE drill jig that beats them all..... Used as directed and you will
shear off the I-CORE locking lug from within the "Best Type" I-CORE, with no
damage to door hardware or to the pin-stacks. Made of hardened tool steel. Uses
any cut or uncut keyblank as a guide. Designed to work on all brands. User cuts
off the top of the key's bow. Precise, fast and efficient! Comes with instructions
and our top quality drill bits. Packaged in foam filled blow molded case. Includes
storage tube for drill bits, guides, and key blanks.Think about all the door hardware
and I-Core locks you can save.

$199.95

I-Core Tension Tools Set II

I-Core Tension tools Set II  IC-GS2, A, B & C I-Core Tension tools plus Slender Gem and Slender
Reach tool.This is our second grouping of small format I-core tools. We have added the "C" tension
tool to help you with those wide open keyways such as the "E Keyway". The "Slender Reach" tool
was added because it is so effective on I-Core locks.

$54.95
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Drill Bit and Accessory Set

Drill Bit and Accessory Set Initially intended as a replacement set for the custom
drill bits for the drill jig, this kit also refreshes all of your drill jig accessories. Just
like the tube of parts in your drill jig box it includes drill bits, locating pin, depth
gauge and instructions. The IC-SDS-2 comes with two spacer plates and updated
instructions to assist the locksmith in dealing with drill point variations caused by
right handed versus left handed bladed keys.The purchase of a spare set of these
tools is highly recommended at point of purchase of a drill jig.

$19.95

I Core Slide Chart (A2-System)

LAB EASY WAY Interchangeable Core Pinning Slide Chart   This slide chart can
be used to determine pinning for both Master Keyed and Non-Master Keyed
Interchangeable Core Cylinders.The chart displays pin stacks for one pin chamber
at a time.

$19.95

I/C Rekey/Decode/Dump Tool

I/C Rekey/Decode/Dump Tool    Several tools in one. Clear chambers and decode.
Chamber cap and retainer sleeve staking feature. Holds the key cylinder and
provides a place to dump the pins for decoding or disposal. Also acts as a holding
fixture for rekeying.

$104.95
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I-Core Rekeying Ejector Pin

I/C Rekeying Ejector Pin   For use with LT340 - I/C Rekey/Decode/Dump Tool.
Pushes caps, springs and pins into the removable inspection plug or empty plug
chamber.

$12.95

I-Core Rekeying Staking Pin

I-Core Rekeying Staking Pin   For use with LT340- I/C Rekey/Decode/Dump Tool.
 Used on cylinders with chamber caps.

$11.95

I-Core Slam Hammer

IC Slam HammerHere's a great tool for those of you who use our I-Core Drill Jig, or those who just need a slam
hammer on occasion. This Peterson Slam Hammer is designed with a hefty weight, and a hardened one-half inch
bolt. The removable tip accepts drywall screws and allows that little helping tap we need to give every once and
a while. Or you can really pound on whatever needs it! The weight is about 5 pounds, so you can get a significant
thump if you want to. Enjoy it!

$59.95
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Stainless I-Core Tension Tool -Thick

Peterson Thick(er) Stainless I-Core Tension ToolThis is our thicker "Type B" steel
I-Core Tension tool that resembles the original Gerry Finch tool. It is proven to work
the best on D, B, E, F, G, H, K, and N keyways.

$16.95

I-Core Tension Tool for Wider Keyways

This is our new & thickest "Type C" tension tool that isn't designed for ALL keyways but does an exceptional job
on wider keyways such as the "E" style.

$16.95

IC Spare Drill Bits

IC Spare Drill BitsIntended as a replacement set for the custom drill bits found in our I-Core Drilling Jig (IC-DJ).
The purchase of a spare set of these tools is highly recommended at point of purchase of a drill jig. - The spare
Drill Bit Set contains (1) Large Drill Bit, (1) Small Drill Bit and (1) Alignment Pin

$19.95
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Corbin-Russwin Drill Jig

CORBIN-RUSSWIN REMOVABLE CORE DRILL JIGDo you work with Large
Format I-Cores? Peterson has expanded their technology which allows damage
free removal of small format interchangeable cores aka I-Cores. We now offer the
same advantages for large format cores.You can now remove Corbin/Russwin
large format cores without destroying the pin stack. This means the core can be
decoded and control keys cut for the entire system. Remove damaged cores with
ease and precision without doing any damage to the lock! Brilliant!

$219.95

The LAB Interchangeable Core Annex

LAB Annex Cap Block Kit w/capping, Slideout Code Book, Pin Stack Evictor The
LAB Interchangeable Core Annes offers the simplest method for the loading and
unloading of interchangeable core pins, springs and caps, using only one instrument
for both functions. A second time saving feature is a Slideout Code Book below
the area where the core is slid in place. This allows the user to unload the core
pins, springs and caps into a confined area without spilling parts in or around the
work area. The Slideout Code Book is also used to decode the Core to determine
the bitting of the control key when it is not available and also determine the top
master key bitting. Includes: Annex with Slideout Code Book Capping Instrument
Pin-Stack Evictor

$197.95

ICore Pin Stack Evictor Tool

$13.95
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ICore Block Capping Tool

ICORE Block Capping Instrument *Pin stack evictor not included

$13.95
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Jackknife Pick Replacement Parts

Long Hook Pick for JPXS-6 Jackknife Pick

Long Hook Pick for JPXS-6 Jackknife PickStainless steel rake replacement long hook pick for the
JPXS-6 Jackknife Lock Pick Set.

$2.95

Snake Rake for JPXS-6 Jackknife

Replacement Rake Pick for Jackknife Pick Set  Stainless steel rake replacement pick for the SouthOrd
stainless steel JPXS-6 Jackknife Lock Pick Set.The JPXS-6 Jack-knife Lock Pick Set is ne of
SouthOrd's greatest inventions! It fits right in your work shirt pocket! At 3 1/2 inches long and 1/4
wide you'll barely realize it's in there. The finest jackkife set of its kind, the JPXS-6 now boasts
upgrades that bring it to near perfection; tempered stainless steel lockpicks, knurled stainless steel
set screw for a positive lockup, and a hard alloy handle for increased durability. Lockpickshop carries
all of the replacement parts for the JPXS-6. The rake pick is something we know you're going to
use quite a lot.You may want to order a couple at a time.

$2.95
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Small Diamond for JPXS-6

SMALL DIAMOND PICK for JPXS-6Stainless steel small diamond replacemant pick for the JPXS-6
Jackknife Lock Pick Set.

$2.95

Single Ball Pick for JPXS-6

SINGLE BALL PICK for JPXS-6Stainless steel replacement single ball pick for the JPXS-6 Jackknife
Lock Pick Set.

$2.95
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Broken Key Extractor for JPXS-6

JPXS-6 Broken Key Extractor Stainless steel broken key extractor replacement pick for the SouthOrd
JPXS-6 Jackknife Lock Pick Set.

$2.95

Replacement Screw for Jackknife JPXS-6

CONTROL SCREW for JPXS-6 Jackknife Lockpick SetKnurled stainless steel
replacement screw for the JPXS-6 Jackknife Lock Pick Set - with Nyloc.

$2.95
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Rake Pick for JPXS-6

Stainless steel long rake replacement pickRake pick replacement designed only for use with
our Jackknife lock pick sets

$2.95

Jackknife replacement Tension Tool

Jackknife Lock Pick Replacement Part - TW-6 Stainless steel tension tool for use with our jackknife lock pick set. Made in the USA

$1.95
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Practice Locks, Cut-Away Locks, Training Locks for
Locksmith Students

Seven Pin Tubular Practice Lock

How to pick a tubular lock? You've got to be kidding! It's possible by taking it one
step at a time. Our tubular practice lock is the first step to learning how to master
tubular locks - the type of lock found in vending machines, pinball games and
coin-op washers and dryers. The tubular lock (aka Ace lock) is basically a pin
tumbler lock that has it's tumblers arranged in a circle. Some of our locksmith
friends have difficulty with tubulars, and we tell them the same thing we tell you.
It's just like playing a musical instrument, start with simple and work into more
complex! Our Seven Pin Tubular Practice Lock offers you a quality lock that just
isn't as precise as, say, an Ace-II. Use it as a learning tool and when you have
mastered this, you're well on your way to mastering tubular locks. We also carry
a great little instruction manual Keys to Understanding Tubular Locks, a self-teaching
manual which covers 3 basic tubular locks. All of our lock picks and lock picking
tools are made in the USA

$19.95

Visible Cutaway Practice Lock

Visible Pin Tumbler Lock Cylinder Cut-away Clear Practice Lock - This specialized
lock cylinder was designed for beginning locksmiths in developing critical lock
picking skills. This clear pin-tumbler lock is an excellent learning tool. By watching
the movement of the pins as you practice your lock picking skills, you will gain a
better understanding of how and why a lock can be compromised...and improve
your own performance levels. It has a cut-away section that lets you see inside-
how the tumblers and springs within the lock react when a key is inserted, and
when lock picks are used to compromise the lock. Used worldwide in home, office,
hotel, auto locks and padlocks, the mechanism has become known generically as
the "Yale" Lock. The Visible Cutaway Clear Practice Lock is a great training tool
for the student locksmith and all others seeking to learn the trade. This is an
educational tool that is very difficult to find. Not found in any store! The Visible
Cutaway practice lock comes with 2 keys: 1 key is the proper "fit" and 1 key that

is incorrect for this lock (you'll get to see what happens inside the lock when you try to open the lock with the wrong key). All of our
lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$34.95
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Visible Combination Padlock

Cutaway Clear Combination Padlock Practice Lock  It's back in stock and ours
exclusively! For nearly a year we've been trying to find a company to produce these
locks. Our original fabricator was no longer able to produce them.  Locksmith schools,
military training officers as well as police and first responders have been calling our
office desperate to get hold of this lock. We are very pleased to be able to offer the
Visible Combination Lock once again! Learn Locks has done a really great job and
we are so pleased to make them available to you. View exactly how a combination
padlock works.The back of our exclusively designed lock has been removed and the
inside plate replaced with a clear cover.  Our practice lock is a modified 1500 series
Master combination padlock. This type of lock is commonly used on lockers, storage
units, tool cabinets and sheds. It has 3 digit dialing and the dial automatically locks
under shackle tension.  Our cutaway standard combination padlock allows you to
see how the lock actually functions - and helps you to understand how it can be

compromised. The same principles apply to all combination locks, including safe locks. The visible cutaway combination lock makes
learning to pick a combination lock easy to understand.You may also be interested in purchasing the book, Opening Combination
Padlocks to gain a better understanding of how combination locks work. A highly recommended locksmith training tool.

$66.95

LockPick Station Plus

LockPick Station Plus  This sturdy and convenient Practice Station evolved as a result of your suggestions! A new in-line
Tri-Pik holding fixture is mounted on a tall see-through storage bin that is the perfect size for holding your 14 Piece LockPick
Set - INCLUDED!. The holding fixture is made of PVC or acrylic plastic and will securely hold 1, 2, or 3 practice
cylinders  - INCLUDED!.  A plastic storage box with flip-up lid is mounted in front. The bin is ideal for holding additional lock

cylinders (not included) or the tools you have removed from your pick set. The station is intended to be used free-standing on a flat
workbench, or alternatively mounted to a flat surface with self-adhesive mounting tape. INCLUDED!.  Also included is The Locksmith's
Master Resource (Aka: Locksmith Secrets)  - our extremely popular cd-rom containing a wealth of information about
locksmithing, including a full length, illustrated lock picking manual. Look at ALL you get with The LockPick Station Plus: Locksmith
Master Resource cd-rom - Regularly $55.00 Cut-Away 5-Pinned Practice Cylinder - Regularly $41.95 Standard 5-Pinned Practice
Cylinder - Regularly $27.95 Standard 3-Pinned Practice Cylinder - Regularly $27.95 Our PXS-14 beginners Lock Pick set - Regularly
$37.95 Tri-Pik holding fixture - Regularly $32.95 2 storage bins for extra parts, tools, etc - regularly $9.95 Do the math! If these items
were purchased separately, at full price, they'd cost over $233.00 !!! The Lock Pick Station Plus is a great training workstation (At a
REALLY GREAT Price) for the beginning locksmith, student or hobbyist. Locksmith students & apprentices, security and law enforcement
personnel around the globe use our workstations to learn how to pick locks with proficiency and speed. Please note: Coupons may
not be used for this item as it is already heavily discounted.

$149.95
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5 Pin Practice Lock Cylinder

5 Pin Practice Lock Cylinder  Lockpickshop's standard pin tumbler cylinders are
available pinned with your choice of 2, 3 or 5 tumblers for various degrees of
difficulty.  Start out with the 2 pin cylinder and move up to the 3 and 5 pin cylinders
as your lock picking skill increases.  Affordable and effective, they are an excellent
choice to supplement existing practice kits or in addition to cut-away cylinders.
This 5 pin practice cylinder is designed for folks that are right-handed

$27.95

3 Pin Practice Lock Cylinder

3 Pin Practice Lock Cylinder   Lockpickshop's standard pin tumbler cylinders are
available pinned with your choice of 2, 3 or 5 tumblers for various degrees of
difficulty.  Start out with the 2 pin cylinder and move up to the 3 and 5 pin cylinders
as your lock picking skill increases.  Affordable and effective, they are an excellent
choice to supplement existing practice kits or in addition to cut-away cylinders.

$27.95

2 Pin Practice Lock Cylinder

2 Pin Standard Practice Lock Cylinder  Our standard pin tumbler cylinders are
available pinned with your choice of 2, 3 or 5 tumblers for various degrees of
difficulty.  Start out with the 2 pin cylinder and move up to the 3 and 5 pin cylinders
as your lock picking skill increases.  Affordable and effective, they are an excellent
choice to supplement existing practice kits or in addition to cut-away cylinders. Our
2 pin cylinder is the easiest cylinder to defeat. It is the perfect training cylinder to
start with if you're just beginning to learn the art of lock picking, a terrific training
aid for locksmith students. After you've manipulated this cylinder it's time to move
on to the 3 pin cylinder, the 5 pin cylinder and finally, the 6 pin cylinder - the toughest
and most challenging standard cylinder of all. After you've defeated standard
practice locks you may want to try a our pick-resistent cylinders with  spool pins.

$27.95
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3 Pinned Cutaway Practice Lock

Pinned with 3 tumblers, our cutaway pin tumbler practice locks are available pinned with your choice of 3 or 5 tumblers for
both righties and lefties for various degrees of difficulty.  Start out with the 2 or 3 pin standard cylinder and move up to the 3
and 5 pin cutaway cylinders designed with Schlage or Kwikset/Weiser keyways as your lock picking skill increases. We've
recently added cutaway practice cylinders with spool driver pins to further challenge the lock picking skills of students of the

trade.  Affordable and effective, they are an excellent choice to supplement existing practice kits or in addition to cut-away cylinders. The
cut-away cylinders are excellent training tools as they allow the student to see inside the lock so he can better understand what makes
it work. *This 3 pinned CUTAWAY practice cylinder is available only in the right-handed version.

$41.95

5 Pin Kwikset Practice Lock - Spool Pins

5 Pinned Standard Practice Cylinder - Kwikset/Weiser Keyway With Pick Resistant
Spool Pins Weiser / Kwikset Keyways By popular demand, these standard practice
cylinders are now available with pick resistant spool pins to offer a higher level of
picking challenge. Recently upgraded Schlage, Yale, and Kwikset deadbolts, sold
at major hardware stores, are now using these spool drivers to create a higher
level of security. Locksmiths will be encountering pick resistant locks more and
more frequently as time passes.

$37.95

5 Pinned Schlage Practice Lock

5 Pinned Schlage Standard Practice Lock With Pick Resistant Spool Pins Schlage
Keyway By popular demand, these standard practice cylinders are now available
with pick resistant spool pins to offer a higher level of picking challenge. Recently
upgraded Schlage, Yale, and Kwikset deadbolts, sold at major hardware stores,
are now using these spool drivers to create a higher level of security. Locksmiths
will be encountering pick resistant locks more and more frequently as time
passes.**Please note - This is a standard practice cylinder, NOT a cutaway.

$39.95
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5 Pin CUT-AWAY Schlage - RH

5 Pinned CUT-AWAY Practice Cylinder - Schlage Keyway- RH For Right Handed StudentsPinned w/5 tumblers, Left side
of pin bible cut away for RIGHT-HANDED people. Our 5- pinned CUT-AWAY practice cylinders are designed to present a
greater challenge to locksmith students.

$47.95

5 Pin Schlage Cutaway - LH

5 Pinned Cutaway Practice Cylinder-Schlage Keyway - LEFT Handed For LEFT Handed Students Pinned with 5 tumblers, right
side of pin bible cut away for LEFT-HANDED people. Our 5- pinned CUT-AWAY practice cylinders are designed to present
a greater challenge to locksmith students.

$47.95

5 Pin Cut Away Kwikset w/ Spool Drivers

5 Pinned Cut-Away Kwikset/Weiser Practice Lock with SPOOL DRIVERS - Right Handed 5 Pinned Kwikset - Weiser keyway
- RIGHT HANDED Our 5-pinned CUT-AWAY Practice Cylinders are designed to present a greater challenge to locksmith
students. Recent upgrades in deadbolt designs from all major hardware manufacturers are making use of these spool drivers,
creating a higher level of security for both commercial and residential customers. Locksmiths will be encountering these locks

more and more frequently! All five stations are pinned with spool drivers instead of the standard top pins, creating a pick resistant
cylinder. PLEASE NOTE - These cylinders do not have a horizontal slot exposing the shear line, as this feature would allow the spool
pins to hang up during picking attempts to a much greater degree than would be the case in a real world situation.

$47.95

5 Pin Cut Away Kwikset w/ Spool Pins

5 Pinned "CUT-AWAY" Cylinder with SPOOL DRIVERS  Kwikset - Weiser keyway - LEFT HANDED Our 5-pinned CUT-AWAY
Practice Cylinders are designed to present a greater challenge to locksmith students. Recent upgrades in deadbolt designs
from all major hardware manufacturers are making use of these spool drivers, creating a higher level of security for both
commercial and residential customers. Locksmiths will be encountering these locks more and more frequently! All five stations

are pinned with spool drivers instead of the standard top pins, creating a pick resistant cylinder. PLEASE NOTE - These cylinders do
not have a horizontal slot exposing the shear line, as this feature would allow the spool pins to hang up during picking attempts to a
much greater degree than would be the case in a real world situation.

$47.95
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5 Pin Cut-Away -Schlage Spool Pins-RH

5 Pinned Schlage Right-Handed Cut-Away Cylinder With Spool Driver Pins  By popular demand, these cut-away practice
cylinders are now available with pick resistant spool pins to offer a higher level of picking challenge. Recently upgraded
Schlage, Yale, and Kwikset deadbolts, sold at major hardware stores, are now using these spool drivers to create a higher
level of security. Locksmiths will be encountering pick resistant locks more and more frequently as time passes. All five

stations are pinned with spool drivers instead of the standard top pins, creating a pick resistant cylinder. PLEASE NOTE - These
cylinders do not have a horizontal slot exposing the shear line, as this feature would allow the spool pins to hang up during picking
attempts to a much greater degree than would be the case in a real world situation.

$53.95

Schlage Cutaway -Spool Pins - LH

5 Pinned Schlage Left-Handed Cut-Away Cylinder with Spool Driver Pins  By popular demand, these cut-away practice
cylinders are now available with pick resistant spool pins to offer a higher level of picking challenge. Recently upgraded
Schlage, Yale, and Kwikset deadbolts, sold at major hardware stores, are now using these spool drivers to create a higher
level of security. Locksmiths will be encountering pick resistant locks more and more frequently as time passes. All five

stations are pinned with spool drivers instead of the standard top pins, creating a pick resistant cylinder. PLEASE NOTE - These
cylinders do not have a horizontal slot exposing the shear line, as this feature would allow the spool pins to hang up during picking
attempts to a much greater degree than would be the case in a real world situation.

$53.95

TRI-PIK Locksmith Package A

Tri-Pik Locksmith Package A   "TRI-PIK"® HOLDING FIXTURE - Pkg. A - Complete with 3 Practice Locks 1- Tri-Cylinder
Deluxe Lock Training Station - mounted on an oversized and stable PVC stand. - If purchased separately $32.95 1- STANDARD
5-Pinned Cylinder - If purchased separately - $27.95 1- STANDARD 3-Pinned Practice Cylinder - If purchased separately -
$25.95 1- STANDARD 2-PINNED CYLINDER- If purchased separately $25.95 **Please note: "Tri-Pik Package A" comes with

3 STANDARD practice cylinders. This package does not come with cutaway cylinders

$94.95

TRI-PIK Locksmith Package B

Tri-Pik Locksmith Package B   "TRI-PIK"® HOLDING FIXTURE - Pkg. B - Complete with 3 Practice Locks 1- Tri-Cylinder
Deluxe Lock Training Station - mounted on an oversized and stable PVC stand. - If purchased separately $28.95 1- STANDARD
5-Pinned Cylinder - If purchased separately - $24.95 1- STANDARD 3-Pinned Practice Cylinder - If purchased separately -
$23.95 1- CUTAWAY 5-PINNED CYLINDER - If purchased separately $39.95 Easily our single best selling item, the CUT-AWAY

practice cylinder has proven to be a boon to beginning locksmiths who wish to learn the time-honored skill of lock manipulation in the
least amount of time with the least amount of effort. **Please note: "Tri-Pik Package B" comes with 2 STANDARD practice cylinder
and 1 CUTAWAY cylinder.

$104.95
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5 Pinned CUTAWAY Practice Cylinder

5 Pinned CUTAWAY Practice Cylinder - Right Handed Lockpickshop's standard pin tumbler cylinders are available pinned
with your choice of 2, 3 or 5 tumblers for various degrees of difficulty. Start out with the 2 pin cylinder and move up to the 3
and 5 pin cylinders as your lock picking skill increases. Affordable and effective, they are an excellent choice to supplement
existing practice kits or in addition to cut-away cylinders. This 5 pinned CUTAWAY practice cylinder is designed for folks that

are right-handed and has a Kwikset - Weiser simulated keyway. Item#PcyX5-R

$41.95

5 Pinned Cutaway - Left Handed

5 Pinned CUTAWAY Practice Cylinder - Left Handed Lockpickshop's standard pin tumbler cylinders are available pinned
with your choice of 2, 3 or 5 tumblers for various degrees of difficulty. Start out with the 2 pin cylinder and move up to the 3
and 5 pin cylinders as your lock picking skill increases. Affordable and effective, they are an excellent choice to supplement
existing practice kits or in addition to cut-away cylinders. This 5 pinned CUTAWAY practice cylinder is designed for folks that

are left- handed and has a Kwikset - Weiser simulated keyway. Item PcyX5-L

$39.95

TRI-PIK Practice Cylinder Fixture

Lock Pick Tri-Cylinder Training Station In-line design holds up to 3 practice cylinders at once, allowing you to practice with
any one or all three without having to reconfigure. Our new, revised Tri-Pik is mounted on a PVC stand. The item is intended
to be mounted on a table with double stick mounting squares - INCLUDED. Makes lockpicking practice much more comfortable,
more effective. Please note: Practice Cylinders are not included and must be purchased separately. **Check out the complete

selection of practice lock cylinders and cut-away lock cylinders. Please note that this original design does NOT accept the newer
"Advanced Practice Cylinders", which have a larger circumference than our regular series.

$34.95

Master Keyed Cut-Away - Kwikset

5 pinned Cut-Away Practice Cyl - Master Keyed -Left Handed - Kwikset/Weiser Keyway An effective visual aid in understanding
the principle involved in master pinning cylinders, and an equally effective learning tool in its role as a lock picking training
aid. Fits easily into any of our Tri-Pik Holding Fixtures (including that found on the Lock Pick Station Plus.)  This is a 3-level
master keyed cylinder, available in either Kwikset or Schlage keyway, right or left-handed. Each cylinder supplied with 4

keys: Grand Master key Master key 1 change key Non-working key

$69.95
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Master Keyed Cut-Away Lock -Schlage

5 pinned Cut-Away Practice Cyl - Master Keyed -Right Handed - Schlage Keyway An effective visual aid in understanding
the principle involved in master pinning cylinders, and an equally effective learning tool in its role as a lock picking training
aid. Fits easily into any of our Tri-Pik Holding Fixtures (including that found on the Lock Pick Station Plus.)  This is a 3-level
master keyed cylinder, available in either Kwikset or Schlage keyway, right or left-handed. Each cylinder supplied with 4

keys: Grand Master key Master key 1 change key Non-working key

$69.95

Schlage Master Keyed Cut-Away -LH

5 pinned Cut-Away Practice Cyl - Master Keyed -Left Handed - Schlage Keyway An effective visual aid in understanding the
principle involved in master pinning cylinders, and an equally effective learning tool in its role as a lock picking training aid.
Fits easily into any of our Tri-Pik Holding Fixtures (including that found on the Lock Pick Station Plus.)  This is a 3-level master
keyed cylinder, available in either Kwikset or Schlage keyway, right or left-handed. Each cylinder supplied with 4 keys: Grand

Master key Master key 1 change key Non-working key

$69.95

Master Keyed Cut-Away - Kwikset

5 pinned Cut-Away Practice Cyl - Master Keyed -Right Handed - Kwikset Keyway An effective visual aid in understanding
the principle involved in master pinning cylinders, and an equally effective learning tool in its role as a lock picking training
aid. Fits easily into any of our Tri-Pik Holding Fixtures (including that found on the Lock Pick Station Plus.)  This is a 3-level
master keyed cylinder, available in either Kwikset or Schlage keyway, right or left-handed. Each cylinder supplied with 4

keys: Grand Master key Master key 1 change key Non-working key

$69.95

Lock Pick Station-3 Practice Locks

Pick Station - A Lockpicking Workstation  Comes with 3 Practice Cylinders Shorten the Learning Curve! This sturdy and
convenient Practice Station evolved as a result of your suggestions! A new in-line Tri-Pik holding fixture is mounted on a tall
see-through storage bin that is the perfect size for holding your lock pick set (sold separately). The holding fixture is made
of see-through acrylic plastic and will securely hold 1, 2, or 3 practice cylinders (3 practice cylinders are INCLUDED!).You'll

receive a 3 pinned standard practice cylinder, a standard 5 pinned practice cylinder as well as a 5pinned cutaway practice cylinder
with the workstation.A plastic storage box with flip-up lid is mounted in front. The bin is ideal for holding additional lock cylinders (not
included) or the tools you have removed from your pick set. The station is intended to be mounted on a flat work surface with three
wood screws. Our exclusive LOCKPICKING PRACTICE KITS and WORKSTATIONS dramatically reduce the amount of time required
to acquire a high level of lock picking skill by as much as 50%! We pin the practice locks for maximum effectiveness challenging enough
to hone true picking skills. Please note: Lock picking tools are not included and must be purchased separately.

$119.95
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Deluxe Adjustable Tri-Pik Fixture

Deluxe Adjustable Tri-Pik LOCK PICKING Holding Fixture  Our Upgraded, deluxe version of the Tri-Pik lock picking workstation
features adjustable threaded inserts in each slot, that assure positive clamping regardless of the size of the Practice Cylinder
inserted. This means you can insert ANY of the Practice Cylinders we sell into the fixture including our "Advanced" line of
cylinders with their larger circumferences. Elimates the need to insert shims when using the smaller cylinders. Makes

lockpicking practice much more comfortable, more effective. The upgraded Tri-Pik is extremely versatile. We're certain you'll enjoy
working with it. Please note: Practice Cylinders are not included and must be purchased separately. **Check out the complete selection
of practice lock cylinders and cut-away lock cylinders.

$34.95

6 Pinned Standard Practice Lock

6 Pinned Standard Practice Lock Cylinder with Kwikset/Weiser Keyway With standard top pins, .Pinned
with 6 tumblers. Lockpickshop's standard pin tumbler cylinders are available pinned with your choice of 2,
3, 5 or 6 tumblers for various degrees of difficulty. Start out with the 2 pin cylinder and move up to the 3, 5
and 6 pin cylinders as your lock picking skill increases. Affordable and effective, they are an excellent choice
to supplement existing practice kits or in addition to cut-away cylinders.

$27.95

6 Pinned Cut-Away Cylinder-RH

6 Pinned Cut-Away Practice Lock Cylinder - right handed with Kwikset/Weiser Keyway With standard top
pins, .Pinned with 6 tumblers. Easily our single best selling item, the CUT-AWAY practice cylinder has
proven to be a boon to beginning locksmiths who wish to learn the time-honored skill of lock manipulation
in the least amount of time with the least amount of effort. Cost is kept low by the use of high quality generic
cylinders. For those needing greater picking challenges (locksmiths who desire to develop a greater skill
level), please consider our ADVANCED PRACTICE CYLINDERS. Lockpickshop also has many standard
pin tumbler cylinders that are available pinned with your choice of 2, 3, 5 or 6 tumblers for various degrees

of difficulty. Start out with the 2 pin cylinder and move up to the 3, 5 and 6 pin cylinders as your lock picking skill increases. Affordable
and effective, they are an excellent choice to supplement existing practice kits or in addition to our cut-away cylinders.

$41.95
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Schlage Cutaway Mortise Cylinder- RH

Schlage Cutaway Mortise Cylinder Lock - right handed   Lock cut away on LEFT
side   Improve Your Lockpicking Skills with this Affordable Practice Lock!  This
Five-pin CUTAWAY Practice Cylinder is a specialized lock cylinder designed for
beginning locksmiths and is used in developing critical lock picking skills. The open
view of all of the pin stacks makes for an excellent learning tool. By watching the
movement of the pins as you practice your lock picking skills, you will gain a better
understanding of how and why a lock can be compromised. Use it to improve your
own performance levels. The lock has a section cutaway that lets you see all of
the pin stacks. The lock even includes a slot allowing a clear top view of the pins
located in the lock plug. See how the pins and springs within the lock react when
a key is inserted, and when lock picks are used to compromise the lock. The
cutaway is machined from a mortise cylinder lock with a Schlage keyway.This type
of lock is commonly found on aluminum and glass door storefronts. This Cutaway

Practice Lock is a great training tool for the student locksmith and all others learning the trade. This is an educational tool not found
in any store!

$59.95

Schlage Cutaway Mortise Cylinder - LH

Schlage Cutaway Mortise Cylinder Lock - left handed  Lock cut away on RIGHT
side  Improve Your Lockpicking Skills with this Affordable Practice Lock! This
Five-pin CUTAWAY Practice Cylinder is a specialized lock cylinder designed for
beginning locksmiths and is used in developing critical lock picking skills. The open
view of all of the pin stacks makes for an excellent learning tool. By watching the
movement of the pins as you practice your lock picking skills, you will gain a better
understanding of how and why a lock can be compromised. Use it to improve your
own performance levels. The lock has a section cutaway that lets you see all of
the pin stacks. The lock even includes a slot allowing a clear top view of the pins
located in the lock plug. See how the pins and springs within the lock react when
a key is inserted, and when lock picks are used to compromise the lock. The
cutaway is machined from a mortise cylinder lock with a Schlage keyway.This type
of lock is commonly found on aluminum and glass door storefronts. This Cutaway

Practice Lock is a great training tool for the student locksmith and all others learning the trade. This is an educational tool not found
in any store!

$59.95
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LockPick Station Plus - Deluxe Kit

Lock Pick Station Plus - Deluxe Kit  A Complete Lock Picking Workstation with 1 of each of the following items included:
5-pinned cut-away cylinder 3 pinned standard cylinder 5 pinned standard cylinder The Locksmith's Master Resource CD-ROM
Deluxe Adjustable Tri-Pik Fixture ·Our BEST-SELLING MPXS-14 Lock Pick Set with Metal Handles The Locksmith's Master
Resource CD-ROM Includes 3 e-books with hard-to-findlocksmith information, picking manual The Deluxe Tri-Pik  Holding

Fixture features adjustable threaded inserts that assure positive clamping regardless of the size of the Practice Cylinder inserted. The
Upgraded, deluxe version of the TriPik is fitted with thumb screw adjusters, allowing for more control of tightness than before. It gives
the student the ability to use virtually ANY "bible shaped" lock cylinder, including miniature padlock cylinders all the way up to the large
commercial cylinders (such as our new "Advanced Practice Cylinders" with their larger circumferences and many mailbox cylinders (if
tailpiece is removed) The Deluxe TriPik fixture eliminates the need to insert shims when using the smaller cylinders.You`ll enjoy the
versatility of this upgraded TriPik. The Locksmith's Master Resource CD-ROM Includes 3 e-books with hard-to-findlocksmith information,
picking manual Our BEST-SELLING SouthOrd 14 pc Lock Pick Set with Metal Handles comes with nine lock picks and a broken key
extractor, all manufactured of tempered stainless steel and all with our exclusive rivetless stainless steel handles, four tension tools
and a top grain leather snapover case. Our metal handled lock picks are very strong & sturdy, just the thing if you're the kind of guy
that's tough on his tools! Rust-proof, full hard stainless steel picks with a comfortable grip. If you were to purchase these items individually
they would cost $202.70. Purchase as a combination kit and save $42.75!

$159.95

Cutaway Keyed Padlock

Cutaway Keyed Padlock Description of our Cutaway Keyed Padlock: FINALLY
back in stock!!! Improve your lock picking skills! This tumbler type cutaway practice
lock has five-pins and is designed for those developing critical lock picking skills.The
lock has a section cutaway that lets you see all of the pin stacks. In addition to this,
cuts have been made to show actions of lock plug, locking cam "locking dog",and
shackle. The open view of all of the pin stacks makes for an excellent learning
tool. By watching the movement of the pins, as you practice your lock picking skills,
you will gain a better understanding of how and why a lock can be compromised.
Use it to improve your lock picking performance levels and understanding of keyed
padlocks. See how the pins and springs within the lock react when a key is inserted,
and when lock picks are used to compromise the lock. Padlocks are an affordable,
portable way to secure private or valuable items. They are handy and simple to
use and provide portable security for movable objects-bicycles, motorcycles, boats

and the like.They are also used in locations such as storage sheds, gates, etc. where traditional locksets are not practical.This cutaway
practice lock is a great training tool for the student locksmith, security and law enforcement professionals. Property managers, building
superintendents, health club managers and storage facility owners and managers will also find this an invaluable training tool. The
cutaway keyed padlock will save professionals a LOT of time and money.

$64.95
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Arrow Practice Lock Cylinder

ADVANCED Arrow Practice Cylinder  Arrow Advanced 5 Pinned Practice Cylinder-
STANDARD TOP PINS Not available in "cut-away" cylinder. These are original
manufacturer's parts, available pinned with standard or spool pins (spool pins
coming soon!).The tighter tolerances in these commercial grade cylinders provide
the locksmith with a much greater picking challenge, affording him a chance to
improve his basic skills. IMPORTANT:These cylinders will fit our Deluxe Adjustable
TriPik (and Lock Pick Stations so equipped), but will not fit the standard versions
of these two practice stands. The ARROW 5 Pinned Practice Cylinder is part of
our NEW line of ADVANCED COMMERCIAL LOCK PICKING practice cylinders!

$33.95

Advanced Sargent LA Practice Cylinder

ADVANCED Sargent LA Practice Cylinder  Sargent Advanced 6 Pinned Practice
Cylinder- STANDARD TOP PINS Not available in "cut-away" cylinder. These are
original manufacturer's parts, available pinned with standard or spool pins (spool
pins coming soon!). The tighter tolerances in these commercial grade cylinders
provide the locksmith with a much greater picking challenge, affording him a chance
to improve his basic lock picking skills. IMPORTANT: These cylinders will fit our
Deluxe Adjustable TriPik (and Lock Pick Stations so equipped), but will not fit the
standard versions of these two practice stands.The SARGENT LA 6 Pinned Practice
Cylinder is part of our line of ADVANCED PRACTICE LOCKS (OEM commercial
cylinders for greater picking challenge.)

$59.95

YALE Y1 Practice Cylinder

ADVANCED Yale Y1 5 pinned Practice Cylinder  YALE Y1 Advanced 5 Pinned
Practice Cylinder- STANDARD TOP PINS Not available in "cut-away" cylinder.
These are (OEM commercial cylinders) original manufacturer's parts, available
pinned with standard or spool pins. The tighter tolerances in these commercial
grade cylinders provide the locksmith with a much greater picking challenge,
affording him a chance to improve his basic lock picking skills. IMPORTANT:These
cylinders will fit our Deluxe Adjustable TriPik (and Lock Pick Stations so equipped),
but will not fit the standard versions of these two practice stands. The YALE Y1 5
Pinned Practice Cylinder is part of our NEW line of ADVANCED COMMERCIAL
LOCK PICKING practice cylinders!

$62.95
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CORBIN Advanced Practice Cylinder

ADVANCED Corbin 6 pinned Practice Cylinder  CORBIN Advanced 6 Pinned
Practice Cylinder- STANDARD TOP PINS Not available in "cut-away" cylinder.
These are original manufacturer's parts, available pinned with standard or spool
pins (spool pins coming soon!). The tighter tolerances in these commercial grade
cylinders provide the locksmith with a much greater picking challenge, affording
him a chance to improve his basic lock picking skills. IMPORTANT:These cylinders
will fit our Deluxe Adjustable TriPik (and Lock Pick Stations so equipped), but will
not fit the standard versions of these two practice stands. The CORBIN 6 Pinned
Practice Cylinder is part of our NEW line of ADVANCED COMMERCIAL LOCK
PICKING practice cylinders!

$59.95

YALE GA Advanced Practice Cylinder

ADVANCED YALE GA Keyway 6 pinned Practice Cylinder  YALE GA Keyway
(Advanced) 6 Pinned Practice Cylinder- STANDARD TOP PINS Not available in
"cut-away" cylinder. These are original manufacturer's parts, available pinned with
standard or spool pins (spool pins coming soon!). The tighter tolerances in these
commercial grade cylinders provide the locksmith with a much greater picking
challenge, affording him a chance to improve his basic lock picking
skills. IMPORTANT: These cylinders will fit our Deluxe Adjustable TriPik (and Lock
Pick Stations so equipped), but will not fit the standard versions of these two practice
stands. The YALE GA 6 Pinned Cylinder is part of our NEW line of ADVANCED
COMMERCIAL LOCK PICKING Practice Cylinders!

$74.95

Advanced Lock PickingTraining Kit

ADVANCED Lock Picking Training Kit with Deluxe Tri-Pik holding Fixture  NOTE: Includes 7 cylinders, 3 with spool pins Our
Advanced Lock Picking Training Kit includes: "The Locksmith's Master Resource" CD-ROM (includes 3 e-books with
hard-to-find locksmith information, picking manual) One of our best complete lock pick sets - the MPXS-14 by SouthOrd! (3)
Standard Practice Cylinders, Kwikset/Weiser keyway (pinned 2, 3 and 5 pins) (1) Cut-Away 5-pinned Practice Cylinder

w/Kwikset keyway (1) Cut-Away 5-pinned Practice Cylinder w/Kwikset keyway - spool pins (1) Standard 5-pinned Practice Cylinder
w/Kwikset/Weiser keyway - spool pins (1)Standard 5-pinned Practice Cylinder w/Schlage keyway -- spool drivers Upgraded, deluxe
version of the Deluxe Tri-Pik features adjustable threaded inserts in each slot, allowing use of virtually ANY "bible shaped" lock cylinder,
including miniature padlock cylinders all the way up to the large commercial cylinders (such as our new "Advanced Practice Cylinders").
Will also accommodate our Miniature Practice Cylinders, and many mailbox cylinders (if tailpiece is removed).

$209.95
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Complete Lock Picking Starter Kit 2

Complete Lock Picking Starter Kit #2  SHORTEN the learning curve!  Our exclusive Lockpicking
Practice Kits and workstations dramatically reduce the amount of time required to acquire a
high level of lock picking skill - by as much as 50%! We pin the practice locks for maximum
effectiveness (challenging enough to hone true picking skills), and our exclusive  CUT-AWAY
cylinders further shorten the learning curve by allowing the student to see inside the upper pin
chamber! We highly recommend that you purchase a Tri-Pik holding fixture (or better yet, the
full Lockpick Station-Plus), as this device makes using any of our Practice Cylinders quick and
easy, and will be one of your most used shop tools over time. COMPLETE Lock Picking Starter
Kit NO. 2 Includes: (1)  Cut-Away 3-pinned Cylinder If Purchased Separately - $39.95 A Quality
14-Piece LOCK PICK SET with leather case If Purchased Separately - $37.95 The MASSIVE
"LOCKSMITH'S MASTER RESOURCE" CD-ROM If Purchased Separately - $55.00

$89.95

Complete Lock Picking Starter Kit #1

Complete Lock Picking Starter Kit NO. 1  SHORTEN the learning curve!  Our
exclusive Lockpicking Practice Kits and Workstations dramatically reduce the amount of time
required to acquire a high level of lock picking skill - by as much as 50%! We pin the practice
locks for maximum effectiveness (challenging enough to hone true picking skills), and our
exclusive CUT-AWAY cylinders further shorten the learning curve by allowing the student to
see inside the upper pin chamber! We highly recommend that you purchase a Tri-Pik holding
fixture (or better yet, the full Lockpick Station-Plus), as this device makes using any of our
Practice Cylinders quick and easy, and will be one of your most used shop tools over time.
COMPLETE LOCK PICKING STARTER KIT NO. 1 Includes: ALL 3 STANDARD PRACTICE
CLYINDERS - If purchased Separately: $25.95 Each or $77.85 for set of 3 (1)2-pinned Standard
Practice Cylinder (1)3-pinned Standard Practice Cylinder (1)5-pinned Standard Practice

Cylinder A 14-Piece LOCK PICK SET with leather case - If Purchased Separately - $37.95 The MASSIVE"LOCKSMITH'S MASTER
RESOURCE" CD-ROM - If Purchased Separately - $55.00

$98.95
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Maxcut Mortise Cylinder - Right Handed

MAXCUT Mortise Cylinder - Schlage Keyway Right-Handed Cut-away lock (cutaway
on left side for right-handed users) machined from a mortise cylinder for use in
developing critical lock picking skills. In addition to offering a clear view of the pin
stacks a portion of the lock plug has also been machined away. Features of the
MAXCUT Mortise Cylinder Cut-Away Lock:This cutaway is machined from a mortise
cylinder lock and is available with a Schlage type keyway. It is a specialized lock
cylinder designed for training locksmiths and is used in developing critical lock
picking skills. The open view of all five of the pin stacks makes this an excellent
learning tool. By watching the movement of the pins, as you practice your lock
picking skills, you will gain a better understanding of how and why a lock can be
compromised. Use it to improve your own performance levels. A portion of the lock
plug has also been machined away allowing a clear view of the bottom pins.Watch
how the pins and springs within the lock interact when a key is inserted, and when

lock picks are used to compromise the lock. The MaxCut can be used with the Learn Locks Lock Stand. This type of lock is commonly
found on aluminum and glass door commercial storefronts.You'll have to agree this is an awesome design and you will want to
prominently display this unique Cutaway Lock. The lock has additional machining to expose even more than the standard Cutaway
Mortise Cylinder. Since much of the lock plug has been machined away stop-pins are used to prevent clockwise rotation. Without this
feature the pins would fall out. Not only is it an incredibly effective training tool for locksmith students and professionals alike, but also
a truly stunning conversation piece!

$59.95

Maxcut Mortise Cylinder - Left Handed

MAXCUT Mortise Cylinder - Schlage KeywayLeft-Handed  Cut-away lock (cutaway
on right side for left-handed users) machined from a mortise cylinder for use in
developing critical lock picking skills. In addition to offering a clear view of the pin
stacks a portion of the lock plug has also been machined away. Features of the
MAXCUT Mortise Cylinder Cut-Away Lock:This cutaway is machined from a mortise
cylinder lock and is available with a Schlage type keyway. It is a specialized lock
cylinder designed for training locksmiths and is used in developing critical lock
picking skills. The open view of all five of the pin stacks makes this an excellent
learning tool. By watching the movement of the pins, as you practice your lock
picking skills, you will gain a better understanding of how and why a lock can be
compromised. Use it to improve your own performance levels. A portion of the lock
plug has also been machined away allowing a clear view of the bottom pins.Watch
how the pins and springs within the lock interact when a key is inserted, and when

lock picks are used to compromise the lock. The MaxCut can be used with the Learn Locks Lock Stand. This type of lock is commonly
found on aluminum and glass door commercial storefronts.You'll have to agree this is an awesome design and you will want to
prominently display this unique Cutaway Lock. The lock has additional machining to expose even more than the standard Cutaway
Mortise Cylinder. Since much of the lock plug has been machined away stop-pins are used to prevent clockwise rotation. Without this
feature the pins would fall out. Not only is it an incredibly effective training tool for locksmith students and professionals alike, but also
a truly stunning conversation piece!

$59.95
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Cutaway 7 pinTubular Lock
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Cut-away Lock for Locksmith Training This practice lock is an excellent locksmith training aid. Made from a standard seven pin 5/8"
round key cam lock, much of the housing has been cut away. The unique design enables you to see how the tubular lock works.
Generous machining of the lock allows for a clear view of the cylinder and pins without having to look through plastic like some other
types of practice locks. Common uses for tubular locks are bicycle locks, computer locks, and a variety of coin-operated devices such
as vending machines and coin-operated washing machines.The tubular lock has other names such as an "Ace lock", "axial pin tumbler
lock" or "radial lock". It is a variety of pin tumbler lock in which the pins are arranged in a circular pattern, and the corresponding key
is tubular or cylindrical in shape.

$79.95

Ultracut Mortise Cylinder - Kwikset

UltraCut Mortise CylinderNew! Cut away on Both Sides Features of this Cut-Away
Lock Unique cutaway lock that is machined on both sides showing even more than
other cutaways. This cutaway is machined from a mortise cylinder lock and is
available with a Schlage or Kwikset type keyway. It is a specialized lock cylinder
designed for training locksmiths and is used in developing critical lock picking skills.
The open view of all five of the pin stacks makes this an excellent learning tool. By
watching the movement of the pins, as you practice your lock picking skills, you
will gain a better understanding of how and why a lock can be compromised. Use
it to improve your own performance levels.You'll be able to watch how the pins
and springs within the lock interact when a key is inserted, and when lock picks
are used to compromise the lock. The UltraCut has extra metal machined away
and cannot be used with the Lock Stand. Extra caution should be used when using
any holding fixture with this lock. The Mortise Cylinder lock is commonly used on

aluminum and glass door commercial storefronts.You'll have to agree this is an awesome design and you will want to prominently
display this unique Cutaway Lock. The lock has additional machining to expose even more than the Cutaway Mortise Cylinder and the
MaxCut. Not only is it an incredibly effective training tool for locksmith students and professionals alike, but also a truly stunning
conversation piece!

$99.95

UltraCut Mortise Cylinder - Schlage

UltraCut Mortise Cylinder - Schlage KeywayNew! Cut away on Both Sides Spool
Driver Security Pins Features of this Cut-Away Lock Unique cutaway lock that is
machined on both sides showing even more than other cutaways. This cutaway is
machined from a mortise cylinder lock and is available with a Schlage or Kwikset
type keyway. It is a specialized lock cylinder designed for training locksmiths and
is used in developing critical lock picking skills. The open view of all five of the pin
stacks makes this an excellent learning tool. By watching the movement of the
pins, as you practice your lock picking skills, you will gain a better understanding
of how and why a lock can be compromised. Use it to improve your own
performance levels.You'll be able to watch how the pins and springs within the
lock interact when a key is inserted, and when lock picks are used to compromise
the lock. The UltraCut has extra metal machined away and cannot be used with
the Lock Stand. Extra caution should be used when using any holding fixture with

this lock. The Mortise Cylinder lock is commonly used on aluminum and glass door commercial storefronts.You'll have to agree this
is an awesome design and you will want to prominently display this unique Cutaway Lock.The lock has additional machining to expose
even more than the Cutaway Mortise Cylinder and the MaxCut. Not only is it an incredibly effective training tool for locksmith students
and professionals alike, but also a truly stunning conversation piece!

$99.95
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Universal Practice Lock Holding Fixture

Universal Practice Lock Holding Fixture (locks sold separately) New, innovative design accommodates a huge variety of lock
cylinders, including ALL Practice Locks sold on our website with the exceptions of the cutaway padlocks (combination and
keyed). Adjustable 'head unit' swivels through 360 degress and can be locked into any position, thanks to the attached, high
quality ball and socket joint. Metal base provides excellent stability. Allows use of both RIGHT-HANDED and LEFT-HANDED

Cut-Away locks. To change handing, simply unscrew the head unit and flip it around. Includes a Manufacturers LIFETIME
REPLACEMENT WARRANTY.

$79.95

EZ ReKey Standard Practice Lock

EZ-ReKey Kwikset Practice Lock The EZ ReKey Practice Lock is worth ten thousand
practice locks . . . and that's not an exaggeration! The EZ-Rekey locksmith's Practice
Lock can be rekeyed by the user WITHOUT TOOLS . . . and rekeying, with a little
practice, takes less than two minutes. Included: EZ-ReKey Lock, 5-pinned with
standard top pins 10 Additional bottom pins 3 Extra top springs 5 Spool drivers
Complete step by step instructions Our EZ Rekey instructional step by step DVD
(DVD quality video)is also available for only $17.95. Great teaching aid for the
apprentice or as a teachers aid.

$30.95

EZ ReKey Cutaway Practice Lock

EZ ReKey Cutaway Practice Lock Our EZ ReKey Cutaway Practice Lock is worth
ten thousand practice locks . . . and that's no exaggeration! This locksmith cutaway
practice lock can be rekeyed by the user WITHOUT TOOLS . . . and rekeying, with
a little practice, takes less than two minutes. Our cutaway version is extremely
helpful as it allows you to see what is going on inside the lock cylinder while you
are working on it. Included: EZ-ReKey 5-pinned Cutaway Lock 10 Additional bottom
pins 3 Extra top springs 5 Spool drivers Complete step by step instructions Our
EZ Rekey instructional step by step DVD (DVD quality video)is also available for
only $14.95. Great training tool for the apprentice or as a instructors aid.

$49.95
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EZ Rekey Instructional DVD

EZ Rekey instructional step by step DVD This DVD was produced as an instructional
aid to accompany the EZ Rekey standard practice cylinder as well as the EZ Reykey
Cutaway training lock cylinder.

$17.95

The UltimateTriPik Stand

TRI-PIK II - New & ImprovedSuper adjustable, multi-positional Practice Lock Stand built on the proven, popular TriPik theme.
The Deluxe Adjustable TriPik head is mounted to ball & socket joint. giving the user unlimited control of the position of his
practice locks. The 'head' can be locked firmly into place through 360 degrees of rotation. This is very helpful to serious
students who need to spend time practicing lock picking where keyways are in awkward positions, such as upside-down and

sideways. It's the ultimate TriPik! **Please note - Practice locks are not included.

$84.95

8 pin Tubular Practice Lock

Eight Pin Tubular Practice Lock - TULK-8 Pick a tubular lock? You've got to be
kidding! How? Well, take it one step at a time. The tubular lock (aka Ace lock) is
basically a pin tumbler lock that has it's tumblers arranged in a circle. Some of our
locksmith friends have difficulty with tubulars, and we tell them the same thing we
tell you. It's just like playing a musical instrument, start with simple and work into
more complex! Our Eight Pin Tubular Practice Lock offers you a quality lock that
just isn't as precise as, say, an Ace-II. Use it as a learning tool and when you have
mastered this, you're well on your way to mastering tubular locks. We also carry
a great little DVD " Keys to Understanding Tubular Locks, a self-teaching manual
which covers 3 basic tubular locks. Our practice locks are engineered to lower
tolerances than most tubulars. Highly recommended for those who wish to master
the art of picking tubular locks. Eight pins.

$18.95
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Lock Picking Station Super Kit

***If you were to purchase these items separately they would cost $434.95! NOTE: SUPER Kit includes a pro LAB pinning
kit plus tools, rekeying instructional CD, and a total of 6 Practice Cylinders along with the SouthOrd PXS-14 basic lock pick
set. (1)The Locksmith's Master Resource CD-ROM (includes 3 e-books with hard-to-find locksmith information, picking
manual)- $31.95 (1)Lock Pick Station Practice Lock Work Station - $44.95 (2) Standard Practice Cylinders, 5-pinned, Kwikset

keyway. - $25.95 (1) Cut-Away 5-pinned Practice Cylinder w/Kwikset keyway - $39.95 (1) Standard 3-pinned Practice Cylinder w/Kwikset
keyway - $25.95 (1) Standard 5-pinned Practice Cylinder w/Schlage keyway - $25.95 (1) Standard 5-pinned Practice Cylinder w/Schlage
keyway - spool driver pins - $43.95 (1) LAB LMK003 Pinning Kit - $114.95 (1) Plug Follower - $9.95 (1) Pin Tweezer - $19.95 (1) CD
with basic rekeying instructions $6.95 (1) PXS-14 (basic) Lock Pick Set $27.95

$354.95

Kwikset Cutaway Mortise Cylinder - RH

Kwikset Mortise Cylinder Style Lock - Right Handed Mortise cylinder lock cut away
on both sides Available with Schlage or Kwikset type keyway Features of this
Quality Practice Lock You have a choice of Schlage or Kwikset type keyway, and
it is available in right and left handed models This five pin stack cut away is a
specialized lock cylinder designed for training locksmiths and is used in developing
critical lock picking skills. The open view of all of the pin stacks makes this an
excellent learning tool. By watching the movement of the pins as you practice your
lock picking skills, you will gain a better understanding of how and why a lock can
be compromised. Use it to improve your own performance levels. The lock has a
section cut-away that lets you see all pin stacks. The lock even includes a slot
allowing a clear top view of the pins located in the lock plug. This new version has
even more metal removed to show the shear line. Virtual interactive object movie
of the Mortise Cylinder Cutaway Lock See how the pins and springs within the lock

react when a key is inserted, and when lock picks are used to compromise the lock. The cutaway is machined from a mortise cylinder
lock and is available with a Schlage or Kwikset type keyway. The mortise cylinder lock is commonly used on on many types of doors
including heavy entrance doors, aluminum and glass door commercial storefronts, to apartment buildings and residential doors. The
mortise cylinder lock can be combinated using commonly available pin kits and key cutting equipment. This cutaway lock is a great
training tool for the student locksmith and all others learning pick locks. Specifications Type: mortise cylinder Design: conventional
mechanical pin tumbler cylinder lock Number of Pin Stacks: five Rekeyable: yes Brand: generic Material: aluminum Dimensions: 1 in
dia.

$59.95
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Kwikset Cutaway Mortise Cylinder - LH

Kwikset Mortise Cylinder Style Lock - LEFT Handed Mortise cylinder lock cut away
on both sides Available with Schlage or Kwikset type keyway Features of this
Quality Practice Lock You have a choice of Schlage or Kwikset type keyway, and
it is available in right and left handed models This five pin stack cut away is a
specialized lock cylinder designed for training locksmiths and is used in developing
critical lock picking skills. The open view of all of the pin stacks makes this an
excellent learning tool. By watching the movement of the pins as you practice your
lock picking skills, you will gain a better understanding of how and why a lock can
be compromised. Use it to improve your own performance levels. The lock has a
section cut-away that lets you see all pin stacks. The lock even includes a slot
allowing a clear top view of the pins located in the lock plug. This new version has
even more metal removed to show the shear line. Virtual interactive object movie
of the Mortise Cylinder Cutaway Lock See how the pins and springs within the lock

react when a key is inserted, and when lock picks are used to compromise the lock. The cutaway is machined from a mortise cylinder
lock and is available with a Schlage or Kwikset type keyway. The mortise cylinder lock is commonly used on on many types of doors
including heavy entrance doors, aluminum and glass door commercial storefronts, to apartment buildings and residential doors. The
mortise cylinder lock can be combinated using commonly available pin kits and key cutting equipment. This cutaway lock is a great
training tool for the student locksmith and all others learning pick locks. Specifications Type: mortise cylinder Design: conventional
mechanical pin tumbler cylinder lock Number of Pin Stacks: five Rekeyable: yes Brand: generic Material: aluminum Dimensions: 1 in
dia.

$59.95

EZ ReKey Cutaway Lock -Schlage

EZ ReKey Cutaway Practice Lock - Schlage Keyway Our EZ ReKey Cutaway
Practice Lock is worth ten thousand practice locks . . . and that's no exaggeration!
This locksmith cutaway practice lock can be rekeyed by the user WITHOUT TOOLS
. . . and rekeying, with a little practice, takes less than two minutes. Our cutaway
version is extremely helpful as it allows you to see what is going on inside the lock
cylinder while you are working on it. Included: EZ-ReKey 5-pinned Schlage Cutaway
Lock 10 Additional bottom pins 3 Extra top springs 5 Spool drivers Complete step
by step instructions Our EZ Rekey instructional step by step DVD (DVD quality
video)is also available for only $14.95. Great training tool for the apprentice or as
a instructors aid.

$49.95

5 Pinned Schlage Cutaway - RH

5 Pinned Schlage Cutaway Practice Lock - Right handed Schlage locks are commonly used on residential doors. Learning
how to pick a Schlage lock will come in very handy if you're studying to become a locksmith. Our cutaway practice locks are
the perfect introduction to lock picking for any beginner, as they clearly demonstrate what goes on INSIDE the lock as picking
practice ensues. They are the easy way to learn lock picking, and are recommended for beginners. Practice locks represent

a much smarter method than buying complete lock sets or trying to locate used locks for practice. Beginners should start off with one
Cut Away Practice Lock, possibly 5-pinned, so you can become familiar with how the lock's tumblers react to lock picking attempts.

$47.95
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5 Pin Radial Double-Cut Practice Lock

5 Pinned Radial DOUBLE CUT Practice Lock Not right OR left handed, as both sides of the lock have been cut away. This is
a new variation on the Radial-Cut Cut-Away lock. It has been precisely milled on BOTH sides, giving unprecedented viewing
of the insides of the cylinder. It is a fully functional practice lock, can be picked to either side, and is completely rekeyable
using standard repinning tools and pin tumblers. PLEASE BE AWARE that this is somewhat delicate as compared to our

regular Cut-Away designs, simply because so much material has been removed. Careful handling is all that is needed . . . electric and
manual pick guns are NOT recommended (they could cause damage). Supplied with one working key and one incorrect key.
RECOMMENDATION: We advise the use of a PRACTICE LOCK STAND sich as the TRI-PIK II or our Universal Practice Lock Holding
Fixture to make your lock picking practice sessions much easier. We have a wide variety of these stands in all price ranges.

$84.95

5 Pinned Practice Lock - Schlage

5 Pinned Standard Schlage Practice Cylinder The Locksmith and the hobbyist both
need to spend a lot of time practicing the skill of lock picking in order to achieve
and maintain a high level of expertise. The practice lock cylinder is designed for
this purpose. We carry a wide variety of practice locks, including cut-away models.
More advanced technicians who employ practice lock picking to improve existing
skills will do best with standard practice locks. Practice locks represent a much
smarter method than buying complete lock sets r trying to locate used locks for
practice. Those with some experience should order Standard Practice Locks,
perhaps two or three with various pinnings.

$29.95

6 Pinned Practice Lock - Schlage

6 Pinned Standard Schlage Practice Cylinder The Locksmith and the hobbyist both
need to spend a lot of time practicing the skill of lock picking in order to achieve
and maintain a high level of expertise. The practice lock cylinder is designed for
this purpose. We carry a wide variety of practice locks, including cut-away models.
More advanced technicians who employ practice lock picking to improve existing
skills will do best with standard practice locks. Practice locks represent a much
smarter method than buying complete lock sets or trying to locate used locks for
practice. Those with some experience should order Standard Practice Locks,
perhaps two or three with various pinnings.

$29.95
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Cutaway Practice Lock - Spool Pins

Visible Cutaway Practice Lock - Spool Pins Clear Cutaway Practice Lock with Spool
Pins. This see-through pin-tumbler lock is an excellent learning tool. By watching
the movement of the pins as you practice your lock picking skills, you will gain a
better understanding of how and why a lock can be compromised   and improve
your own performance levels. The clear cutaway practice lock is a great training
tool for the student locksmith and all others seeking to learn the trade. This is an
educational tool that is very difficult to find. Not found in any store! The Visible
Cutaway practice lock comes with 2 keys: 1 key is the proper "fit" and 1 key that
is incorrect for this lock (you'll get to see what happens inside the lock when you
try to open the lock with the wrong key). All of our lock picks and lock picking tools
are made in the USA.

$34.95
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FULLCUT Mortise Cylinder Lock
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Cutaway FullCut Kwikset Mortise Cylinder Lock Features of this Cutaway Mortise Cylinder Lock: Kwikset type keyway For Right-Handed
Students Partial Rotation of the Lock Plug The Cutaway FullCut Mortise Cylinder Lock is ideal for instructors demonstrating the functions
of the pin stacks in classrooms. Use with the key or a lock pick to demonstrate correct shear line alignment. It is the perfect tool for
producing training videos and manuals eliminating the use of expensive and time consuming animations and graphics. This lock is
similar to the Cutaway Mortise Cylinder Lock but has gone a step further. The cut has been extended deep into the lock plug. This
allows for viewing all of the pin stacks including the bottom pins that are located in the lock plug. Watch how the pins and springs,
within the lock, interact when a key is inserted and when lock picks are used to compromise the lock. The mortise cylinder lock is
commonly used on on many types of doors including heavy entrance doors, aluminum and glass door commercial storefronts, to
apartment buildings and residential doors.You'll have to agree this is an awesome design and you will want to prominently display
this unique Cutaway Lock. The lock has additional machining to expose even more than the standard Cutaway Mortise Cylinder. Since
much of the lock plug has been machined away stop-pins are used to prevent clockwise rotation. Without this feature the top pins
would fall out. Note: Inverting the lock will result in bottom pins falling out, when in unlocked position. Specifications: Type: mortise
cylinder Design: conventional mechanical pin tumbler cylinder lock Number of Pin Stacks: five Rekeyable: yes Brand: generic Material:
aluminum Dimensions: 1 inch [25.4 mm] dia.

$89.95
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Schlage Fullcut Mortise Cylinder Lock
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Cutaway FullCut Schlage Mortise Cylinder Lock Features of this Cutaway Mortise Cylinder Lock: Schlage type keyway For Right-Handed
Students Partial Rotation of the Lock Plug The Cutaway FullCut Mortise Cylinder Lock is ideal for instructors demonstrating the functions
of the pin stacks in classrooms. Use with the key or a lock pick to demonstrate correct shear line alignment. It is the perfect tool for
producing training videos and manuals eliminating the use of expensive and time consuming animations and graphics. This lock is
similar to the Cutaway Mortise Cylinder Lock but has gone a step further. The cut has been extended deep into the lock plug. This
allows for viewing all of the pin stacks including the bottom pins that are located in the lock plug. Watch how the pins and springs,
within the lock, interact when a key is inserted and when lock picks are used to compromise the lock. The mortise cylinder lock is
commonly used on on many types of doors including heavy entrance doors, aluminum and glass door commercial storefronts, to
apartment buildings and residential doors.You'll have to agree this is an awesome design and you will want to prominently display
this unique Cutaway Lock. The lock has additional machining to expose even more than the standard Cutaway Mortise Cylinder. Since
much of the lock plug has been machined away stop-pins are used to prevent clockwise rotation. Without this feature the top pins
would fall out. Note: Inverting the lock will result in bottom pins falling out, when in unlocked position. Specifications: Type: mortise
cylinder Design: conventional mechanical pin tumbler cylinder lock Number of Pin Stacks: five Rekeyable: yes Brand: generic Material:
aluminum Dimensions: 1 inch [25.4 mm] dia.

$89.95

6 Pinned Cutaway Lock - Schlage

6 Pinned Cutaway Lock Cylinder - Schlage

$44.95

5 Pin Schlage Cutaway Lock- Left Handed

5 Pinned Schlage Cutaway Practice Lock - LEFT handed Schlage locks are commonly used on residential doors. Learning how to
pick a Schlage lock will come in very handy if you're studying to become a locksmith. Our cutaway practice locks are the perfect
introduction to lock picking for any beginner, as they clearly demonstrate what goes on INSIDE the lock as picking practice ensues.
They are the easy way to learn lock picking, and are recommended for beginners. Practice locks represent a much smarter method
than buying complete lock sets or trying to locate used locks for practice. Beginners should start off with one Cut Away Practice Lock,
possibly 5-pinned, so you can become familiar with how the lock's tumblers react to lock picking attempts.

$47.95
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Cutaway Deadbolt Cylinder - training

Cutaway ProCut Key-in-Deadbolt Cylinder Lock Cutaway key-in-deadbolt cylinder that has a portion
of one side of the pin stack machined away. In addition to the pin stack, the lock housing is also
cutaway exposing the lock plug. ProCut Style Cutaway Key-in-Deadbolt cylinder lock features This
cutaway lock is made from a key-in-deadbolt cylinder and is designed for both practice and
demonstration. ProCut's purpose is primarily as a tool to be used in training to pick locks. It is a
functioning key-in-deadbolt cylinder with some of the lock housing machined away. The ProCut
cutaway lock has a portion of one side of the pin stack machined away. The cut extends partially
into the upper cylinders providing a good view of the top driver pins and springs. In addition to the
pin stack, the lock housing is also cutaway exposing the lock plug. Shear line principle can be
observed by rotating the lock plug. Choice of which side is cutaway include right handed or left

handed. Options also include choice of keyway. This cutaway lock is made from a conventional mechanical pin tumbler cylinder lock
and is in common usage. It has six drilled pin stacks five of which are pinned with conventional pins.The ProCut cutaway key-in-deadbolt
cylinder can be rekeyed or repinned using a standard plug follower. When ordered with the FastPin option the task of rekeying and
repinning are made easier. Note: Do not use kinetic opening techniques with cutaway locks e.g. bumping, lockpick gun or vibrating
lockpick since part of their structure has been removed and damage could occur. Specifications Type: key in deadbolt cylinder Design:
conventional mechanical pin tumbler cylinder lock in Stacks Drilled: 6 Pin Stacks Used: 5 Rekeyable: yes Brand: generic Housing
Material: brass Lockplug Material: brass Lockplug Finish: chrome plated Item #:PC-KIDC

$63.95

Cutaway Combination Master Padlock

Features of this Cutaway Combination Padlock: Cutaway modified Master Lock No. 175 Padlock 2 inch [51mm]
wide case. When the 5/16 inch [8 mm] thick nickel-plated hardened steel shackle is closed automatic tamper guard
of hardened steel blocks keyway and protects against tampering. This padlock uses independent double locking
shackle legs. Features "Set-your-own" 4-digit combination; positive action change key permits quick, easy resetting,
whenever the owner chooses to any of 10,000 personalized combinations. Specifications: Type: Sesamee style
combination padlock Brand: Master Lock Product Number: 175 Design: 4-number dialing Combinations Resettable:
yes (change key included.) Case Material: hardened steel, brass plating removed Shackle Material: nickel-plated
hardened steel Width: 2 inch [51mm] Shackle Diameter: 5/16 inch [8 mm] Shackle Vertical Clearance: 1 inch [25
mm] Shackle Horizontal Clearance: 1 inch [25 mm]

$75.95
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Lock Picking Books - Brand New and Classic Titles
written by Experts

Visual Guide to Lock Picking - 3rd ed

The Visual Guide to Lock Picking - 3rd Edition  This is the leading guide for learning
the art of lock picking. Inside you will discover the secrets of the trade. By reading
this book, practicing, and applying the methods introduced, you can successfully
master picking most modern locks. This book makes it easy and gives you the
edge to quickly learn and start lock picking right away. Not only does this book
cover the tools and techniques needed to pick most common locks, but it also
teaches the picking of each type of lock in a clear step-by-step manner. It explains
what all of the tools are and for what they are used.What really sets this book apart
is the vast assortment of illustrations that make everything easy to understand.
This really is a visual guide, containing pages filled with diagrams and drawings
that will instantly show you how locks work, and exactly what to do to bypass them.
You can start learning today! Inside, you will find sections about warded locks, pin
tumblers, wafer tumblers and more. These are the locks found on most residential

and commercial doors, cars, padlocks, desks, filing cabinets, safes, equipment, vending machines, bike locks, etc...Each section
includes an in-depth and easy to understand explanation as to how that type of lock works. The Visual Guide to Lock Picking even
outlines several exercises you can perform in order to improve your lock picking skills. You'll be picking every lock in your house in
no time!The authors of The Visual Guide to Lock Picking have recently produced the Visual Guide to Lock Picking DVD. The Visual
Guide to Lock Picking DVD  contains amazing computer animated graphics that make learning the art of lock picking easy! You can
purchase warded picks for warded locks, tubular lock picks for vending machine locks, padlock shims for basic padlocks as well as
many high quality lock pick sets for picking standard pin tumbler locks from the Lockpickshop catalog.

$24.95

The Complete Guide to Lock Picking

The Complete Guide to Lock Picking  by Eddie the Wire - Author of Eddies Iron
 Still one of the most precise, detailed books ever, the well illustrated manual
Complete Guide to Lock Picking has very nearly become the professional
locksmith's bible. Locksmiths will find it essential.Hobbyists will find it a joy. Sixty
diagrams highlight easy to read text that unlocks the secrets used by professionals.
If you're interested in lock picking, The Complete Guide to Lock Picking will be the
key to your success! You'll learn how to open all kinds of locks, plus how to thwart
tampering with locks (to protect your valuables). Of course, this book is intended
for legal entry only, but you'll gain confidence knowing that you can get in through
any door without a key! The Complete Guide to Lock Picking is a true classic text
in the art of picking locks! *The PXS-14 lock pick set is a terrific companion to this
complete guide. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, 60 illus., 80 pp. All of our lock picks and
lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$15.95
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Secrets Of Lock Picking

Secrets of Lock PickingBy Steve Hampton Let no lock bar your way! Master
locksmith Steven Hampton reveals in Secrets of Lock Picking the tricks and tools
for bypassing keyed & combination locks, mushroom & spool pin tumbler locks,
wafer tumbler locks and more. Learn how to use a variety of lock picking tools &
what the uses for standard lock picks are. Included are many detailed illustrations
that allow you to "see" inside the lock, discovering its simplicity. When you master
Secrets of Lock Picking, move on to Steve's follow-up text  Advanced Lock Picking
Secrets. Softcvr, 5.5"x 8.5", 72 pgs, illus.

$24.95

Advanced Lock Picking Secrets

Advanced Lock Picking Secrets Author- Steven HamptonMaster Locksmith Steven
Hampton does it again!Advanced Lock Picking Secrets is an advanced manual
that brings locksmithing into the electronic age, with schematic diagrams for portable
electronic lock picks to open magnetic key and card locks plus templates for making
custom tools not available on the commercial market. Tips on enhancing finger
sensitivity, increasing concentration power, constructing practice lock boxes and
more will help you master the art and science of lock picking. Advanced Lock
Picking Secrets is 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, illus., 56 pp. This is a great companion
text to Secrets of Lock Picking. Customers that have purchased this book have
also purchased the SouthOrd C1510 lock pick set. It's a small but complete set of
pro lock picks that are designed for US as well as internationally manufactured
locks. Steven Hampton has authored several other books on lock picking including
Modern High Security Locks and how to Open them and the best-selling Improvised

Lock Picking - Lock Picking Secrets from the Master.

$19.95

Self Teaching Guide to Lock Picking

Easy Pickings - Self Teaching Guide to Lock PickingEasy Pickings is a self teaching
manual in the technique of lock picking. Covered in this booklet are the basic types
of locks and an overview of different picking methods. Also covered are a wide
variety of tools and other picking devices.This is THE most simple to understand
beginners guide on the market...great for students of the trade! Fully Illustrated-
24pgs Here's where you'll find the complete selection of our lock picking books.

$7.95
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Pick Guns - book

Pick Guns - Lock Picking for Spies, Cops, and Locksmiths By John Minnery The
ability to open locks without using keys is one of the few awe-inspiring skills left in
a world where mechanical marvels and electronic wonders are boringly
commonplace.Yet it is a skill that is no longer monopolized by locksmiths, who
jealously guard their secrets. The book "Pick Guns" gives an overview of the
mechanical principles of lock pick guns. Many prefer to use a lock pick gun vs. a
standard set of lock picks. Traditional lockpick tools take time, patience and some
skill to use properly. Lock pick guns are generally mastered very quickly and are
preferred for pin tumbler locks over lock picks for their ease-of-use and speed.For
academic study only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, photos, illus., 128 pp. Interested in
purchasing a lock pick gun? We've got one right here! All of our lock picks and lock
picking tools are made in the USA.

$17.95

Modern High Security Locks - How to

Modern High Security Locks - How to Open Them by Steven Hampton Master
locksmith Steven Hampton, author of the best-selling Secrets of Lock Picking &
Advanced Lock Picking Secrets, takes the art of picking locks one step further with
Modern High-Security Locks. Here, he collects some of today's most popular
pick-resistant locks and sets out to see which ones hold up to their claims. Hampton
shows locksmiths how each lock is picked and how long it will take. He details the
tools of the trade and includes patterns and instructions for making your own picks
and tension wrenches. He even includes ancient Tibetan Buddhist tantric
visualization exercises to help locksmiths learn to "see" the inner workings of the
lock within the mind's eye. Veteran locksmiths or those new to the trade will find
Modern High-Security Locks an invaluable sourcebook. For academic study only.
5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, illus., 152 pp. Steven Hampton is the author of several
books on the subject of security and locksmithing including ,Security Systems

Simplified Secrets of Lock Picking and Advanced Lock Picking Secrets.

$21

Keys to Understanding Tubular Locks

Keys to Understanding Tubular LocksFor the first time, a manual on the three most
popular tubular locks (aka "ace" locks) that are used on vending machines, coin
operated washers and dryers, coin changers and burglar alarms. Internal
construction is fully covered as well as how to open the locks by drilling and
impressioning. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 40 pp. *A great companian book to the TULK-7 tubular
practice lock All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$13.95
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Opening Combination Padlocks

OPENING Combination Padlocks No Tools, No Problem by Carl Black Pick a combination lock??? It's not nearly as
difficult as you might think! It is incredibly easy to forget the combination to padlocks on your own tool shed, gym
locker or anyplace else these common locks are found. Learning how to pick a combination lock isn't anywhere as
as tough as you thought! Openng Combination Padlocks is a handy, no-frills guide that teaches you one thing and
one thing only: how to open a padlock whose combination is forgotten, lost or garbled. Dissatisfied with existing books

on padlock manipulation whose shortcomings caused a lot of useless and time-consuming effort, author Carl Black devised this foolproof
system that allows quick entry into all combination padlocks without any guesswork or tools. He explains the tricks of the trade with
clear instructions and illustrations and includes troubleshooting tips for difficult locks. Apply this simple method and determine the
combination of any padlock in minutes. For academic study only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, illus., 64 pp. Lockpickshop also offers a great
training tool that allows the user to see how the combination padlock actually functions - and helps you to understand how it can be
compromised. We are pleased to be able to offer the new and improved "Visible Combination Padlock", a modified padlock with a
completely see-through back. Locksmith students and those that are learning about locks find it invaluable.

$15.95

Lock Picking Made Simple - with Picks

Lock Picking made Simple For the Security Professional Now YOU can open Locks
without having a key! Lock Picking made Simple enables you to use the easy
instructions contained within the booklet to learn the Secret techniques of picking
locks in less than 30 minutes! How do we know this? Because we took the
challenge! Each member of our staff was able to master basic lock picking
techniques in under 30 minutes! You'll receive the Lock Picking Made Simple
Instruction Booklet with Basic lock picking instructions for the beginner as well as
3 lock picks and 1 tension wrench for practice. Fully illustrated.

$26.95

Improvised Lock Picking

Improvised Lock Picking Lock Picking Secrets from the Masterby Steven Hampton
Master locksmith Steven Hampton has more than 40 years of experience in
designing different ways to open locks without keys and has personally taught
dozens of today's most talented locksmiths. In Improvised Lock Picking, Hampton
reveals little-known secrets for devising quick and easy lock-picking tools on the
spot, using common household items found in the average home, office or garage.
Through photos and detailed exploded drawings, you'll see how these improvised
tools can be used to open a wide variety of locks found all over the world.You'll
also find out how to get inside a front door with a safety pin, open magnetic card
readers, defeat the extremely difficult Master combination padlock and much more.
The key to never being locked out of anywhere is knowing how to instantly improvise
the right tool for the right lock. This book will show you how. For academic study
only. 8 1/2 x 11, softcover, photos, illus., 88 pp. ISBN 1-58160396-7Steven Hampton

has written several other books on the subject of lock picking including the ever popular Secrets of Lock Picking, Advanced Lock
Picking Secrets and Modern High Security Locks - How to Open Them.

$25.95
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CIA Field-Expedient Key Casting Manual

CIA Field Expedient Key Casting ManualLearn how the CIA agent gets behind
locked doors.This revised reprint of the classic CIA Key Casting Instruction Manual
will teach you how to make a duplicate key when you can keep the original for only
a short time. A step-by-step, self-checking guide,it gives you all the know-how you
need to create accurate keys to gain access to off-limits areas with no special
equipment. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, illus., 48 pp.

$14.95

Lock Picking Basics

Lock Picking Basicsby Mark McCloud This book makes learning the art of lock
picking fun and easy.You don't have to waste your time guessing how it's done,
reading some amateur's theories, or trying to learn from the movies. (They always
get it wrong). Now, you can get accurate information that the professionals use.
Their secrets have finally been revealed. Now, you can understand the technology
that has kept thieves at bay for centuries. Even in the time of antiquity, within the
halls of the great pyramids, tomb raiders found their untold riches behind surprisingly
sophisticated locks. Today's locks inherit these same principle designs. We give
you the keys to their secrets. How many times have you or someone you know
been locked out? Now, you don't have to be helpless in that situation while you
wait and rely on a locksmith who is going to charge you a lot of money to do what
you can do yourself.You don't have to be a victim of your circumstances. The next
time someone forgets their keys, you can be confident with the knowledge that you

can help yourself and your friends and save a lot of money in the process. Lock Picking Basics is perfect for existing locksmiths, auto
repossessors, and car dealers. Whether you are interested in becoming a locksmith, need to know how to bypass security locks for
your job in law enforcement or emergency services, interested in lock picking as a hobby, just want to be prepared in an emergency,
or for whatever reason, Lock Picking Basics will get you started off right! When you've finished learning the basics and want to get
more advanced lock picking instuction follow up with The Visual Guide to Lock Picking and the companion DVD. 64 pages, softcover.

$17.95
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How to Open Locks

How to Open Locks without Keys or Picks.This easy-to-understand booklet will
open many doors for you, so to speak. Fully illustrated, it shows you all you need
to know about jimmies, dead bolts, barrel bolts, cylinders and other locks, and
discusses opening desks, letter boxes, windows and more.5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover.,
illus., 23 pp.If you want learn how to open locks that are more challenging may we
suggest picking up a copy of The Visual Guide to Lock Picking or Professional
Lock Picking: Basic and Advanced Techniques one of our most sought after dvd's.

$10.95

Eddies Iron

EDDIES IRON   Best New Lock Pick Design in More Than 20 Years   by Eddie the
Wire - Author of The Complete Guide to Lock Picking Lock picking pro Eddie the
Wire reveals the secrets of his groundbreaking new lockpick design!  Eddie scoffs
at the many ads he has seen over the years for "new and revolutionary" lock picks.
  He says they are just variations of the same old stuff.  Eddie's pick is truly
revolutionary, so different in its concept that it was kept under wraps while this
book was being produced.  Learn how to make and use the lock pick, as well as
some of the finer points of lock picking, the differences between various picks, the
importance of tension and other details on how to get around inside a lock. For
academic study only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, illus., 72 pp.

$15.95

Locks, Picks and Clicks

LOCKS, PICKS, AND CLICKS   Pick through any situation with this unusual manual
used by OSS operatives behind enemy lines during World War II. The basic text
was expanded and is still taught by CIA Technical Services Division personnel -
with which Watergate conspirators were associated. This manual will be of
tremendous interest to historians, collectors and spy buffs. For academic study
only. 51/2 x 8 1/2 , softcover, illus., 72 pp.

$12.95
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Home Workshop Pro Lock Tools

Home Workshop Professional Lock Tools   by Eddie the Wire "How do I make my
own lock picks?" This amazing and useful book gives complete, illustrated
instructions for making your own professional lock tools—lock tools that are of
better-than-manufactured quality, and much cheaper! All the equipment and supplies
described in this book are available from your local hardware or hobby shop. Eddie
the Wire is a pro who reveals the little-known tricks of his trade for you to use! In
step-by-step illustrated detail, Eddie tells you where to get the best materials to
use for making your own professional lock picks, how to make your own pick gun,
how to make a plug spinner...and much, much more. For information purposes
only.  8 1/2 x 11, softcover, illus., 117 pp.

$21.95

Lock Pick Design Manual

Lock Pick Design Manual - Back in Print! Lockpickshop is very pleased to make
available once again one of the most detailed manuals on lock pick design ever
written. Originally used by various government agencies to assist in surreptitious
entry, the manual contains configurations and drawings to scale. For academic
study only. 8 1/2 x 11, softcover, photos, 24 pp.

$15.95

B and E: A to Z - DVD

B AND E: A TO Z DVD How To Get In Anywhere, AnytimeGet step-by-step
instruction in using computer-generated curve picks, rockers, magnetic lock picking,
lockaid (pick) guns and electronic picks. Learn the craft of picking pin tumbler,
wafer, tubular cylinder and padlocks; quick, undetectable methods for beating the
most popular locks in the U.S.; and how to open safes via drilling, burning bars,
thermite and the European explosive method.LOCKSMITHING BOOKS & VIDEOS
ARE FOR ACADEMIC STUDY ONLY 120 minutes DVD-R

$19.95
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B and E: A to Z, Volume II

Volume II of the B and E: A to Z series shows classic covert entry methods, including
electronic lock picks, nifty automobile openers, "code-grabbing" automatic garage
door openers and two fantastic new tools that will open almost any door. One of
the great lock picking DVD's around! 66 minutes DVD-R LOCKSMITHING BOOKS
AND VIDEOS ARE FOR ACADEMIC STUDY ONLY.

$29.95

Expert Lock Picking - DVD

EXPERT LOCK PICKING DVD State-of-the-Art Lock Picking Secrets with Ron
ReedLet one of the best lock pickers in the business demonstrate the fastest ways
to open locks. Special see-through locks show how picks, rakes, snap guns and
electronic picks exploit the weaknesses of everything from simple wafers to complex
pin tumblers. This video is a must for professional locksmiths. For information
purposes only. 60 Minutes DVD-R

$29.95
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Visual Guide Lock Picking-Español

Nuestros amigos de publicaciones corrientes, autores de la popular "Guía visual de las Lock Picking" se han traducido
el libro más popular e informativo sobre el tema en español! No podríamos estar más contentos y emocionados como
nosotros tienen muchos miles de clientes que hablan español. Este libro es la guia definitiva para aprender el arte de
falsear cerraduras. La tercera edición actualiza todas las ilustraciones con nuevos gráficos computarizados. Más de
100 páginas nuevas abarcan las cerraduras, de discos, tubulares y de palanca, y los candados de combinación. Esta

guia aclamada revela los secretos del oficio y hace que el aprendizaje del arte de falsear sea ameno y sencillo. No es necesario perder
tiempo adivinando cómo se hace, leyendo teorías amatuers o tratando de aprender en las películas (que siempre lo hacen mal). Ahora
puede obtener la información precisa que usan los profesionales para ponerse en ventaja. Lo que realmente hace destacar este libro
es la gran variedad de ilustraciones que facilitan la comprensión. El enfoque visual hace que se vea con facilidad cómo trabajan las
cerraduras. Cada tipo se muestra en detalle, exponiendo todas las piezas móviles. Se brindan instrucciones paso a paso para falsear
cada tipo de cerradura. En un proceso guiado, se le presentarán las herramientas necesarias y se le explicará las diferentes técnicasque
lo lieven a la satisfacción de escuchar el clic la cerradura cuando se abre. Este libro es una guia autorizada sobre la apertura de
cerraduras. Si ya sabe cómo falsear algunas cerraduras, este libro incluye consejos y técnicas que puede utilizar; y ejercicios para
perfeccionar su destreza. Abarca casi todos los tipos de cerraduras modernas, desde las cerraduras simples hasta las de alta seguridad,
por loque es el compañero perfecto para el cerrajero.

$19.95
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Lock Picking DVDs

Visual Guide to LockPicking DVD

Visual Guide to Lock Picking - Instructional DVD With 3D Animation!The Visual
Guide to Lock Picking is THE DVD to own if you want to learn the art of picking
locks without having to sit in a classroom! This DVD explains several types of locks
and lock picking techniques. Modern computer 3D graphics and animations allow
for cutaway views that were never before possible. This DVD not only makes lock
picking possible, but clearly shows you how, so that you can get started today! It
explains what all of the tools are and for what they are used. What really sets this
DVD far above the competition, however, is the vast assortment of illustrations that
make everything easy to understand. This really is a "visual guide" with graphics
and animations that will instantly show you how locks work, and exactly what to
do to bypass them.You can start immediately! To download the trailer click here
for mov or avi You will learn locksmiths closely guarded secrets from this DVD...tips
and techniques that are extremely valuable. TheVisual Guide to Lock Picking

introduces warded locks, pin tumblers, wafer tumblers, master locks, even some high security pins. It dissects the locks, showing every
moving part, making it easy to see how they work. Step-by-step instructions are given for picking each type of lock.You will be lead
through the entire process, introducing the necessary tools and covering several techniques leading you to that satisfying click as the
lock springs open. DVD approximately 1 hour running time. If you prefer to read the Visual Guide to Lock Picking rather than viewing
the dvd you'll find it  here.

$29.95

Locksmith's Secrets Cd-rom

A LockPickShop EXCLUSIVE Offer There is a reason why this is one of our hottest selling
items...there is nothing even remotely like it anywhere else on the Internet. Here's what is
included in the massive LOCKSMITH SECRETS CD-ROM 3 complete electronic books HOW
TO PICK LOCKS - SIMPLIFIED! GETTING STARTED as a MOBILE LOCKSMITH LOCKSMITH
TIPS, PRO EDITION "How To Pick Locks - Simplified" is quite simply the finest lockpicking
instruction manual you can find, ON OR OFF the Internet.Written in easily understood language
and fully illustrated with clear, colorful graphics, this book will have you picking locks in no
time.  "Getting Started as a Mobile Locksmith" is your guide to beginning a super lucrative
career in the trade, opening cars and homes or offices from a mobile shop. It explains clearly
where to start and how to get into business with the least expenditure of cash.You'll read
about legality and how to make sure you're within limits in your particular jurisdiction . . . what

tools you'll need and how to attract business. This is the bible for those who want to work for themselves, call their own hours, and set
their own rates! You'll discover how you can work part time and make more money than most people do working 8-10 hours a day,
and have fun doing it!    $30-$50 for five minute's work is not uncommon in this trade!  "Locksmith Tips, Pro Edition" is a huge compilation
of insider tips, "secret" procedures, and fully illustrated articles covering everything from specific car opening instruction to how to
create keys for a variety of vehicles.You'll also learn how to acquire the tools and where to get them for the best prices. Combined
with the "Getting Started" manual, you'll have a great headstart in setting up your own financially rewarding mobile service. There are
over 200 separate tips, features,  and articles in this electronic book alone. Many articles fully illustrated with step by step color photos
BUT THAT'S NOT ALL . . . The Master Resource also includes these BONUS ITEMS . . . The famous MIT guide to locksmithing --
PLUS; A comprehensive listing of national and international locksmithing schools -- PLUS; Another bonus e-book that shows you how
to easily make an income with your home computer -- PLUS; 3 DOWNLOADABLE bonus items just to sweeten the pot even more,
including SPY SOFTWARE similar to the internet detective programs being sold for $35 and more.

$23.95
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Lockpicking for New Millennium - DVD

Lock Picking for the New Millennium Naturally you want an action packed, no frills
dvd filled with the most up-to-date information about locks and security
available! Look no further!  This DVD promises to blow the competition out of the
water.  Ever wondered how secure your home is?  Are you curious how high security
locks can be opened in mere seconds?  Are you interested in locks?  If you
answered yes to any or all of these questions, this DVD is for you. The close-up
videography in Lock Picking for the New Millenium is superb and it's combined
with in depth instruction from a master locksmith with many years of real world
experience. This is a Must See DVD for any lock enthusiast, locksmith student or
lock picking hobbyist. This DVD is easy to follow and navigate.  It is broken down
into 28 separate chapters you can choose directly from the menu for easy
access. You'll learn how to: Rekey A Lock Pick Handcuffs Impression Locks Use
Padlock Shims Bypass Hotel Locks Use A Plug Spinner Pick Tubular Locks Pick

Warded Padlocks Defeat Mushroom Pins Pick Pin Tumbler Locks Pick Double Sided Locks Pick Sesamee Style Padlocks Pick Schlage
Wafer Disc Locks Make A Homemade Electric Pick Pick Simplex Style Pushbutton Locks and much, much more! Item# DVD2000D

$39.95

Master Pinning Locksmith Course -CD

MASTER PINNING - The Principles Revealed   Finally! A fully illustrated, easy to understand eBook in .PDF format teaches
you the basics of Master Pinning. Our Master Pinning course is a highly informative, richly illustrated eBook on CD-ROM in
the popular .PDF format that starts at the basics and takes the student through progressively more involved sections, covering
all that is required to learn how to set up and design Master Keyed lock systems. It also discusses the tools and equipment

needed to set up a rekeying/master keying station and gives guidance as to where to purchase what you'll need to get started. Both
photos and graphics are used to illustrate the process, one step at a time. This kind of information is exceedingly difficult to find, and
up to NOW has required purchasing very costly printed manuals, which are almost impossible to acquire due to constraints placed on
security information. Understanding how to master key locks is a basic requirement if one is serious about learning the craft of
locksmithing . . . and is equally important for building maintenance personnel who are charged with lock and key responsibilities.
Sections include designing systems, determining proper pinning, and there are even exercises for the student (with the answers).
Works with PC or MAC Many illustrations and graphics help to acquaint the student locksmith or professional needing a brush-up on
the basic principles and the accepted procedures in designing master keyed systems of from 2 to 4 or more levels. Not intended to be
a comprehensive master keying course.

$15.95
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High Speed Entry - DVD

HIGH-SPEED ENTRY DVD Instant Opening TechniquesAfter watching High-Speed
Entry, you'll have no problem going right through high-security locks, hard-plate
protection, rim-and-mortise cylinder dead bolts, brick walls and steel bolts. This
information is all new and it all works. Learn how the experts get into, out of, around
or through anything in the blink of an eye with the latest high-tech tools. For
information purposes only. LOCKSMITHING BOOKS AND VIDEOS ARE FOR
ACADEMIC STUDY ONLY.

$19.95

Superpicking - HighTech Lock Picking

SUPERPICKING - The Art of High-Tech Lock Picking - DVD Champion lock picker
Ron Reed presents a video seminar on high-tech picking methods. He gives
advanced tips for minimum hassle and demonstrates the proper use of the amazing
electronic lock pick on a variety of security locks. For academic study only

$19.95
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Professional Lock Picking - DVD

Professional Lock Picking: Basic and Advanced Techniques (DVD)   This DVD is
arguably the most successful DVD ever produced to teach basic and advanced
lock picking. The producer of this DVD has trained thousands of locksmith
apprentices, not to mention state and federal law enforcement agents, how to pick
locks using basic and advanced lock opening techniques. Most students are able
to open a majority locks effectively in just a few hours, and with regular practice
can become masters at lock picking in a very short time.  If you'd like to develop
and practice your own lock picking skills along with the DVD we'd recommend
purchasing a complete (but inexpensive) lock pick set like the MPXS-14 which
works well with standard USA-made locks or the C1510 lock pick set which works
well eith European and Japanese locks as well as USA manufactured locks.You’ll
also learn how to use lock pick guns and vibrating picks (aka electric lock picks)
when you encounter a difficult lock that is resistant to picking with standard lock

picks. These tools are amazingly effective once you understand the tricks and techniques that make them most effective. This DVD
will give you that knowledge.  Many of the techniques and tricks revealed on the DVD are performed with cutaway locks so you can
see exactly how the techniques work inside a lock. This will give you an instant understanding of how the methods work. This type of
training is infinitely better than learning to pick locks by just "following the motions" that are taught in many other training materials.
Why waste time and money learning the hard way when you can have a true expert show you the lock picking techniques and
closely-guarded secrets of master locksmiths?  Let the Basic and Advanced Lock Picking Techniques DVD prevent countless hours
of frustration and boredom trying to learn the art and science of lock picking the hard way. Learning to pick locks is fun and easy with
this fascinating, information-packed DVD. This is the BEST professional lock picking training DVD we've ever come across. Did you
know that Professional Lock Picking: Basic and Advanced Techniques was produced by the same expert who's trained thousands of
law enforcement & military personnel as well as thousands lockmsithing students over the past 20 years? He's also authored and
developed the The Tactical Lock Opening Course as well as the hugely successful Lockout Specialist Locksmith Course. Please note:
Our DVD's should be played on current DVD players or they may not play correctly. Sometimes customers have DVD players that are
too antiquated to play many new DVDs. Before contacting our sales department about a "defective" DVD please try playing it in your
computer instead of your home DVD player if it is an older model.You may find that the DVD works fine and that the problem is being
caused because you own one of the older players. If this is the problem replacing the DVD won't have any effect.

$34.95

Smart Opens: Home Edition - DVD

Smart Opens: Home Edition with Miguel Miranda Structural securities consultant, Miguel Miranda, will show you the inner
world of smart opens. Smart open techniques are being used by professionals around the world to gain entry into homes,
businesses and personal spaces without leaving a trace. Smart opens don't use standard lock picking or smash and grab
techniques; they employ high-tech, yet simple, ways to gain entry into most spaces. Mr. Miranda will show you how you can
prevent break-ins and how to forensically tell which techniques were used to gain entry into a structure. On this DVD you

will learn how to: Open a push button lock with a marker and a light Use a flexible cutting board to open a deadbolt lock Open magnetic
swipe card locks with everyday household materials Transform an attachable shower handle into a 5 second door opening tool Open
a standard door lock with a modified gift card How to clear an obstruction from the tracks of a sliding glass door from outside Open a
garage door in less than 30 seconds without the use of electronics And much more! BONUS: Miguel Miranda shows you step-by-step
ways to turn a toothbrush, adult vibrator, beard trimmer or hair clippers into a very effective, yet inexpensive, electric lock pick gun.
Running time: 40 minutes

$29.95
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Smart Opens: Vehicle Edition - DVD

Smart Opens: Vehicle Edition with Miguel Miranda Structural securities consultant Miguel Miranda takes you deep into the
secret world of vehicle-based SMART OPENS. These techniques are being used around the world by car thieves and
conmen to steal vehicles and remove valuables. Vehicle-based SMART OPENS utilizes state-of-the-art techniques to gain
entry into most vehicles without leaving a trace. In this DVD, Mr. Miranda will show you these techniques and discuss how
you can prevent them from being used to access your vehicles. On this DVD you will learn how to: Open a vehicle door in

less than 10 seconds with simple, off-the-shelf items Open a vehicle door using a remote-controlled toy car Transform a blood pressure
cuff into a door-opening tool Unlock a car/vehicle trunk with a simple plumber's tool Block the signal of a vehicle's remote door-locking
system Open the hood on most vehicles with a coat hanger Use a piece of string to open a vehicle door Spot simple scams car thieves
use to steal vehicles And much more! Running time: 57 minutes

$29.95
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Lockout Kits for Professionals

10 pc Pro Auto Lockout Kit

Pro Auto Lockout Kit - 10 Piece with case The Professional auto lockout kit is the
kit for you if you're just getting started in the auto lockout business or if you are
outfitting a van, or need a spare jim kit for the shop. Low cost and versatility make
this selection of tools perfect for the beginner or just right for an extra kit. These
tools can be used to unlock a variety of foreign and domestic vehicles. Tools
included: Slide Lock Tool, Gas Cap Key, Original Slim Jim, Slide Jim Tool, E-Z
Jim, M.C.O.T. Narrow, M.C.O.T. Wide, and a Double Sided Red Wedge. Packed
in a study vinyl carry case.This item is not shipped outside of the USA and Canada.

$89.95

6 Piece Slim Jim Kit for Auto Lockouts

SLIM JIM KIT- Tools for Auto Lockouts Finally, a kit for the Slim Jim lover. This
Slim Jim set is an invaluable asset to any auto lockout technician's tool kit. This kit
gives you the choice of 5 different styles of Slim Jims to choose from. Whether you
need long or short, wide or narrow or a clamp type, it's in this automotive lockout
kit. Each Slim Jim is manufactured from the highest quality round edged stainless
steel available.These Slim Jims will not rust and they will hold the bend necessary
to reach and manipulate lock linkages. Packaged in a slender vinyl snap top case
with a tool instruction booklet. 6-piece set. This item is not shipped outside of the
USA sorry. Tools: AO10, AO11, AO25, AO30, AOCO Case: AO51

$69.95
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Master Auto Lockout Kit-13 piece

Master Auto Lockout Kit-13 piece The Master Kit is designed to provide the
professional car opening technician with a general use lockout kit.This kit contains
an assortment of basic tools and slim jims that can be used to unlock a variety of
foreign and domestic vehicles. Packed in our heavy-duty cloth case, with a tool
instruction booklet. 13-piece set. This item is NOT shipped outside of the USA,
sorry.

$139.95

14 pc PREMIUM Slim Jim Auto-Opening Kit

14 pc PREMIUM Auto Opening Kit Slim Jim Lockout tools  When you invest in
lockout tools, you're spending your hard-earned money, so spend it wisely. This
set of lockout tools assures that you will receive not only 14 of our best selling slim
jim tools, but you can keep them clean, protected, organized and ready for use.
Packed in our briefcase style cordura cloth case, which has 10 individual pockets
to store your tools, Velcro closure and sturdy handles. Open hundreds of cars with
our Premium Auto Opening Kit. Our 14 pc Premium Auto-Opening Kit is a
high-quality professional 14-piece slim jim set.

$229.95
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34 pc Late Model Auto Lockout Kit

34 pc LATE MODEL CAR OPENING KITDon't be intimidated by those new vehicles.
When you're in the auto opening business, you've got to keep up with the changes
manufacturers make to the vehicles. A fully equipped automotive lockout kit is a
necessity for the automotive locksmith. The selection of tools in this Late Model
Auto Opening Kit will allow you to open late-model vehicles easily. This 33-piece
kit contains all of the tools used in our Car Opening Manuals from 1995 to 2000.
Comes in a deluxe zippered cordura cloth case with divided sections inside and
sturdy handles for carrying and a tool instruction booklet. Need to get the job done
quickly and efficiently? OF COURSE you do! This is the auto opening kit that will
leave all of your competitors in the DUST! Tools included in the late model car
opening kit are: A001 - Slide Lock Tool AO07 - Astro Tool AO10 - The Original
Slim Jim AO12 - Round Jim AO14 - Vent-Window 2pc Set AO18 - Spring-L Tool
AO21 - Toyota Tool AO25 - E-Z Jim AO29 - Dual Tool AO31 - M.C.O.T. - Button

Lifter AO32 - M.C.O.T. - Wide Extra Long AO33 - M.C.O.T. - Separator AO34 - M.C.O.T. - Narrow AO35 - M.C.O.T. - Wide AO36 -
M.C.O.T. - Long AO37 - M.C.O.T. - Button Finger AO38 - Honda Tool AO39 - Double Slide Tool AO41 - Behind the Glass Tool AO42
- Long Reach Tool AO43 - Back-Flip Tool AO44 - Camry/Lexus Tool AO45 - Loop-D-Loop Tool AO47 - Cruiser/Kompressor Tool AO48
- Audi A6/A8 Tool AO49 - Double "L" Tool AO84 - GM Camaro Tool Book: AO95 - Tool Instruction Booklet Case: AO56 - Deluxe
Zippered Case Wedges: AO60 - Double Sided Red Wedge & AO64 - Mini Wedge Duo Due to the size and weight of this item we ship
it only to the US and Canada.

$384.95

47 pc. Complete Auto Opening Kit

47 pc. COMPLETE Auto Opening KitThe Tools you Need for Operating Your Own
Auto Lockout Business...and then some!Never (EVER) be without the right lockout
tool again! We're not fooling around...When you just can't get your fill of car opening
tools, get the Complete Auto Lockout Tool Kit. This 47-piece auto-opening kit
contains 1 each of our car opening tools; 5 Slim Jims, 7 M.C.O.T. tools, a Long
Reach Tool and all of our specialty tools. Also contains a selection of wedges in
our deluxe zippered cordura cloth case with divided sections inside and sturdy
handles for carrying and a tool instruction booklet. This is the gran'daddy of auto
opening kits!!! Interested in starting your own Lockout Specialty Locksmith
Business? Our Lockout Specialist course will have you in business and making
money in as little as 30 days! Tools Included in our COMPLETE Auto Opening KIT:
AO01- Slide Lock Tool AO03- Chrysler Tool AO04- Gas Cap Key AO07- Astro
Tool AO10- The Original Slim Jim AO11- Super Slim Jim AO12- Round Jim AO13-

Under the Handle Tool AO14- Vent-Window Tool- 2pc Set AO16- Corvette Tool AO17- Porsche 928 Tool AO18- Spring-L Tool AO20-
Slide Jim Tool AO21- Toyota Tool AO25- E-Z Jim AO26- GM S-10 Tool AO29- Dual Tool AO30- 30" - Long Slim Jim AO31- M.C.O.T.
- Button Lifter AO32- M.C.O.T. - Wide Extra Long AO33- M.C.O.T. - Separator AO34- M.C.O.T. - Narrow AO35- M.C.O.T. - Wide
AO36- M.C.O.T. - Long AO37- M.C.O.T. - Button Finger AO38- Honda Tool AO39- Double Slide Tool AO40- GM "L" Tool AO41-
Behind the Glass Tool A042- Long Reach Tool A043- Back-Flip Tool AO44- Camry/Lexus Tool AO45- Loop-D-Loop Tool AO47-
Cruiser/Kompressor Tool AO48- Audi A6/A8 Tool AO49- Double "L" Tool AO84- GM Camaro Tool AO85- Euro Strip AOCO- Clamp-On
Slim Jim Book:AO95 - Tool Instruction Booklet, Case:AO56 - Deluxe Zippered Case, Wedges: AO60 - Double Sided Red Wedge,
AO61- Grey Rubber Wedge, AO63- Clear View Wedge Set. This item ships directly from the manufacturer. Please allow 10 days for
delivery within the USA.  *Alaska and Hawaii residents will be charged an additional $30.00 shipping as this item must be shipped
UPS blue label air.

$494.95
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Air Fighter Pro-Auto Opening Kit

Air Fighter Pro - Auto Opening KitThe Auto Wedge Kit (aka "Air Fighter Auto
Opening Kit") is the ideal car opening tool kit for locksmiths, law
enforcement, firefighters and other emergency/rescue personnel, as well as repo
people, wrecker drivers, auto repair shops and car dealerships.You should have
this tool kit on hand to help open car doors more efficiently. The pump wedge (6
1/4in.L x 5 1/2in.H x 0.08in. thick)  slips easily between the car door and weather
stripping,  and inflates to 2 3/4 in. thick by squeezing the bulb. The inflated pump
wedge separates the car door from the frame enough for the car-unlocking tool
rods to be used (INCLUDED!). A release valve deflates the wedge. The pump
wedge can also be used to hold windows and doors in place while leveling for
easier installation. Wedge made of heavy-duty vinyl and is locksmith quality. The
pump wedge will not scratch glass or paint. Air Fighter kit includes 2 long reach
tools and a spring grabber.  Regular sized version. Manipulation rods included as

seen in photo.

$69.95

58" LONG ARM Auto Opening Tool Kit

58" LONG ARM TOOL KIT - Auto Opening Kit  This kit includes the AO42-LA 58" Long Arm Tool,
the AO65 Inflatable Pump Wedge, the AO67 Mini Rubber Wedge and the AO42SL Plastic Protection
Sleeve. The AO42-LA Long Arm Tool is approximately 58" in length and is designed to enter into
the passenger compartment of vehicle through the door using wedges and/or door jack type tools.
4 piece set. $10.00 oversize item charge is automatically added to standard shipping charge. This
tool kit is NOT shipped outside of the USA nor to Alaska or Hawaii due to the fact that it is nearly 6
ft in length. It costs much more to ship than most other items because of it's unusual size and shape.

$89.95
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76" Extra Long Arm Auto Opening Kit

76" LONG ARM TOOL KIT - Auto Opening Kit   This kit includes the AO42-LAXL 76" Long Arm
Tool, the AO65 Inflatable Pump Wedge, the AO67 Mini Rubber Wedge and the AO42SL Plastic
Protection Sleeve. The A042-LA Long Arm Tool is approximately 76" in length and is designed to
enter into the passenger compartment of vehicle through the door using wedges and/or door jack
type tools. 4 piece set. $10.00 oversize item charge is automatically added to standard shipping
charge. This tool kit is NOT shipped outside of the USA nor to Alaska or Hawaii due to the fact that
it is over 6 ft in length. It costs much more to ship than most other items because of it's unusual size
and shape.

$94.95
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Ultra Combo - Deluxe Auto Lockout Kit

Ultra Combo Kit - Deluxe Auto Lockout Kit The Combo Kit is a mix of the most
popular traditional car opening tools snuggly fit into the lid of the case as well as
our assortment of 5 "Quick Change" Long Reach Tools custom fit into the bottom
of the specialty molded case. The selection of traditional tools includes our most
popular stainless steel round edged Slim Jim, and a variety of tools featuring
Xacto-Grip technology. Simply choose the "Tool Body" that will best suit the vehicle
and opening method that you are performing. Screw the chosen "Tool Body" directly
into the "Handle" which creates a seamless design without the use of a bulky
coupler. In some instances, if you need a little extra tool length, screw the 18"
"Extension" between the "Handle" and the "Tool Body" to allow for a 67" reach.
The specialty formulates glow in the dark tip of the 1/4" tools body comes in handy
on some openings at night. Tools included in the AKUC Ultra Combo Kit: AO25,
AO35, AO38, AO39, AO42-QC1, AO42-QC2, AO42-M1, AO42-M2, AO42-M3,

AO42SL, AO65-A1.  Book: AO95, Wedge: AO65, Set of A064, and 2 AO67Lifetime Warranty against manufacturer's defect About the
AKUC Ultra Combo Kit There are a wide range of vehicles which require a range of opening tools and methods. The QUICK CHANGE
Long Reach Tool has many unique characteristics; making it one of the most versatile car opening tools available. The patented
pending features on this new tool provide the locksmith with a variety of choices that are not available with any other tool or kit. The
QUICK CHANGE Long Reach Tool is inserted between the window or door and the weather stripping. The end of the tool is then
guided into the passenger compartment of the vehicle. Depending on the vehicle, either depress the unlock button, pull the handle,
lift the lock button or retrieve the keys as if you were sitting inside of the vehicle.The Ultra Combo Kit is housed in a rugged and durable
patent pending custom molded case, measuring 29 X 9 X 4 1/2. Not just for easy storage in a truck or car but also providing a custom
place for each tool. The custom molded case is complete with a handle so locksmiths can take the Ultra Combo Kit almost anywhere
their services are needed. The heavy duty custom molded case eliminates searching for lost tools and prevents tools from tangling
together. Pro Lok's patent pending design does not require a coupler. A coupler is commonly used to screw 2 pieces of tool together
to make one longer tool. A coupler needs to be made of a considerably thicker diameter than the material making up the two tool
pieces. The Pro-Lok design does not use couplers. One half of the tool screws directly into the other half (without a coupler). This
feature allows for a smooth and smaller diameter tool. This is a very important feature because this reduces the amount of space the
locksmith has to wedge the door or window to allow room for the coupler. The patent pending tool is unlike any other; giving the
locksmith a choice of tool. Different vehicles and opening methods may require, or at the very least are easier to perform with, the right
shape or designed The 1/4" diameter provides firm and stiff tool control and attaches to your choice of 3 different and one longer
reaching. Simply choose the that will best suit the vehicle and opening method and screw it directly into the handle. The choice of tool
bodies include: 1/4" rigid diameter body, 1/8" thin diameter hook bendable body, and 1/8" thin diameter bendable body. Some vehicles
require extra length from a long reach tool. Reaching the locking button, the console, or across the car is impossible with some tools.
The QUICK CHANGE Long Reach Tool provides the best of both worlds. The shorter long reach tool (just the handle and body) is
used for most openings; providing better control and use of the tool and can reach up to 49". When faced with a vehicle that requires
a little more length, simply screw the 18" extension between the handle and the body to make the QUICK CHANGE Long Reach Tool
67" long. The rubber protective tip on PRO-LOK's 1/4" tool body is made of a specialty formulated glow in the dark material. This
feature comes in handy on some openings at night. The specialty formulated makes it easy to see the tip of the tool guiding it inside
the vehicle while pushing or pulling the desired unlocking feature. The Kit features the 5 piece QUICK CHANGE Long Reach Tool, a
variety of 5 specialized wedges, including the Pump Wedge, and Protective Tool Sleeve, which are housed in the base of the custom
molded case. Also included are commonly used tools to properly unlock vehicles that consist of horizontal linkage, vertical linkage, as
well as new cable locking systems, which are housed in the lid of the custom molded case. Also included in the lid are the AO65-A1
Wedge Starter and Window Protector and the AO95 Tool Usage and Instruction Booklet. Many of the auto entry tools included in the
Ultra Combo Kit feature Pro-Loks patented Xacto-Grip technology, which assists in more successful vehicle openings.These patented
tools are knurled and flattened to provide a stronger, yet thinner tool with a knurled edge to "bite" rod linkage."With the tools that we
have put into the Ultra Combo Kit, you can unlock most vehicles on the market" Shipping weight: 8lb, 2oz - Dimensions: 28.75 x 9.5
x 5

$249.95
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Ultra Long Reach Auto Lockout Kit

AKUL - Ultra Long Reach Auto Lockout Kit The Ultra Long Reach Kit includes an
assortment of 5 "Quick Change" Long Reach Auto Entry Tools custom fit into the
bottom of the specialty molded case. Simply choose the "Tool Body" that will best
suit the vehicle and opening method that you are performing. Screw the chosen
"Tool Body" directly into the "Handle" which creates a seamless design without the
use of a bulky coupler. In some instances, if you need a little extra tool length,
screw the 18" "Extension" between the "Handle" and the "Tool Body" to allow for
a 67" reach. The specialty formulates glow in the dark tip of the 1/4" tools body
comes in handy on some openings at night.Tools included in the AKUL Ultra Long
Reach Kit:  AO42-QC1, AO42-QC2, AO42-M1, AO42-M2, AO42-M3, AO42SL
Book: AO95 Wedge: AO65, Set of A064, (2) AO67 Lifetime Warranty against
manufacturer's defect About the AKUL Ultra Reach Auto Lockout Kit The new auto
entry tool kit encompasses 12 vital auto entry tools and accessories while featuring

the patent pending Quick Change Long Reach Tool. There are a wide range of vehicles which require a range of opening tools and
methods. The Quick Change Long Reach Tool has many unique characteristics. The patented pending features on this new tool
provide you with a variety of choices that are not available with any other tool or kit. Long Reach tools are inserted between the window
or door and the weather stripping. The end of the tool is then guided into the passenger compartment of the vehicle.  Depending on
the vehicle, either depress the unlock button, pull the handle, lift the lock button or retrieve the keys as if you were sitting inside of the
vehicle. The Ultra Long Reach Kit is housed in a rugged and durable custom molded case, measuring 29 X 9 X 4 1/2 .  Not just for
easy storage in your truck or car but also providing a custom place for each tool. The custom molded case is complete with a handle
so locksmiths can take the Ultra Long Reach Kit almost anywhere their services are needed. The heavy duty custom molded case
eliminates searching for lost tools and prevents tools from tangling together.   Pro-Lok's patent pending design does not require a
coupler.  A coupler is commonly used to screw 2 pieces of tool together to make one longer tool.  A coupler needs to be made of a
considerably thicker diameter than the material making up the two tool pieces. This design does not use couplers. One half of the tool
screws directly into the other half (without a coupler). This feature allows for a smooth and smaller diameter tool. This is a very
important feature because you won't have to wedge the door or window wider to allow room for the coupler. The patent pending tool
is unlike any other; giving you a choice of "tool bodies".  Different vehicles and opening methods may require or at the very least are
easier to perform with the right shape or designed "tool body". The 1/4" diameter "handle" provides firm and stiff tool control and
attaches to your choice of 3 different "tool bodies" and one longer reaching "extension". You simply choose the "tool body" that will
best suit the vehicle and opening method that you are performing and screw it directly into the handle. Your choice of tool bodies
include: 1/4" rigid diameter body, 1/8" thin diameter hook bendable body, and 1/8" thin diameter "L" bendable body. Some vehicles
require extra length from a long reach tool.  Reaching the locking button, reaching the console, or across the car is impossible with
some tools. The QUICK CHANGE Long Reach Tool provides you the best of both worlds. The shorter long reach tool (just the handle
and body) is used for most openings; providing you with better control and use of the tool and can reach up to 49". When you are
faced with a vehicle that requires a little more length, simply screw the 18" "extension" between the "handle" and the "body" to make
your tool 67" long. The rubber protective tip on the 1/4" tool body is made of a specialty formulated glow in the dark material. This
feature comes in handy on some openings at night. You can easily see the tip of the tool guiding it inside the vehicle while pushing
or pulling the desired unlocking feature. The Kit features the 5 piece QUICK CHANGE Long Reach Tool, a variety of 5 specialized
wedges, including our Pump Wedge, and Protective Tool Sleeve, which are housed in the base of the custom molded case. Weignt:
7lb 4oz Dimensions: 28.75 x 9.5 x 5

$179.95

Easy Access Door Unlocking System

The LT-130 Easy Access Door Unlocking System easily opens most vehicles on the road today without
entering the door panel. This kit includes a 54" fluorescent green Easy Access Door Unlocking Tool, two
Plastic Door Wedges, Plastic Slip Jim and Inflate-A-Wedge.Comes packaged in a custom kraft cardboard
box. This item is NOT shipped outside of the continental US

$74.95
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2 Pc Easy Access Unlock Kit

The LT-125 easily opens most vehicles on the road today without entering the door panel. This kit includes
a 54" fluorescent green Easy Access Door Unlocking Tool, two Plastic Door Wedges & Plastic Slip Jim.
Comes packaged in a custom kraft cardboard box. This item is NOT shipped outside of the continental
US

$39.95

Super Easy Auto Wedge Kit

Super Multi-Purpose Easy Access & Inflate-A-Wedge Kit The LT-145 is a 4 piece Easy Access Tool that collapses
for easy storage. This tool screws together without a coupler for easier access. Now includes a middle extension
piece to go across the car for long reach applications. Also includes a shorter tip for easier use with lock buttons.
Now comes with glow-in-the-dark tips. Rigid design for easy through the window reach. This kit also includes Plastic
Slip Jim, two Plastic Door Wedges and an Inflate-a-Wedge. This item is NOT shipped outside of the continental US

$89.95

6 Ft. Super Jimmy Kit

The Super Jimmy allows you to open the vehicle with the door handle, lock button or the electric lock
switch. OPENS MOST VEHICLES. No disconnection of linkage or airbag activation problems. Comes with
2 plastic wedges (LT-271) for safe easy use. The Super Jimmy easily bends to fit every vehicle design
and breaks down for easy storage. NOW includes the Plastic Slip Jim LT-100. This item is NOT shipped
outside of the continental US

$39.95

Auto Lockout Instruction Manual

The Comprehensive Automotive Lock Out Instruction Manual is a 460+ page Domestic and Foreign vehicle
instruction book. This manual covers most vehicles on the market today. Each vehicle is indexed with referrals to
illustrations of that vehicle's door panel with brief unlocking instructions. This manual is a must for emergency
lockout situations with any kit. Annual updates are available. If you are a Lockout Specialist, a tow driver or a
locksmith that regularly handles auto lockouts this book should be in your truck.

$69.95
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Supreme Master Auto Lockout Kit

The Supreme Master Auto Lock Out Tool Kit contains 18 pieces and is the ultimate product available today to
handle emergency lock outs. This kit is packaged in a custom heavy duty blow molded carrying case with vinyl
inserts, and includes a fully illustrated instruction manual. The LT-1000 includes model no.'s: 40, 80A, 95, 99,
100, 101, 105, 106, 108, 110, 112, 113, 114, 116, 120, 2-271 s, & 275 (inflate-a-wedge.) This item is not shipped
outside of the continental US

$184.95

Mini Master Auto Lockout Kit

The Mini Master is the most comprehensive low cost kit available. Eliminates automotive lock out problems in
emergency situations. This 9 piece tool kit unlocks most domestic and foreign cars and trucks on the road today.
This kit includes a fully illustrated instruction manual and comes in a heavy duty vinyl carrying case. The LT-200
includes model no.'s: 40, 80A, 95,100, 101, 105, 106, 114, 271.

$49.95
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Locksmith Tools - Durable & Economical

LSS Replacement Bulb

LSS Replacement BulbReplacement bulb for LSS Lock and Safe scope.

$5.95

Locksmith Car Light - SO218

Locksmith Car Light  This high intensity light is made to help the locksmith see the inside of a
car door. But we've found that it is simply excellent for any application that requires looking into
any hard to see area. Made of hard alloy aluminum with a bendable wand. This is a great tool
for lockout specialists, law enforcement, professional locksmiths and anyone in the recovery
field. Item# SO-218

$59.95

Keycheck Key Blank ID - Locksmith Tool

Keycheck-Key Blank ID - Locksmith Tool The Keycheck is the ideal tool to train on
key blank identification.  Forms and holds the keyway on any sample key and
allows you to match the right blank every time. As easy as 1, 2, 3!

$49.95
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Mini Neon Pick and Driver Set- 8 Piece

Mini Neon Pick and Driver Set- 8 Piece Locksmith Tool Kit Heat treated, chrome
plated, chrome vanadium steel shafts with magnetic tips.  High visibility handle,
easy to locate. Weight approximately 3/4lb. Includes: Curved Hook Offset 45
degree Hook 90 degree Hook Straight Hook 1/8th inch Flat Screwdriver #0 Phillips
Screwdriver SD-15 Star Screwdriver SD-20 Star Screwdriver Comes in a rugged,
hard plastic case!

$24.95

LAB Locksmith Lube -LLT001

LAB Locksmith Lube Made of Dupont Teflon Powder. A dry lubricant that will not
"cake-up" as graphite does. LAB locksmith lube is a superior friction-fighting agent.
LAB Item# LLT-001 "Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin, Russwin, Best, Falcon,
Master, Weslock, Yale, National, Sargent, Ace, Dexter, CCL,and other tradenames
and trademarks used in this website are owned by the respective manufacturers
of such lock products."

$23.95

Formed End Locksmith Tweezers

Formed End Locksmith Tweezers   Curved Ends For Positive Grip.   Perfect Size
& Weight   Made of quality Stainless Steel. "Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin,
Russwin, Best, Falcon, Master, Weslock, Yale, National, Sargent, Ace, Dexter,
CCL,and other tradenames and trademarks used in this website are owned by the
respective manufacturers of such lock products."

$27.95
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Cylinder Cap Removal Tool

Cylinder Cap Removal Tool  At last there is a time saving tool to remove the cylinder
caps from Schlage, Weiser, Arrow, and Falcon Cylinders. This tool has been
modified to accommodate the extended tailpiece for Schlage. Here's how the
cylinder cap removal tool works: "Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin, Russwin, Best,
Falcon, Master, Weslock, Yale, National, Sargent, Ace, Dexter, CCL,and other
tradenames and trademarks used in this website are owned by the respective
manufacturers of such lock products."

$39.95

LAB Workbench Pinning Mat

LAB Multicolor Vinyl Work Mat These are to be used on Locksmith's workbenches
or adhered and used in mobile vans.  Our pinning mats will capture and retain
several hundred pins and prevent them from being spilled onto the floor. In addition
a resin pin block for keying cylinders has been molded into the lower left. This
feature will help organize keying and prevent mixing of pins and parts. Dimensions
are 15-3/4" x 9-7/8" x 1/4".

$29.95

Tubular Impressioning Tool

Tubular Impressioning Tool  Aluminum impressioning tool for 7 pin center tubular
locks. Corrosion resistant aluminum alloy. Attractive blue anodized finish. If you
are unfamiliar with the art of impressioning you may want to pick up a copy of the
book Keys to Understanding Tubular Locks. The internal construction of tubular
locks is fully covered as well as how to open the locks by impressioning.

$45.95
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Tubular Impressioning Tool File

Tubular Impressioning Tool File  Custom file for the LT705 Tubular Impressioning
Tool. Cuts on 2 sides smooth on 2 sides.

$24.95

Mortice Cylinder Drill jig - 1 inch

MORTICE CYLINDER DRILL JIG   OPEN A/R TYPE DEADBOLTS AND LATCHES
(including those protected by high security cylinders). NEED TO OPEN AN
ADAMS-RITE SWING-BOLT THAT HAS A HIGH SECURITY LOCK INSTALLED
IN IT? This drill jig serves several functions: (1) you can drill the set screw out of
almost any mortise lock allowing an easy removal of the cylinder with out damaging
the door or lock. (2) In commercial doors using A/R type swing bolts drill a small
hole then use our “POKE TOOL” to release the swing arm. It is simple to cover the
hole with our washers. (3) In commercial doors using A/R type latches, use the
second hole to drill a differing hole in the door for those lacks, and again use our
poke tool to release the double locking feature of the lock, then slip the latch. This
drill jig works on doors with or without protective escutcheons. And you know the
set screw is not protected on even the best high security locks! COMES WITH 1
PUSH TOOL, 4 ASSORTED WASHERS AND A #12 DRILL HSS

$23.95

5 Piece Wafer Lock Reader

5 Piece Wafer Lock Reader   Always wondered about reading wafer locks? Well, here is a set of readers
of all the sizes you could ever want. Not only is the two page long instruction sheet included to help start
you on your way, but you also get one of the handy "must have" Wafer Doc Repair Tools.

$41.95
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Wafer Lock Repair Tool

WAFER LOCK REPAIR TOOL   This picture does not do this incredibly useful tool justice! This tool has a
sharp pointed end (LH) for prying bent or incrusted wafers back down, and a pulling probe to straighten
out bent wafers. A pretty darn useful tool!

$21.95

Lock and Safe Scope

Lock and Safe Scope   This scope throws a strong beam of light, great for reading
wafers and safe work. Made of impact-resistant plastic. Comes with 3 tips, carrying
case, batteries and bulb. Put one in each truck. All of our lock picks and lock picking
tools are made in the USA.

$55.95

LAB Curved Shims - 25 pack

Curved Shims - 25 vial   Made of:.0015 Stainless Steel Exceeds Industry Standards 25 Pack - Item
#LSMOV25

$5.95
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LAB Curved Shims - 100 Pack

Curved Shims - 100 pack   Made of:.0015 Stainless Steel Exceeds Industry Standards 100 Pack -
Item LSMOV100

$19.95

Pin Tweezers

LT374 - Pin Tweezers - Locksmith Tweezers The LT374, Pin Tweezers, are used
for pinning locks.

$12.95
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Standard Impressioning Tool

Standard Impressioniong Tool  Aluminum Impressioning tool for pin tumbler and
wafer locks using a true centerline action. Easy to grip, fits hands comfortable,
securely holds the head of the key.

$49.95

Cylinder Removal Tool for Kwikset

LAB Cylinder Removal Tool for Kwikset Cylinders Use on standard 400 Series cylinder assemblies Made from .080" thick
cold rolled steel.Yellow Dichromate coated to resist corrosion

$2.45

LED Ear Light

LABLED - LED Ear Light Great for picking and wafer reading in low light areas or
in a van when repinning cylinders. LED high intensity focused beam adjustable in
the vertical and horizontal Two replaceable CR-2016 lithium batteries included.
Comfort padded universal fit around the ear.

$16.95
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Mortise Cyl. Replacement Cover Rings

Mortise Cylinder Replacement Cover Rings - 6pcHere's a replacement set of 6
washers for your mortise cylinder drill jig.

$15.95

Mortice Spare Push Tools - set of 2

Mortice Spare Push Tools - set of 2 Replacement push tools for your mortise
cylinder drill jig. These push tools work best when sharp. Here is a set of two with
new factory edges --for when yours are worn out or lost.

$13.95

Sargent Removable Core Drill Jig

Sargent Removable Core Drill Jig Now you have the means to remove Sargent large format cores without
destroying the pin stack or the lock housing. This means the core can be decoded and control keys cut
for the entire system while not sacrificing the housing. Remove damaged or vandalized cores with ease
and precision.

$199.95
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Universal Pin Holder

Universal pin holder For Euro & Profile Type Cylinders. This simple, yet ingenious
tool will save you time & money! Made of Peterson Steel, this tool holds its shape
and position to keep your top pins in place.

$7.95

Universal Top Pin Loader

This Universal Top Pin Loader allows locksmiths in the field to replace top pins &
springs dropped during re-key. Peterson's unique spiral cut allows precision
positioning, no matter what pin spacing you encounter. Our two pin loader lengths
let you easily service short & long keyed locks. Kit includes a Universal Pin Holder,
2 Pin Loaders and is packaged in a virtually indestructible case. Our Top-Pin loader
is invaluable for Re-Keying and Reloading Top Pins in European Type Locks. This
is the way to load top pins and springs in a Profile or Euro lock. No matter if you
dropped a pin by accident while re-pinning or if you were clearing master pinning,
this universal tool will will quickly allow loading regardless of the brand or spacing.
Two pinning tubes are included so that 5 pin and 6 pin locks can both be loaded.
The universal pinning clip also fits both Profile and Euro locks. Why buy a dozen
loading bars when this tool does the work of all of them? See this Tool in Action!

$77.95

Peterson Carbine Coring Tool

Introducing the Peterson Carbide Coring Tool. We'll open them...you put them back together again! This
new set of vending lock penetration tools make quick work of many vending type lock openings including
Van, ABA DUO, Abloy, Baton, 380 Tubular, 360 Tubular, and 340 Tubular. This kit includes drill, drill bit, 7
types of adaptors to fit vending type locks with adaptor guides with preset cutting depth to insure success
every time!

$249.95
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Flexible Flashlight

Shines where other lights can't! Flexible wire holds the shape you give it. Focused high intensity
bulb (only 1/4" in diameter) fits in the tight spots. This is a great little item to have in your tool kit
or glovebox.Batteries not included

$17.95
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Lock Pick Sets - Over 50 High Quality Sets to Choose
From!

5 pc Lock Pick Set - how-to booklet

PXS-05L Beginners Lock Pick Set & Guide This little lockpicking guide & lock pick
set combination was designed for police officers and is capable of opening virtually
all pin tumbler locks. The instructional guide "EASY PICKINGS" normally sells for
$9.95 alone! You'll receive the Easy Pickings Lockpicking Guide as well as the
PXS-05L five piece lock pick set. All four basic lock pick designs are included:
hook, ball diamond, and rake, plus a tension tool, neatly housed in a top quality
snapover leather case. A great beginner or hobbyist set of lockpicks! You'll be able
to pick your first lock in about an hour! We've had HUNDREDS of emails from
students telling us so!     Three Things you must know: International customers
should purchase the C500EZ slim line lock pick set with instruction booklet. The
lock picks in the PXS-05L are designed for US made locks and may not be suitable
for use on locks manufactured outside of the US. Both sets are manufactured by
SouthOrd and are made of high quality steel, leather case IS included. All of our

lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$16.95

PXS-14 - SouthOrd Lock Pick Set

What a Bargain!  The PXS-14 is by far our most popular beginner lock pick set. It
represents quality and value, and contains everything you need to compromise
most pin tumbler locks. The PXS-14 opens deadbolts, doorknob locks, most auto
locks, and padlocks. This lock pick set includes nine lockpicks, a broken key
extractor, four tension tools, slip on vinyl sleeves, and a FREE top grain leather
case. Our Best-Selling, complete "starter" lock pick set! Please note: The PXS-14
is designed to open US made locks. Our international customers should purchase
one of our slim line lock pick sets designed to open locks manufactured in the UK,
Australia and Japan. Many of these locks have smaller, more narrow keyways and
standard picks may be too large to use. Note: slim line lock pick sets are designed
to open all US made locks as well as those locks manufactured in the UK or Japan.
The slim line set that is most comparable to the PXS-14 (and also an EXCELLENT
bargain) is the SouthOrd C1500. Looking for an inexpensive, easy to follow

instruction manual that will teach you how to use these lock picks? We highly recommend The Visual Guide to Lock Picking. This book
is THE top-selling book in the country on the subject of lock picking. It will teach you basic techniques (and then some) and the graphics
are really amazing. Available in paperback for $24.95 (in English and Spanish), also available in DVD.  PXS-14 - Regularly $37.95

$27.95
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14 Piece Lock Pick Set-Metal Handles

14 Piece Lock Pick Set with Metal Handles The MPXS-14 comes with nine lock
picks and a broken key extractor, all manufactured of tempered stainless steel and
all with our exclusive rivetless stainless steel handles, four tension tools and a top
grain leather snapover case. Our metal handled lock picks are very strong & sturdy,
just the thing if you're the kind of guy that's tough on his tools! Rust-proof, full hard
stainless steel picks with a comfortable grip. The lock picks in the MPXS kit are:
Short Hook Long Hook Snake Rake (S Rake) Single Ball Double Ball Jagged Rake
(C Rake) Small Half Diamond Large Half Diamond Jagged Snake Rake (L Rake)
Broken Key Extractor 4 tension wrenches If you prefer a similar size lock pick set
with picks designed for European and/or Japanese locks we suggest the C1510
Slim Line lock pick set. Looking for some lock picking instruction? Try reading
Steven Hampton's Secrets of Lock Picking or The Visual Guide to Lock Picking
Looking for a replacement leather case for this tool kit? You'll find it right here.

$37.95

Lock Pick Set- 8 piece kit

MPXS-08 Premium Lock Picks Set with Metal HandlesOur MPXS-08 kit includes
five lock picks with stainless steel handles, a broken key extractor, and two tension
tools in a very compact snapover leather case.Our metal handled lock picks are
very strong & sturdy, the right kind of picks to have if you're a guy that's tough on
his tools! Rust-proof, full hard stainless steel picks with a comfortable grip. All of
our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$29.95

11 Piece Lock Pick Set - Metal Handles

MPXS-11 Deluxe Lock Pick Set with Metal Handles This very popular lock pick set
includes three picks with stainless steel handles, three standard picks, a double
ended slim line pick, broken key extractor, and three tension tools in a snapover
leather case. Our metal handled lock picks are very strong & sturdy, just the thing
if you're the kind of guy that's tough on his tools! Rust-proof, full hard stainless
steel picks with a comfortable grip. Our 11 Piece Lockpick kit Contains: 3 Lockpicks
with Stainless Steel Handles 3 Standard Lockpicks 1 Double-Ended Slim Line Pick
1 Broken Key Extractor 3 Tension Tools All of our lock picks and lock picking tools
are made in the USA.

$31.95
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PXS-17 Seventeen Piece SouthOrd Lock Pick Set

The PXS-17 lock pick kit is one of the finest standard lockpick sets available and
one of our best sellers! The PXS-17 comes with an assortment of high quality lock
picks, everything necessary to pick any pin-tumbler lock, includes a precision metal
cast, interchangeable alloy handle. The PXS-17 lockpick tool set is versatile,
durable, and includes a rugged zippered leather case! Note:The picks are standard
and do not come (individually) with metal handles. If you are in need of a lock pick
set with all metal handles that is a bit more rugged the MPXS-20 is our top choice.
Are you a security professional that needs to learn lock picking technique quickly?
Or are you a locksmith student just starting out? For $49.95 this illustrated, full
color manual will teach you basic understanding of the process of lock picking. We
consider EZ-Picking the best lock picking training manual on the market! All of our
lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$39.95

20 piece Lock Pick Set - Metal Handles

Twenty Piece Lock Pick Set - Metal Handles One of our most popular lock picking
sets, the MPXS-20 contains fourteen assorted lock picks (six with reinforced
stainless steel handles), a broken key extractor, and five tension tools, all packaged
in a luggage quality zippered case. The MPXS-20 lock picking kit along with "The
Locksmith" cd-rom* or the Visual Guide to Lock Picking* will have you picking locks
like a pro in no time at all!This high-quality lock pick set is rust proof, has full hard
stainless steel picks with a comfortable grip. All of our lock picks and lock picking
tools are made in the USA. *Not included - may be purchased separately

$48.95
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32 Piece Lock Pick Set - MPXS-32

32 Piece Pro Lock Picking Set This pro lock picking kit includes a variety of lock
picks: hooks, rakes, balls, diamonds, extractors, and tension tools, and our luggage
quality top grain leather zippered case. Like all of our MPXS Series Professional
Lock Pick Sets, the MPXS-32 features tempered stainless steel lockpicks and our
exclusive rivetless stainless steel handles. If you're a locksmith, this lock pick kit
is everything a pro needs to get the job done right! Whether you are a locksmith,
recovery agent, security professional, PI or own an auto dealership every pick you'll
need is in the MPXS-32 lock picking kit. If you're in the market for an even larger
pick set check out the MPXS-62 pro set. If you regularly service USA made locks
as well as European and Japanese made locks you definitely want to take a look
at a comparable slim line set of lock picks which are good for all 3! This 37 piece
professional slim line lock pick set comes highly recommended by many of our
customers. Lock picks are rust proof with a comfortable grip, nice weight. Our metal

handled lock picks are very strong & sturdy, the right kind of lock pick set to have if you're tough on your tools! . All of our lock picks
and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$79.95

69 piece SouthOrd Deluxe Lock Pick Set

Sixty-nine Piece Pro Lock Pick Set with Metal Handles The biggest improvement
ever in a large set, SouthOrd's MPXS-62 deluxe lock pick set has no duplication
of picks, and offers the greatest versatility ever in opening pin tumbler locks. Do
you need a lock pick set that has EVERYTHING and then some? The MPXS-62
is the best we have to offer. Open the luggage quality zippered leather case and
you'll find the finest lock picks made. Our MPXS-62 lock pick set includes twelve
US picks with metal handles, fourteen US standard picks, fifteen Euro/Slim Line
picks with metal handles, fifteen Euro/Slim Line standard picks, five warded picks,
and eight tension tools...for a total of 69 pieces! This is an extremely impressive
array of lockpicks -hooks, diamonds, balls, rakes and broken key extractors
manufactured of tempered stainless steel and features our rivetless stainless steel
handles that provide maximum picking comfort. Our 69 piece lock pick set is
designed for the long haul! SET INCLUDES: 12 US picks with metal handles 15

Euro/slim line picks with metal handles 14 US standard picks 15 Euro/slim line standard picks 5 Warded picks 8 Tension tools 1 Top
quality fold out leather zippered case This set represents excellent value for the Professional Locksmith.The MPXS-62 is the BIGGEST,
BADDEST lock pick set in the store! If you need a lock pick set with picks designed strictly for European and Japanese locks that is
similar in size and quality to the MPXS-62 we have a comparable set of slim line tools in the C6010 Euro Lock Pick Set. All of our lock
picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$149.95
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Lock Picks - Double Sided

Double Sided Lock PicksHate to get called out to open a disc tumbler lock? You
know, one of those locks that is frequently used to secure display cases.You'll find
these types of locks used in jewelry stores as well as many stores that have locked
display drawers, doors and wall mounted cases. Wikipedia defines disc tumbler
locks as follows: A disc tumbler lock is a lock composed of slotted rotating detainer
discs. A specially cut key rotates these discs like the tumblers of a safe to align
the slots, allowing the sidebar to drop into the slots, thus opening the lock. Unlike
a wafer tumbler lock or a pin tumbler lock, this mechanism does not use springs.
From a security standpoint, the disc tumbler lock cannot be bumped.Without double
sided lock picks, it's an almost impossible task to open disc tumbler locks. We're
here to make your life easier! So, go ahead. Add a set of double sided disc tumbler
lock picks to your inventory of locksmithing tools! And why not?! At under $30
they're quite a bargain! All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the

USA.

$25.95

Jackknife Lock Pick Set

Jackknife Lock Pick SetThe JPXS-6 Jackknife Lock Pick Set fits right in your work
shirt pocket! At 3 1/2 inches long and 1/4 wide you'll hardly know it's there! The
finest lockpick set of its kind, the JPXS-6 now features improvements that bring it
to near perfection; tempered stainless steel lockpicks, knurled stainless steel set
screw for a positive lockup, and a hard alloy handle for increased durability.
Individual replacement picks are also available. All of our lock picks and lock picking
tools are made in the USA.

$39.95

Picks for Warded Padlocks

Picks for Warded PadlocksWarded picks are for, of course, warded locks. A warded lock (also
called a ward lock) is a type of lock that uses a set of obstructions, or wards, to prevent the lock
from opening unless the correct key is inserted. The correct key has notches or slots
corresponding to the obstructions in the lock, allowing it to rotate freely inside the lock. Warded
locks are commonly used in inexpensive padlocks, cabinet locks, and other low-security
applications, since they are among the most easily circumvented by lock picking. Warded locks
are pretty common, and they are easily opened with the proper tools- warded picks! Our warded
picks are used for warded locks; they are a necessity if you intend on opening warded locks.
This compact pick set efficiently opens warded padlocks. This set of 5 picks comes on a key
ring and helps to avoid costly destruction of padlocks. These picks are a must have for your

toolbox. And at this low price, you can't afford not to own a set! Compact enough to fit in your pocket Contains 5 Picks with Key Ring
Made of the finest US spring steel

$9.95
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Padlock Shims - SPS-20

Padlock Shims How do I Pick a Padlock?  Padlock Shim Picks Set What are padlock
shims? Our friends at lockpicking101 have this to say: "Padlock shims are formed
pieces of thin yet stiff metal designed to take advantage of mechanical imperfections
and tolerances in the latching design of some popular brands/models of locks. In
other words, padlock shims are a bypass tool, not a pick."  An easy way to open
many padlocks is to utilize Padlock Shims; it's a great alternative to picking. In
many circumstances shims are the only way to open a padlock in mere seconds.
They are designed to open laminated type padlocks, the most common variety of
padlock used today but they will open any lock that has a spring operated lever
latch. Made of very thin spring steel, our padlock shims come in several sizes to
fit the contour of the hasp of the lock. Just push one down between the hasp and
the body of the lock and twist to disengage the locking mechanism. Pretty slick!
Our 20 piece shim assortment for padlock opening comes with 5 each of the 4

most common shackle diameters, enabling the shims to open a wide variety of locks.Want to know how to pick a padlock using padlock
shims? Visit Lock-Picking.org, our informational website and take a look at our article on padlock shims. Keep in mind that padlock
shims are very effective for opening nearly all cheap padlocks in record time. While padlock shims are inexpensive and easy to use,
they have limited effectiveness on high-quality locks. Anyone truly interested in safeguarding valuables would never rely on a padlock
alone to do the trick, as these models offer only minimal protection against thieves. Padlock shim sets are available with several
different-sized shims, which are slender pieces of spring steel. These ends are inserted in the gap where the lock meets the hasp so
that the tips disengage the locking mechanism inside the housing. The base of the shim is cut to fit the contours of the exposed
U-shaped latch, giving you greater control in maneuvering the end.

$24.95

Schlage Wafer Pick Set

Schlage Wafer Pick SetYears ago, Schlage developed a lock that was thought to
be un-pickable - the Schlage Wafer.They are no longer sold and installed, but they
still show up in older offices and hotel/motel complexes. Although they can't be
picked with conventional tools, they are a snap to open with the Schlage Wafer
picks.You can tell a Schlage Wafer Lock by looking into the locks keyway. Look
inside the keyway and if it seems like the key should be shaped like the letter "C",
there is a strong posibility that you're looking at a Schlage wafer lock. Highly
recommended if your business takes you into older buildings, or if you are a property
owner/building manager of an older property. **Standard lock picks cannot be used
on Schlage wafer locks - they will not work.

$19.95
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Slim Line Euro Lock Pick Set - 5 Piece

Five Piece Slim Line Lock Pick SetDesigned for European and Japanese locks,
Our Slim Line lock picks work beautifully on all U.S. pin tumbler locks with small
or narrow keyways. This basic Euro/Japanese lock pick set includes all four basic
lock pick designs - hook, ball, diamond, and rake, all with metal handles, plus a
tension tool, neatly housed in a top quality snapover leather case. Take a look at
all the Slim Line lock pick sets and kits  that LockPickShop.com has in stock!! All
of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$21.95

Slim Line Euro Lock Pick Set - 9 Piece

Nine Piece Slim Line Lock Pick SetDesigned for European and Japanese locks,
Our Slim Line lock picks work beautifully on all U.S. pin tumbler locks with small
or narrow keyways. This nine piece lock pick set includes seven different lockpicks
with metal handles, and two tension tools, and a snapover top grain leather case.
If you're in need of some individual Slim Line replacement picks you'll find them
here: Lock Picks - European Slim line Picks - Reinforced Metal Handles All of our
lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$29.95

15 Piece Slim Line Euro Lock Pick Set

Fifteen Piece Slim Line Lock Pick Set Like all our Euro Japanese lock pick sets,
Our Slim Line fifteen piece lock pick set is made for European and Japanese locks,
and U.S. locks with small or narrow keyways. The C1500 lock pick set includes
five lockpicks with metal handles, six standard lockpicks, and four tension tools in
a top grain leather snapover case. ***Both the C1500 and the C1510 are 15 piece
lock pick sets. The difference between the C1500 and the C1510 lock pick sets is
that the C1500 contains 5 lock picks with metal handles; the C1510 contains eleven
lock picks with metal handles.  Both contain four tension wrenches. All of our lock
picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$37.95
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15 Pc Slimline Pick Set -Metal Handles

Fifteen Piece Slimline Lock Pick Set One of the questions we're asked all the time
is "What is the BEST lock picking kit?" That's difficult to answer because everyone's
likes and preferences are different. We think, for the money and quality that the
C1510 is definitely one of the best complete lock picking kits made in the US. Like
all our Euro/Japanese lock pick sets, our Slim Line fifteen piece lock pick set is
made for European and Japanese locks, and U.S. locks with small or narrow
keyways. The C1510 premium lock pick set includes eleven lockpicks with metal
handles and four tension tools in a top grain leather snapover case. ***Both the
C1500 and the C1510 are 15 piece lock pick sets. The difference between the
C1500 and the C1510 lock pick sets is that the C1500 contains 5 lock picks with
metal handles; the C1510 is a premium set that contains eleven lock picks with
metal handles. Both contain four tension wrenches. This set is an excellent
alternative for our MPXS-14 lock pick set and can be used for American, European

and Japanese manufactured locks. All of our lock picking tools are made in the USA

$42.95

Slim Line Lock Pick Set - 22 Piece

Twenty-two Piece Premium Slim Line Lock Pick SetMade for European and
Japanese locks, and U.S. locks with small or narrow keyways, our Slim Line
twenty-two piece lock pick set includes fifteen premium lock picks with metal handles
and seven different tension tools. The luggage quality zippered case is the perfect
companion to house our high quality stainless steel lock pick tools. To view all of
our lock pick sets designed for European and Japanese manufactured locks take
a look at our Euro Lock Pick sets and Kits All of our lock picks and lock picking
tools are made in the USA.

$59.95

Slim Line Lock Pick Set - 37 Piece

Slim Line Lock Pick Set - Thirty-seven PieceMade for European and Japanese
locks, and U.S. locks with small or narrow keyways, our Slim Line thirty-seven
piece lock pick set includes fifteen premium lockpicks with metal handles, fifteen
standard lockpicks, and seven different tension tools, housed in our luggage quality
zippered top grain leather case. Take a look at all the Slim Line lock pick sets and
kits we keep in stock! All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the
USA.

$85.95
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Slim Line Lock Pick Set - 74 Piece

Seventy-four Piece Slim Line Lock Pick Set Our top of the line Slim Line
Euro/Japanese lock pick set, is also excellent for opening U.S. locks, especially
those locks with narrow or small keyways. Included are thirty lock picks with metal
handles, thirty standard lockpicks, five warded picks, and nine tension tools.There
are a whopping seventy-four pieces in all! And these high quality stainless steel
lockpicks are complimented by the luggage quality, top grain zippered leather case.
This set is the equivalent to our MPXS-62 lock pick set designed for standard size
keyways. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$159.95

GM Auto Rocker Lock Pick Set

General Motors Automotive Rocker Lock Pick Set These picks are called "Rocker"
picks because of their special shape and method of use.Their unique shape allows
them to be rocked up and down inside the lock cylinder keyway. There are 12
double-ended, single sided GM rocker picks in this lock pick set. This gives you
24 combinations covering the one thousand plus possible key cut configuration for
General Motors side bar locks. Each GM rocker lock pick will save you time by
replacing hundreds of "try out" keys. Before attempting to use these picks carefully
read the instructions enclosed with the set regarding the GM PassKey system and
8 & 10-cut ignition locks. This set works on most G.M. (Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet,
Oldsmobile, Pontiac, and GMC trucks and vans) steering column, door, and trunk
locks. G.M. side bar locks are the most difficult U.S. automotive locks to pick, but
with this set and practice, patience, and more practice, you can learn to master
these locks. Not for use on VAT (PASS) system ignition locks (the G.M. keys with

the built-in microchip).

$64.95

LAB Deluxe Lock Pick Set

LAB Deluxe Lock Pick Set This genuine LAB stainless steel lock pick set contains
the following picking tools:   Double Hook -Medium & Shallow Half Ball - Deep
Hook Pick Medium Hook - Half Diamond Pick Large Rake - Deep Hook Pick Medium
Rake - Shallow Hook Pick Small Rake - Deep Hook Pick Small Rake - Half Diamond
Pick Auto Disc Tension Tool 0.078 Tip - Medium Tension Tool - Full Twist ONE
END 0.093 Tip - Medium Tension Tool - Full Twist ONE END 0.125 Tip - Medium
Tension Tool - Full Twist ONE END 6 Removable Plastic Handles

$49.95
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LAB 11 Piece Mini Lock Pick Set

LAB Mini Lock Pick Set Pick Set Contents:  LPT 002 Half -Deep Hook LPT 003
Medium Hook -Half-Diamond LPT 004 Large Rake -Deep Hook LPT 005 Medium
Rake - Shallow Hook LPT 006 Small Rake -Deep Hook LTP 007 Small Rake - Half
-Diamond LTTM 01 Medium Turning Tool (.075)Full Twist ONE END LTTM 02
Medium Turning Tool (.093) Full Twist ONE END LTTM 03 Medium Turning Tool
(.125) Full Twist ONE END LTT005 Auto Disc Turning Tool Removable handles -
1 FEATURES Durable Nylon Case Velcro Closures Stainless Steel Lock Picks
Unique Designs Half & Full Twist designed Turning Tools LAB Locksmith
products are made in the USA

$31.95

Government Series 3 Lock Pick Set

Peterson Government Elite 3 Professional Pick Set   The Government Elite III
Professional Pick Set has a wonderful tri-fold sheepskin glove leather case that is
jam packed with over $325 of Peterson's quality tools. The featured lock picks are
made from moly-stainless steel, (which is the highest tensile strength steel
made. Peterson added their DAMES (4P-BS) bypass set which includes 4 Peterson
By-Pass Tools, an upgraded moly extractor, their slender pick set, and even their
enhanced serrated tension tools to this professionals only grade pick set. While
this set is not priced for the timid, due to its value, the high quality tools included
and the overall capability of this set, these are quickly becoming a customer favorite!
The Government Elite III pick set has Peterson's best stainless steel lock picks,
Broken key extractors, and By-Pass Tools.

$329.95

Government Series 4 Lock Pick Set

Peterson Government Series 4 Lock Pick Set   This set has it ALL!  All of our current
bypass tools plus our two types of serrated tension tools plus our proprietary
"Government Steel" picks in both the standard rubber and as the "Stainless
Slender's" that work so well in small places. In short the Government Series 4 pick
set is our G-3 set plus our new Pro-Dames bypass set with a smattering of other
neat stuff. There have been so few problems associated with these picks that we
find it easy to extend a limited lifetime warranty on them: Send any of our broken
Government Steel Picks (G-S) back to Peterson Manufacturing, Inc. with a check
for $12.50 and we will happily send you back a new G-S pick, of your choice; no
questions asked, postage pre-paid.

$525
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Credit Card Lock Pick Set

Credit Card Lockpick Set  This is the first credit card size lock-pick set. Straight
out of a James Bond movie, it's an actual lock-pick set concealed inside a credit
card housing. The back portion of the card slides off to reveal 4 individual picks
and a double-sided tension tool. At 1/8" thick, it's about twice as thick as a normal
credit card, but will discreetly fit in your wallet along with your other credit cards.The
picks are top quality, solid stamped stainless steel, 4 piece credit card pick set.
This unique kit assures that you always have a back-up when you need it. Length
and width are the exact size of any standard credit card. The cover looks similar
to a real credit card. This is about the coolest thing I've seen in a long time! There
is actually a hidden compartment under the lid that houses the mini pick set. Comes
with one tension wrench, small diamond pick, snake (C rake) pick and an L rake.
Very I-Spy! Please note: This is a working lock pick set but it is a novelty item. It
is not intended to replace a full sized lock pick set nor to be used all-day every day

on the job. If you are just learning the skill of lock picking we would advise you to purchase, practice, and learn to use a full-sized
standard pick set.

$29.95

Pocket Pen Lock Pick Set

Pocket Pen Lock Pick Set The Pocket Pen Lock Pick Set includes nine assorted
lock picks (housed within the handle) and a tension tool, engineered to the size of
a ballpoint pen. The tension wrench is actually the clip of the pen and is made of
flexible hardened carbon steel. A unique design with quality throughout. Total
weight: only 38 grams! Imported. Please note: This is a fully functional lock pick
set but it is a novelty item. It is not intended to replace a full sized lock pick set nor
to be used all day, every day on the job. If you are just learning the skill of lock
picking we would advise you to purchase, practice, and learn to use a full-sized
standard pick set in addition to this item. The Pocket Pen lock pick set is great in
a tight spot or emergency situation for sure! IMPORTED

$54.95
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Gov't Elite Stainless Lock Pick Set

Government Elite Stainless Steel Lock Pick Set   Our wonderful sheepskin glove
leather case just jam packed with tools. Our featured picks are moly-stainless,
which is the highest tensile strength steel made. Reports are coming back from
users that these rubber handled picks have an enhanced "feel" due to the tensile
strength that seems to aid in lock picking. This was our first Government quality
pick set. Contents are valued at over $220.00, But our price is only $189.95. We
are starting to see locksmiths buy this compact quality set in greater numbers
again, but they are teaming is up with our newly released "Pro-Dames" set found
in our By-Pass Tools" page. Add some serrated tension tools and some "Just Picks
Slender Stainless" and you have the equivalent of our G-4 pick set in two easy to
manage cases. There have been so few problems associated with these picks
that we find it easy to extend a limited lifetime warranty on them: Send any of our
broken Government Steel Picks (G-S) back to Peterson Manufacturing, Inc. with

a check for $12.50 and we will happily send you back a new G-S pick, of your choice; no questions asked, postage pre-paid. Contents:
1 ICE-1 Scissor Extractor, 2 Wire cut Extractors, our I-Core 3 piece set, Our Peterson Bending tool and Tension Tool Strips

$221.95

KEN'S Lock Pick Set

Ken's Mid-Range lock pick set   This Peterson mid-range 15 piece lock pick set is
every bit the superb quality of our larger lock pick sets. We've picked some of the
very finest picks from our larger sets including our Deep Cut Access Picks, one of
our saw tooth extractors, several of our Slender gem picks and combined them
with a complete set of our Flat-5 tension tools, giving you a set of picks that is
extremely portable and will fit right in your work shirt pocket. While we have
succeeded in putting out some of the highest quality and most inclusive pick sets
in the world to serve the needs of the high end locksmith professional needing to
be prepared for any challenge, we realized that we also needed to appropriately
select some of our powerful tools and put them into a smaller snap over case for
those not needing that full arsenal sitting in their shirt pocket as a first line of attack.

$89.95
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City Lites Pick Set

City Lites Lock Pick Set  A cheaper version of the same concept as " The City".
On the plus side, we use our new "Texture Grip" handle coating. This is for our
friends who like a smaller handle like some "other brands". But we do it with
comfort. On the minus side? Only 5 picks, 1 cheap Extractor, One Tension Tool. All
included with our Quality Leather snap over case great for general use, or for
beginners. Contents: 5 Textured Gripped handled picks, 1 Extractor, One tension
tool. With quality leather snap over case.

$39.95

Allisons Lock Pick Set - Pink Handles

Allisons Lock Pick Set - with Pink Handles   While we were determining what tools
we would put into our new small, but powerful KPS-15 pick set, we received a
request for a set of picks with pink handles. Allison, a locksmith from Alabama,
desired them because she liked pink and very importantly because the guys in the
shop would then stop carrying her bench tools away.We agreed, and so the KPS-15
is also available in Pearled Pink for all those who desire them. In appreciation for
her help, the set bears Allison’s name.

$99.95

The City Lock Pick Set

Designed for our friends in New York City who wanted a small - High Quality set for normal daily use - without over
filling pockets. Contents: 6 Rubber Handled picks, 2 wire cut extractors, and one tension tool. With quality leather
snap over case

$56.95
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Masters Lock Pick Set

Master Tri-Fold Lock Pick Set - 2nd Edition  This is one of our preferred pick sets for the new
locksmith or trainee at work. It has a case that has plenty of extra room (so you can add to it
in the future), a nice set of our texture grip handles, a grouping of our U-Bend It tension tools
plus our famous FLAT-5 tension tools set! This is a lock pick set with great potential for the
user. It's complete with everything you need to get the job done right. A great selection of our
top tools at a really great price!

$114.95

Professional II Lock Pick Set

Professional II Lock Pick Set This is a very high quality lock pick set by Peterson inside a
bi-fold case combined with our plastic handled picks, a grouping of U-Bend-it tension tools,
and our 3 bent "STT" tension tools.  A lot of people prefer our plastic handles for the "feel"
they get, and many folks like this simple and supple bi-fold case - so here it is!

$94.95

Elite II Lock Pick Set

Elite II Lock Pick Set  The glove leather case is only 3 and 1/4 inches wide, and
has all 9 Peterson picks plus two wire cut extractors, 1 Slender gem for Para-Centric
locks, and our trademark group of U-Bend IT tension blanks with a Peterson bending
tool. The Elite II Lock Pick Set fits perfectly in the shirt pocket, and the leather is
so nice! Compact well-designed case with some of the finest lock picking tools
available...and you're getting real value for your money. NOW you're all ready to
take on lots of new customers! Another fine set of tools made right here in the USA!

$114.95
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Elite 4 Bypass Pick set

Elite 4 Bypass Pick set   Our Elite 4 set is nearly the same as the G-4, but not
exactly.The case is the same and the tool count is the same, but the rubber handled
picks are made from out high grade spring steel, not our Government grade
Stainless Steel.You still get the powerhouse array of tools you need to do the job
right! This set is POWERFUL! All of our current bypass tools plus two types of
serrated tension tools and the "Stainless Slender's" that work so well in small
places.The Peterson Elite 4 bypass pick set is our G-3 set plus our new Pro-Dames
bypass set with some other really cool tools.

$349.95

4 Piece Rivet Chicago Wafer Picks

4 Piece Rivet Chicago Wafer Picks  Here's a good set of wafer picks that fold up when not in use. The
post type rivet maintains the smallest profile for storage. Sturdy, compact and very economical.You need
a set of these in your toolbox! You don't know what a wafer lock is? Wikipedia defines a wafer tumbler as
a type of lock that utilizes a set of flat wafers to prevent the lock from opening unless the correct key is
inserted.This type of lock is similar to the pin tumbler lock and works on a similar principle. However, unlike
the pin tumbler lock, the wafer is a single piece. The wafer tumbler lock is often incorrectly referred to as
a disc tumbler lock, which uses an entirely differently mechanism. If you need to pick a desc tumbler lock
you'll need a set of double sided picks designed specifically for them. Wafer tumbler lock configurations

vary with manufacturer. The most common is the single-bitted, five-wafer configuration most commonly found on desk and cabinet
locks and some key switches. Some wafer tumbler locks utilize a stack of closely-spaced wafers designed to fit a specific contour of
a double-sided key and works on the principle of a carpenter's contour gauge.Wafer tumbler locks can utilize single-bitted or double-bitted
keys. Though wafer arrangements within the plug may vary, such as automotive locks, where the wafers are arranged in opposed
sets, requiring a double-bitted key, the operating principle remains the same.

$27.95

High Yield 20 piece MAX Lock Pick Set

M2000 MAX High Yield 20 piece Lock Pick Set The M2000 High Yield Lock Pick
Set consists of ten metal handle picks, two double ended picks, eight tension tools,
and an oversized zipper case made of the finest Valentino leather. About SouthOrd
MAX Lock Pick Sets: SouthOrds new line of lock picks, SouthOrd MAX, brings to
you the strongest, most durable picks available from anyone at any price. Building
dies that can withstand the intense wear and abuse caused by stamping high yield
steel has always been a problem. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often
used for applications requiring extra high strength.With a minimum tensile strength
of 270,000 PSI, High Yield is much harder than Full Hard, which has a minimum
tensile strength of 185,000 PSI. Laser cutting was the only viable option - and a
very expensive option - until now. After more than a year of building, testing and
refining, SouthOrd has developed dies that can withstand the intense characteristics
of high yield. The result is the world's strongest lock picks at reasonable prices.

The guarantee is simple - if you break a MAX pick under normal use, return it to SouthOrd and it will be replaced for FREE.

$129.95
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M3000 High Yield Lock Pick Set

M3000 MAX High Yield 30 piece Lock Pick Set The M3000 High Yield Lock Pick Set consists
of fifteen metal handle picks, two double ended picks, twelve tension tools, including a feather
touch, and an oversized zipper case made of the finest Valentino leather. About SouthOrd MAX
Lock Pick Sets: SouthOrds new line of lock picks, SouthOrd MAX, brings to you the strongest,
most durable picks available from anyone at any price. Building dies that can withstand the
intense wear and abuse caused by stamping high yield steel has always been a problem. Type
301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used for applications requiring extra high strength. With
a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI, High Yield is much harder than Full Hard, which
has a minimum tensile strength of 185,000 PSI. Laser cutting was the only viable option - and
a very expensive option - until now. After more than a year of building, testing and refining,

SouthOrd has developed dies that can withstand the intense characteristics of high yield. The result is the world's strongest lock picks
at reasonable prices. The SouthOrd guarantee is simple - if you break a MAX pick under normal use, return it to them and it will be
replaced for FREE.

$159.95

14 Piece Government Steel Pick Set

14-Piece Government Steel Pick Set Are you the type of professional that doesn't
need a lot, but wants the very best? If so, we have the pick set for you! Peterson
Manufacturing constructed their Fourteen Piece Government Steel Pick Set based
on what our many satisfied customers voted the most popular tools. Here are the
14 top choices, all in super-strong Government Steel, beautifully displayed in a
top-shelf calfskin case. In addition to your favorite picks this gold-medal set contains
our Serrated Tension Tools, both Peterson Pry Bars, a Saw Tooth Extractor and
our Slender Picks for paracentric key ways. Get the best of the best with this new
set designed by Peterson and you!

$199.95

Twenty Pc Gov't Steel Lock Pick Set

Our Twenty Piece Government Steel Lock Pick Set is based on our GS-14 set.
We put your favorites together with more of our best selling lock picks. We include
the tools you expect in a gold-medal set such as our Serrated Tension Tools and
Peterson Pry Bars. We then make the best better with the addition of our most
requested picks, such as the Hooked Diamond Pick that keeps on getting rave
reviews. When you need to lead the pack, trust Lockpickshop to help keep you
ahead of the game!

$249.95
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9 pc Lock Pick &amp; Plug Spinner Set

9 pc Government Steel Lock Pick and Plug Spinner Set The tools you need at your
fingertips! Patterned after our GS-14 Pick Set, Peterson's Nine Piece Government
Steel Pick & Spinner Set contains a selection of our blue ribbon favorites, plus our
widely popular plug spinner. We put these together for security professionals that
settle for nothing less than a win-win option. Have the best tools at your command,
with room left over to add a few of your favorite extras.

$215.95

KIWI Lock Pick Set

Designed for our customers in New Zealand, Australia & Asia We provide the best quality tools
to security professionals in every corner of the world.When it comes to variety, nowhere beats
the land down under. From North American designs, to Euro formats, to Asian imports, the
locksmiths of New Zealand & Australia see them all. Developed with assistance from regional
experts, Lockpickshop introduces the Kiwi Pick Set. It's already become favored by locksmiths
in Europe and other continents as well! This world-class lock pick set is specifically designed
to provide the tools you need to conquer any lock anywhere.

$189.95

Comb Lock Pick Set

Four Piece Comb Lock Pick Set

Our Comb Lock Picks are designed to pick pin-tumbler locks by moving all pin
stacks completely above the shear line, allowing free rotation of the plug.

$24.95
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Dimple Lock Pick Set - 15pc

Dimple Lock Pick Set - Fifteen PieceThis SouthOrd Dimple Lock Pick Set includes
11 picks, 3 tension tools, and a machined aluminum/brass handle. Set contains
picks with different dimensions and angle hook picks. They are used to open a
variety of dimple locks like the Master dimple shackle or the Abus dimple lock.

$39.95

Stainless Pen Pick Set

SouthOrd Pocket Pen Pick Set - NPS-2000 Carry a complete set of pin tumbler lock picks as conveniently
as carrying a ballpoint pen! No gimmicks...just SouthOrd quality. This professional set of tools includes 14
stainless steel picks, housed inside the stainless steel and aluminum body, and 4 tension tools.

$59.95

Shirt Pocket Lock Pick Set

Our new small shirt pocket lock pick sets are perfect for those who like a set to carry in their pocket or purse. Now
you can have the benefit of Peterson Steel, as well as convenience. The shirt pocket pick set has a selection of
several popular picks with plastic molded handles. Included are 3 picks, one no-handle extractor, two Government
Steel tension tools and a leather snap over case.

$34.95
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Houdini Lock Pick Set

Credit Card Lock Pick Set - Special Houdini Version Harry Houdini was famous for his ability to hide lock picks in plain
sight until he needed them to effect an escape. There weren't any credit cards in Houdini's day, but if there were he
probably would have invented an item like this to hide his escape tools on his person. The first thing you'll notice on this
card is the haunting, ghost-like image of Houdini in the background. Not so noticeable is that the credit card number, if
converted to the text letters on a telephone, spell out "Nothing Can Hold Me". Finally, the "member since" and "valid

through" dates represent Houdini's birth and death dates. This special limited-edition version of the Credit Card Lock Pick Set is a
collectible tribute to the greatest escape artist in history. This is an actual lock-pick set concealed inside a credit card housing. The
back portion of the card slides off to reveal 4 individual picks and a double-sided tension tool. At 1/8" thick, it's about twice as thick as
a normal credit card, but will discreetly fit in your wallet along with your other credit cards. The picks are top quality, solid stamped
stainless steel, 4 piece credit card pick set. This unique kit assures that you always have a back-up when you need it. Length and
width are the exact size of any standard credit card. The cover looks similar to a real credit card.

$31.95

Access Card

Our new ACCESS CARD is the hottest-selling and most unique lock picking product we've seen in a long time!
The ACCESS CARD is a discreet new professional lockpick set that's always available when needed. Perfect for
emergencies; its extremely low-profile design allows it to be hidden amongst the credit cards in your wallet. In
fact, at a mere .016" thick, it's even thinner than your credit card. Manufactured from stainless steel, the ACCESS
CARD features a feeler pick, ball pick, diamond pick, hybrid feeler/diamond pick, and a tension wrench which also
doubles as a handcuff shim pick. Each tool can be snapped off the matrix as required. Since once removed they
cannot be reattached, design features enable detached components to be fastened to a keyring or even be sewn
into clothing for future deployments. Color: copper. Includes black carry sleeve. Size: 2.10" x 3.36". Thickness:

0.016". Weight: .345 oz. Ultra-thin, ultra-light, and ultra-concealable- it could be the most useful card in your wallet.

$19.95

M4000 High Yield Lock Pick Set

Our new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are manufactured of 0.031 inch thick High Yield Stainless Steel, the
strongest and most durable stainless available, and feature lightweight ergonomic ABS handles. Type 301
High Yield material is often used for applications requiring extra high strength. It is much harder than Full
Hard material, having a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI, compared to 185,000 PSI for Full Hard.
Question: That all sounds very impressive - and it IS...but why is that good for YOU? Answer: This type of
steel meets the exacting requirements of the aircraft industry. It is exceptionally tough and corrosion resistant.
The M4000 is an investment in very high quality lock picks that will last for a very long time. The M4000
High Yield Lock Pick Set consists of fifteen picks with molded handles, two double ended picks, eleven
tension tools, and an oversized zipper case made of the finest Valentino leather. Oh, you may be wondering
about the warranty on this lock pick set - The guarantee is simple - if you break a MAX pick under normal

use, return it to SouthOrd and it will be replaced for FREE.

$199.95
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Titanium Lock Pick Set

This unique set of lock-picks is made from titanium, providing ultra-lightweight picks with a long life of
rust/corrosion-free use. Mil-spec design for the adventurous operative.This set is comprised of a feeler pick,
a diamond pick, a ball pick, a hybrid diamond/feeler pick, a combo rake/tension tool, and a modified
diamond/tension tool. All of these tools are contained in a secure compact pocket case. Weight w/case: 0.4
ounces. Case size: .4" x .9" x 3.3". Made in USA. NOTE: This is a restricted sale item; you must agree to
the Terms of Agreement for Ordering Locksmithing Equipment before ordering.

$39.95
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SouthOrd MAX High Yield Lock Picks

MAX-01 High Yield Lock Pick

SouthOrd MAX 01 Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd
Lock Picks, the finest tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is
known worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in
the world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often
used for applications requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available

in complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case
made of the finest Valentino leather.

$11.95

MAX-02 High Yield Lock Pick

SouthOrd MAX 02 Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd
Lock Picks, the finest tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is
known worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in
the world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often
used for applications requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available

in complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case
made of the finest Valentino leather.

$11.95

MAX-03 High Yield Lock Pick

SouthOrd MAX 03 Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd
Lock Picks, the finest tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is
known worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in
the world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often
used for applications requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available

in complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case
made of the finest Valentino leather.

$11.95
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MAX-04 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 04 Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks,
the finest tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known
worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in the
world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used
for applications requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available in

complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case
made of the finest Valentino leather.

$11.95

MAX-05 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 05 Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks,
the finest tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known
worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in the
world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used
for applications requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available in

complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case
made of the finest Valentino leather.

$11.95

MAX-06 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 06 Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering
and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks, the finest tools in the locksmithing industry.
Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known worldwide.The
new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable
stainless steel in the world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000
PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used for applications requiring
extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are
available in complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock
pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case made of the finest
Valentino leather.

$11.95
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MAX-07 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 07 Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks,
the finest tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known
worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in the
world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used
for applications requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available in

complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case
made of the finest Valentino leather.

$11.95

MAX-08 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 08 Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks,
the finest tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known
worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in the
world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used
for applications requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available in

complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case
made of the finest Valentino leather.

$11.95

MAX-09 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 09 Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks,
the finest tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known
worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in the
world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used
for applications requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available in

complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case
made of the finest Valentino leather.

$11.95

MAX -10 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 10 Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks,
the finest tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known
worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in the
world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used
for applications requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available in

complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case
made of the finest Valentino leather.

$11.95
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MAX-11 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 11 Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering
and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks, the finest tools in the locksmithing industry.
Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known worldwide.The
new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable
stainless steel in the world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000
PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used for applications requiring
extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are
available in complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock
pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case made of the finest
Valentino leather.

$11.95

MAX-12 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 12 High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks, the finest
tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known worldwide. The
new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in the world, High Yield,
with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used for applications
requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available in complete lock pick

sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case made of the finest
Valentino leather.

$11.95

MAX-13 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 13 High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks, the finest
tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known worldwide. The
new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in the world, High Yield,
with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used for applications
requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available in complete lock pick

sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case made of the finest
Valentino leather.

$11.95
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MAX-14 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 14 - Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd Lock
Picks, the finest tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known
worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in the
world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used
for applications requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available in

complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case
made of the finest Valentino leather.

$11.95

MAX-15 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 15 - Individual High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering
and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks, the finest tools in the locksmithing industry.
Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known worldwide.The
new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable
stainless steel in the world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000
PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used for applications requiring
extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are
available in complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock
pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case made of the finest
Valentino leather.

$11.95

MAX-16 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 16 - Double Ended High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for engineering and producing SouthOrd Lock
Picks, the finest tools in the locksmithing industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known
worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and most durable stainless steel in the
world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used
for applications requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are available in

complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case
made of the finest Valentino leather.

$11.95
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MAX-17 High Yield Lock Pick

MAX 17 - Double Ended High Yield Lock Pick SouthOrd is best known for
engineering and producing SouthOrd Lock Picks, the finest tools in the locksmithing
industry. Based in the USA the quality of SouthOrd locksmith tools is known
worldwide. The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks are made of the strongest and
most durable stainless steel in the world, High Yield, with a minimum tensile strength
of 270,000 PSI. Type 301 High Yield Stainless Steel is often used for applications
requiring extra high strength. Very impressive!The new SouthOrd MAX Lock Picks
are available in complete lock pick sets - the  M2000 and the  M3000 High Yield
lock pick sets. Both pick sets come with an over sized zipper case made of the
finest Valentino leather.

$11.95
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On Sale - Lock Picking & Locksmith Tools

Dyno Kwick Lock Pick- lock picking Tool

Kwick Pick  The Kwick Pick was recently featured in WIRED magazine! Our very
own Dyno Kwick Lock Pick was picked to be in WIRED's Guide of "The Best
Gadgets & Gizmos on the Planet" Pretty Cool, huh?The Dyno Kwick Lock Pick -
Lock Picking Tool - Lowest Price on the Internet! Locked Out? Now You Can Open
Virtually Any Lock In Just Seconds with Kwick Pick! Professional-quality Dyno
Kwick Lock Pick gets you in - in a flash! The Kwick Pick fits comfortably in your
hand, and opens everything from padlocks to file cabinets, from desk drawers to
toolboxes, from luggage to gas caps. Kwick Pick even opens some car doors and
front door locks. Easy to use design has spring-loaded sure lock, retractable pick,
and tough aluminum alloy design with combination tension wrench/pocket clip.The
Dyno Kwick Lock Pick was invented by a professional locksmith. Patented. Don't
know how to pick a lock? This is a great little tool to have around the house or
office! With the Dyno Kwick lock pick tool you don't need to know how to pick locks.

Naturally, your Kwick Pick comes with full instructions. It's always a good idea to have an extra rake and tension tool on hand. In our
experience the Kwick Pick is so versatile it gets a lot of use. After repeated use (normal wear and tear) both may need replacement.
The tip of the Dyno Kwick rake is small enough to be effective with many different USA made as well as European and Japanese
manufactured locks. Though one tool cannot take the place of a complete lock pick set the Kwick Pick comes close! What makes the
Kwick Pick most appealing is its all-in-one design and ease of use. Lost the instructions for how to use your Dyno Kwick Lock Pick?
We had so many requests that we posted the instructions on SCRIBD. Follow this link and you'll find a complete instruction sheet for
reference.

$19.95

Kwick Pick replacement rake

Kwick Pick replacement rake  Replacement rake for the Dyno Kwick Pick Lock
Pick tool. It's always a good idea to have an extra on hand. *This tool is made
solely for use with the Kwick Pick; it is not a replacement for any other lock picks
we offer.

$3.45
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Kwick Pick Tension Wrench

Kwick Pick Tension WrenchReplacement for the Dyno Kwick Lock Pick Tension Wrench. It's always a good idea to
keep an extra tension wrench on hand. Please note: This is a replacement tension tool only for use with the Dyno
Kwick Lock Pick

$3.45
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Peterson Picks

Deep Cut Access Picks

Deep Cut Access Picks   Deep cuts close to the bow of a key help to add security because if they come to sheer
before the pins behind them, thick picks cannot pass through the barrier created.  Our DCAP picks have shorter
shank heights to allow them to work through these reduced windows of access. Made from Government Steel,
they provide greater strength to you than most picks with full height shank designs. These picks are also excellent
for use with EURO Keyways.  Limited Lifetime Warranty: If you break one of these wonderful picks simply return
it to Peterson Manufacturing and they will replace it for only $7.00 (plus shipping and handling).

$24.95

Just Picks- Stainless Slender

JUST PICKS- Stainless Slender   This set of 0.015 slender picks provided in popular profiles provides a powerful
arsenal to you. (Made of our government steel of course). No frills, just top quality lock picks!

$39.95

Peterson Slender Reach Pick

Peterson Slender Reach PickThe Slender GEM stainless steel pick is a natural companion for Peterson's
Small Format Interchangeable Core Tension Tool. The Slender Peterson Reach Pick is another natural
companion for Peterson's Small Format Interchangee-able Core Tension Tool. Also at 0.015 it's slenderness
plus it's unique reaching ability allows this precision pick to penetrate freely into the I-core lock design.

$9.95
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Peterson Slender Gem Pick

Peterson Slender Gem Pick The Peterson Slender GEM stainless steel pick is a natural companion for
Peterson's Small Format Interchangeable Core Tension Tool. At 0.015 it is only 60% of the thickness of
your standard picking tools, and less than 75% of the thickness of other 0.022 "thin" tools. Because of it's
slenderness this precision pick allows easier access for picking of locks with narrow keyways, or those
keyways approaching the Para centric design. And the GEM tip allows a greater pin access.

$8.95
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Pick Guns, Electric Lock Picks - Save Time & Money

Electric Lockpick Needles -10 Pack

"E" Series Electric Lock Pick picking needlesTen pack of replacement picking for
the  Southord E500XT high performance 4.5 volt electric pick. These needles will
also work in the LAT-17 EZ snap lock pick gun. All of our lock picks and lock picking
tools are made in the USA.

$9.95

EZ Snap &amp; Pick Guns manual

EZ SNAP & PICK GUNS manual The Lockaid pick gun was developed decades
ago to allow police officers who were not skilled in the art of lock picking to open
locks with minimal instruction. The Lockaid pick gun does many of the same jobs
that a traditional lock pick set accomplishes in just seconds. Rather than opening
locks by the traditional raking techniques, a snap gun uses a primary law of physics,
the transfer of energy, to compromise locks. Comes with picking needles, tension
tool and instructions. PICK GUNS, by John Minnery is an instructional text which
gives an overview of the mechanical principles of pick guns- how they work and
how to use them- and traces the development of the pick gun from its inception in
the 1920s to todays revolutionary devices. Included (as well) are instructions for
pick guns used by the FBI and federal intelligence agencies. The Lockaid tool has
been a boon to the pro locksmith and a terrific aid to law enforcement and even
national security. Because of the potential for abuse, however, this book is offered

for informational purposes only.

$64.95
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Lockaid Lock Pick Gun - The Original

LockAid Tool - Lock Pick Snap Gun  LIFETIME GUARANTEE The LOCKAID lock pick gun was specially
designed to pick pin tumbler locks over seventy years ago as an aid to law enforcment agencies and
locksmiths.The Lockaid lock pick gun is the ORIGINAL, often copied but never duplicated. It is constantly
being checked and evaluated for improvements by the manufacturer. There are many copies of this
tool on the market, but not one imitator has been able to duplicate the precision action, reliability, and
quality of the Lockaid Tool. The Lockaid lockpick gun allows you to pick a wide variety of commercial
and residential locks in seconds! This pick gun can be used to open most pin tumbler locks.  It can
work as fast as a few seconds to a few minutes. Some beginners tell us that it takes a bit of time to
learn how to use this tool, but with more practice they are able to open the lock much quicker. The

Lockaid tool is made of cold rolled steel with a brass knurled adjusting nut to control the tension on the needle.You Have Our Guarantee
- FOR LIFE. All legitimately purchased LOCKAID TOOLS registered with the manufacturer are guaranteed for life if defective or broken
during normal use The LOCKAID TOOL comes with: 1 Offset Needle (.025) ON-25 1 StraightNeedle (.025) SN-25 1 Straight Needle
(.035) SN-35 1 Tension Wrench TW-20 1 Each Screw, Nut & Washer

$54.95

High Output Electric Lock Pick

High Output Electric Lock Pick -E500XT SouthOrd began manufacturing electric
lock picks in 1992 with the E100C, followed by the E100HO, and both were
remarkable successes. As time passed, improvements were made and in 2006,
the E110 Series of electric lock picks was introduced. We've taken the volume of
knowledge gained in the past 15 years of manufacturing high quality electric picks
and the result is the new fifth generation E500XT Electric Lock Pick. This pick
provides high power in a compact tool: comfortable, easy to use, and covered by
a six month warranty for both parts and labor. The powerful long life motor is
designed for the E500XT for optimum performance. Like our previous models, the
E500XT can be powered by rechargeable Ni-Cad or NiMH batteries or standard
Alkaline cell batteries, so you never need worry about replacing expensive battery
packs or throwing the tool away when it will no longer take a charge. Includes 4
picking needles, 3 tension tools, hex wrench, and a top grain leather case to protect

your investment. The NiMH battery charger is available for only $19.95. Our high output electric pick features aircraft aluminum and
hard steel construction. Electric picks require some skill to use, but we find them easier to use than lock pick snap guns or conventional
lockpicks. The electric pick allows you to duplicate exact raking motion at many times per second. The gun rakes open pin and disc
tumbler cylinders using a rapid up and down striking movement, which causes the top and bottom pins to separate, meeting the
shearline. Full instructions for using our electric lock picks can be found on the lock picking information website. It's a good idea to
purchase a replacement pack of picking needles; you'll need them sooner or later particularly if your electric pick sees a lot of use.

$169.95
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NiMH Rechargeable Battery

MH4500 NiMH Rechargeable Battery Our new NiMH batteries are a perfect
companion to our E-Series Electric Lock Picks. Each C-cell battery holds 4500
mAh of power, giving far longer life between charges than either alkaline or NiCad
batteries. These high quality energy cells can be recharged approximately 300
times, making them very cost effective and economical. Listed price is for one
battery. If purchasing replacement batteries for the  E500XT High Output Electric
Lock Pick you'll need 3.

$8.45

NiMH Battery Charger

NiMH Battery ChargerThe SouthOrd MH110C Battery Charger is made specifically
for NiMH batteries like those used in our High Output Electric Lock Pick. Utilizing
either quick or slow charge, it will handle all popular size batteries…D, C, AA, AAA,
and 9-volt.

$19.95

Electric Lock Pick Combo Kit

Electric Lock Pick Combo Kit Combo Kit includes part numbers: E500XT, MH110C,
and MH4500 This combination set includes SouthOrds fifth generation E500XT
Electric Lock Pick, 3 SouthOrd NiMH batteries, battery charger, 4 picking needles,
4 tension tools, hex wrench, and a top grain leather case to protect your investment.
This pick provides high power in a compact tool…comfortable, easy to use, and
covered by a six month warranty for both parts and labor. Like all previous SouthOrd
Electric Lock Pics, the E500XT will run standard alkaline batteries, but our NiMH
batteries will save money charge after charge!

$189.95
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Manual Lock Pick Gun

The PKX-GUN, Manual Pick Gun, is one of the best pick guns available. Used by locksmiths everywhere, the
pick gun allows you to pick a wide variety of locks. Included with the Manual Pick Gun are three picks and a
tension wrench. Imported  LIFETIME Warranty!

$74.95

Replacement Picks for PKXGUN

Replacement picking needles for Manual Pick Gun PKXGUN. Included are 3 picking needles and 1 tension
tool.

$7.95

Snap Gun - LockPick Gun

The Pick Gun was designed for law enforcement agencies to quickly pick pin tumbler locks. Unlike
conventional hand picks that activate only one or two cylinder pins at a time, this tool is designed to span
all the pins at once. The needle, powered by trigger action, strikes all the cylinder bottom pins
simultaneously. As the force is transferred to the upper pins, they momentarily rise in the chambers and
create a wide gapping shear line. At precisely that moment, with pressure applied on the tension wrench,
the plug turns to the opening position! Various amounts of pin striking action is achieved by merely
adjusting the knob. Comes complete with 3 steel needles and tension wrench. Made in China

$49.95
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LAB Lock Pins - Rekeying Kits (Repinning Kits) -
Extensive Selection

Kwikset Kit for Re-keying (Metal)

LAB Brand Kwikset Professional Pin Kit for Re-keyingBrass Pins, Metal Wedge
box Our professional metal repinning kits are for original lock manufacturers
cylinders and are the most durable kits you can buy. They feature solid metal
construction with HARDCOAT finish and Seal-Tight Covers which prevent pins
from mixing. Each have *Dual-View Pin Tray & **Color Passport Pin Chart so you
can find exactly the pins you need quickly. Each unit has key slots for mounting to
work bench.The LAB Brand Kwikset Professional Pin Kit includes: The LAB Brand
Kwikset Professional Pin Kit includes: New Wedge Box Design with Added
Components! Constructed of Heavy-Duty Steel with a HARDCOAT finish and
Leakproof Seal-Tight Cover. Pins are Color Coded to New Industry Specifications
6 Brass Bottom Pins 2 Brass Top Pins 2 Brass Anti-Pick Top Pins 6 Brass Master
Pins Stainless Steel Cylinder Springs 2 New Anti-Pick Top Pins (.160 & .180) Now
Includes LAB CRT001 Cylinder Removal Tool for Kwikset Cylinders. Packaged

100 pins per pack Now Includes LAB Plug Follower for Kwikset Cylinders. New Layout Chart includes Bitting Information.
Dimensions:11-13/16" x 8-3/4" x 3-1/2" EXCLUSIVE *Dual View Pin Tray - Pin sizes are enlarged and printed under the clear PETG
tray, both above and inside the pin pockets for easy viewing at all angles. EXCLUSIVE**Color Passport Pin Chart - Pin sizes printed
on the chart are the same color as the actual pins. Want to learn how to rekey Kwikset locks? There's great Kwikset rekeying manual
right on their site that walks you through every step! This 41 page .pdf can be printed out for your convenience. It covers rekeying
(repinning) Kwikset Security locks, Kwikset Maximum Security locks as well as Kwikset Ultramax. Made in the USA!

$114.95

Schlage &amp; Kwikset Pro Pin Kit (Metal)

LAB Brand Schlage & Kwikset 2n1 Pro Pin Kit for Re-keying (Metal)Our professional
metal repinning kits are for original lock manufacturers cylinders and are the most
durable kits you can buy. They feature solid metal construction with HARDCOAT
finish and Seal-Tight Covers which prevent pins from mixing. Each unit has key
slots for mounting to work bench. The LAB Brand Schlage & Kwikset 2n1
Professional Pin Kit includes: SCHLAGE Sizes: 10 Nickel-Silver Bottom Pins 8
Brass Master Pins 3 Brass Top Pins Cylinder Springs KWIKSET Sizes: 6 Brass
Bottom Pins 2 Brass Top Pins 6 Brass Master Pins Cylinder Springs Color Coded
to New Industry Specifications Dimensions: 11" x 8 1/4" x 1 3/4". EXCLUSIVE
*Dual View Pin Tray - Pin sizes are enlarged and printed under the clear PETG
tray, both above and inside the pin pockets for easy viewing at all angles.
EXCLUSIVE**Color Passport Pin Chart - Pin sizes printed on the chart are the
same color as the actual pins. Made in the USA!

$159.95
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Schlage Kit for Re-keying (Metal)

LAB Brand Schlage Pro Pin Kit for Re-keyingNickel Silver Pins, Wedge boxOur professional
metal repinning kits are for original lock manufacturers cylinders and are the most durable kits
you can buy. They feature solid metal construction with HARDCOAT finish and Seal-Tight
Covers which prevent pins from mixing. Each have *Dual-View Pin Tray & **Color Passport Pin
Chart so you can find exactly the pins you need quickly. Each unit has key slots for mounting
to work bench. The LAB Brand Schlage Professional Pin Kit includes: 10 Nickel-Silver Bottom
Pins 8 Brass Master Pins 3 Brass Top Pin Cylinder Cap Pins & Springs Cylinder Springs
Dimensions: 11" x 8-1/4" x 1 3/4" EXCLUSIVE *Dual View Pin Tray - Pin sizes are enlarged
and printed under the clear PETG tray, both above and inside the pin pockets for easy viewing
at all angles. EXCLUSIVE**Color Passport Pin Chart - Pin sizes printed on the chart are the

same color as the actual pins. Made in the USA!

$154.95

Weiser Pro Pin Kit for Re-keying (Metal)

LAB Brand Weiser Pro Pin Kit for Re-keying (Metal)Our professional metal repinning
kits are for original lock manufacturers cylinders and are the most durable kits you
can buy. They feature solid metal construction with HARDCOAT finish and
Seal-Tight Covers which prevent pins from mixing. Each have *Dual-View Pin Tray
& **Color Passport Pin Chart so you can find exactly the pins you need quickly.
Each unit has key slots for mounting to work bench. The LAB Brand Weiser
Professional Pin Kit includes: 10 Brass Bottom Pins 8 Brass Master Pins 1 Top
Pin Cylinder Springs Dimensions:11-1/4" x 8-1/2" x 1-7/8" EXCLUSIVE *Dual View
Pin Tray - Pin sizes are enlarged and printed under the clear PETG tray, both
above and inside the pin pockets for easy viewing at all angles. EXCLUSIVE**Color
Passport Pin Chart - Pin sizes printed on the chart are the same color as the actual
pins. All LAB Brand Repinning Kits for Original Lock Manufacturers contain only
those specific sizes required to service the Original Manufacturer's Cylinders. Made

in the USA!

$109.95

Kwikset Mini Dur-X Pin Kit for Re-keying

Kwikset Mini Dur-X Pin Kit for Re-keying Mini DUR-X Pin Kits - for original Lock
Manufacturers Cylinders. Features:"A unique and revolutionary departure from the
plastic breakable pin kits." These very handy Mini-DUR-X Pin Kits contain only
LAB Brand Pins for original lock manufacturer's cylinders. Made of Super-Tough
Polyethylene, our Kwikset mini- kit features a platform insert with a reusable
protective cover to protect contents, location chart, and only those size pins and
springs required to re-pin specific lock companies cylinders. The Kwikset Mini
Dur-X Pin Kit for Re-keying includes: 6 Master Pins 2 Top Pins 6 Bottom Pins
Cylinder Springs Color Coded to New industry Standards Dimensions: 7 1/2" x 4
1/2" x 1 1/2" All Mini Dur-X Kits contain 25 pins per pocket Want to learn how to
rekey Kwikset locks? There's great Kwikset rekeying manual right on their site that
walks you through every step! Proudly made in the USA

$67.95
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Schlage Mini Dur-X Pin Kit-Re-keying

Schlage Mini Dur-X Pin Kit for Re-keying Mini DUR-X Pin Kits - for original Lock
Manufacturers Cylinders. Features:"A unique and revolutionary departure from the
plastic breakable pin kits." These very handy Mini-DUR-X Pin Kits contain only
LAB Brand Pins for original lock manufacturer's cylinders. Made of Super-Tough
Polyethylene, our Schlage mini- kit features a platform insert with a reusable
protective cover to protect contents, location chart, and only those size pins and
springs required to re-pin specific lock companies cylinders. The Schlage Mini
Dur-X Pin Kit for Re-keying includes: 8 Master Pins (Brass) 3 Top Pins (Brass) 10
Bottom Pins (Nickel-Silver) Cylinder Cap pins and Springs Cylinder Springs
Dimensions: 7 1/2" x 4 1/2" x 1 1/2" All Mini Dur-X Kits contain 25 pins per pocket
Proudly made in the USA

$67.95

Weiser Mini Dur-X Pin Kit for Re-keying

Weiser Mini Dur-X Pin Kit for Re-keyingMini DUR-X Pin Kits - for original Lock
Manufacturers Cylinders. Features:"A unique and revolutionary departure from the
plastic breakable pin kits." These very handy Mini-DUR-X Pin Kits contain only
LAB Brand Pins for original lock manufacturer's cylinders. Made of Super-Tough
Polyethylene, our Weiser mini- kit features a platform insert with a reusable
protective cover to protect contents, location chart, and only those size pins and
springs required to re-pin specific lock companies cylinders.The Weiser Mini Dur-X
Pin Kit for Re-keying includes: 8 Master Pins 1 Top Pin 10 Bottom Pins Cylinder
Springs Dimensions: 7 1/2" x 4 1/2" x 1 1/2" All Mini Dur-X Kits contain 25 pins per
pocket Proudly made in the USA

$67.95

Kwikset, Weiser, Schlage -Pin Kit - 3N1

Kwikset, Weiser, and Schlage -3N1 Universal Pin Kit for Re-keying LAB Mini DUR-X
Universal Pin Kits - for original Lock Manufacturers Cylinders. Features:"A unique
and revolutionary departure from the plastic breakable pin kits." These very handy
Mini-DUR-X Pin Kits contain only LAB Brand Pins for original lock manufacturer's
cylinders. Made of Super-Tough Polyethylene, our 3.N.1 Universal Kit features a
platform insert with a reusable protective cover to protect contents, location chart,
and only those size pins and springs required to re-pin specific lock companies
cylinders. The 3.N.1 Universal Kit for Re-keying includes: 3 Top Pins 23 Bottom
Pins Cylinder Springs Dimensions: 7 1/2" x 4 1/2" x 1 1/2" All Mini Dur-X Kits contain
25 pins per pocket Proudly made in the USA

$67.95
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LAB Universal Pro Pin Kit- .003 - Metal

LAB Universal Classic Pro Pin Kit- .003- with Metal Case 124 Pin Sizes 1 Spring
size Tops: .010 - .200 Bottoms: .156 - .360 UNIVERSAL Pins - "The New Standard"
The Most Accurate Universal Pin Made * Use with the confidence of Original Pins
* LAB PRO-STAFF Choice Award * Color-Coded (LAB Copyrighted System) *
Radius edges that blend into flat center so master pins will not tip or roll * Nose
designed to decrease key insertion forces. .You may be interested in theLAB .005
Universal Pro Kit as well.

$239.95

LAB Universal Pro Pin Kit .005 - Metal

LAB Universal Classic Pro Pin Kit- .005 LAB Universal Classic Pro Pin Kit- .005-
with Metal Box 102 Pin Sizes 1 Spring size Tops: .010 - .300 Bottoms: .150 - .360
UNIVERSAL Pins - "The New Standard" The Most Accurate Universal Pin Made
* Use with the confidence of Original Pins * LAB PRO-STAFF Choice Award *
Color-Coded (LAB Copyrighted System) * Radius edges that blend into flat center
so master pins will not tip or roll * Nose designed to decrease key insertion forces.
You may be intersted in the LAB .003 Universal Pro Kit as well.

$239.95

LAB Pin Refill Packs - .003 System

.003 Pin Kit Refill PackCarton contains 124 packs (50 pins per package) of the
highest quality LAB Universal .003 Tumbler pins - 50 pins per size. Tops: .010 -
.200 Bottoms: .156 - .360 Pin sizes included (in refill packs of 50 each) are: .010T,
.015T, .020T, .024T, .027T, .030T, .033T, .036T, .039T, .042T, .045T, .048T, .051T,
.054BC, .057T, .060T, .063T, .066T, .069T, .072T, .075T, .078T, .081T, .084T,
.087T, .090T, .093T, .096T, .099T, .102T, .105T, .108T, .111T, .117T, .120T, .123T,
.156BC, .159BC, .162BC, .165BC, .168BC, .171BC, .174BC, .177BC, .180BC,
.183BC, .185T, .186BC, .189BC, .192BC, .195BC, .198BC, .201BC, .204BC,
.207BC, .210BC, .213BC, .216BC, .219BC, .222BC, .225BC, .228BC, .231BC,
.234BC, .237BC, .240BC, .243BC, .246BC, .249BC, .252BC, .255BC, .258BC,
.261BC, .264BC, .267BC, .270BC, .273BC, .276BC, .279BC, .282BC, .285BC,
.288BC, .291BC, .294BC, .297BC, .300BC, .303BC, .306BC, .309BC, .312BC,
.315BC, .318BC, .336BC, .339BC, .342BC, .345BC, .348BC, .351BC, .354BC,

.357BC, .360BC. All 124 sizes are included in the LAB Pin Refill Packs Complete .003 System. Made in the USA!

$129.95
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LAB Pin Refill Packs - .005 System

.005 Pin Kit Refill PackCarton contains 102 packs (50 pins per package) of the
highest quality LAB Universal .005 Tumbler pins - 50 pins per size. Tops: .010 -
.200 Bottoms: .156 - .360 Pin sizes included (in refill packs of 50 each) are: .010T,
.015T, .020T, .025T, .030T, .035T, .040T, .045T, .050T, .055T, .060T, .065T, .070T,
.075T, .080T, .085T, .090T, .095T, .100T, .105T, .110T, .115T, .120T, .125T, .130T,
135T, .140T, .145T, .150B, .150T, .155B, .155T, .160B, .160T, .165B, .165T, .170B,
.170T, .175B, .175T, .180B, .180T, .185B, .185T, .190B, .190T, .195B, .195T,
.200B, .200T, .205B, .205T, .210B, .210T, .215B, .215T, .220B, .220T, .225B,
.225T, .230B, .230T, .235B, .235T, .240B, .240T, .245B, .245T, .250B, .250T,
.255B, .255T, .260B, .260T, .265B, .265T, .270B, .270T, .275B, .275T, .280B,
.280T, .285B, .285T, .290B, .290T, .295B, .295T, .300B, .300T, .305B, .310B,
.315B, .320B, .325B, .330B, .335B, .340B, .345B, .350B, .355B, .360B. All 102
sizes are included in the LAB Tumbler Pin Refill Packs Complete .005 System.

Made in the USA!

$109.95

Schlage Lock Pins - Refill Pack

SCHLAGE Kit Refill Pack - LAB Brand Contains 21 packs of LAB Brand Schlage
Pins. 100 Pins Per Size Brass Top Pins: # 1 - 3 Brass Master Pins: # 2 - 9 Nickel
Silver Bottom Pins: # 0 - 9

$174.95

LAB Locksmith Pinning Block

LAB Locksmith Pinning Block  item number LPB001   Made of Artic Birch  Holds
5 Plugs  Great for Repinning Multiple Cylinders, Master and Grand Master Pinning
 Measures 4x4 1/2 "Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin, Russwin, Best, Falcon,
Master, Weslock, Yale, National, Sargent, Ace, Dexter, CCL,and other tradenames
and trademarks used in this website are owned by the respective manufacturers
of such lock products."

$29.95
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Kwikset Lock Pins - Refill Pack

KWIKSET Kit Refill Pack - LAB Brand pins&nbsp;Contains 14 packs of LAB Brand
Kwikset Pins.100 Pins Per Size (All Brass)Top Pins: .160 & .180Master Pins: # 1
- 6Bottom Pins: # 1 - 6 Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser, Corbin, Russwin, Best, Falcon,
Master, Weslock, Yale, National, Sargent, Ace, Dexter, CCL,and other tradenames
and trademarks used in this website are owned by the respective manufacturers
of such lock products.

$59.95

Interchangeable Core - LAB Pin Kit

I.C.Core Mini Dur-X Pin Kit for Re-keying   Mini DUR-X Pin Kits - for original Lock
Manufacturers Cylinders.  Features:"A unique and revolutionary departure from
the plastic breakable pin kits." These very handy Mini-DUR-X Pin Kits contain only
LAB Brand Pins for original lock manufacturer's cylinders. Made of Super-Tough
Polyethylene, our Schlage mini- kit features a platform insert with a reusable
protective cover to protect contents, location chart, and only those size pins and
springs required to re-pin specific lock companies cylinders. The I.C.Core Mini
Dur-X Pin Kit for Re-keying includes: Color-Coded Brass .108Dia. Pins 18
Top/Master Pins 10 Bottom Pins Long & Short Cylinder Springs Dimensions: 7
1/2" x 4 1/2" x 1 1/2" All Mini Dur-X Kits contain 25 pins per pocket Proudly made
in the USA

$67.95

ACE (Tubular) Mini Dur-X Pin Kit

LAB Mini DUR-X Kit for re-pinning Tubular Ace Cylinders (Tubular)- BrassFeatures: "A unique
and revolutionary departure from the plastic breakable pin kits." These very handy Mini-DUR-X
Pin Kits contain only LAB Brand Pins for original lock manufacturer's cylinders. Made of
Super-Tough Polyethylene, our ACE tubular mini- kit features a platform insert with a reusable
protective cover to protect contents, location chart, and only those size pins and springs required
to re-pin specific lock companies cylinders. The ACE Mini Dur-X Pin Kit for Re-keying includes:
7 Top Pins 3 Bottom Pins Cylinder Springs All Mini Dur-X Kits contain 25 pins per pocket Proudly
Made in the USA

$67.95
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LAB Mini Steel Pin Kit .003

LAB Mini Steel Pin Kit .003 The LAB brand Mini Steel Pin Kit is a smaller version
of the LAB Universal Classic Pro Pin Kit, with .003 increments between each size.
The smaller increment size gives even better rekey control and allows more precise
pinning. All LAB Brand Metal Repinning Kits are constructed of Heavy-Duty Steel
with a HARDCOAT finish and Leakproof Seal-Tight Covers. .003 Increments 81
Sizes - No Unnecessary Sizes Masters: .024 - .090 Drivers: .093 - .235 Bottoms:
.156 - .354 Cylinder Springs Measures 8"x6"x11/16"

$114.95

LAB Mini Steel Pin Kit .005

LAB Mini Steel Pin Kit .005 The LAB brand Mini Steel Pin Kit is a smaller version
of the LAB Universal Classic Pro Pin Kit, with .005 increments between each size.
The smaller increment size gives even better rekey control and allows more precise
pinning. All LAB Brand Metal Repinning Kits are constructed of Heavy-Duty Steel
with a HARDCOAT finish and Leakproof Seal-Tight Covers. .005 Increments 81
Sizes - No Unnecessary Sizes Masters: .010 - .090 Drivers: .095 - .200 Bottoms:
.155 - .360 Cylinder Springs Measures 8"x6"x11/16"

$114.95

LAB Mini DUR-X Pin Kit for Arrow

Arrow Cylinders -LAB Mini DUR-X Kit LAB Mini DUR-X Universal Pin Kits - for
original Lock Manufacturers Cylinders. Features:"A unique and revolutionary
departure from the plastic breakable pin kits." These very handy Mini-DUR-X Pin
Kits contain only LAB Brand Pins for original lock manufacturer's cylinders. Made
of Super-Tough Polyethylene, our Mini DUR-X Kit for re-pinning Arrow Cylinders
features a platform insert with a reusable protective cover to protect contents,
location chart, and only those size pins and springs required to re-pin specific lock
companies cylinders. LAB Mini DUR-X Kit for: Arrow Cylinders for Re-keying
includes: 8 Master Pins 1 Driver 10 Bottom Pins All Mini Dur-X Kits contain 25 pins
per pocket Proudly made in the USA Want to see all of our LAB Brand repinning
kits & products? We've got a listing of all of our LAB merchandise here.

$67.95
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I.C. Core, LAB Kit Refill Pack

Interchangeable Core Kit Refill Pack (A2 System) Contains 28 packs of LAB
Universal I.C. Core Pins. (Color-Coded Brass) 100 Pins Per Size 18 Top Master
Pins - # 2 - 19 10 Bottom Pins - # 0 - 9

$119.95

Corbin Russwin Rekeying Kit -Metal

LAB Brand Corbin Russwin Pin Kit - Metal Case, Nickel Silver Pins 67 Brass-Top
Pin Sizes 51 Nickel-Silver Bottom Pin Sizes 2 Spool Pin Sizes(standard).172 &
.320 Superior LAB Construction with Seal-Tight Cover DuraView Pin Tray(pin sizes
printed under clear tray) One-Level "Mobile" Kit Heavy-Duty Steel Box with Ultra-thin
Features Dimensions:21-1/2" x 8" x 1-1/2" Contains NEW Technical Up-to-date
Pinning Chart created by G.L. Finch.

$329.95

LAB Brand Metal Pinning Kit - Sargent

LAB Brand Metal Kit Sargent 10 Brass Bottom Pins sizes: 1- 10 8 Master Pins sizes: 2-9 5
Brass Top Pins- sizes: 10-14 Cylinder Springs Packages include 100 Per Pack
Dimensions:11-1/4" x 8-1/2" x 1-7/8"

$109.95
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LAB Brand Wood Pinning Kit - Schlage

LAB Brand SCHLAGE Wood Pinning Kit   8 Brass Master Pins- sizes: 2-9   3 Brass Driver Pins-
sizes: .165, .200, .235   10 Nickel Silver Bottom Pins- sizes: 0-9   Cap Retainer Pin SCHAP
Cylinder Cap Pins & Springs, Cylinder Springs Built In Pin Block Dimensions:14-5/8" x 8-1/4"
x 1-3/4" Packaged 100 pins per pack Beautifully Master-crafted quality construction in natural
full-grain maple by New England Craftsmen. Protected in clear polyfinish to preserve its
outstanding qualities. Features large pockets for extra pins and easy pin selection. They make
great bench-mates for in-shop use.

$179.95

Schlage/Weiser-Institutional Pin Kit

SCHLAGE/WEISER LAB Insitutional Pin Kit Contains Genuine LAB BRAND Original
Schlage & Weiser Pins Pin Sizes: Kit Contains all Original Manufacturer's Sizes
FEATURES: Heavy steel construction with Chrome Plate Powder Coat finish LAB
Exact Precision made Pins Original Design Pins Exact Raw Material Specifications
Patented Wedge Design Better Line of Sight Easier to use Seal-tight Cover with
Double Latch Protection Prevents Pin Migration Makes kit truly portable
Comprehensive Location Chart Accurate Up to Date Complete Dual-View Pin Tray
Pin sizes are enlarged and printed under clear PETG tray Sizes printed above and
inside tray pockets for easy viewing at all angles Large Pin & Tool Pockets

$249.95

LAB Mini DUR-X Sargent Pin Kit

LAB Mini DUR-X Sargent Pin Kit for Re-keying Contains Master Pins - 8 Sizes
Driver Pins - 5 Sizes Bottom Pins - 10 Sizes Cylinder Springs Features: Made of
Super Tuff Polyethylene LAB Guaranteed Quality Pins Finest Quality Brass Raw
material Universal Design for all I.Core Cylinders that use brass key blanks
Color-coded for easy identification and usage Platform Insert Tray Greater stability
Clear Re-useable Protective Cover Reduces Chart Damage or Wear Reduces Pin
Migration

$67.95
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LAB Mini Dur-X Security Plus Pin Kit

LAB Mini DUR-X for Security Plus   Pin Sizes: - Most commonly used sizes - 13
Brass Spool Pins - Brass Serrated Pins - Adds pick resistance to most standard
lock Cylinders using ,115 diameter Pins Features: Made of Super Tuff Polyethylene
LAB Guaranteed Quality Pins Finest Quality Raw Materials 360 Full Hard Brass
Platform Insert Tray Greater stability Clear Re-useable Protective Cover Reduces
Chart Damage or Wear Reduces Pin Migration

$67.95

LAB Mini-Dur-X Weslock Pin Kit

LAB Mini DUR-X Pin Kit for Weslock LMDWES Pin Sizes: - 8 Master Pins - 2 Top
Pins - 11 Bottom Pins - Cylinder Springs Features: Made of Super Tuff Polyethylene
LAB Guaranteed Quality Pins Finest Quality Raw Materials 360 Full Hard Brass
Platform Insert Tray Greater stability Clear Re-useable Protective Cover Reduces
Chart Damage or Wear Reduces Pin Migration

$67.95

LAB Mini-Dur-X YALE Pin Kit

LAB Mini DUR-X Pin Kit for YALE LMDYLE - Master Pins - 7 Sizes - Driver Pins -
3 sizes - Bottom Pins - 10 sizes - Cylinder Springs Features: Made of Super Tuff
Polyethylene LAB Guaranteed Quality Pins Finest Quality Raw Materials 360 Full
Hard Brass Platform Insert Tray Greater stability Clear Re-useable Protective Cover
Reduces Chart Damage or Wear Reduces Pin Migration

$67.95
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LAB Pinning Kit -Master Padlock

LAB Mini DUR-X Pin Kit for Master Padlock LMDMAS - Master Pins - 7 Sizes -
Top Driver Pins - 2 sizes - Bottom Pins - 8 sizes - Cylinder Springs Features: Made
of Super Tuff Polyethylene LAB Guaranteed Quality Pins Finest Quality Raw
Materials 360 Full Hard Brass Platform Insert Tray Greater stability Clear Re-useable
Protective Cover Reduces Chart Damage or Wear Reduces Pin Migration

$67.95

LAB Mini Dur-X Pin Kit for DEXTER

Mini DUR-X for Dexter LMDDXT Master Pins - 8 Sizes - Top Pin - 1 size - Bottom
Pins - 10 sizes - Cylinder Springs Features: Made of Super Tuff Polyethylene LAB
Guaranteed Quality Pins Finest Quality Raw Materials 360 Full Hard Brass Platform
Insert Tray Greater stability Clear Re-useable Protective Cover Reduces Chart
Damage or Wear Reduces Pin Migration

$67.95

Emerald Wedge Pro-Universal .003 Kit

Emerald Wedge Pro .003  124 Pin sizes, 1 Spring size Top/Master Pins sizes: .010
- .200 Bottom sizes: .156 - .360 The most durable kits you can buy! LAB Wedge
Pro kits: Solid metal construction. Seal-Tight Lid prevents pins from mixing.
Dual-View Pin Tray & Color Passport Pin Chart. Key slots for mounting to work
bench. Dimensions:21" x 7-3/4" x 2" front x 3" back Both the Super Wedge and
Wedge Pro are designed with a 10 degree angle. This allows the user to easily
view the contents without leaning over the kit to select pin sizes.

$275.95
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Woody Classic Universal .003 Pin Kit

Woody Classic Universal .003 Pin Kit - LAB Brand  Beautifully handcrafted in maple
by New England wood craftsmen. Protected in clear polyfinish to preserve its
outstanding qualities. 104 Pin sizes, 2 Spring sizes Top/Master Pins sizes: .024 -
.170 Bottom sizes: .165 - .360 Dimensions:15-3/8" x 8-1/4" x 3"

$319.95

Woody Classic Universal .005 Pin Kit

Woody Classic Universal .005 Pin Kit - LAB Brand  Beautifully handcrafted in maple
by New England wood craftsmen. Protected in clear polyfinish to preserve its
outstanding qualities. 92 sizes, 2 Spring sizes Top/Master Pins sizes: .010 .250
Bottom sizes: .150 - .360 Dimensions:15-3/8" x 8-1/4" x 3"

$319.95

Emerald Wedge Pro .005-Universal Kit

Emerald Wedge Pro .005 - LAB Universal Pin Kit 102 Pin sizes, 1 Spring size Top/Master Pins
sizes: .010 - .300 Bottom sizes: .150 - .360 Dimensions: 21" x 7-3/4" x 2" front x 3" back The
most durable kits you can buy. LAB Wedge Pro kits: Solid metal construction. Seal-Tight Lid
prevents pins from mixing. Dual-View Pin Tray & Color Passport Pin Chart. Key slots for mounting
to work bench. Both the Super Wedge and Wedge Pro are designed with a 10° angle. This
allows the user to easily view the contents without leaning over the kit to select pin sizes.

$275.95
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DUR-X .003 Universal Pin Kit - Drawer

LAB DUR-X PRO Universal .003 Pin Kit with Drawer Includes 124 Pin Sizes, 1
Spring size Tops: .010 - .200 Bottoms: .156 - .360 Slide out tool drawer The DUR-X
PRO Pin Kits are:  Light weight and made of super tough polyethylene. Triple
latches with double snap protection. Center lid carrying handle. Seal-Tight Lid
prevents pins from mixing. Dual-View Pin Tray & Color Passport Pin Chart. Key
slots for mounting to work bench. .003Â© System "The New Standard"Created,
Designed and Copyrighted by Robert A. Labbe, LAB President, CEO The Most
Accurate Universal Pin Made Use with the confidence of Original Pins LAB
PRO-STAFF Choice Award Color-Coded (LAB Copyrighted System) Radius edges
that blend into flat center so master pins will not tip or roll Nose designed to
decrease key insertion forces Tops: .024 - .141 Bottoms: .126 - .360 150 or 200
pins per pack

$259.95

DUR-X .005 Universal Pin Kit - Drawer

LAB DUR-X .005 Pro Pin Kit with drawer 102 Pin Sizes, 1 Spring size Tops: .010
- .300 Bottoms: .150 - .360 Slide out tool drawer The DUR-X PRO Pin Kits are:
Light weight and made of super tough polyethylene. Triple latches with double
snap protection. Center lid carrying handle. Seal-Tight Lid prevents pins from
mixing. Dual-View Pin Tray & Color Passport Pin Chart. Key slots for mounting to
work bench.   LAB .005 SYSTEM FLAT CENTER with precision chamfer, nose,
finish and length Color-Coded to Lock Industry Standards Precision Machined to
exceed industry standards Tops: .010- .320 Bottoms: .115 - .360 150 or 200 Pins
Per Pack

$259.95

Super Wedge Pro Universal .003 Kit

Super Wedge Pro Universal .003 Rekeying Kit with Drawer and Pins The Super
Wedge now comes complete with a .003 kit refill pack of pins - 124 packs (50 pins
per package) of the highest quality LAB Universal .003 Tumbler pins - 50 pins per
size. Insert Tray accommodates 124 Sizes, 1 Spring size Tops: .010 - .200 Bottoms:
.156 - .360 Features Large slide out tool drawer Solid metal construction The most
durable kit you can buy. Seal-Tight Lid prevents pins from mixing Dual-View Pin
Tray. Pin sizes are enlarged and printed under a clear plastic tray, both above and
inside the pin pockets for easy viewing at all angles Color Passport Pin Chart®.
Pin sizes printed the same color as the Pins Key slots for mounting to work bench
Dimensions:21" x 7-3/4" x 4-1/2" front x 5-3/4" back

$259.95
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Super Wedge Pro Universal .005 Kit

Super Wedge Pro Universal .005 Rekeying Kit with Drawer and Pins The Super
Wedge now comes complete with a .005 kit refill pack of pins - That's 102 packs
(50 pins per package) of the highest quality LAB Universal .005 Tumbler pins - 50
pins per size. Insert Tray accommodates 102 Sizes, 1 Spring size Tops: .010 -
.300 Bottoms: .150 - .360 Features Large slide out tool drawer Solid metal
construction The most durable kit you can buy. Seal-Tight Lid prevents pins from
mixing Dual-View Pin Tray. Pin sizes are enlarged and printed under a clear plastic
tray, both above and inside the pin pockets for easy viewing at all angles Color
Passport Pin Chart®. Pin sizes printed the same color as the Pins Key slots for
mounting to work bench Dimensions:21" x 7-3/4" x 4-1/2" front x 5-3/4" back

$259.95

DUR-X Semi Pro Universal .005 Kit

DUR-X Semi Pro .005 Universal PIN Kit - LAB Brand (poly) 102 Pin Sizes, 1 Spring
size Tops: .010 - .300 Bottoms: .150 - .360 Dimensions:22-1/2" x 8-3/4" x 2-1/4"
DUR-X Kits feature: Light weight and made of super tough polyethylene. Triple
latches with double snap protection. Center lid carrying handle. Seal-Tight Lid
prevents pins from mixing. Dual-View Pin Tray & Color Passport Pin Chart. Key
slots for mounting to work bench.

$184.95

LAB Brand Wood Best Rekeying Kit (A2)

BWB108 - LAB Brand Wood Best Rekeying Kit (A2 Beautifully Master-crafted
quality construction in maple Features large pockets for extra pins and easy pin
selection Built In 6-Cylinder Pinning Block Top Pins 2B - 19B Brass (100 pins per
Size) Bottom Pins 0A - 9A Nickel Silver (100 pins per Size) Cylinder Springs (100)
Caps (stamped) (100) Dimensions:14-5/8" x 8-1/4" x 1-3/4"

$219.95
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LAB Brand Original ICore (A2 System)

BWF108 - Wood Original ICore Rekeying Kit (A2) LAB Wood Original
Interchangeable Core Kit (A2) Services Arrow IC, Falcon, Schlage SFIC & Medeco
Keymark Beautifully Master-crafted quality construction in maple Features large
pockets for extra pins and easy pin selection Built In 6-Cylinder Pinning Block Top
Pins 2B - 19B Brass (100 pins per Size) Bottom Pins 0A - 9A Nickel Silver (100
pins per Size) Cylinder Springs .108 Shorts (100) Spring Covers 6 & 7 Pin
Dimensions:14-5/8" x 8-1/4" x 1-3/4"

$219.95

LAB Wood Universal ICore Rekeying Kit (A2 System)

BWI108 - Wood Universal ICore Rekeying Kit (A2 System)  Services all I.Cores
using Brass Keys Beautifully Master-crafted quality construction in maple Features
large pockets for extra pins and easy pin selection Built In 6-Cylinder Pinning Block
Color-Coded Brass Pins Top Pins 2B - 19B Brass (100 pins per Size) Bottom Pins
0A - 9A Brass (100 pins per Size) 2 Cylinder Springs .108 Shorts & .108 Longs
(100 ea) Spring Covers 6 & 7 Pin (25 ea) Caps (Stamped 100 ea)
Dimensions:14-5/8" x 8-1/4" x 1-3/4"

$189.95

Mini DUR-X Lockwood Rekeying Kit

LMDLWD - Mini DUR-X Lockwood Rekeying Kit Made of Super-Tough Polyethylene
12 Brass Top Pins 11 Brass Bottom Pins Cylinder Springs Dimensions: 8"x5"x1-3/4"

$67.95
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Kwikset Security Rekey Kit

Kwikset Security & Kwikset Maximum Security (5 pin) Rekey KitChange Your Own
Door Lock! KWIKSET SECURITY & KWIKSET MAXIMUM SECURITY rekey kit is
a (5 pin cylinder) lock system. The CHANGE-A-LOCK for this rekey kit contains
everything necessary (except for the common screwdriver) to rekey Entrance,
Lever Entrance, Single & Double cylinder Deadbolts, and Handleset type locks.
EACH KIT CONTAINS: Two precut keys, 6 sets of color coded pins for rekeying
single and/or double cylinder type locks, detailed step-by-step instructions in both
ENGLISH & SPANISH and all specialty tools. All you may need is a common
screwdriver to remove lock from door. ALERT! If you have a new Kwikset SMART
KEY(R) lock you can use the keys in the CHANGE-A-LOCK rekey kit by following
the SMART KEY(R) rekeying method only. WARNING! Do not use the
CHANGE-A-LOCK rekeying method for the new SMART KEY(R) lock.This rekeying
kit is designed to be used only with KWIKSET Security & KWIKSET Maximum

Security type locks and is not design to work with other manufacturer's locks. NOTE: OLD KEY is needed to take out cylinder plug
then new key is used to rekey lock. Old keys can not be used to rekey locks using the CHANGE-A-LOCK rekey kit for the cylinder pins
will not work with old key. Atención: Rekey instrucciones en Español e Inglés

$19.95

Kwikset UltraMax Security (Titan) Rekey Kit

KWIKSET UltraMax Security (AKA: TITAN 6 Pin) Rekey KitChange Your Own Door Lock! Kwikset (6 pin) UltraMax
Security AKA:TITAN by CHANGE-A-LOCK is a (5 pin cylinder) lock system. The CHANGE-A-LOCK for this rekey kit
contains everything necessary (except for the common screwdriver) to rekey Entrance, Lever Entrance, Single &
Double cylinder Deadbolts, and Handleset type locks. EACH KIT CONTAINS: Two precut keys, 6 sets of color coded
pins for rekeying single and/or double cylinder type locks, detailed step-by-step instructions in both ENGLISH &

SPANISH and all specialty tools. All you may need is a common screwdriver to remove lock from door. ALERT! If you have a new
Kwikset SMART KEY(R) lock you can use the keys in the CHANGE-A-LOCK rekey kit by following the SMART KEY(R) rekeying
method only. WARNING! Do not use the CHANGE-A-LOCK rekeying method for the new SMART KEY(R) lock. This rekeying kit is
designed to be used only with KWIKSET Security & KWIKSET Maximum Security type locks and is not design to work with other
manufacturer's locks. NOTE: OLD KEY is needed to take out cylinder plug then new key is used to rekey lock. Old keys can not be
used to rekey locks using the CHANGE-A-LOCK rekey kit for the cylinder pins will not work with old key. Atención: Rekey instrucciones
en Español e Inglés

$19.95
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Schlage, Baldwin, Emtek Rekey Kit

Schlage, Baldwin, Emtek & Pegasus 5 pin Rekey KitChange Your Own Door Lock!
Schlage, Baldwin, Emtek & Pegasus (5 pin cylinder system) Rekey Kit by
CHANGE-A-LOCK contains everything necessary (except a common screwdriver)
to rekey ANSI RATED 1 & 2 Grade for keyed Entrance, Lever Entrance, Single &
Double cylinder Deadbolts and Handleset. This rekey kit will rekey the Schlage
A50 & F51 series Knob Entrance, Schlage's new B200's & B300's Deadbolt series
and Schlage's older 100, 200, 300, & 400 Deadbolt series locks. BALDWIN &
PEGASUS uses the SCHLAGE instructional sheets to rekey. EACH KIT CONTAINS:
Two precut keys, 6 sets of color coded pins for rekeying Single and/or Double
cylinder type locks, detailed step-by-step instructions in both ENGLISH & SPANISH,
and all specialty tools needed to rekey lock. All you may need is a common
screwdriver to remove lock. The SCHLAGE, BALDWIN & PEGASUS rekey kit is
not designed to work with any other manufacturer's locks. NOTE: OLD KEY is

needed to take out cylinder plug then new key is used to rekey lock. Old keys can not be used to rekey locks using the CHANGE-A-LOCK
rekey kit for the cylinder pins will not work with old key. Atención: Rekey instrucciones en Español e Inglés

$19.95

E-Z Set Rekey Kit

E-Z SET (5 pin ) TYPE "K" Rekey KitChange Your Own Door Lock! The E-Z SET
(5 pin cylinder system) TYPE "K" Rekey Kit by CHANGE-A-LOCK contains
everything necessary (except for a common screwdriver) to rekey your own
Entrance, Single & Double cylinder Deadbolts, and Handleset type locks. EACH
KIT CONTAINS: Two precut keys, 6 sets of color coded pins for rekeying single
and/or double cylinders. Detailed step by step instructions in both ENGLISH and
SPANISH is included in each CHANGE-A-LOCK re-key kit. All special rekeying
tools are included. All you may need is a common screwdriver to remove lock from
door. This rekeying kit is to be used only with E-Z SET TYPE "K" locks. Kit is not
designed to work with any other manufactured locks. Instructions for the E-Z SET
TYPE "K" keyed Lever Entrance lock is not available from CHANGE-A-LOCK.
NOTE: OLD KEY is needed to take out cylinder plug then new key is used to rekey
lock. Old keys can not be used to rekey locks using the CHANGE-A-LOCK rekey

kit for the cylinder pins will not work with old key. Atención: Rekey instrucciones en Español e Inglés

$19.95
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Duraset, Ace, Atlas, Defiant Rekey Kit

DEFIANT, ACE, ATLAS, & DURASET (5 pin) Rekey KitChange Your Own Door
Lock! The DEFIANT, ACE, ATLAS, & DURASET 5 pin cylinder system rekey kit
by CHANGE-A-LOCK, contains everything necessary (except for a common
screwdriver to rekey your own Entrance, Single & Double cylinder Deadbolts and
Handleset type locks. EACH KIT CONTAINS: Two precut keys, 6 sets of color
coded pins for rekeying single and/or double cylinder locks. Detailed step by step
instructions in both ENGLISH and SPANISH is included in each CHANGE-A-LOCK
rekey kit. All special rekeying tools are included. All you may need is a common
screwdriver to remove lock from door.This rekeying kit is designed to be used only
with DEFIANT, ACE, ATLAS, & DURASET locks with screw-off-cylinder-cap; if you
have pry off DEFIANT cylinder cap do not use this rekey kit. Kit is not designed to
work with any other manufactured locks. Instructions for the DEFIANT keyed lever
entrance lock is not available from CHANGE-A-LOCK. NOTE: OLD KEY is needed

to take out cylinder plug then new key is used to rekey lock. Old keys can not be used to rekey locks using the CHANGE-A-LOCK
rekey kit for the cylinder pins will not work with old key. Atención: Rekey instrucciones en Español e Inglés

$19.95

Brinks Kwikset Compatible Rekey Kit

BRINKS (Kwikset 5 pin cylinder Compatible) Rekey KitChange Your Own Door
Lock! The BRINKS (Kwikset 5 pin cylinder Compatible) Rekey Kit by
CHANGE-A-LOCK is an import lock which uses the KWIKSET type cylinder in the
lock and takes apart differently than regular KWIKSET locks.This rekey kit contains
everything necessary (except for a common screwdriver) to rekey Entrance, Lever
Entrance, Single & Double cylinder Deadbolts, Handlesets type locks. EACH KIT
CONTAINS: Two precut keys, 6 sets of color coded pins for rekeying single and/or
double cylinder type locks, detailed step-by-step instructions in both ENGLISH &
SPANISH, and all specialty tools needed to rekey lock. All you may need is a
common screwdriver to remove lock from door. This rekeying kit is to be used only
with BRINKS (Kwikset 5 pin cylinder Compatible) locks. Kit is not designed to work
with other manufacturer's type locks. NOTE: OLD KEY is needed to take out cylinder
plug then new key is used to rekey lock. Old keys can not be used to rekey locks

using the CHANGE-A-LOCK rekey kit for the cylinder pins will not work with old key. Atención: Rekey instrucciones en Español e
Inglés

$19.95
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Brinks Schlage Compatible Rekey Kit

BRINKS (Schlage 5 pin cylinder compatible) Rekey KitChange Your Own Door
Lock! The BRINKS (Schlage 5 pin cylinder Compatible) Rekey Kit by
CHANGE-A-LOCK is an import lock which uses the SCHLAGE type cylinder in the
lock and takes apart differently than regular SCHLAGE locks.This rekey kit contains
everything necessary (except for a common screwdriver) to rekey Entrance, Lever
Entrance, Single & Double cylinder Deadbolts, and Handlesets type locks. EACH
KIT CONTAINS: Two precut keys, 6 sets of color coded pins for rekeying single
and/or double cylinder type locks, detailed step-by-step instructions in both
ENGLISH & SPANISH, and all specialty tools needed to rekey lock. This rekeying
kit is to be used only with BRINKS (SCHLAGE Cylinder Compatible) locks and is
not designed to work with other manufacturer's type locks. NOTE: OLD KEY is
needed to take out cylinder plug then new key is used to rekey lock. Old keys can
not be used to rekey locks using the CHANGE-A-LOCK rekey kit for the cylinder

pins will not work with old key. Atención: Rekey instrucciones en Español e Inglés

$19.95

Universal ICore Rekeying Kit - A2

Universal ICore Rekeying Kit (A2 System) Color-Coded Brass Pins ·New Wedge Box Design with Added
Components! ·Services all I.Cores using Brass Keys ·Constructed of Heavy-Duty Steel with a HARDCOAT
finish and Leakproof Seal-Tight Cover. ·10 Brass Color-Coded Bottom Pins #0-9 ·18 Brass Master/Top
Pins #2-19 ·Spring Caps, 2 Styles Machined and Stamped ·Spring Covers for 6 & 7 Pin Cores ·2 Different
Length Springs  108B-Long(Best)  108F-Short(Falcon) ·Now Includes Machined Spring Caps. ·Now
Includes LKGIC ICore Key Gauge for A2/A3/A4. ·New Tray with Extra Deep Tool Pocket to store your
LAB Annex or other large ICore Tools. ·New Color-Coded Chart ·Dimensions:11-13/16" x 8-3/4" x 3-1/2"

$149.95

LAB Mini DUR-X, Best I-Core Kit

$67.95
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LAB Starter Kit for .003 System

.003 Mini Metal Universal Starter Kit The LAB Starter Kit is made of the same durable polyethylene material as
the LAB DUR-X. The kit covers the needs of locksmith schools, training classes or seminars and those starting
out in the industry. Tools are stored in a deep pocket under the pinning block. Includes; Pin Kit Molded Pinning
block Formed End Tweezers Key Gauge Plug Follower Kwikset Cylinder Removal Tool (LSKKWK Only)
Polyethylene Case Large tool storage pocket below Pinning Block Dimensions:15" x 10-3/8" x 3-3/8" 11 Kit
Variations

$179.95

LAB Starter Kit for .005 SYSTEM

.005 Mini Metal Universal Starter Kit The LAB Starter Kit is made of the same durable polyethylene material as the
LAB DUR-X. The kit covers the needs of locksmith schools, training classes or seminars and those starting out in
the industry.Tools are stored in a deep pocket under the pinning block. Includes; Pin Kit Molded Pinning block Formed
End Tweezers Key Gauge Plug Follower Kwikset Cylinder Removal Tool (LSKKWK Only) Polyethylene Case Large
tool storage pocket below Pinning Block Dimensions:15" x 10-3/8" x 3-3/8" 11 Kit Variations

$179.95

LAB Arrow Starter Kit

LAB Starter Kit, Arrow Mini DUR-X Style Includes: Arrow Mini DUR-X Pin Kit Molded Pinning block Formed
End Tweezers Key Gauge Plug Follower Polyethylene Case Large tool storage pocket below Pinning Block
Dimensions:15" x 10-3/8" x 3-3/8"

$159.95

LAB Kwikset Starter Kit

The LAB Kwikset Starter Kit is made of the same durable polyethylene material as the LAB DUR-X. The kit
covers the needs of locksmith schools, training classes or seminars and those starting out in the industry.
Tools are stored in a deep pocket under the pinning block. Includes: Pin Kit Molded Pinning block Formed
End Tweezers Key Gauge Plug Follower Kwikset Cylinder Removal Tool Polyethylene Case Large tool
storage pocket below Pinning Block Dimensions:15" x 10-3/8" x 3-3/8"

$159.95
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LAB Schlage Starter Kit

The LAB Schlage Starter Kit is made of the same durable polyethylene material as the LAB DUR-X. The kit
covers the needs of locksmith schools, training classes or seminars and those starting out in the industry.
Tools are stored in a deep pocket under the pinning block. Includes: Schlage Pin Kit Molded Pinning block
Formed End Tweezers Key Gauge Plug Follower Polyethylene Case Large tool storage pocket below Pinning
Block Dimensions:15" x 10-3/8" x 3-3/8"

$159.95

LAB I-Core Kit, A-3/A-4 System

$139.95

LAB Sargent Starter Kit

The LAB Sargent Starter Kit is made of the same durable polyethylene material as the LAB DUR-X. The kit
covers the needs of locksmith schools, training classes or seminars and those starting out in the industry.
Tools are stored in a deep pocket under the pinning block. Includes: Sargent Mini Dur-X Pin Kit Molded
Pinning block Formed End Tweezers Key Gauge Plug Follower Polyethylene Case Large tool storage pocket
below Pinning Block Dimensions:15" x 10-3/8" x 3-3/8"

$159.95

LAB Weiser Starter Kit

The LAB Weiser Starter Kit is made of the same durable polyethylene material as the LAB DUR-X. The kit
covers the needs of locksmith schools, training classes or seminars and those starting out in the industry.
Tools are stored in a deep pocket under the pinning block. Includes: Weiser Mini DUR-X Pin Kit Molded
Pinning block Formed End Tweezers Key Gauge Plug Follower Polyethylene Case Large tool storage pocket
below Pinning Block Dimensions:15" x 10-3/8" x 3-3/8"

$159.95
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LAB A2 Brass ICore Starter Kit

The LAB A2 Brass ICore Starter Kit is made of the same durable polyethylene material as the LAB DUR-X.
The kit covers the needs of locksmith schools, training classes or seminars and those starting out in the
industry. Tools are stored in a deep pocket under the pinning block. Includes: A2 Brass I Core Mini DUR-X
Pin Kit Molded Pinning block Formed End Tweezers Key Gauge Plug Follower Polyethylene Case Large tool
storage pocket below Pinning Block Dimensions:15" x 10-3/8" x 3-3/8"

$159.95

LAB A2 Nickel Silver ICore Starter Kit

The LAB A2 Nickel Silver I Core Starter Kit is made of the same durable polyethylene material as the LAB
DUR-X. The kit covers the needs of locksmith schools, training classes or seminars and those starting out
in the industry. Tools are stored in a deep pocket under the pinning block. Includes: Mini DUR-X Pin Kit
Molded Pinning block Formed End Tweezers Key Gauge Plug Follower Kwikset Cylinder Removal Tool
Polyethylene Case Large tool storage pocket below Pinning Block Dimensions:15" x 10-3/8" x 3-3/8"

$159.95

LAB BEST A2 ICore Starter Kit

The LAB BEST A2 ICore Starter Kit is made of the same durable polyethylene material as the LAB DUR-X.
The kit covers the needs of locksmith schools, training classes or seminars and those starting out in the
industry. Tools are stored in a deep pocket under the pinning block. Includes: Pin Kit Molded Pinning block
Formed End Tweezers Key Gauge Plug Follower Polyethylene Case Large tool storage pocket below Pinning
Block Dimensions:15" x 10-3/8" x 3-3/8"

$159.95

Institutional Kit, Corbin Russwin

$249.95

Institutional Kit - Best A2 System

$249.95
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LAB Mini DUR-X Baldwin Kit

$67.95

LAB Bulk Repinner

The LAB Repinner Kit was designed with the repinner in mind. Its unique insert has pocket depths unlike a normal
pinning kit. The locksmith can customize their own repinning kit to accommodate their specific needs (ie. pins, clips,
springs, cores, tools.) Smart Wedge Design Uniquely designed insert Sold Empty Side drawer for tools Can
accommodate approximately 2000 of the largest Schlage pin in the big pockets and upwards of 5000 of the smallest
pin. Leakproof Seal-Tight Cover Wedge Shape with 10° angle Dimensions:13" x 10-1/2" x 3-1/4"

$119.95

LAB Mini DUR-X Original ICore

Mini DUR-X Original ICore Rekeying Kit (A2) Services Arrow IC, Falcon, Schlage SFIC, Medeco Keymark Made of Super-Tough
Polyethylene Top Pins 2B - 19B Brass (25 pins per size) Bottom Pins 0A - 9A Nickel Silver (25 pins per size) 2 Different Length Springs
108B-Long(Best) 108F-Short(Falcon) Spring Caps (Stamped) Dimensions: 8"x5"x1-3/4"

$67.95

LAB Schlage,Kwikset,Weiser Starter Kit

The Universal 3 in 1(Schlage, Kwikset, Weiser) LAB Starter Kit is made of the same durable polyethylene
material as the LAB DUR-X. The kit covers the needs of locksmith schools, training classes or seminars and
those starting out in the industry. Tools are stored in a deep pocket under the pinning block. Includes: Pin
Kit Molded Pinning block Formed End Tweezers Key Gauge Plug Follower Kwikset Cylinder Removal Tool
(LSKKWK Only) Polyethylene Case Large tool storage pocket below Pinning Block Dimensions:15" x 10-3/8"
x 3-3/8"

$159.95
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LAB Portable Pinning Block

LAB Mini Dur-X Portable Pinning Block Made of Super-Tough Polyethylene Holds 4 Plugs Great for Repinning
Multiple Cylinders, Master and Grand Master Pinning Dimensions: 8"x5"x1-3/4" LPB002

$39.95

Original ICore Rekeying Kit (A2)

New Tray with Extra Deep Tool Pocket to store your LAB Annex or other large ICore Tools. Constructed of Heavy-Duty Steel with a
HARDCOAT finish Leak proof Seal-Tight Cover Services Arrow IC, Falcon, Schlage SFIC, Medeco Keymark Top Pins 2B - 19B Brass
(100 pins per Size) Bottom Pins 0A - 9A Nickel Silver (100 pins per Size) 2 Different Length Springs 108B-Long(Best) 108F-Short(Falcon)
Spring Caps, 2 Styles Machined and Stamped Spring Covers for 6 & 7 Pin Cores Dimensions:11-1/4" x 8-1/2" x 1-7/8"

$189.95

LAB Spring Kit

LSPGKIT - LAB Spring Kit Loaded with every Spring LAB manufactures along with Shims, Covers and Caps plus
Spool and T Pins.There are ten pockets left empty allowing more custom filling by the locksmith.The Smart Wedge
design incorporates the side drawer for tools. Springs: (125 to 250 springs) 125 Corbin Stainless I Core Springs:
111IC 125 Corbin Stainless Standard Springs: 111SD 125 Master / Yale Springs: SP95 125 Kwikset Stainless
Springs: KWKSPG 125 ACE Springs: SPGACE 125 Schlage F Series T-Pin Springs: SPGSCH 125 Schlage Cylinder
Cap Springs: SP74 250 Universal .115 Long Tangle Resistant Springs: 115TL 250 Universal .115 Long Standard
Springs: 115L 250 Universal .115 Short Standard Springs: 115S 250 Falcon I Core Short Springs: 108F 250 Best
I Core Long Springs: 108B Pins: 100 Kwikset .160 Spool Pins: LKJ160 100 Kwikset .180 Spool Pins: LKJ180 100

Schlage T-Pins: FS506-451 Interchangeable Core Caps: 250 I Core Stamped: I027 250 I Core Machined: I027M Shims / Covers: 100
Curved Shims: LSM0 50 Pin Covers: FSC6 50 Pin Covers: FSC7 Tools: Universal Plug Follower: LFT001 Kwikset/Schlage Key Gauge:
LKGKS Smart Wedge Box with side drawer for tools Leakproof Seal-Tight Cover Dimensions:13" x 10-1/2" x 3-1/4" Curved Shims
.0015 Stainless Steel Exceeds Industry Standards 25/Vial - LAB# LSMOV25 100/Vial - LAB# LSMOV100

$179.95
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Plug Spinners

Dino Gun Plug Spinner

DINO PLUG SPINNERThe highest quality gun plug spinner on the market. It is
specially designed to help locksmiths save time. Sometimes locks resist picking
and will open in the opposite direction. The Dino Gun Plug Spinner is used when
you pick a lock in the wrong direction and need to move the plug to the other side
of the shear line without picking it again. The spinner's heavy duty torsion spring
and loading pin allow for rotating in either direction at varying strengths and speeds,
making sure you only have to spin once. The easy to hold gun-like grip allows for
perfect control when spinning the plug on a picked lock is required. This tool is
especially well suited for spinning locks that include the extra pressures supplied
by plug return springs. Very high quality. Made of precision cast alloy and steel.

$124.95

Peterson 2 Tip Plug Spinner Set

Plug Spinner Set-Comes with both commercial and automotive tips  We are very happy with the new
Peterson Plug Spinner. This spinner may seem a little pricey compared to most models out there, BUT
the controlled power of the coil spring action, the one handed ease of use, it's durability and compact size
and it's fit in your hand comfort and control set it apart from the others. Take special note of the oiling port
in the center of the handle and the replaceable tips which prepare it for a life time of use. It utilizes a coil
spring and allows rotation in either direction. It can develop sufficient torque to effectively turn virtually any
plug rapidly enough to cross the shear line without dropping pins or wafers. The blade that is inserted into
the keyway can be easily replaced and will allow a sufficient link to the keyway to transfer rotational energy.

The tip shown is our longer thicker tip for automotive use, and the overall length with this longest accessory is only FIVE INCHES! (Do
not attempt to use the Automotive tip for commercial work, this tip is too thick for most commercial applications). The thinner standard
version for residential commercial work is almost a half of an inch shorter. The width across the shoulders of this spinner is 1 & 1/8
with a maximum thickness of less than ½ inch.Yes this will easily fit in a pick set! Please note that the production products were
requested in a dark blue, but may be shipped in blacked as shown based on availability of colors. Comes with 1 each of commercial
& automotive tips, plus a spare spring...just in case.

$59.95

Automotive Plug Spinner

Automotive Plug Spinner The plug spinner shown has Peterson's longer thicker tip for automotive use.
The overall length with the tip is only FIVE INCHES! The automotive spinner (PPS-1A) has a 0.060 thick
blade: that is definitely too thick for most commercial applications. Perhaps the best plug spinner that is
now available is produced by Peterson Manufacturing. It utilizes a coil spring and allows rotation in either
direction. It can develop sufficient torque to effectively turn virtually any plug rapidly enough to cross the
shear line without dropping pins or wafers.The blade that is inserted into the keyway can be easily replaced
and will allow a sufficient link to the keyway to transfer rotational energy. Take special note of the oiling
port in the center of the handle and the replaceable tips which prepare it for a life time of use.

$64.95
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TWO Automotive Tips

TWO Automotive Plug Spinner Tips The tip pictured above is Peterson's longer thicker tip for
automotive use, and the overall length with this longest accessory is only FIVE INCHES! Don't
try to use the Automotive tip for commercial work. This tip is too thick for most commercial
applications.The width across the shoulders of this spinner is 1 & 1/8 with a maximum thickness
of less than 1/2 inch.

$14.95

1 each of 2 assorted tips

1 each of 2 assorted Peterson plug spinner tips The best of both worlds! You'll receive one
each of our auto plug spinner tip and commercial tip so you'll have one for residential
commercial work and one for automotive work. Perfect!

$14.95

TWO Commercial Tips

Two Commercial Plug Spinner TipsThe commercial version of the Peterson Plug Spinner
(PPS-1C) has a more standard blade thickness and will be well enjoyed and used by locksmiths
not specializing in automotive work.

$14.95
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Over-The-Key Plug Spinner Tip

Picking a lock in the wrong direction can be frustrating. Bumping the wrong way can be even worse. Longer pins can capture the bump
key, making it impossible to insert a plug spinner. So it's back to the shear line and start bumping again, right? Not with the Peterson
Over-The-Key Spinner Tip. Mounting in seconds to the Peterson Plug spinner, this tip fits over the bow of virtually any bump key. No
need to insert another tip in the keyway. The Bump Key IS the Plug Spinner Tip!

$20.95

2 Plug Spinner Replacement Springs

Here at Lockpickshop, we know how rigorous a workout security professionals put our tools through.You expect our tools to be tough,
and we try to make sure they are exactly the way you expect. Made from the highest quality spring steel these Plug Spinner Springs
will last far beyond any other available model. Because we built our Plug Spinner to get decades of hard use, we offer our Plug Spinner
Replacement Springs...just in case! Replacement springs come in sets of 2.

$8.95
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Slim Jims - Lockout Tools - Broad Selection

Slim Jim - SJ-100

Slim Jim Buy an imported slim jim? No way! Lockpickshop buys USA-made lock
picks whenever possible and this slim jim is no exception! Our US supplier has
been manufacturing locksmithing and auto opening and recovery tools for years,
and we refuse to lower our standards. We use only the finest spring steel in all our
tools including the Slim Jim. And we go the distance to give you a Jim with rounded
edges and a top quality vinyl handle. It's simply the best there is! Not familiar with
using a slim jim? It includes a complete instruction booklet so you can learn how
to use a slim jim, the proper technique.You may also want to purchase our Super
Slim Jim to add to your tool kit. This item is not shipped outside of the USA, sorry.
Item# SJ-100

$19.95

6 Piece Economy Slim Jim Kit

6 Piece Economy Slim Jim Kit The Economy Slim Jim Kit is a great starter jim kit
or inexpensive way to accumulate additional spare car opening tools. Compact
slim vinyl snap top case allows easy storage behind the seat for those emergency
calls. This kit includes: Super Slim Jim, Round Jim, Slide Jim Tool and a 30" Long
Slim Jim. Sorry, this item is not shipped outside of the USA unless you are a
licensed locksmith or law enforcement personnel. International customers- order
at your own risk.

$49.95
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Clamp On Slim Jim

Clamp On Slim JimWhat is a clamp on slim jim? It's a slim jim with a twist. Unlike a standard slim
jim the clamp on slim jim enables you to "lock" it into place allowing for better control. Push the end
of the slim jim tool onto the linkage to lock on automatically. Made of stainless steel. 1" x 25" -.40
thickness This item is not shipped outside of the USA, sorry.

$19.95

Super Slim Jim - AO11

Super Slim JimAll Slim Jims are not created equal. All of our Slim Jims are
manufactured of round edged stainless steel. They will hold the bend desired and
they won't rust! Our Super Slim Jim can be used on a wide variety of vehicles with
horizontal or vertical linkages. Wider and stiffer Slim Jim than the original 1 1/4" x
25" - .032 thickness. Our traditional Slim Jim, another great USA made product,
can be found here. Item #AO11 This item is not shipped outside of the USA, sorry.

$15.95
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EZ Slim Jim - A025

EZ Slim Jim - A025EZ-Jim All Slim Jims are not created equal. All of our Slim Jims are manufactured
of round edged stainless steel. They will hold the bend desired and they won't rust! Our EZ Slim
Jim can be used on a wide variety of vehicles with horizontal or vertical linkages. The EZ Jim is a
medium thickness slim jim. Measures 1 x 25, .040 thickness. An excellent addition to your lockout
kit. Another fine tool made in the USA. Item #AO25 This item is not shipped outside of the USA,
sorry.

$19.95

30 Inch- Extra Long Slim Jim

30" - Extra Long Slim Jim Be able to reach even the deepest linkages. 3/4" x  29 1/2" .032 thickness.*Slim
jims used to be the preferred method of opening locked car doors. Many cars manufactured after 1999 are
equipped with side airbags that can be triggered by a slim jim while the user trys to release the lock.Whether
you are a professional locksmith or car dealer or just a buddy trying to help a friend...know that if you attempt
to open a car door with a slim jim and you set off the air bag, YOU bear responsibility for the cost of having
the air bag reset. Also, you should be aware that using a slim jim can disconnect the linkage rod inside the
car door, and that can be costly to repair as well.

$19.95
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Double Ended Slim Jim

Double Ended Slim Jim   Double ended slim jim. Has a notch slim jim at one end and a comb at the
other end. Opens a variety of vehicles. 3/4" x 22 1/2" x .032" thick stainless steel. Slim Jims are
used to unlock automobile doors without keys or lock picks. They work on the levers and
interconnecting rods that operate the car door, avoiding the complex lock mechanism itself. The
hooked end of the tool is slipped between a car's window and the surrounding rubber seal, catching
the rods that connect to the lock mechanism. With careful manipulation, the door can be opened
very quickly. Sorry, this item is not shipped outside of the USA

$16.95

The Original Slim Jim - AO10

All of our Slim Jims are manufactured of round edged stainless steel. This Jim will hold the bend
desired and it won't rust! May be used on a wide variety of vehicles with horizontal or vertical linkages.
This is the Original Slim Jim. 3/4" x 22 1/2" - .032 thickness This item is not shipped outisde of the
USA, sorry.

$19.95
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Round Slim Jim

The AO12, Round Slim Jim, is specially designed to unlock vehicles with exposed bellcranks. Ideally
used for Volvo 960, S90/V90, Porsche Boxter/911, as well as other vehicles with bellcranks.
Xacto-Grip flattened. Full Color Instructions included. Made in the USA. Lifetime warranty against
manufacturer's defect.

$19.95

Slide Jim Tool

The AO20, Slide Jim Tool, is a double ended auto opening tool designed to unlock many cars with
exposed horizontal lock linkages. The "L" end is used to manipulate bell cranks while the "U" end
is used to manipulate horizontal rods with a stepped or offset angle. Xacto-Grip Flattened. Full Color
Instructions included. Made in the USA. Lifetime warranty against manufacturer's defect.

$16.95
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Long Slim Jim

Long Slim Jim - Auto Opening ToolOur brand-new line of SouthOrd slim jims
features this extra long slim jim made of 100% stainless steel Jim.&nbspBecause
it's all stainless it can really put up with bad weather and will last a lot longer than
other jims (for sure!) And at 30 inches long you will be able to reach even the
deepest linkage. Sorry, this item is shipped to the US and Canada only.

$14.95

Wide Slim Jim

Wide Slim JimOur brand-new line of SouthOrd slim jims features this extra wide jim
made of stainless steel. It is specifically designed for car openings and will unlock
many foreign and domestic vehicles. It measures 1 and 1/4 inches wide and 24 and
1/2 inches long. Sorry, this item is shipped to the US and Canada only.

$14.95

Lock Out Jim

Lock Out JimOur brand-new line of SouthOrd slim jims features this lock-on jim
made of stainless steel. The lock on jim is designed for auto opening and unlocks
horizontal locking devices by pushing the end of the tool onto the linkage to lock
on automatically. The Lock On Jim is 24 inches long and 1 inch wide. Sorry, this
item is shipped to the US and Canada only.

$14.95
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Tubular Lock Picks, Specialty Lock Picking Tools

Tubular Lock Pick - 7 Pin

7 Pin Tubular Adjustable Manipulation Lock PickThe 7 pin tubular (aka "ACE" lock
pick) pick is a precision tool designed to easily open any standard 7 pin center
tubular type lock. Tubular locks are more sophisticated than standard pin tumbler
locks. Tubular locks are high security pin tumbler locks arranged on a circular
plane. One of the big differences between a tubular lock and a conventional pin
tumbler lock is that all of the pins on a tubular lock are exposed to the eye. That
doesn't mean a tubular lock is easier to pick, quite to the contrary. The pick used
for this lock is the tubular cylinder pick.You need the right tools and time to pick a
tubular lock. If you're new to the trade it would be wise for you to learn about tubular
locks by purchasing a tubular training lock as well as some instructional material
that covers the basics of picking a tubular lock. We also carry a dvd "Lock Picking
for the New Millenium" that has a section on picking tubular locks and is chock full
of lock picking information. Offered in both seven and eight pin configurations, our

brand new tubular lock picks allow adjustment of picking needle pressure, giving them the versatility to pick even tubular locks with
higher spring pressures. Each pick has a comfortable, slip resistant rubber handle. Set tension insert and rotate back and forth until
the cylinder turns. Simple to use. Our USA made Tubular Picks are sized right to give you both feel and control. *The 7 & 8 pin tubular
picks allow you to open most vending machine locks including coin-operated washers & dryers, coin boxes, candy, soda and snack
machines, cigarette machines, and jukeboxes. Want to learn how to pick a tubular lock with our picks? We recommend this brand new
dvd:  Lockpicking for the New Millenium. Manufacturers part #TPXA-7

$79.95

8 Pin Tubular Lock Pick

8 Pin Tubular Adjustable Manipulation Lock PickThe 8 pin Ace (aka "tubular") pick
is a precision tool designed to easily open any standard 8 pin center Ace-type lock.
Tubular locks are more sophisticated than standard pin tumbler locks. Tubular
locks are high security pin tumbler locks arranged on a circular plane. One of the
big differences between a tubular lock and a conventional pin tumbler lock is that
all of the pins on a tubular lock are exposed to the eye.That doesn't mean a tubular
lock is easier to pick, quite to the contrary. The pick used for this lock is the tubular
cylinder pick.You need the right tools and time to pick a tubular lock.  If you're new
to the trade it would be wise for you to learn about tubular locks by purchasing a
tubular training lock as well as some instructional material that covers the basics
of picking a tubular lock. We carry a dvd "Lock Picking for the New Millenium" that
has a section on picking tubular locks and is chock full of lock picking information.
Offered in both seven and eight pin configurations, our brand new tubular lock

picks allow adjustment of picking needle pressure, giving them the versatility to pick even tubular locks with higher spring pressures.
Each pick has a comfortable, slip resistant rubber handle. Set tension insert and rotate back and forth until the cylinder turns. Simple
to use. Our USA made Tubular Picks are sized right to give you both feel and control. *The 7 & 8 pin tubular picks allow you to open
most vending machine locks including coin-operated washers & dryers, coin boxes, candy, soda and snack machines, cigarette
machines, and jukeboxes. Want to learn how to pick a tubular lock with our picks?Want to learn how to pick a tubular lock with our
picks?  We recommend this brand new dvd:  Lockpicking for the New Millenium.

$79.95
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Tubular Lock Picks- 7 and 8 pin set

7 and 8 Pin Tubular Adjustable Manipulation Lock PicksOur Ace (aka "tubular")
picks are precision tools designed to easily open any standard 7 and 8 pin center
Ace-type locks. Tubular locks are more sophisticated than standard pin tumbler
locks. Tubular locks are high security pin tumbler locks arranged on a circular
plane. One of the big differences between a tubular lock and conventional pin
tumbler lock is that all of the pins on a tubular lock are exposed to the eye. That
doesn't mean a tubular lock is easier to pick, quite to the contrary. The pick used
for this lock is the tubular cylinder manipulation pick.You need the right tools and
time to pick a tubular lock. Offered in both seven and eight pin configurations, our
tubular lock picks allow adjustment of picking needle pressure, giving them the
versatility to pick even tubular locks with higher spring pressures. Each pick has a
comfortable, slip resistant rubber handle. Set tension insert and rotate back and
forth until the cylinder turns. Simple to use. Our USA made Tubular Picks are sized

right to give you both feel and control. *The 7 & 8 pin tubular picks allow you to open most vending machine locks including coin-operated
washers & dryers, coin boxes, candy, soda and snack machines, cigarette machines, and jukeboxes. Want to learn how to pick a
tubular lock quickly?  Want to learn how to pick a tubular lock with our picks? We recommend this brand new DVD:  Lockpicking for
the New Millennium. Save $15.00 by purchasing these 2 tubular picks as a set!

$154.95

Deluxe Ace Pick

Deluxe Ace PickLocks can be picked by 2 methods (each pin individually or all at
once). Picks left hand, right hand and center. Comes with it's own decoder.
Manufactured out of aluminum and 12L14 steel with 1095 carbon spring steel picks.
Glossy black anodized finish. Comes in a custom wooden storage box specially
designed to protect your tool to last a lifetime. Similar to the old "Lee Pick".

$325.95
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Peterson Pro-1 Tubular Pick - 3 Tips

Peterson Pro-1 Tubular Pick - 3 Tips  The Peterson Pro-1 Tubular Lock Pick is the most universal tubular
lock pick we have found. The revolutionary design represents the only new advancement in tubular lock
picking in many years. Because of the interchangeable tip design, the pick can be converted to manipulate
a number of cylinder diameters and configurations. The special tip design also allows the tool to enter and
manipulate shrouded bicycle lock cylinders. The Pro-1 Tubular Lock Pick operates from the "full locked"
position of the pins, to find and decode the "blocking pins" in whatever order they must be picked. This
psychology bypasses the traps, reduced diameter pins, spool and mushroom pins that cause other picks
to fail. The pick finger adjusting thimbles neutralize the problems encountered with locks that have strong

and light driver springs mixed in the same cylinder. The Pro-1 product comes with two keytips (7-pin and 8-pin) with the choice of a
free 3rd keytip of your choice (Small Kryptonite or American Padlock ) mailed to you upon our receipt of your registration card. Additional
keytips or other spares can be purchased for either product at a later date.  How the Pro-1 works: While applying bias to the cylinder,
tap each of the pick element control buttons individually, with the tip of your finger.You are feeling each to find the primary locking pin.
One or more of the pins will resist being pushed down. The rest will be bouncy, because of the action of the cylinder springs. While
holding the pick vertical to the lock cylinder and biasing the pick to maintain the pressure on the primary locking pin, slowly turn the
pick element thimble down. This will cause the pick element to extend, pushing the combination pin downward. When the pin reaches
the shear line, you will hear / feel a click. The pin is picked to a shear line. It may be a false or true shear line, we cannot tell. It makes
no difference at this point. The pin is picked. Relax the turning tension and then re-bias the pick in the opening direction. Test the
control buttons again, to find the next primary locking pin or pins. Perform the screw down operation to find the shear line for each
position, and release the turning tension. Continue testing to find the binding pins. As each pin is picked, another will bind. Continue
this operation until the cylinder turns. (Robert Seiveking 2001)

$398.95

10 Pin Tubular Lock Pick

Adjustable 10 Pin Tubular Lock Pick The new Stainless Steel SouthOrd Tubular
Lock Picks allow adjustment of picking needle pressure, giving them the versatility
to pick even tubular locks with higher spring pressures. The BRAND-NEW 10 pin
tubular pick is designed for the 10 pinned tubular locks which are very common in
Europe and the UK but not very common in the USA. Each pick has a comfortable,
slip resistant rubber handle and is available in seven, eight, or ten pin configurations
(seven and eight pin configurations available as a set).

$79.95
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Technical Manuals

E-Z Lock Picking Manual

E-Z PICKING - Lock Picking Instructional Manual This lock picking manual is written
for Security Professionals who desire to have a basic understanding of the process
of lock picking. We at LPS hope that it will inspire you to develop your skills. When
starting in the locksmithing business, the first thing many want to learn is how to
pick a lock. For a long time there wasn't very much good information available and
much that was available was far too technical for the beginner to understand. This
manual has broken down the process of lock picking and displayed it graphically.
The intention of this book was to make lock picking as simple as possible. E-Z
Picking is a complete instruction manual written by a group of professional
locksmiths with many combined years of real-world experience. An easy to
understand EXCELLENT training guide. Packed with full color cut-away illustrations
and detailed step by step instructions. Included are over 100 pages of the best
information ever written on the subject. Used by students of the locksmithing trade

around the world. In a hurry to improve your lock picking skills? We suggest combining the E-Z Picking manual with our lock picking
course on DVD for a complete...and quick, training program. Need a good set of lock picking tools? We suggest the PXS-17 lock pick
tool kit. It's a good, solid, complete pro set in a rugged leather zip-up case. This manual is clearly written, an easy to understand text
on the science of lock picking.

$49.95

Car Opening Manual - 2006 Update

2006 Car Opening Manual Update   The 2006 "BEST DAMN BOOK" Update covers
the latest foreign and domestic vehicles on the road. The page size is 5 1/2"x 8
1/2". FULL COLOR photos of each and every vehicle.The PRO-LOK Car Opening
Update is the only manual that is completely printed in FULL COLOR! It is the best
in the industry. INCLUDES: Audi A3, Buick Lucerne, Cadillac DTS, Chevrolet Cobalt
Cooupe, Chevrolet HRR, Dodge Charger, Ford Fusion, Hummer H3, Honda
Ridgeline, Hyundai Azera, Isuzu i280, Isuzu i350, Jeep Commander, Lexus IS 250,
Lexus IS 350, Lincoln Zephyr, Mazda Mazda5, Mazda MX-5, Mercedes CLS-Class,
Mercedes R-Class, Mercury Milan, Mitsubishi Raider, Pontiac Solstice, Subaru B9
Tribeca, Toyota Highlander Hybrid, and more!

$49.95
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Best Damn Car Opening Manual

BEST DAMN CAR OPENING MANUAL PERIOD! This is the first complete edition
of "The Best Damn Book" since 2002. This 900+ page volume replaces
MABDVOL2002 and covers autos through 2006.The 2007 update is now available.
Acura, Audi, BMW, Buick, Cadillac, Chevy, Chrysler, Daewoo, Daihatsu, Dodge,
Eagle, Ford, GEO, GMC, Honda, Hyundai, Infiniti, Isuzu, Jaguar, Jeep, KIA, Land
Rover, Lexus, Linclon, Mercedes, Mercury, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Oldsmobile,
Plymouth, Pontiac, Porsche, Saab, Saturn, Subaru, Suzuki, Toyota, Volkswagen,
Volvo. Exotics: Alpha Romeo, Ferrari, Hummer, Maserati, Peugeot, Renault, Sterling
and Triumph.After over 15 years of research PRO-LOK introduces "The Best Damn
Car Opening Manual Period!" The all new, all in one book is all you need. The
complete book is user friendly. Easy to Find Manufacturer Easy Page Numbering
Easy to Update Alternate Methods 3 Ring Binder Entire Book in Full Color High
Quality Gloss Paper Cross Reference Index Tool Index Over 900 Pages Over 580

Models Over 40 Manufacturers Over 600 Alternate Methods Over 2900 Full Color Photos Over 200 Full Color Illustrations Covers
1980 - 2006 About our manuals: Our auto opening manuals are the best selling manuals in the industry. Each page is devoted to one
vehicle and contains complete information on the tool and technique required to open the vehicle. If you want crisp, clear photos, yearly
updates and easy to follow instructions; these are the manuals for you. Each opening method has been field tested by our own
technicians. Every major model is included and vehicles are cross referenced by model and manufacturer. Foreign and domestic
vehicles included in manuals and yearly updates. * This book was so difficult and time consuming to produce, we just had to call it
"The Damn Book" If you are an automotive locksmith this in THE ONE BOOK you shouldn't be without! **Due to the weight of the book
shipping costs prevent us from shipping it outside of the continental US.

$195
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Tool Cases and Accessories - Luxurious Leather

Leather Case - MPXS-08 Lockpick Set

Leather case for 8 piece lockpick set - MPXS-08Quality replacement leather case
for the SouthOrd MPXS-08 Lock Pick Set. Lockpickshop has array of the highest
quality leather lockpick cases on the market today!  All of our lock picks and lock
picking tools are made in the USA.

$9.95

Leather Case- MPXS-11 Lock Pick Set

Leather Case for MPXS-11 Lock Pick SetQuality replacement leather case for the
SouthOrd MPXS-11 Lock Pick Set. Lockpickshop has array of the highest quality
leather lockpick cases on the market today!  All of our lock picks and lock picking
tools are made in the USA.

$9.95
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Leather Case for PXS-14 Lockpick Set

Replacement Leather case for the lock picks and lock picking tools are made in
the USA

$13.95

Leather Case for MPXS-14 Lockpick Set

LEATHER CASE FOR MPXS-14 LOCKPICK SETReplacement all leeather case
for the MPXS-14 Lock Pick Set. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are
made in the USA.

$11.95

Leather Case for PXS-17 Lockpick Set

LEATHER CASE FOR 17 PIECE LOCKPICK SET Leather lined, zippered deluxe
case for the PXS-17 Lock Pick Set. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are
made in the USA.

$19.95
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Leather Case for MPXS-20 Lockpick Set

LEATHER CASE FOR MPXS-20 LOCK PICK SETLeather lined, zippered deluxe
replacement case for the MPXS-20 Lock Pick Set. All of our lock picks and lock
picking tools are made in the USA.

$19.95

Leather Case for MPXS-32 Lockpick Set

LEATHER replacement case for the MPXS-32 LOCK PICK SETLeather, leather
lined, zippered deluxe replacement case for the MPXS-32 Lock Pick Set.All of our
lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$29.95

Leather Case for MPXS-62 Lock Pick Set

LEATHER CASE FOR MPXS-62 LOCK PICK SETLeather, leather lined, zippered
deluxe replacement case for the MPXS-62 Lock Pick Set. This case holds a LOT
of lock picks! Heavy Duty!  You'll find all of our other replacement leather cases
here. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in the USA.

$39.95
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Leather Case for C500 Lock Pick Set

Leather case for our C500 European Lockpick set.

$9.95
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Auto Jigglers - Try Out Keys

Household Tryout Keys - Micro Jigglers

Household Tryout KeysThis 6 piece set of household tryout keys (aka micro jigglers) will help you to open smaller wafer type drawerlocks,
file cabinet locks, cupboard locks, cheap padlocks and luggage locks. Ideal for opening desk locks, cabinets, attache cases etc.
Essentially the micro jigglers combine the tension tool and hand pick, which speeds up and aids in opening technique. Great for those
little household "emergencies"! A good little set of keys to have in your household toolbox...just in case.

$19.95

Gas Cap Key -AO04

Gas Cap Key -item A004 Use this tool to open almost any locked gas cap. Use
the tool like a rocker pick. This is a great spare key for emergencies! Made in the
USA!

$7.95

Euro-Asian Auto Jigglers-Tryout Keys

European - Asian Jiggler Pick Set  Jiggler Picks for Oriental and European cars. Includes
single pick profiles and one of our famous saw tooth extractor profiles. Also can be used to
pick other locks. We've redesigned the way you use a set of jigglers! The picks need to be
shortened to allow for a working action that is unparalleled in the rest of this industry.The cuts
need to be truly "worn" to allow for the many variations needed for success.These short jiggler
picks are riveted together and form a very nice size fit into most lockpick sets. **Please include
a physical street address if you are ordering tryout keys or auto jigglers (aka lock picks for
cars). **Auto jigglers and/or auto tryout keys cannot be shipped via the US Postal Service. It
is against Federal regulations.These orders MUST be shipped via UPS. Orders being shipped
internationally (with the exception of Eastern Canadian provinces) may cost 5X or more what
the US Postal Service charges. International customers should be aware that shipping charges,

taxes and duties can be excessive when orders are shipped via UPS (United Parcel Service) and that they are responsible for all
charges associated with shipping and delivery. Charges for tryout keys,jigglers and bump keys for international orders are not addressed
in our standard shipping charges found on the website. Our international customers may be billed separately for UPS shipping after
checkout if any tryout keys or jigglers are ordered.

$46.95
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Chrysler Plymouth Dodge Jigglers

Chrysler Plymouth Dodge Auto Jigglers We've redesigned the way you use a set
of jigglers! The picks need to be shortened to allow for a working action that is
unparalleled in the rest of this industry. The cuts need to be truly "worn" to allow
for the many variations needed for success. These short jiggler picks are riveted
together and form a very nice size fit into most lockpick sets. **Please include a
physical street address if you are ordering tryout keys or auto jigglers (aka lock
picks for cars). Looking for jigglers for other makes and models? We've got an
outstanding selection right here! **Auto jigglers and/or auto tryout keys cannot be
shipped via the US Postal Service. It is against Federal regulations. These orders
MUST be shipped via UPS. Orders being shipped internationally (with the exception
of Eastern Canadian provinces) may cost 5X or more what the US Postal Service
charges. International customers should be aware that shipping charges, taxes
and duties can be excessive when orders are shipped via UPS (United Parcel

Service) and that they are responsible for all charges associated with shipping and delivery.

$49.95

Ford 5 Pin Auto Jiggler pick set

Ford 5 Pin Automotive Jiggler pick set   Jiggler Picks for 5 Pin Ford Auto Locks
We've redesigned the way you use a set of auto jigglers! The picks need to be
shortened to allow for a working action that is unparalleled in the rest of this industry.
The cuts need to be truly "worn" to allow for the many variations needed for
success. These short jiggler picks are riveted together and form a very nice size
fit into most lockpick sets. **Please include a physical street address if you are
ordering tryout keys or auto jigglers (aka lock picks for cars). **Auto jigglers and/or
auto tryout keys cannot be shipped via the US Postal Service. It is against Federal
regulations. These orders MUST be shipped via UPS. Orders being shipped
internationally (with the exception of Eastern Canadian provinces) may cost 5X or
more what the US Postal Service charges. International customers should be aware
that shipping charges, taxes and duties can be excessive when orders are shipped
via UPS (United Parcel Service) and that they are responsible for all charges

associated with shipping and delivery. Charges for tryout keys,jigglers and bump keys for international orders are not addressed in
our standard shipping charges found on the website.

$49.95
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Ford 8/10 cut Automotive Jiggler picks

Ford 8/10 cut Automotive Jiggler pick set Automotive Jiggler Lock Pick Set for 8
and 10 Pin Ford Locks We've redesigned the way you use a set of jigglers! The
picks need to be shortened to allow for a working action that is unparalleled in the
rest of this industry.The cuts need to be truly "worn" to allow for the many variations
needed for success. These short jiggler picks are riveted together and form a very
nice size fit into most lockpick sets.

$49.95

GM 6 Pin Sidebar Jiggler Pick Set

GM 6 Pin Sidebar Jiggler Pick Set   Having these GM auto key shapes in a short
version pivoting on a screw type rivet greatly improves your "Jiggle" action We've
redesigned the way you use a set of auto jigglers! The picks need to be shortened
to allow for a working action that is unparalleled in the rest of this industry. The
cuts need to be truly "worn" to allow for the many variations needed for success.
These short jiggler picks are riveted together and form a very nice size fit into most
lockpick sets.You should take a look at the GM Back-Flip tool we have as well.
**Please include a physical street address if you are ordering tryout keys or auto
jigglers (aka lock picks for cars). **Auto jigglers and/or auto tryout keys cannot be
shipped via the US Postal Service. It is against Federal regulations. Orders being
shipped internationally (with the exception of Eastern Canadian provinces) may
cost 3X or more what the US Postal Service charges. International customers
should be aware that shipping charges, taxes and duties can be excessive when

orders are shipped via UPS (United Parcel Service) and that they are responsible for all charges associated with shipping and delivery.

$84.95

GM Tryout Keys - Auto Jigglers

GM TRYOUT KEYS-COMPLETE SET   The General Motors (GM) tryout keys are
designed for GM model cars from 1967 to date. They will operate door, ignition,
trunk, and glove compartment. Not designed to work on VATS system. Entire tryout
key set consists of 64 keys. ***Not shipped outside of the continental USA, sorry.
Absolutely NO returns or exchanges on this item will be accepted. **Please include
a physical street address if you are ordering tryout keys, or auto jigglers. **Auto
jigglers or auto tryout keys cannot be shipped via the US Postal Service. It is against
Federal regulations. These orders MUST be shipped via UPS. Due to the weight
of this product an additional handling charge of $4.00 (each) applies for UPS Ground
shipping.

$109.95
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Ford Tryout Keys-Complete Set

Complete set of Ford Tryout Keys (Jigglers)   This set of tryout keys are designed
for FORD model cars from 1985 to date. They will operate door and ignition. New
10 cut H60 key blanks. There are a total of 135 keys per set. Not designed to work
on VATS system. **Please include a physical street address if you are ordering
tryout keys or auto jigglers (aka lock picks for cars). **Auto jigglers and/or auto
tryout keys cannot be shipped via the US Postal Service. It is against Federal
regulations. These orders MUST be shipped via UPS. Orders being shipped
internationally (with the exception of Eastern Canadian provinces) may cost 5X or
more what the US Postal Service charges. International customers should be aware
that shipping charges, taxes and duties can be excessive when orders are shipped
via UPS (United Parcel Service) and that they are responsible for all charges
associated with shipping and delivery. Charges for tryout keys,jigglers and bump
keys for international orders are not addressed in our standard shipping charges

found on the website. Our international customers will be billed separately for UPS shipping after checkout if any tryout keys or jigglers
are ordered.

$209.95

Gas - Glovebox Tryout Keys - Jigglers

Gas/Glove Compartment Tryout keys   This 6 piece set of tryout keys will open gas caps and glove compartments. I don't know about
you but I am forever misplacing my glovebox key. Out of frustration I've used everything from a bobby pin to a butter knife to get into
the foolish thing. I wish I'd known about these tryout keys 5 years ago! **Please include a physical street address if you are ordering
tryout keys or auto jigglers (aka lock picks for cars). **Auto jigglers and/or auto tryout keys cannot be shipped via the US Postal Service.
It is against Federal regulations. These orders MUST be shipped via UPS. Orders being shipped internationally (with the exception of
Eastern Canadian provinces) may cost 5X or more what the US Postal Service charges. International customers should be aware that
shipping charges, taxes and duties can be excessive when orders are shipped via UPS (United Parcel Service) and that they are
responsible for all charges associated with shipping and delivery. Charges for tryout keys,jigglers and bump keys for international
orders are not addressed in our standard shipping charges found on the website. Our international customers will be billed separately
for UPS shipping after checkout if any tryout keys or jigglers are ordered.

$19.95
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Auto Jigglers - Lock Picks for Cars

Auto jigglers aka tryout keys aka automotive jigglers are essentially lock picks for
cars. Used by many locksmiths, auto dealers and repo people, Auto Jiggler keys
enable the user to pick a car lock very quickly. The SJG-10 car lock pick set opens
many foreign and domestic vehicles, including trucks. Made of tempered 301
stainless steel. This 10 piece set of car lockpicks should be in every professionals
tool kit. Instructions included.You don't need to know how to pick a lock in order
to use our SJG-10 Auto Jigglers. If you need something really heavy-duty Lock
Pick Shop now offers complete pro sets of GM tryout keys. as well as a large variety
of  Automotive Entry Tools, Slim Jims, Lockout Tools, Tryout Keys, Automotive
lockout kits and Professional car-opening kits. **Please include a physical street
address if you are ordering tryout keys, or auto jigglers (aka car lock picks). **Auto
jigglers and/or auto tryout keys cannot be shipped via the US Postal Service. It is
against Federal regulations. These orders MUST be shipped via UPS. United

States residents of HI and AK and PR - Auto jigglers have to ship via UPS which may cost an additional $20 or more. Orders being
shipped internationally (with the exception of Eastern Canadian provinces) may cost 5X or more what the US Postal Service charges.
International customers should be aware that taxes and duties can be excessive when orders are shipped via UPS (United Parcel
Service) and that they are responsible for all charges associated with shipping. Additional handling charge of $3.00 applies for UPS
Ground shipping to the continesntal USA and $4.00 for Canadian customers. All of our lock picks and lock picking tools are made in
the USA.

$24.95
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Unique & Unusual Items

Handcuff Shim Pick

Handcuff SHIM PICK - pick single-locked handcuffsLaw enforcement officers, prison officials and
security personnel purchase our handcuff shim picks in large quantities to assist in training their
officers. They have to know how to pick handcuffs, how to open them without keys. It's a necessary
part of the job. The Handcuff Shim Pick can (pick) open most handcuffs if the lock has jammed or
even if the key has broken off inside! No more having to saw or use bolt cutters to release a prisoner
locked in a pair of inoperable handcuffs. This handy little shim slides between the pawl and the
ratchet to quickly release the cuff. The simple procedure can be most easily viewed and
conceptualized by using the Clear Cuff (see Clear-Cuff Handcuff Cut-Away). Keep one of these on
your keychain or in your wallet and avoid the embarrassing situation of having a "stuck" prisoner.
Works only when cuffs are single- locked.

$5.95

Prison Pen

Prison PenA pen is a potentially dangerous weapon in the hands of a prisoner. So
why would you give them one? The Prison Pen is made with a soft rubbery material
that bends under the slightest pressure, making it nearly impossible to do lethal
damage with it. It's as close to a stab-resistant, non-lethal weapon you can get,
while still providing the subject with a workable ballpoint pen to write with. It's ideal
for use in interview rooms, holding cells, and in any prison or jail environment.You
go to great lengths to confiscate any potential weapon when taking a prisoner into
custody, so why would you want to hand him one afterward? This pen is now in
use in most U.S. federal prisons. Each pen will write for over 3500 feet. Length:
4.5".

$1.95
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Standard Handcuff Key -UHK1

Standard Handcuff Key   These universal handcuff keys are designed to fit all leading brands of professional
handcuffs. All styles have a back pin for double-locking handcuffs. Standard size handcuff key. Length: 1.75".
Color: silver.

$2.45

Oversize Handcuff Key - UHK2

Oversize Handcuff Keys   These universal handcuff keys are designed to fit all
leading brands of professional handcuffs. All styles have a back pin for
double-locking handcuffs. Oversize 3" long handcuff key whose larger size provides
increased ease of use, even with gloved hands. Color: silver.

$5.5

Handcuff Pen Keys

Handcuff Pen Keys   These universal handcuff keys are designed to fit all leading brands of professional
handcuffs. All styles have a back pin for double-locking handcuffs. 4.5" long pen-style key is particularly convenient
for those who need to use their key frequently. Includes pocket clip. Color: black.

$8.95
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TV Terror -TV Remote Code Interceptor

TV Terror - TV Remote Code Interceptor TV Terror is a new device that can
automatically intercept a TV's remote control coding information, enabling it to
function as a "clone." It allows the user to turn the TV on or off, change channels,
control the volume, mute, etc. It can even "grab" the coding information while the
target TV is turned off! You now can have the ability to control what you see and
hear wherever you go - bars, waiting rooms, the neighbor's house - anywhere
there's a TV. Or use it at your own house; it's great for harassing your TV-addicted
family members. But use only with appropriate discretion - using during the Super
Bowl at a sports bar would definitely not be recommended. The TV Terror
automatically scans nearly all of the TV codes in existence, and when it determines
the correct one for the target TV, it captures and stores it. Most TVs take less than
10 seconds, a few can take up to 60 seconds. But after the initial time, it's always
instantaneous. It's simple to use. If the target TV is turned off, just aim it at the TV

and hold the red "on" button down until the TV turns on. That's it - you now have control over that TV! If you want to intercept the code
discreetly while the TV is turned on, then hold down the TV Terror's mute button until "mute" appears on the TV screen. It's easy to
re-program for use on a different TV - just aim it at the new TV and repeat this process. Very compact size for discreet deployment
(it's only 2.25" x 1.5" x .25"). But don't let its small size fool you; it's actually a sophisticated digital micro-computer. Works on 85% of
all TVs. Powered by one CR-2032 3-volt battery (included).

$19.95

Counterfeit Detector Pen

Counterfeit Detector Pen The Counterfeit Detector Pen can instantly indicate the authenticity of all U.S.
currency. The pen's patented chemical formula recognizes and reacts with the unique fibers used in U.S.
paper currency, enabling this unique new instantaneous analysis possible. Simple to use - just make a small
mark with the pen on any U.S. bill. If the mark is yellow, the bill is genuine; if it is black, the bill is suspect.
A yellow mark will disappear from the bill in a day or two, a black mark will remain on the bill.The Counterfeit
Detector Pen provides a realistic preliminary screening tool for all cash transactions. One should be kept at
every point of purchase and teller window.You can now protect your cash with just the stroke of a pen!
Each pen can be used up to 1000 times. The Counterfeit Detector Pen is virtually foolproof; it works on all
papers used by counterfeiters to approximate U.S. currency, although it may not work on obviously
inappropriate counterfeiting paper such as porous newsprint.

$5.95
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Prison Pen - with Red Ink

Prison Pen - Red ink A pen is a potentially dangerous weapon in the hands of a
prisoner. So why would you give them one? The Prison Pen is made with a soft
rubbery material that bends under the slightest pressure, making it nearly impossible
to do lethal damage with it. It's as close to a stab-resistant, non-lethal weapon you
can get, while still providing the subject with a workable ballpoint pen to write with.
It's ideal for use in interview rooms, holding cells, and in any prison or jail
environment.You go to great lengths to confiscate any potential weapon when
taking a prisoner into custody, so why would you want to hand him one afterward?
This pen is now in use in most U.S. federal prisons. Each pen will write for over
3500 feet. Length: 4.5". *Also available in black ink

$1.95

Russian KGB Disappearing Ink Pen

RUSSIAN KGB DISAPPEARING INK PEN The very rare Russian KGB disappearing ink spy pen is now
available for sale in the U.S.! The unique ink is based on a secret formula developed by KGB scientists
during the Cold War period, and has been recently adapted into a modern gel pen format.This is the genuine
disappearing "spy ink" pen - don't confuse it with the fabric marking pens (usually having purple ink and a
felt-pen tip) or novelty pens that others sell as disappearing spy ink pens. Despite its unique capabilities,
this pen looks and writes exactly like a regular pen and writes in a standard dark blue ink. Since it's a gel
pen, it writes smoothly with a continuous flow, and has a long shelf life. It has a popular 0.5mm point size.
It requires almost no downward pressure to write on the paper, so it's not necessary to leave indentations
on the paper that could possibly be used to reconstruct what was written. Once on paper, the ink appears
normal for about 15 minutes. Then it begins to slowly deconstruct. After about an hour, it will have mostly
disappeared, but will still be slightly visible. After about 24 to 48 hours it will have completely vanished! Even
an inspection under ultraviolet light will come up with nothing. (Fade time and characteristics may vary
depending on ambient environmental conditions.) Now you can write confidential or sensitive notes on
documents and be assured that they will be gone later. Great for those occasions that you want to say
something - temporarily. WARNING: Do not use on any legal document or financial instrument. Made in

Russia. NOTE: Very limited supply, once our initial inventory sells out, it's uncertain if we can obtain any more of these.

$14.95
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Ultraviolet LED Flashlight

ULTRAVIOLET LED FLASHLIGHTThis new flashlight brings LED technology to
the ultraviolet spectrum. Finally an ultraviolet light source that's robust enough for
demanding field use, and one that provides significantly increased output and
effectiveness. Its 8 ultraviolet LEDs are housed in an aluminum body and produces
more ultraviolet light than most ultraviolet incandescent or fluorescent bulbs.
Designed to work ideally with our Ultraviolet Thief Detection Powder. Push-button
on/off switch. Powered by three AAA batteries (included). Color: pewter. Length:
4".

$15.95

UV Thief Detection Powder

ULTRAVIOLET THIEF DETECTION POWDERUltraviolet Thief Detection Powder
is designed for thief detection and the identification of stolen or altered items. For
example, an article can be marked so that it is invisible to the eye, but under
ultraviolet light the item and anyone who touched it can be identified. Powder, once
touched, remains on fingers and hands, invisible except under UV light.Tampering,
theft, substitution, etc., can be revealed as well as evidence against a suspect
provided. Fluorescence is the phenomenon by which certain materials absorb
ultraviolet energy and re-emit this invisible radiation in the form of visible colored
light. Fluorescence occurs only while the material is being activated by the UV
rays. Once the source of the UV radiation is removed, the fluorescent glow ceases.
The best fluorescent responses occur in darkness or under low-level lighting
conditions.This fluorescent tracer powder readily transfers to the fingers and hands
when touched, leaving the subject "glowing" when put under UV inspection. Powder

is recommended for indoor use; paste is recommended for most outdoor use. To make an ultraviolet paste, simply mix the powder in
Vasoline. Ultraviolet powder and paste can be applied to locks, fire alarm boxes, off-limits door knobs, computer keyboards, etc.; the
list is unlimited, depending upon your security requirements. Non-toxic. 2 oz. container. Recommended for use with the  Ultraviolet
LED Flashlight.

$16.95
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Check Guardian Pen

Check Guardian Pen - by Fisher Pen Co.If you aren't familiar with "check washing",
you ought to be. It's a rapidly expanding crime in which thieves steal checks, often
from outgoing mail in people's mailboxes, and then apply a chemical solution (we
won't reveal what it's made with, but it uses common household products) which
can erase ("wash") the desired portions while leaving your genuine signature intact.
Typically the "washers" take your payments for utilities, etc., since they're in an
envelope that they recognize will probably contain a check. Then they "wash" the
desired portions, make the check payable to themselves, and usually alter the
check amount. It can prove to be a real nightmare for the victim. The new
Check-Guardian Pen now allows you to prevent this from happening to you.
Extensive research by Fisher Pen Company (famous for the Space PenÂ®) has
resulted in their new Cellu-Lock" ink technology. This special ink actually creates
a molecular bond with the cellulose fibers of the paper, making it impervious to all

known fluids used by criminal check washers. And since it's a genuine Space PenÂ®, it has all the same features found in every Space
PenÂ®, including its unique pressurized cartridge that allows you to write upside-down, underwater, or in extreme temperatures. Ink
color: blue

$12.95

Covert Coin - Half Dollar

During the Cold War, spies from both the East and West utilized specially modified
coins to covertly transport messages, microfilms, poisons, etc.our high-tech age,
the clandestine "covert coin" may seem to be merely an historical or nostalgic relic.
But although the technology of the covert coin is not new, the data media is new.
The MicroSD memory card, which can store up to a massive 16 gigabytes of
information, can be hidden inside of a nickel! Your most private, confidential, and
personal information can now be secured in a place where no one would ever
locate it. Even a professional warrant search will not succeed in finding your most
private information. Covert Coins are expertly precision hand-machined from actual
coins to create a secret interior compartment. Once closed, they are absolutely
indistinguishable from regular coins to the naked eye.They can be handled normally
without any chance of an accidental opening. An opening device is supplied with
each covert coin, without which it's next to impossible to open up the coin.Made

in USA. Available in 3 models: Quarter, Half-Dollar (microSD card can fit inside) and Nickel (designed to precisely hold a microSD
card).

$24.95
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Covert Coin - Quarter

During the Cold War, spies from both the East and West utilized specially modified
coins to covertly transport messages, microfilms, poisons, etc.our high-tech age,
the clandestine "covert coin" may seem to be merely an historical or nostalgic relic.
But although the technology of the covert coin is not new, the data media is new.
The MicroSD memory card, which can store up to a massive 16 gigabytes of
information, can be hidden inside of a nickel! Your most private, confidential, and
personal information can now be secured in a place where no one would ever
locate it. Even a professional warrant search will not succeed in finding your most
private information. Covert Coins are expertly precision hand-machined from actual
coins to create a secret interior compartment. Once closed, they are absolutely
indistinguishable from regular coins to the naked eye.They can be handled normally
without any chance of an accidental opening. An opening device is supplied with
each covert coin, without which it's next to impossible to open up the coin.Made

in USA. Available in 3 models: Quarter, Half-Dollar (microSD card can fit inside) and Nickel (designed to precisely hold a microSD
card).

$24.95

Covert Coin - Nickel

During the Cold War, spies from both the East and West utilized specially modified
coins to covertly transport messages, microfilms, poisons, etc.our high-tech age,
the clandestine "covert coin" may seem to be merely an historical or nostalgic relic.
But although the technology of the covert coin is not new, the data media is new.
The MicroSD memory card, which can store up to a massive 16 gigabytes of
information, can be hidden inside of a nickel! Your most private, confidential, and
personal information can now be secured in a place where no one would ever
locate it. Even a professional warrant search will not succeed in finding your most
private information. Covert Coins are expertly precision hand-machined from actual
coins to create a secret interior compartment. Once closed, they are absolutely
indistinguishable from regular coins to the naked eye.They can be handled normally
without any chance of an accidental opening. An opening device is supplied with
each covert coin, without which it's next to impossible to open up the coin.Made

in USA. Available in 3 models: Quarter, Half-Dollar (microSD card can fit inside) and Nickel (designed to precisely hold a microSD
card).

$29.95
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LockWrite Pen - For Police Officers

LockWrite Combination Pen/Handcuff Key As Seen In AMERICAN COP
MAGAZINE!!! March/ April 2009 Designed for Police Officers by a Police Officer
Detailed description: LockWrite is a writing utensil that features a built-in handcuff
key, which provides police officers and prison guards with a safe and efficient way
to carry a handcuff key. This tool is designed to appear and function as a standard
style ink pen would. The stainless steel material, retractable pen notes a clip
enabling attachment to a shirt pocket or other location on the person. When
extended, the 5/16" writing tip, along with the flag lock tip, work together to function
as the main key to lock and unlock a pair of handcuffs. The extended tip alone will
lock and unlock the smaller, double lock found of the cuffs. LockWrite is a clever
and discreet tool that provides of the most necessary functions in law enforcment.
LockWrite combines two of the most common and often used tools in Law
Enforcement into one patented, high quality device. LockWrite is a fully functional

writing utensil utilizing replaceable ink cartridges that also acts as a handcuff key.This tool is made specifically to provide law enforcement
personnel with a concealed key that can be carried easily. LockWrite is a uniquely designed combination writing utensil and handcuff
key created to provide law enforcement officials with a safe and convenient way to conceal the tool.This dual-purpose product provides
two items necessary for performing the duties required of any law enforcement official. Cleverly styled as a fully functioning writing
pen, this understated handcuff key offers safety to the bearer in that it can be carried and used without drawing attention Prison guards
and police officers routinely utilize handcuffs, which means that a handcuff key must be kept on their person at all times. In the form
of a key, most likely carried on an easy to access keychain worn at the waist, this tool can put the officer in danger should the cuffed
suspect attempt to get it. Prisoners anticipate the guard wearing a key and can use this knowledge to their advantage in an attempt
to escape. Keeping this important and powerful tool within reach is important; yet being able to carry it in a more discreet manner would
increase safety. Designed by an Officer  - Travis Roemmele is a police officer with the Riverdale Police Department in Riverdale, NJ.
He is the inventor of the LockWrite pen. LockWrite was designed from start to finish by Officer Roemmele to help increase the safety
and convenience of officers around the world. From the patent process, to all manufacturing standards, to the finished product; each
step of the creation of the LockWrite pen was meticulously watched closely by Officer Roemmele, and he stands by his product 100%.
Travis stands by his product so much in fact, that he uses it in the field, like many other officers in his department and around the
United States. *LockWrite will unlock all brands of standard handcuffs except for ASP*

$24.95

Road Stars -For Law Enforcement

ROAD STARS Road Stars are devices designed for use in securing private property and law
enforcement applications in which an immediate vehicle-disabling roadblock is required. Don't
let their compact size, portability, and field-expediency deceive you- nearly any vehicle's tire
driving over a Road Star will experience a rapid tire blow-out. Constructed from heavy gauge
5/16" hardened round steel with Class Four tip, industrial grade welds, and .3" razor edge, each
has four 2" long spikes. Based on the design of the ancient caltrop, no matter how one is thrown
on the ground, one spike will always land straight up. Road Stars can be deployed to create
instant roadblocks, stop a pursuing vehicle, prevent parked vehicles from fleeing, protect private
property, etc. Use only with extreme caution and discretion in a legal and appropriate manner;
you are responsible for each usage and its consequences. For private property protection, use

only with proper warning signage as specified in the instructions, warnings, and sample signage supplied with the product. Color: rust.
Sold in boxes of 4 Road Stars.

$24.95
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Mossad Covert Spy Pen

Mossad Invisible Ink Spy Pen The unique new Mossad Pen is an amazing breakthrough in covert ink
technology. Its ink has the capability to quickly transform into a non-visible format.Your confidential written
documents can disappear for high-security storage or during clandestine transport. Re-constructing the
original material can also be accomplished quickly and easily whenever required. To transform into the
secured, non-visible format, just run a hot blowdryer over the paper. It will seem to "vacuum" the ink right
off the page! Whenever you want the original writing to re-construct, just place the paper in your kitchen
freezer and the ink will re-appear in its original form.The transformation process is actually quite astonishing
to observe. The ink can be alternated back and forth between visible and non-visible formats as often as
required. The Mossad Pen allows you to attain a very high level of privacy and security for your confidential
notes, writings, drawings, etc. Even a law enforcement-level search is unlikely to divulge documents written
with the Mossad Pen.The possibility of interception is remote, and can be decreased even further by writing
in places that wouldn't even be looked at (for example, on the back of printed sheets of paper). For
communications purposes, this pen could re-invent the old-fashioned "letter in the mail" as a secure,
below-the-radar mode of sending sensitive information, one which is not subject to electronic interception.
The Mossad Pen utilizes the latest gel pen technology to provide smooth, quality writing performance. It's

designed to require very little downward pressure on the paper when writing, so telltale indentations on the paper can be avoided. The
ink color is black. It features a quality ergonomic housing for comfort. The writing tip is a popular 0.7mm fine point. Note: this ink has
been engineered to work on white paper only. Refill cartridges are available.

$29.95

Spy Paper

This "spy paper" looks like ordinary paper, but is unique in that it dissolves
in just seconds when contacted with liquid, resulting in a useless,
non-reconstructable mulch which is far more secured than the output of any
standard shredder.You can write on this paper normally, but contact it with
any liquid, even saliva, and it transforms into a secure mulch. It's ideal for
those confidential notes that may have to "disappear" quickly with little
advance notice. Spy paper comes in one pad of 32 sheets, each sheet is
2.75" x 4.25" in a sealable storage bag.

$5.95
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LASER Surveillance Defeater

The Laser Surveillance Defeater is a unique new countermeasure device against laser
surveillance. How does laser surveillance work? It's quite sophisticated, but in a nutshell, an
invisible laser beam is focused on a window. Voices and sound from within the target area are
absorbed by the window and transmitted onto the laser beam (called "modulation").The receiver
(at the other end of the beam) then demodulates, processes, and amplifies the signal. The
result-- your private conversations inside your office or home can be secretly listened in on and
recorded by a spy a mile away! Since these systems are expensive and sales are restricted in
the U.S., they are used primarily by government agencies.The new Laser Surveillance Defeater
was developed to meet the security requirements of certain U.S. federal agencies (those who
best know the capabilities of a technology are usually the first to realize the importance of

protecting themselves from it). This unique countermeasure device was designed to be effective, inexpensive, compact, and portable.
It interrupts, masks, and jams the laser demodulation by transmitting human voice frequencies to a window to "drown out" typical
conversation. Most laser receivers have a "notch filter" to isolate and enhance human voices; this device was engineered to defeat
such filters by centering its frequency output at the middle of the human voice range so that if the notch filter is used, it will also filter
out a major portion of the human voice range, making the results useless. The Laser Surveillance Defeater is ideal for government
offices, corporate facilities, high-rise buildings, even homes-- any location that has a window which can be seen from a spy's location
is at potential risk of laser surveillance.This device is completely portable; it installs and un-installs on windows instantly with its integral
suction component. Powered by one 9-volt alkaline battery (included), which provides approximately 500 hours of operation. Equipped
with on/off switch and bright blue LED power indicator. Deploy one unit per window.

$69.95

Ultraviolet Pen

These ultraviolet pens are ideal for marking currency or personal property, writing covert
"invisible" communications, taking sensitive notes, etc. The markings remain invisible until
examined under an ultraviolet light source. (Recommended for use with the Ultraviolet LED
Flashlight). Available in two models - standard felt-tip pen, and the new "UV Space Pen" (utilizes
pressurized UV ink cartridge and writes at any angle, even upside-down, underwater, over
grease or fingerprints, under any weather conditions.) NOTE: These pens may not work well
on some white papers; recommended to use on colored paper.

$5.95
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Devil Drive

The new Devil Drive elevates the office prank to a new level of sophistication and
maddening effectiveness. It looks like a regular USB thumb drive, but it's actually
a devious device of electronic harassment. Its use should be strictly limited to
deserving subjects only.The Devil Drive has three functions: 1) it causes annoying
random curser movements on the screen, (2) it types out random phrases and
garbage text, and (3) it toggles the Caps Lock. It allows you to select any
combination of these frustrating functions, or all of them. It also allows you to set
the time interval between events (ranges from 5 seconds to 15 minutes; the longer
intervals are recommended for the most maddening effects). Note: the Caps Lock
toggle function does not work on Macs. To deploy the Devil Drive, just discreetly
insert it into any unused USB port on the victim's computer (no drivers are needed).
The Devil Drive never hits the "Enter" key and it never clicks the mouse button,
but still you should not use it on anyone's computer who is doing critical work where

any disruption could cause serious consequences; like any prank, exercise prudence and judgment before deploying. Seriously...if
you want to make someone absolutely barking mad you NEED one of these!

$24.95

Survival Flask - SM

These current issue Israel Air Force air crew survival water flasks are the only water containers that meet stringent
test criteria for durability, abrasion resistance, etc. They are constructed of multi-layered laminated plastic film
that meets FDA standards for food packaging. Each flexible flask is refillable and has a screw-top cap. They can
withstand heat in excess of 212 degrees F, so even boiling water can be added to the flask (makes a great body
warmer in cold survival situations). Available in two sizes: Small - holds 500 ml (about 1 pint). Color: white. Cap
size is 12 mm. This is the size that is carried in the air crew survival vest, and also works well in combat and
assault vests. Large - holds 3 liters (over 3 quarts). Color: clear. Cap size is 20 mm. Has holes so that a cord
may be attached to form a carry handle.Water not included. Made in Israel.

$5.95

Survival Flask - LG

These current issue Israel Air Force air crew survival water flasks are the only water containers that meet stringent
test criteria for durability, abrasion resistance, etc. They are constructed of multi-layered laminated plastic film
that meets FDA standards for food packaging. Each flexible flask is refillable and has a screw-top cap. They can
withstand heat in excess of 212 degrees F, so even boiling water can be added to the flask (makes a great body
warmer in cold survival situations). Available in two sizes: Small - holds 500 ml (about 1 pint). Color: white. Cap
size is 12 mm. This is the size that is carried in the air crew survival vest, and also works well in combat and
assault vests. Large - holds 3 liters (over 3 quarts). Color: clear. Cap size is 20 mm. Has holes so that a cord
may be attached to form a carry handle.Water not included. Made in Israel.

$6.95
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US Military Sun/Wind/Dust Goggles

These are the genuine U.S. military issue Sun/Wind/Dust Goggles. Their design allows them to be worn
right over eyeglasses. Features include black molded rubber frames, foam rubber lining, olive drab adjustable
head strap and non-reflective black hardware. They come complete with interchangeable clear and neutral
gray shatterproof plastic lenses. Made in U.S.A. Each pair of goggles is individually boxed. Our military
goggles are perfect for tow operators and mobile locksmith to keep in the truck. They will be invaluable to
have when you must respond to calls for breakdowns or auto lockouts in bad weather, wind storms etc.

$23.95

Practice Handcuff - HC-11

For those interested, the HC-11 SouthOrd Practice Handcuff reveals the locking
mechanism of the standard handcuff, and allows the user to understand its strengths
and weaknesses. Includes one key. Our visible practice handcuff is double locking.

$19.95

Envelope XRAY Spray

Envelope X-RAY Spray turns opaque paper temporarily translucent, allowing the user to view the contents of an envelope
without ever opening it. 30 seconds after the application, the envelope will return to its original state, leaving absolutely
no markings, discoloration, or other indications of use. Each can treats several hundred square inches. Non-conductive
and non-photochemically reactive. Environmentally-friendly (contains no Freon). Size 6.25" x 2". Net weight: 5 oz.
WARNING: Not to be used on U.S. Mail, except by, or with the express permission of, the addressee.This product cannot
be shipped by by Air - sold ONLY to US customers by UPS Ground Service.

$11.95
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Covert Handcuff Key - Non Metallic

This is the best hide-out handcuff key available. Constructed of a special durable composite,
this universal key can be there for you when you need it most.Tiny, lightweight and non-metallic,
it can be hidden on or about your body or clothing so that it can not be easily detected, yet be
ready for your use if needed.The design features a lanyard hole so that it can be sewn into or
suspended in your clothing or gear. A must-have item for anyone working undercover or operating
in a hostile environment. Color: black. Size: 0.5" x 0.8". Weight: 0.014 oz. Made in U.S.A.

$4.95

Escape Saw - -Survival Tool

The Escape Saw can be a vital piece of gear that should be in every adventurer's survival kit. This small, discreet,
and lightweight cutter could be just the tool you need to extract yourself from an undesirable situation. It's a great
little item to have in the glovebox of your car or truck too - just in case of an emergency.Take it on your next camping
trip. Bottom line is that this little tool comes in handy in many situations. It can cut metal, wood, plastic, rope, etc. It
cuts on the pull stroke.Saw length: 2.25". Closed size: 3.25" x 0.625" x 0.375". Weight: 0.4 oz. Color: black.

$10.95

Zipper-Pull Hidden Handcuff Key

This could be one of the ultimate HIPS (Hidden-in-Plain-Sight) items - one of our covert non-metallic handcuff keys
disguised as a simple zipper pull. These can be attached to any zipper on your jacket, pants, etc. The key remains
completely hidden, and is simply pushed out from its housing when required in an emergency. Since the key is
attached to its cord, it will not become lost even during the most demanding situations. Includes key. Patent Pending.
Made in USA.

$8.95
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Covert Coin Handcuff Key

You've never seen anything like this! I guarantee it. This innovative new handcuff key was designed for a specialized elite U.S. unit
whose members are at high risk of being taken captive and require improved odds of escape. It can also be a valuable, potentially
life-saving, device for undercover law enforcement operatives and even street officers. This device is based on the proven theory that
things often are most securely hidden when in plain sight. The most ignored things that people carry are coins. Rarely does anyone
pay the slightest attention to a bunch of coins, even during searches. Who would have ever thought that a handcuff key could be
concealed inside of nickels? Keep this device, along with some regular coins, in your pant's back pocket, so that you can easily access
it while handcuffed behind your back. To deploy, just run your finger along the coin's edge, and its integral handcuff key smoothly
pivots out, ready for use. The coin itself serves as an oversize handle, providing increased control while under stress. Patent pending.
Made in USA.

$54.95

KILLER KEY - KWIKSET

The Killer Key can instantly and permanently disable a lock. Once inserted into a lock it can not be removed,
making it impossible to unlock the door. The door can still be opened from the inside, so no one can be locked
in, only locked out. The only way in is to drill the lock. Simple to deploy - just insert into the keyway and then
push sideways on the bow which will easily break off. The Killer Key can be a valuable tool for law enforcement
as an instantly deployable access denial device. It's also a useful tool for property management to prevent return
of evicted tenants before the locks can be changed. About 90% of the locks used in the USA use one of two key
styles - Schlage® or Kwikset®, so a Killer Key version is available for each.

$19.95

KILLER KEY - SCHLAGE

The Killer Key can instantly and permanently disable a lock. Once inserted into a lock it can not be removed,
making it impossible to unlock the door. The door can still be opened from the inside, so no one can be locked
in, only locked out. The only way in is to drill the lock. Simple to deploy - just insert into the keyway and then
push sideways on the bow which will easily break off. The Killer Key can be a valuable tool for law enforcement
as an instantly deployable access denial device. It's also a useful tool for property management to prevent return
of evicted tenants before the locks can be changed. About 90% of the locks used in the USA use one of two key
styles - Schlage® or Kwikset®, so a Killer Key version is available for each.

$19.95
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Auto Wedges

Pump Wedge - Auto Lockout Tool

Pump Wedge - Auto Lockout ToolLocksmith window pump wedge for locked cars,
auto opening. The Pump Wedge is a necessity for any auto opening. The pump
wedge is an inflatable wedge made of heavy duty non-marring vinyl material. It is
designed for locked vehicle entry. Our inflatable wedge is made of non-marring
vinyl material and has rounded corners for easy entry.  Other uses may also include
door and safe installations for leveling or holding in place while installation is being
done. The Air Wedge slides between the vehicle door and the weather stripping
on the door frame, then the pump is squeezed, inflating the Air Pump Wedge and
separating the vehicle door from the frame. This provides enough room to insert
a car opening tool.This is most definitely one item any pro should have in his auto
opening tool kit! Inflatable pump wedge (approx 6.5"x6") is constructed of a heavy
duty vinyl which will not scratch or chip paint. Simply slip the wedge into place and
inflate using the attached pump to spread the door for tool insertion. Our pump

wedge is the ideal car open tool for police, firemen, other emergency personnel, as well as repo people, wrecker drivers, auto repair
shops and car dealers. When the unit is positioned between car door and the door frame and inflated, the door is pulled away for the
frame allowing an opening tool to be inserted and the door opened. Full Color Instructions included. Lifetime warranty against
manufacturer's defect.

$39.95

Mini Wedge Duo - AO64

Mini Wedge DuoThese plastic wedges make wedging even tight automobile doors
easy. They are easily inserted by utilizing a unique crown on the wedge.  Each
pack contains two wedges with "self starting" tapered edges and unique
crown. These are ideal for wedging in tight situations.

$12.95
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Mini Rubber Wedge - Grey

Mini Rubber Wedge - Auto opening tool The AO67, Mini Rubber Wedge, is made
from heavy-duty non-marking high grade rubber to assist in car openings. Full
Color Instructions included. Made in the USA. Lifetime warranty against
manufacturer's defect.

$9.45

Wedge Starter/Window Protector

Wedge Starter/Window Protector  This inexpensive tool serves a dual purpose.
The edge of the tool holds the weather-stripping back and allows for the easy
insertion of the wedges. The large size protects the window glass from being
scratched and becoming dirty.  Made of clear mylar. Size 10" x 6".

$10.95

Small Wedge - Auto Opening Tool

Small Wedge - Auto Opening Tool Made of ABS plastic, these wedges slide more
smoothly than rubber wedges between the window and rubber window scraper,
as an assist in car opening.

$5.95
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Large Wedge- Auto Opening Tool

Large Wedge- Auto Opening ToolThe FW2, Large Wedge, is made of ABS plastic
to assist in car openings. These wedges slide more smoothly than rubber wedges
between the window and rubber window scraper, as an assist in auto opening.
Made in the USA.

$6.95

Large and Small Auto Wedge Set

Large and Small Wedge SetThe FW1, Small Wedge and the FW2, Large Wedge,
are made of ABS plastic to assist in car openings. These wedges slide more
smoothly than rubber wedges between the window and rubber window scraper,
as an assist in auto opening. Made in the USA.

$10.95

Clear View Wedge System

The AO63, Clear View Wedge System, is a 3 piece design to hold back the
weather-stripping and give maximum visibility and room to maneuver your car
opening tools. A must have for auto openings. Includes 2 AO64 wedges. Full Color
Instructions included.Made in the USA. Lifetime warranty against manufacturer's
defect.

$24.95
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Double Sided Red Wedge-AO6O

Double Sided Red Wedge - Auto Opening Tool Our double sided wedge is made
of high impact plastic. Different height on each side allows you to adjust to doors
with varying flexibilities. If you prefer a pump wedge instead take a look at this
one made of heavy duty vinyl.  Made in the USA.

$9.95
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